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1. URSULINES OF MARY IMMACULATE                                         BY SR. SAJEENA UMI 

1.  The Foundress 

I would like to begin my presentation by introducing the figure of my Foundress, and pass on to 

some concepts regarding Charism, and then to the moment of the Foundation of Institute, to its 

mission and its further growth and development.                         

1. 1.  Birth and Baptism and Early Experiences 

Brigida the Foundress was born to the couple Nicolo’ Morello, Lavinia Borzese, on 17
th

 June 1610 

as the sixth of eleven children. She was baptized in the church of St. Michael of Pagana in the 

township of Rapallo (Genova). The family was of ancient roots; Nicolo’ (the Father of the family) 

became the Governor (Municipal Chairman) of Rapallo in 1633.  

In her early childhood, Brigida was brought up by her paternal grand uncle and aunt, a childless 

couple. There is a significant detail worth mentioning about her during this period; while in her 

paternal home, Brigida’s sisters received instruction regularly from a tuitor, Brigida remained 

unlettered in obedience to her grand uncle’s will and desire. Yet, she had been so enlightened and 

graced by God, that she left a large collection of documents as precious heritage to us her daughters. 

These writings abound in divine wisdom, intuition and knowledge of God’s ways.  

I would like to narrate another incident in the life of Baby Brigida when she was just a 4 years old.  

The child had gone to Church on a Good Friday in the company of her maid servant to participate 

in the liturgy of the day, to recall and relive the Mystery of our salvation.  

The preacher, a fervent and zealous priest, in his sermon, narrated with great precision how JESUS 

underwent His Passion, suffering all the torments associated with condemnation of Crucifixion, the 

shameful death on the cross. The preacher was so moved in recalling the details of the event that he 

could not contain his sorrow and pain, and he broke into tears. Though the child understood little of 

the sermon and of the subject matter, she was much impressed, even disturbed, by the anguish of 

the preacher. On the way back home, she asked her maidservant why the priest was crying. The 

maid gave her, in a beautiful synthesis, the reason, saying that the priest was crying because of 

JESUS’ suffering. She added in the same strain, that JESUS underwent His passion because of the 

sins of humanity- especially the sins of vanity of women.  

The child proceeded on her way in silence, and on reaching home, she removed her ornaments and 

gave to the Mother saying, “I don’t want to cause pain to Jesus, I don’t want to be vain anymore…”  
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Hardly 11 years old,  Brigida was entrusted with the care of the younger ones since the mother was 

sick. It is during these years that her vocation to religious life matured. But, for some financial 

setback, the father was not in a position to the pay the dowry, corresponding to the social standing 

of the family, to send to her to one of the cloisters of Genova,  

1.2   God’s will, her sole concern  

From young age she had wanted to consecrate herself to God, but, accepted God’s will revealed 

through her father’s will and was married to Mathew Zancari.  After a brief married life, she was 

widowed and led a devoted life for a few years, serving the parish community of Salsomaggiore, 

where she lived. 

Like all God’s friends -the prophets and saints, Brigida too had to go through enormous difficulties 

in realizing God’s work with fidelity, her only source of strength and comfort being God’s unfailing 

help, and, on her part, the unmistakable conviction of doing His will. 

1.3  Brigida, the Mystic – Her spirituality and GOD-experience 

The incident at the age of four tells us how this little girl had penetrated into the mystery of the 

Cross and understood its meaning, far above her age. It was indeed a singular grace granted her at 

that tender age, and which led her to the height of mystical experiences and intimate union with 

Christ, especially the Crucified Saviour.    

No wonder, the Crucified Saviour became the model and pattern of her life. She perpetuated this 

uncommon gift through the Institute she founded, and she bequeathed this precious heritage to her 

daughters – the members of this Congregation.  

Our Foundress was gifted with the singular grace of understanding with uncommon clarity, many of 

God’s mysteries and expressions of His saving work. She was particularly moved by the love of 

JESUS as revealed in His Passion and death and from very early days, she developed this devotion 

to the Crucified Saviour, a devotion that found full expression in her untiring efforts at doing “good 

to the neighbour”- a synonym of what we call today apostolic activities.  

1.4  Brigida and the Prophetic qualities in her 

As in the case of all the Biblical prophets, the holiness and glory of God took possession of 

Brigida’s spirit bringing her to a new awareness of human lowliness. The imitation of Christ 

Crucified enabled her to start the House of St. Ursula at Piacenza, in total adherence to God’s will.  
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The first and foremost, typically prophetic quality that shone in our Foundress is her very deep and 

personal relationship with God, a relationship that transformed her life irreversibly, renewing it 

from within, with the freshness of God’s Spirit, enabling her to surrender herself totally to God, to 

His most holy will.      

Brigida’s life henceforth is marked by an unshakable trust in and total dependence on Divine 

Providence. She was attentive to the movement of the spirit that made her, so to say, partner with 

God in taking up the cause of the needy. In many instances her mediation with God on behalf of 

others turned out significant and effective. She stood for Gospel values and principles of Christian 

living. She was aware of and attuned to the signs of the times.    

2. CHARISM 

Charism is God’s gratuitous given through the action of the Holy Spirit, for the purpose of building 

up the Body of Christ. In the case of a Congregation, it is the special gift given to the Foundress –

individually or as a group- to found a Congregation. The Foundress is a person who enjoys a unique 

relationship with God which transforms her and enables her to see the reality of the world from 

God’s point of view, making her see the problems of the society of her time, and how she and her 

Congregation are called to respond to this situation. In this sense, she is different from a 

revolutionary as we understand the term usually, as she is possessed not by an idea but by a person. 

She is enamoured of the love of Christ and is powerfully attracted by a particular aspect of His 

personality which she tries to imitate in her own life, and teaches the followers to do the same.       

2.1. Charism of Foundation - God’s gift to Mother Brigida   

God chose Mother Brigida, a woman of deep communion with the Divine and of great virtue to give 

shape on earth to His eternal project. By gifting her with the Charism of foundation, God enabled 

her to start the House of St. Ursula. Six companions joined Mother Brigida in this venture of living 

active religious life, when such a thing was inconceivable in the society and church of her day.  The 

teachings and writings of Mother Brigida emphasize the community living based on mutual esteem 

and charity. Apostolate/ministry -the term we are familiar with today, nearly 300 years later- 

corresponds, in her words, to ‘zeal for souls’ that can be realized through any and every in activity 

which can procure God’s glory and the good of the neighbor.  

Charism of Foundation of any Congregation contains the following four basic aspects/ dimensions. 

1. The first aspect is called the Pneumatic dimension. A careful study of our Foundress’ 

writings reveal that all her works regarding the foundation have been inspired and guided by 
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the Pneuma = the Holy Spirit. As an Ursuline, my task is to discover this aspect by reading 

more and more of the writings of the Foundress with love and attention. I will then realize 

how the Holy Spirit has been powerfully present in the life of the Foundress, guiding her 

every step leading to this Foundation. Holy Spirit’s presence c0uld be in the form of visions, 

intuitions, insights etc. – all regarding the foundation.  

2. The second dimension called Christological dimension refers to the relationship of the 

Foundress with the person of Christ.  Our Foundress, as mentioned earlier, is so deeply in 

love with Christ, drawn particularly by one aspect of his personality that she tries to imitate 

it fully and make it visible in her life and work. She communicates this to her followers and 

they have the duty to live up to this basic aspiration of the Foundress.  

We Ursulines recognise this aspect in Jesus Crucified, and try to imitate the Crucified 

Saviour through our apostolic services. The life and teachings of our Foundress abound in 

expressions that point to this aspect.  

 

3. The third dimension, called Ecclesial dimension, speaks of our relationship and place as a 

Congregation in the Church. It explains our sharing in the mission of the Church which 

JESUS entrusted to His Apostles, and, through them, to the Church. The mission of the 

Church in substance is to reveal the FATHER’S love for humanity and the most admirable 

expression of this love is through the person of His SON, Jesus Christ. This indeed is the 

primary and unmistakable mission of every baptized, and much more of every Religious.  

We, Ursulines, fulfill this mission, through the various activities, revealing God’s love to 

our neighbour, trying to recognise the crucified of today in different situations of life.  

 

4. One more aspect of founding Charism remains to be mentioned. This is the prophetic 

dimension which makes us see how God, at the moment of Foundation itself, gives the 

Foundress the assurance of continuity in future, of the ongoing living of this Charism in the 

Church. This happens as a spiritual reality not easily seen or understood by our physical 

powers. God puts into the hearts of those young women, whom  He calls to be Ursulines, the 

attraction and desire to live the same mystery of Christ in their own life like the Foundress, 

the same aspiration to share in the mission of Christ through personal holiness, and through 

any work that obedience asks of her.  
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In the diary of Mother Brigida we read an interesting narration to this effect of a vision, where God 

gives this assurance to the Foundress even before the Foundation, referring not just to the moment 

of foundation, but a promise for all future years.    

3.  House of St. Ursula.  

Brigida’s communion with God overflows into action on behalf of her neighbor and finds concrete 

expression in the starting of the House of St. Ursula where young girls will be taken care with love 

and affection and will be given the essential formation in Christian life. This is precisely the model 

she has set for us, her daughters, that is, personal communion with God overflows into action in 

favour of His people. In all truth, the foundation of the House of St. Ursula can be called the 

masterpiece of her saintly life because it is an expression of total adherence and surrender to God’s 

will.   

 3.1  Called by God   

Passionately in love with God, eager to do His will, and zealous for the salvation of the neighbor 

Brigida heard God’s call to leave the familiar, trodden path of silent intimacy and communion with 

Him in the solitude of her room to step out into the unfamiliar, unusual and nearly impossible life of 

active religious unheard of in those days. “Come out of your solitude and help souls!” was all that 

she has been told in the vision. 

Under the guidance of the Jesuits who helped her to know God’s will, she founded an Institute for 

the education of girls – a bold initiative for that time – when women were not even allowed to 

remain single …. They had to marry or become nuns. 

In Mother’s autobiographical notes to her confessor Fr. Antonio Morandi, which he compiled into a 

biography, we have a comprehensive account of the difficulties surrounding the days of the 

Foundation. In fact, it is after painful trials of various sorts that she finally founded the Institute in 

1649, in Piacenza, Italy. We are happy and proud to have such a valiant woman of God to be our 

Foundress, and to be heirs of the rich heritage she has bequeathed to us. Indeed, every time we 

remember her, we think of her with love and profound gratitude.  

3.2   Historical note 

The Foundation of our Institute took place in 1649 when the socio-historic conditions made the 

activity and movement of women very much restricted and reduced. In the ecclesial Fabric of the 

day, Religious life for women meant exclusively the life of the Cloister. Even the title, status or 
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name of “religious” was reserved for members of cloister. The vows and community living - 

essential elements that constitute religious as we know it today- were not in vogue among women 

other than those of the cloister.  

While the historical, socio-political conditions of her day imposed many restrictions to be engaged 

in activities outside the precincts of the convent walls, her missionary zeal and enthusiasm knew no 

bounds, and this she has transmitted to her daughters in forceful language.   

A word about the initial activity  

The two main evils prevalent of the society of the 17
th

 century Europe were ignorance and misery. 

Our Foundress, Bl. Brigida responded to this pressing need of her day, by opening the House of St. 

Ursula where the girls, received as boarders, were given the basic education and formation, 

responding relevantly to the needs and urgencies of the moment.  

Our Foundress was called by God for a specific mission in the concreteness of the ecclesial 

historical-geographical context of her day. Only with this clear understanding of the external 

context can we (Ursulines of today) rightly interpret God’s interventions in human history.  

3.3.   Growth and development – Pioneers 

The Prophetic dimension of the Charism of foundation refers to all that renders the Foundress 

capable of transmitting to the disciples the content of the fundamental inspiration, her “mind” and 

“project”, her perception of the Mystery of Christ, of the needs of the Church, her spirit and 

apostolic zeal. This dimension does not limit itself to the moment of Foundation but extends to all 

future days when, the disciples, animated by the same perception of the Mystery of Christ and of his 

Gospel, continue with fidelity to give the same response as the Foundress in successive generation, 

thus perpetuating her Charism in the Church. This has been verified clearly in the History of our 

Institute, even though it took time for external circumstances to get ready to receive the novelty 

called for by the changed times  and conditions. This novelty consisted mainly in the theological 

thinking, and concept of feminine roles and their freedom to move beyond the four walls of the 

house/convent. These changes in their turn, resulted in the opening up of a whole world of feminine 

presence and their activities across the globe. Certainly the Ursulines of Piacenza did not remain 

unaffected by the tenor of the society and its movements.  

The Institute was founded in Piacenza, Italy in 1649 in circumstances so different and with limited 

possibilities for apostolic involvement in comparison to today. Consequently, the prophetic vision 

and mission of the Foundress to go to the ends of the world, to save souls and to proclaim the good 
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news of salvation had to bide time for its full realization. In fact, the dream of the Foundress was 

actualized when the seedling of the Ursuline Charism was planted in the Indian soil in 1934, after 

nearly three centuries, thanks to the Pioneering missionaries (Mothers Annunciata Rosetti,  Saveria 

Sabbadini, Elelna Valsechi, Margherita Benocci, and Assunta Lusardi) sent by the then Superior 

General, Mother RADINI Tedeschi, herself a dynamic and charismatic person. Thus the Ursuline 

family was inserted into the fabric of the Church in India.  

3.4   From the House of St. Ursula to the Institute of UMI 

It is only in the last century, that is, in 1936, that the House of St. Ursula acquired the status of 

Pontifical Congregation with the title of ‘Institute of the Ursulines of Mary Immaculate’ (UMI). 

Although time will not permit us to go into the details of the circumstances that led to this change, it 

has been proved absolutely fitting and providential. It goes without saying that the Congregation, by 

placing itself under the direct protection and Patronage of our heavenly Mother Mary,  proclaimed 

loud and clear its ardent and filial devotion to the Immaculate Virgin, a legacy handed down to us 

by the Foundress herself.   

3.5.  Further Branching out  (Brazil and the African continent)   

Today, besides in the four Provinces in India and in the Mother Province of Italy, the Ursulines are 

present in Brazil since 1985 where the Institute is configured as a Delegation. The Indian Provinces 

opened the mission branches in 2002 also in the African Continent where autochthonous/local 

vocations are a promise of hope, young girls joining the Ursuline band, even if, in small numbers. 

At the moment , the Congregation is present in Kenya and Tanzania where we try to fulfil our 

mission by engaging in teaching, medical as well as in social apostolates.  

4. Distinction between End/Mission of the Congregation and its Apostolate/Activity 

At this point, I would like to stress the distinction between End and Means implied in art.578 of 

Code of Canon Law. Accordingly, the END of the Institute/Congregation is an integral part of the 

original inspiration – the mind and project of God with regard to the particular Foundation. While 

this project is eternal because it is God’s project, God reveals it, in time to the one/s called to be 

instrumental in realizing it on earth in the specific socio-historical context. As an essential element 

of the Institute’s Patrimony, inseparably connected to the NATURE of the Institute/Congregation, 

the END remains unchanged and unchangeable. The END is greater and wider than the means or 

apostolate.  
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4.1 Content of the Mission   

The ministries or apostolic activities are means to realize the End of the Institute; as such, they can 

and should change according to time and place. For, it is the need of the society which defines the 

nature of the saving intervention of God through His chosen instruments, the consecrated people 

and their apostolic services.   

Applying the above principle to our own Institute and its History, we read in the Documents of the 

Foundress that the END of the Institute is the glory of God and the salvation of the neighbour. We 

may understand from this teaching that, as Ursulines, our basic orientation in relation to God is 

procuring God’s glory through our being and doing. With regard to the neighbour our basic 

orientation is and should be one of ensuring his/her salvation - salvation understood in the larger 

sense of the word, comprising material welfare, and more importantly, the highest good of the 

person, viz., eternal salvation. In this perspective, we see that no activity/ministry has been 

excluded from the realm of the END of the institute, since any and all of them can be means to 

procure the salvation of the neighbour.           

It is precisely this all-inclusive formulation of the END of the Institute that reveals our Foundress’ 

prophetic character so strikingly. Although she felt keenly the restrictions imposed by the society of 

her days, on the movement and involvement of women in the problems and issues of life of ‘the 

neighbour’, she had foreseen a time in the distant future, when her disciples/daughters would be 

able to give expressions to her missionary zeal and enthusiasm. Hence she had left the bracket open, 

at the time Foundation itself, with the provision and possibility of taking up any work/ ministry to 

fulfil the one and same mission of “doing good to the neighbour” or “working for the benefit of the 

city” – all different ways of saying the same thing.  

This is exactly what happened with the opening of the Institute into the Mission land where, within 

a few years, the Ursulines, our predecessors, took up different forms of apostolic activities. If we 

understand -and we should- the original inspiration of the Foundress, her mind and project -we can, 

in all loyalty and freedom, engage ourselves in any ministry without the fear of deviating from the 

spirit of the Foundress. However, a clear understanding of the difference between END and Means 

is a must. Similarly our ministry should be a response to a concrete need of the place and people of 

the time, only in this way can we ‘benefit the city’ with our presence and service.          
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Besides, Mother Brigida’s work was an overflow of her single-hearted devotion to the Lord. It is the 

charismatic action of the Spirit that leads the Foundress to become conscious of her role in the 

Church of her day and to hand down a work that had to last in time. 

As for discerning the type of activity, she relied fully on God with whom she had developed such 

deep personal intimacy, and whose will alone she sought, free from selfish motives or advantages to 

self. 

A deep experience in the SPIRIT that brings us to a total surrender to Christ becomes therefore an 

imperative for us before we launch into the ministry. This is a golden rule for the Ursulines in 

discerning the nature of our ministry. 

4. 2.  The challenges of Brigida – Our Challenges too  

A look in retrospect shows the Foundress’ capacity to project into the future her ideals and 

aspirations of life.   

Our Foundress responded to the needs of her times, of course, with a modality of her own, 

compatible with the current norms of the society. We are called to do the same. The fact that the 

initial apostolate/ministry of the Institute is education in response to the felt needs of the day, does 

not, however, give it a privileged position in the list and priorities of  the ministries whereby we 

respond to the needs of the place and time.   

Mother Brigida, in her days had to face challenges and opposition to realize what she was 

convinced to be God’s will. She had to assert herself in terms of having received a specific 

communication from God with regard to the Foundation at a time and in a context where there was 

no space for such an understanding, as active religious life for women was unheard of, even in the 

Church.  

One thing she has taught us by word and example is that, in trying to fulfill God’s will, we are not 

to be alarmed or hesitant in the face of obstacles and problems, no matter how insurmountable they 

may appear.  

5. OUR SPIRITUALITY 

Blessed Brigida of Jesus’ spirituality, born of a profound God consciousness, draws  inspiration  

from the Ignatian spirituality, being ‘contemplative in action’.  She is always portrayed holding a 

Crucifix in her hand; in her exhortations  to her daughters she never failed to recommend 

contemplation of Jesus Crucified as the basic characteristic  of  our spirituality.  She used to say: “ 
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Let the Crucifix we wear be our mirror so that we may conform our life to that of Jesus our guide 

and model!”  

Hers was a Christ-centered  spirituality and she desired that each Ursuline  be deeply in love with 

Jesus Crucified, which would enable her to love all the people she encountered, especially the poor 

and the suffering members of society. 

The Foundress wanted her daughters to be “women of prayer”, living in constant awareness of 

God’s presence, as true servants of Him, fully dedicated to  Him in meekness, humility and interior 

joy, ready to accept suffering and sacrifice for the sake of the Kingdom.       

Blessed Brigida  loved Mary, the Immaculate Mother of God, with tenderness. She   venerated Her 

and  instilled in her daughters  the  truth that  Mary is the most faithful follower of Her Son, Jesus.  

Loving and imitating Her, is the shortest way to holiness.  (Ad Jesum per Maria -  to Jesus through 

Mary) 

Constant union with God  would be possible  by devotion to the Eucharist,  to the Word of God, 

wholly abandoned to His Providence.  Such was the spirituality of Brigida who, with  filial 

devotion,  could exclaim:  “Confidence, Confidence!   A large heart!  God is a Father and He will 

never abandon us!” 

Conclusion 

The vicissitudes of history show that it is not the material well-being of the House that can 

guarantee the survival of the Institute and its mission. Rather, it is the fidelity of the members to 

their Crucified Spouse, to a life of prayer, to the observance of the Rules as well as the continued 

alms and assistance to those in greater need than themselves, after the example of the Foundress, 

who did not hesitate to give away to the hungry the greater portion of the dry bread, the only 

provision they had at the Foundation. It is such loyalty and perseverance that ensures our continued, 

meaningful and relevant existence as UMIS in the Church and in the world. In short, an intimate 

union with God is a necessary mark of every religious, a primary identity. Our personal holiness, 

our communion with God and our intimate relationship with JESUS is a more important way of 

participating in the mission of the Church.  

May God help us, her daughters! May our Foundress be with us always,  

making us sensitive and attentive to the loving whisper of our God,  

of our Beloved through our needy brothers and sisters around us! 

       ********************************************************************** 
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3. MOTHER  MARY  AND   BLESSED  BRIGIDA OF JESUS 

The Marian motto used in the Church “Ad Jesum per Mariam”  (To Jesus through Mary) is 

perfectly applicable to the spirituality of Brigida. Her deep and well founded devotion to Mary, 

helped her to enter into the path of perfection rapidly and surely.  Till her death, the intercession of 

Mary lead her to love  ever more Jesus, the Christ and Lord, Mary’s Son. 

When still very young, Brigida had a most tender devotion to the Virgin Mary.  She used to recite 

Her Office (the only text she could read well) which she had learned from her “Puè Grande”, uncle 

Gregorio Morello).  She prayed the Rosary too with all the family, every evening.  Often, with the 

permission of her mother, in honor of Mary, she would take only bread and water and give to the 

poor her share of the meal.  Many poor lived close to Brigida’s home and she  gave them  whatever 

she could get from the adults. 

Her family used to go on pilgrimage, every year, to the renowned Shrine of Montallegro, dedicated 

to Our Lady.  This is a Church much loved by the people of Rapallo.  From its height one can see 

the city and the whole coast of Tigullio.  Brigida too, from her tender age, joined the pilgrims and 

did so with great devotion and joy. 

Mother Teresa Matilde Sforza Fogliani, an Ursuline contemporary of the Foundress, has left several 

written memoirs and testimonies of Brigida’s devotion to Mary.  She writes:  “Our girl used to go 

to the Shrine of Montallegro with great joy.  She went bare-footed, without ever raising her eyes 

from the ground  and without uttering a word: her sisters were greatly edified. (There were 7 sisters 

at the Morello house).  However, Brigida skillfully hid these things also from the  friends  when she 

accompanied them to the Shrine.  They were happy  to follow her and to imitate her”. 

Brigida, in her own words and her biographers along with others testimonies, attributed remarkable 

graces and true miracles received through the intercession of the Virgin of Montallegro.  When still 

at Rapallo in her paternal home, she was cured of a mortal sickness by reciting the Salve Regina;  

she regained life and health.    

At Salsomaggiore, during her married life,  the war of Edoardo Farnese against Spain, in 1636, 

compelled her, her husband and family to take refuge in the castle of Tabiano.  At that time the 

beautiful flowers of her Marian devotion blossomed amidst the horrors of the war! 

Brigida and Matteo, her husband, made the following vow to visit the Basilica of Montallegro:  “If 

freed from such grave dangers”, a vow that Brigida would fulfill alone, in 1638, because Matteo 

had died the previous year of  fulminating TB, contracted during the ordeal  of the siege. 

When they were refugees at the castle of Tabiano, during the siege, the men would be  fighting the 

enemy, and Brigida would  gather the women before a picture of the Madonna and prayed for help 

from the Mother of Mercies, either by reciting the Litanies, the Rosary or  other fervent prayers.  

Another vow Brigida had made at Tabiano to obtain safety and freedom was:  Not to eat meat for a 

year and to fast every Saturday – on bread and water –(Christian piety has dedicated Saturday to 

Mary).  However, this vow was commuted because the husband did not give his consent as 

Brigida’s health was undermined by the deprivations  suffered during the war. 
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At the time of leaving their house at Salsomaggiore in a hurry, because the Spaniards were planning 

a siege of the city, Brigida had put in a sack all the precious objects of the house and had sealed the 

sack after inserting a picture of Our Lady.  The sack was interred and it was found  later, beyond all 

hope. 

After their return to Salsomaggiore, in March 1637, Brigida fell seriously ill and – Brigida herself 

speaks:  “…… they were weeping, thinking I had died.  I could hear them and I sent someone to 

console them. My father   had sent  from Rapallo what could be of help to regain health : oranges, 

preserved etc.  But what I prized above all was a cruet of Water from the Most Holy Mother of 

Montallegro.  I  left aside all the refreshments, but drank the Water.  This was the medicine that 

gave me back health and life, because I was cured immediately”. 

The whole family of Brigida (Nicolò di Nicolò Morello) were members of the Confraternity of the 

Rosary, canonically erected in the parish of St. Michele of Pagana, near Rapallo, from 1616.  Even 

at Salsomaggiore the family of Matteo Zancari belonged to the Confraternity of the Rosary which 

had been initiated around the same time.  A Chapel of the Rosary, built for the greater part by that 

family, was their burial place as well. 

The Marian piety of the young couple was founded on Christ and was expressed in the coherent 

witness of a truly Christian life; also on the prompt and efficacious help given to the poor and the 

afflicted.  Our Lady of Graces in their parish of St. Vitale, saw them often at Her feet;  together they 

recited the Rosary meditating on the Mysteries.  Together they also visited the shrine of Our Lady 

of Fontanellato, not far from  their residence. 

Mary is a Mother and with maternal wisdom guided Brigida to follow Jesus ever more closely:  

As a young girl, while she would have liked to enter the convent, the Blessed Virgin inspired her to   

continue her life of prayer and mortification in the family, in loving service of her dear ones and of 

the poor;  as a young widow,  Mary urged her to consecrate herself totally and forever to Her Jesus;  

as a designated Foundress, while every plan seemed to go up in smoke, Mary comforted her and 

assured her that God wanted the Institute;  when a Foundress  Mary often joined her and her 

companions in the recitation of the Rosary and blessed them.   

Brigida was ever faithful to the “Angel’s salutation” that the Church asks the people to recite – 

morning, noon and evening – She had learned the “HAIL MARY” form her own mother, Lady 

Lavinia, soon after she had  learned to talk.  She was also taught to keep the rosary beads under her 

pillow so that, on awakening at night, she “might feel Mary”  and go back to sleep with “Hail 

Mary” on her lips. 

As a mature person, even before she became a religious, she meditated often on the life of the 

Blessed Virgin Mary, her mysteries and privileges, specially on the Incarnation and on Her  

Immaculate Conception, cherishing  this with great joy and delight;  she had also shared this delight 

with her husband, as said above. 

When she became a widow, with the consent of her spiritual Father, she prepared herself for Mary’s 

feasts, by chastising her body so that the soul was purified and made less unworthy of being united 

to her God, Who, through Mary’s intercession attracted her to Himself. 
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Holy Communion, was a privileged moment of meeting the Lord and of being united with Him;  

Brigida ardently desired It though she  felt unworthy of such a great grace.  “She had recourse to 

Mary:  she who had welcomed in her heart this Lord, would know, better than anyone else, how He 

should be treated”. Because of this she taught her religious and exhorted them to have recourse to 

Mary and to make Her their “principal advocate”. Mary,  as the mother of mercy  would offer to  

God their prayers and desires which would then become more pleasing to Him”  

Brigida called Mary “The treasurer and dispenser of divine graces” and “of the grace - par 

excellence – which is the  meeting, the  knowledge and the friendship with Christ Jesus, Her son 

and our God.”  She wrote:  “A living creature cannot possess a greater treasure than love and 

devotion to the Mother of God, treasurer and dispenser of divine graces” She added her own 

experience: “Devotion towards the Mother of God cannot abide in a heart without that of her 

beloved Son”. She concluded: “Whoever  has this devotion, has a strong assurance of  eternal 

happiness in Paradise forever.” 

In fact, ordinary experience demonstrates that if a soul encounters Mary, she infallibly finds Jesus 

and is saved.  In her way of life as well as the way she came across to others, Brigida always  

referred  to Jesus and Mary: “Praise and grace be given to the Divine Savior and to His most Holy 

Mother”   she repeated often. 

Giovanni Aostino Molfino was preparing to write the history of our Lady of Montallegro.  Brigida 

wrote to him these moving words:  “May the most Holy Mother in honor of Whom you undertake to 

write with so much zeal, deign to fill your heart with love for Her divine Son.  This I desire for you 

and for this I pray.” 

The Happiness of Heaven, namely:  GOD LOVE who possesses and is possessed, up to the end of 

human life, is also the ultimate aim of the formation and pedagogy of Brigida of Jesus.  All her 

words, spoken and written, addressed to her religious, are pervaded  by this unique yearning;  and, 

while helping them to overcome all difficulties of a pure life of praise and of  coherent service,  in a 

flash she lift them to the sublime reality of their final destination, which is reached through the regal 

road of LOVE:  “… loving each other in God  and for God, like spouses of God;  for all eternity 

you have to remain united in loving and praising the same God” 

There is a famous page in the ‘Book of Orders’, that goes under the title “Addition for the 

Boarders” which constitutes chapter 20.  In it we find the motivation for  living and for the reward 

(possession of God) in eternity.  It is:  “For love of Him”, namely “For love of God. “And this love 

of God may always be in their heart, as I desire and pray  for them.  They will possess the acme of 

every happiness, Jesus my Savior will grant it to them”.  In the same ‘Book of Orders, besides 

giving wise and practical norms, she describes the commitment to education that should be the style 

of her Ursulines:  “To nourish and  to start on the way of perfection souls who can become living 

Temples of the Holy Trinity”    

Mary is a good teacher of this love because: “ …. the love that the Blessed Virgin gives to God is so 

great  that by herself she loves God more than all the Saints do together”. From this theological 

reality flows Brigida’s love for Mary.  She wrote to her dear boarder Maria Cristina Malaspina who 
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was married to Gianguido Bonaventura of Urbino:  “Devotion to the Heart of the Most Blessed 

Mary will be the dawn of every good of ours.” 

To Giovanni Agostino Molfino, already mentioned, Brigida invites him, in her own words:  “with 

all the warmth of my spirit”, not only to proceed, but to fall in love ever more with Mary. “ Never 

to neglect what the Holy Spirit will inspire in your heart because great honor is given to God  from 

the honor given to Mary.”   

These are just a few outlines of a life -  Marian life – lived in intimacy with Christ for the salvation 

of souls.  However, may they help us to recognize the presence of Mary in the life of each one of us.  

To realize the need to belong ever more to Mary in order to be more authentic and capable of 

succoring  promptly and disinterestedly those who suffer  - to raise them up to the happiness of 

heaven. 

In the Rules Brigida of Jesus gave to her Congregation, she had written:  “The Ursuline should be 

zealous in helping her neighbor;  even in this to imitate the Most Blessed Virgin Mary, our Mother 

and to correspond to her vocation.”  There followed six points on evangelization  and catechesis  

which involved each sister setting her on a line of true missionary apostolate. 

From that very Rule the Institute derived its own name: Ursulines of Mary Immaculate; and in 

faithfulness to it, it developed its own activities.  For about two centuries it remained only in the 

city of Piacenza.  Then, in 1882, it moved to Fidenza;  from 1910 to 1960 to other Italian localities  

and, finally, in 1934 the Indian Mission was opened.  Today, in India, there are more than 90 

Convents, organized into 4 Provinces:  two in the North of India, one in the South and one in the 

Center.  The Institute is present in Brazil from 1985, in 4  convents in the States of Paranà and San 

Paulo. 

The African Mission was opened in 2001 in Tanzania.  It has 5 communities, a Novitiate House 

from where 2 African Novices made their first vows in 2011. C/O the Central Province.   

In Kenya there are two Communities from  January 2003: one doing medical service at Matiri at 

Orsola Hospital and at Katani near Nairobi, in a residential school  C/Northern Province 

The Southern Province was present in Libya from 31sr May 2003 to   2011, when a civil was started 

in Libya to overthrow Geddafi and the Sisters had to leave the country. 

Those six points of evangelization, catechesis and apostolate, indicated the means, which are very 

valid in our ‘modern’/progressive times.  We reread them in their original form: 

1. With the good odor of virtues and the good example in the observance of the Rules. 

2. By prayer, praying often and fervently for the whole Church and for the conversion of the 

whole world. 

3. To pray specially for all the religious Institutes and others who devote themselves to help 

souls, uniting ourselves in spirit to them, and helping them by prayer  for the conversion of 

the whole world. 

4. Carrying out fraternal correction at the proper time and place. 
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5. In our familiar conversations, speaking always of good things;  avoiding  complaining or 

murmuring and acquiring the habit of speaking well of others always. 

6. By teaching children pious and devotional things:  examination of conscience, vocal and 

mental prayer and Christian Doctrine. 

It was also confirmed the need of a commitment to instruction and Christian formation, which have 

the right of priority, along with the most important apostolate of prayer and suffering in communion 

with the whole Church 

Regarding the Instruction to be given to the children in the same text is affirmed the need of 

teaching them “read and write, to work with their hands and, if the attitude is there, to play a 

musical instrument – according to their taste and that of their parents”.  

For their education  to be complete, never lose the principal aim of education which remains:  “to 

learn,  from the very childhood, the fear of the Lord in order to live as good Christian”,  “in the 

constant desire to love Jesus Christ and the Blessed Virgin”. 

The blessed name of Mary, then, is found deeply impressed in the life of Brigida as a sure means of 

going to Christ and through Him to the Father and to eternal salvation.  It is also a seal of guarantee 

of her work as a Foundress, as Christian educator for her times, for our own times and for the 

future. 

From the writings of Brigida of Jesus 

Jesus and Mary 

The Holy Child and His Most Holy Mother may always have free  possession of our heart. 

In the Immaculate purity of the Virgin Mary, our only hope, may our hearts be ever more purified. 

May the most glorious Virgin Mary, Mother of God  and our Lady Assumed into Heaven, attract 

our hearts to Herself. 

Devotion  to the Immaculate Heart of Mary will be the source of our every good. 

Divine goodness grants graces and blessings to those who are devoted to His great Mother. 

We should not only preserve our devotion to the great Mother of God, but we should increase it. 

No living creature could ever possess greater treasure than love, reverence and devotion to the 

Mother of divine graces, treasurer and dispenser of God’s graces. 

May the Great Mother of God, our Queen, font of piety and mercy, Mother of Grace, intercede for 

us. 

If you will be a devout servant of this great Lady, she will not be satisfied with giving you earthly 

graces, but Her loving and liberal heart will also give you divine graces.        
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Devotion to the most holy Mother will not remain in your heart if you do not possess devotion to her 

Son:  those who possess this love have a sure guarantee of enjoying the happiness of Paradise for 

all eternity. 

I desire that devotion to Mary sinks its roots ever more deeply in your heart. 

May the Most Holy Mother obtain for us the grace to love and serve Her, our dear advocate. 

When Jesus left Mary to go to the desert, what tenderness and what pain her maternal heart must 

have experienced for such a departure and for the sufferings to which Jesus would be exposed! But 

she suffered everything with joy for our health and redemption. 

May Jesus and His Most Holy Mother fill you with all the divine and human graces you desire and 

for which I pray. 

May our Holy Mother impress in our hearts devotion to Her;  this will be the dawn of  every 

blessing for us. 

To a mother during her pregnancy and who was suffering:  “Have confidence in God, in His most 

Holy Mother and in St. Francis Xavier, for your safe delivery, even better than the previous ones.” 

And so it was!.     Never doubt:  Jesus and His Holy Mother  will assist you. 

May the Lord and His Mother grant us this grace. 

Continue in your devotion to this divine Lady, the Most Holy Virgin;  I desire that this devotion  

takes deep roots in your heart, so that sweetest fruits of Her love, reverence and filial confidence  

may blossom in you. 

May love and reverence lead you to Her, to Her Heart and   make you ask of Her any spiritual or 

temporal grace you need.  I assure you that She will  welcome you and listen to you. 

With our gaze on the propitious Star, let us make the Virgin Mary interested in our needs.  She is a 

most loving Mother, so very ready to help us;  She actually comes to our aid even before we call 

Her.  Let us invoke Her often with that sweet name “Mater admirabilis!” 

                                 

                                      LETTER TO GIOVANNI AGOSTINO MOLFINO 

                                                             22nd  June 1671 

May the most Holy Mother, in honor of whom you are so very zealous, increase ever more  in your 

heart the love of Her divine Son, as I desire and pray.  I am receiving a consolation which is very 

dear because it was unexpected.  The consolation was great for the precious and holy gift you sent 

of the sacred picture of the most holy Mother of Montallegro, with which you have enriched my 

poverty, because I consider this a treasure.  Therefore, I render you the most grateful thanks for 

this gift.  Besides, the lively and enthusiastic manner with which you spread devotion and love for 

the  great Mother of God, consoles me much – as it will inflame to a greater devotion to this 

Empress of the Universe.  I hope that you will continue this service so dear to  God’s Heart and so 
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receive the reward in eternity. God the loving Father will reward your dear ones, not according to 

the values of the work, but according to His divine and munificent Love. 

You ask me if you should continue in this pious and holy task:  I not only exhort you, but I beg of 

you,  with all the warmth of my spirit, to fall more deeply  in love and to heed all the inspirations 

that the Holy Spirit may suggests to your heart, namely do whatever may increase the glory of God 

because of the love and devotion given to His  Mother.  I pray and will pray for you that you will 

receive a rich recompense from her Son, Who is greatly pleased by the honors paid to His Mother. 

Now, I must tell you my own experience of having received three special graces: 

The first ‘grace’ was granted  when I was a young girl in my father’s house. I had contracted a 

malignant fever which had become so severe that it had been decided to give me the Viaticum.  The 

night before this was to take place, I was really bad and my dear ones kept vigil and lighted 

candles. They thought I would die;  in fact I was really feeling very bad.  I recommended myself to 

Our Lady of Montallegro and the grace was such that the morning  when was to receive Viaticum I 

was found without fever. 

The second grace occurred  when  I was in these villages (of the Farnese Ducal State).  During a 

war Mr. Matteo, my husband I,  and  many others, were sheltered  in a Castle of Tabiano.  Every 

day we heard of terrible, cruel happenings and of ill-treatment of people.  We were deeply afflicted.   

Signor Matteo suggested to me that we should have recourse to the  Holy Mother  of Montallegro.  I 

agreed most willingly.  And so,  we visited a small Chapel and made a VOW to this Mother of 

Mercy  that, if She freed us from such grave dangers, we would go to venerate the Sacred Image, 

which I did alone as soon as I could. (her husband had died the previous year).  The grace was 

obtained because we had no more grievous sufferings (besides the flight from Salsomagiore and 

from their own house) as had happened to many other people.  Altogether we did not suffer the loss 

of valuable things as much as others did. 

The third grace was granted me at the end of the war, when we had returned to our own home (24
th

 

August).  That day was the eve of the feast of St. Bartolomeo, I received the Viaticum and my dear 

ones were weeping as if I was dead.  I could hear their sobs and I sent someone to console them. 

My father had sent from Rapallo many goods to help my healing: oranges, marmalades etc and  a 

cruet full of water from   Our Lady of Montallegro. (when O.L. appeared at Montallegro, a spring of 

water had sprung). I left all the other refreshments aside, but I drank the water.  That was the 

medicine that cured me and gave me life. because, immediately after drinking the water, I was well.   

To this personal success story, I add what happened to my brother Gianantonio who, by invoking 

that Holy Mother,  miraculously escaped unhurt from a fall into a precipice when returning from a 

voyage in his carriage.  This miracle is reported in a picture kept in the same Shrine of this merciful 

Virgin. The picture gives the details of the miracle, with name of the recipient of the miracle etc. 

My absence from Rapallo, prevented me from knowing of many miraculous graces that, I hope, are 

still granted by O.L. of Montallegro. 

I have delayed a little to reply to your letter, because your letter found me sick with fever and aches 

added to my usual maladies.  But I was eager to perform this obligation. 
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I beg you to recommend me to this Holy Mother;  not only me, but also all my daughters;  while I 

ask you  this favor, I salute you along with my sister, the Sub-prioress.  I salute you in the Heart of 

Jesus 

From our College of St. Orsola, 

Piacenza 22 June 1671                

 I am yours, 

                     Unworthy servant of the Lord 

                           Brigida of Jesus  

 

From the “Sommarium” of the POSITIO HISTORICA SUPER VIRTUTIBUS (1964) with added 

citations and testimonies. 

Work of Sr. Elisabetta Simoni UMI 

Piacenza, May 1999. 

 

 On the front page of the booklet:  The Blessed Virgin of Grace – XVII century, gift of Margherita 

de’ Medici Farnese  to Brigida of Jesus.  It is venerated in the chapel-museum of the Mother House 

at Piacenza. 

The back page has a portrait of Blessed Brigida Morello of Jesus (1610 – 1679).  The picture was 

executed by the family Borzese, descendant of the Morello family and it is owned by the Shrine of 

Montallegro.  

PS.  I, Sr. M. Giovanna Alberoni have translated the Booklet faithfully;  however, on page 4, 

paragraph 6, I have given the present day statistics of the Institute -  AD 2012.  

 

3. FIRST FIVE PIONEERS 

Maria Annunciata Rossetti 

Born at Fontevivo, Parma,  on 22nd February 1879. 

Professed on 25
th

 March 1897 

Came to India on 12
th

 November 1934,  at 55 years of age. 

 

Had  been a boarder at our Convent of Fidenza, a Novice under Mother Radini who formed her in 

the true spirit of the Institute:  a spirit of  prayer and of zeal for souls.  She had served the Lord in 

all the offices among the youth and in the Community, in Italy till  she was appointed  Superior of 

the Pioneers Missionaries during their early days in India, at Calicut and Cannanore, up to the time 

of their internment at Payyanur during the Second World War, 1939 -1945, when Mother Margaret 

Benocci replaced her. 

 

She became blind due to a wrong treatment and was offered the choice of returning to Italy but she 

chose to remain in India, her land of adoption.  For 30 long years she was totally blind, but 
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considered her blindness a gift which had opened to her marvelous supernatural vistas!  She could 

still teach the Novices how to recite the Psalms and other prayers which she new by heart.  

 

Mother Annunciata died at 94 years of age, at Cannanore, on  12
th

 June 1973,                 and is 

buried in the cemetery of the Catholic Church, at Cannanore. 

 

 

Maria Saveria Sabbadini  

 

Born at Buenos Aires in Argentina  on 18
th

 September 1893.  Her family had emigrated to South 

America, but returned to Busseto when she was a toddler and received Baptism then, on her 

returned to Italy with her family..   

 

Our Institute opened a Convent at Busseto in 1920 and the young girl began to  visit the Sisters.  

She soon asked  to join them and, after  her formation in the Novitiate,  she made her first 

Profession  on 21
st
 October 1925.  Mother Radini had been her Novice Directress and had formed 

her as a true Ursuline. 

Mother Xavier served in many offices, until she was chosen to be part of the five Pioneers who 

began and established the Ursuline Mission in India.  

 

Mother  Xavier collaborated with Fr. Caironi S,J. for the uplift of the Pulayas, a low caste of 

Malabar.  She was the first Novice Mistress of the Indian Novices at Payyanur.  She served in the 

mission of Mattul too, caring for orphans till her  transfer to Cannnaore in 1961. 

 

Though she had lost one eye, she continued to work and to teach the young Sisters and the Novices 

to embroider, make laces and many other arts. 

She died at Nirmala Hospital, Marikunnu, on 20
th

 October 1973 and is buried   

 at Cannanore  along with the other Pioneers.  

 

Maria Elena Valsecchi   

 

Born at Sala del Barro (Como) on 18
th

 October 1891, she made her first Profession on 4
th

 December 

1932.  She had joined at 40 years of age because she had to assist her mother. 

 

She had been involved in many apostolic activities of her parish, teaching Catechism and as a 

member of the Catholic Action Movement.  She was a true missionary moved by the burning desire 

to save souls.  When she left for the Indian Mission, she had said:  “I offer myself as a victim for 

our Indian Mission.  I wish to love the Lord with all possible love and give Him glory with my 

suffering, if not with mu work”. 

 

And so it was:  She was struck by sickness very early, so much so that, instead of going to 

Payyanur, during the war with the Ursuline Community, she had to stay with the Bridgidine Sisters 

at Marikunnu, Calicut. At Cannanore, after the war, Mother Elena was confined to her room.  A 

short while before she died she wrote in a letter:  “I believe the Lord has accepted my prayers and 

this thought makes me happy and fills my heart with trust in God’s goodness.” She was truly a 

victim of Love, of expiation:  simple, coherent, patient, loving and grateful.  

She died in 1969, on 1
st
 May and is buried at Cannanore. 

 

Maria Margherita Benocci 
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Born at Radicofani (Siena), Tuscany, on 11
th

 December 1903, she made her profession on 12
th

 

October 1929.   She was the youngest of the Pioneers who landed in India in 1934. She was sent to 

Bangalore to train as Nurse and to learn English, and returned full of zeal. 

 

She directed the Mission after Mother Annunciata, was Mistress of Novices and Superior in many 

Communities.  During the Second World War, when the Sisters were interned at Payyanur and there 

was no communication with the Mother House in Italy, she strove to take care of the temporal needs 

of the Sisters and of the orphans by making and selling ‘Italian pasta’, and other items. 

 

Mother Margaret, as she was called in India, was very affectionate and compassionate towards all, 

especially towards the poor.  A real mother to the Sisters and to the orphans, she cared for them in 

all possible ways to the point of personal sacrifice. 

 

Mother Margaret served the Lord in many Communities, in the South and in Nord India.  Her last 

years were spent at Bangalore, where she died suddenly on 14
th

 May  

1987.  Her mortal Remains were brought to Cannanore and buried along with the other Pioneers. 

 

 

Maria Assunta Lusardi 

 

Born at Mucinasso, Piacenza, on 15
th

 August 1896, she made her first Profession  on 4
th

 November 

1923.   

She served in the Indian Mission from its birth in 1934 to 1951, when she returned to Italy because 

of sickness. 

 

Back in Italy, she made herself useful as much as she could, but specially by praying  much.  She 

used to say:  “Let us pray for the Institute, for the Mission and for the cause of our dear Foundress.  

And may the Lord send us good vocations according to the spirit of the Institute”. She died on 27
th

 

October 1969 and is buried at Piacenza in the tomb of the Ursulines. 

 

Maria Aloysia Vaz 

 

Born on 16
th

 July1920 at Mangalore, first of five children of 

Her three Sisters and a brother have already gone to heaven.  Mother Aloysia cherishes the love of 

her nephews and nieces, who keep in touch with her and love her. 

 

Mother Aloysia made her profession, at Payyanur,  on 16
th

 July 1943, during the Second World 

War.  Mother Xavier had been her Novice Mistress.  She shared the difficulties and hardships of the 

Italian Pioneers and of the first Indian Novices. 

After her Profession she served the orphans at Payyanur. 

 

I, Sr. Giovanna Alberoni, remember how impressed I was when, a few days after my arrival in 

India, I was taken to visit our convent at Payyanur where Mother Aloysia was residing along with 

Mother Adelaide.  How poor and simple was their house!  Both she and Mother Adelaide slept in 

curtained cubicles in the same hall as the Orphans! 

 

When she joined,  Mother Aloysia had completed her Intermediate Classes.  She was not keen on 

obtaining a degree, but, out of obedience, accepted to continue her studies at St. Agnes College, 

Mangalore.  She obtained her BA in 1952 (?) and was transferred to the Northern mission where a 
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convent had been founded in 1953.  She taught at St. Aloysius’ School, belonging to the Parish of 

St. Patrick at Kanpur.  Was a very good teacher, loved by the Students and their Parents. 

 

From then on, she was given responsible tasks and so she was Superior of many convents and in 

charge of many Institutions.   

In 1961, she was, first time, a delegate to the General Chapter, along with Mother Stefania.  Then 

she  was  delegated to other General Chapters, and,  in 1985, was elected Vicar and resided at 

Piacenza, Italy, for 6 years.  

 

In 1971, she succeeded Mother Stefania as  Superior of the Indian Mission, raised to a Delegation. 

 

Mother Aloysia is a fervent religious, fully dedicated to serve God and His people in every task and 

everywhere.  She is gifted with a gentle, kind and compassionate disposition, along with keen 

intelligence and much common sense, so that all the Sisters look up to her  and trust her.  No selfish 

streak in her! 

 

At present, 2012, at 92 years of age, she is physically weak and  moves with the help of a walker, 

but her mind is  as clear as it ever was.  Very observant, a lover of the Institute and of the 

Foundress, she is present at all the activities of the Community, at our Ursuline Convent, 

Payyambalam, Kannur, the Mother-House  of the Indian Mission. 

 

 Maria Louise Margaret Thyail  

 

Born in an orthodox Hindu family at Cannanore, on 21
st
 November 1909. Her name was Devayani.  

After obtaining a Teacher’s diploma she was appointed as a teacher.  in our fist school at 

Cannanore, which was meant  mainly for orphans and Pulaya children.  In 1939, Mother Margaret 

entrusted the school to her. 

 

Devayani was much captivated by the simple life style of the Sisters.  Their custom of greeting each 

other  with a cheery “Good Morning, God bless you!” intrigued her   

Because, when greeting her, “God bless you!” was left out…She realized that it was a special 

unique custom.  “Don’t I also need God’s blessings?” she began to think. 

 

Devayani was much impressed by the spiritual activities of the Sisters, especially when the Holy 

Eucharist was celebrated.  She found the time of Elevation inspiring and appealing.  Before long, 

she expressed her desire to be a catholic.  Fr. Taffarel S.J. received her into the fold of Christ on 21
st
 

June 1945  -  secretly -  and without the knowledge of her family.  When the family came to know, 

they took many steps to dissuade her, even legal ones.  Because she was a major, even a Magistrate 

could not do anything.  After several years, the family was reconciled with their daughter, who had 

also become a religious Sister, taking the name of Louisa Margaret, at her Profession, on 22
nd

 

December 1949. 

 

Sister Louisa Margaret was a very fervent religious, observant and loyal.  She used to tell the 

younger Sisters to be generous, to love God and to remain faithful to their vocation.  She was a 

disciplined person, seeking perfection in everything she did. Her kindness and tenderness to all she 

met were remarkable and she showed them in a practical way in her love and concern. 

 

In January 1998 she suffered a fracture.  In September of the same year she was struck by Herpes 

and Bronchitis.  In spite os severe pain and discomfort, she remained patient and cheerful, and was 

happy with the visits of her family members. 
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God took her to Himself on 29
th

 October 1998.  She is buried at Cannanore.  

  

Pioneer of the Brazil Mission 

 

Maria Paola Tiramani  1992 

 

Born at Bacchignano of Vigolzone (PC) on 27
th

 February 1921, was professed on 2
nd

 October 1943. 

She was a Teacher, by profession, the diploma obtained as a religious.  She had taught in our 

schools  before  being chosen for the Brazilian Mission, which was born on 13
th

  March 1985.  With 

her were:  Sister Carmela Sotgiu and Sister Marisa  

Mundackal. 

 

The early years were hard and difficult, but Sister Paola and her companions  braved all difficulties 

and trials  with generosity and sacrifice.  During her mandate as Superior, she completed the 

building of a Crèche and of the Formation House. 

 

The Sisters were engaged in pastoral activities in the Parish of Santa Luzia at Ponta Grossa, in the 

State of Paranà.  The Parishioners appreciated the presence and service of the Ursuline Sisters 

specially their  crèche where working mothers could leave their children the whole day.  A 

multipurpose hall of the Parish was dedicated to Sr. Paola. 

 

A malignant tumor was the cause of her death on            1992.  Sister Paola had just completed the 

building of a tomb/ a burial place for the Ursulines, and she was the first one to be buried in it. 

  

4. FIRST VOCATIONS FROM INDIA: 

 

Sister Maria Felix  Padinjarekuttee 

Born at Madappally, Keraka on 17
th

 June 1920   

Joined  on 20
th

 February 1939.  Professed  on 8
th

 December 1942 at Payyanur. (where our  Sisters 

were interned during  World War II). 

Final  Profession on 8
th

  December 1945 

 

Sister Felix loved her vocation as an Ursuline and worked for the growth of the Mission during her 

whole life.  In fact she served the poor in many parts of India, with dedication, sacrifice, courage 

and great trust in Divine Providence.  Many Houses and Institutions of ours were built under her 

supervision/guidance. 

 

Sister Felix, as her name implies, was a happy person, serene and motherly in her dealings with the 

younger Sisters, whom she loved and guided.  A woman of prayer, loyal to the Institute, zealous for 

God’s Kingdom and for saving souls, she fostered vocations to the Priesthood and to religious life – 

12 Ursulines have joined through her example and prayers.  She died at Nirmala Hospital, 

Marikunnu, Calicut, Kerala, on 22
nd

 April 1998.  She is buried at Kannur 

 

Sister Maria Josephine Gonzalves 

Born on 14
th

 February 1913 at Bolghatty, Ernakulam, Kerala. 

Joined on  2
nd

 January 1940.  Professed  on 8
th

 December 1942, along with Sr. Felix, at Payyanur. 

Final Profession on 8
th

 December 1945 
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Sister Josephine, along with the Italian Pioneers, endured hardships and trials to establish our 

Institute in India on firm footings. She strove to imbibe the spirit and the  Charism  of  the 

Foundress, Brigida Morello of Jesus and to share the same with the younger Sisters. 

 

Endowed with a gentle, kind and loving disposition, she was easy to work with.  She was a mother 

to the orphans and the boarders alike, at Punchakkat and Mattul;  she loved the babies of the crèche 

at Wellington and was always ready to support the poor and the weak, specially women.  She 

appeared and was a happy religious.  

 

Her portrait has been written by herself:  “I have not done great things, but I have the satisfaction 

and joy of knowing that I have done small things with great love and I feel content”. 

 

Sister Josephine died suddenly of a massive infarct, at  our Chelavoor Home, on 26
th

 January 2002  

and is buried at Marikunnu in the Holy Redeemer Church Cemetery. 

     

 

Sister Maria Aloysia Vaz 

Born  at Mangalore, Karnataka,  on 16
th

 July 1920 

5. GROWTH  OF THE  MISSION/INSTITUTE 

While the historical, socio-political conditions of the time, imposed many restrictions on women 

religious, leaving them no possibilities of engaging in activities outside the precincts of the convent 

walls, the Foundress  was filled with missionary zeal which she forcefully transmitted to her 

daughters. She used to say: “I wish I were a man so I could go to the ends of the world to save souls 

and proclaim the good news.” 

The history of our Institute is filled with instances and examples of how the Daughters of Blessed 

Brigida Morello of Jesus found expressions to their apostolic zeal in many ways and situations:  

they were able to ‘read’ the signs of their time.  The Foundress herself responded to the signs of her 

time by pioneering the formal education of girls at Piacenza. 

The “House of St. Ursula”, as the Institute was called, had to wait almost  300 years to obtain 

Ecclesiastical approbation.  It was in 1936 that the House of St. Ursula became an Institute of 

Pontifical Right with the title of “Ursulines of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza”. 

Launching out and opening a foreign mission was the burning desire/dream of Mother Maria Felice 

Radini Tedeschi, the Superior General who led the Institute for 29 years, from 1908 to 1937.  She 

had imbibed the spirit  and zeal of the Foundress and found ways and means  of carrying  the 

missionary flame to India, to kindle  the fire of Divine Love in the hearts of the Indian people.  To 

this end, she chose, prepared and sent  a band of five brave and generous Pioneers.  They landed in 

India  on the shore of the Arabian sea, at Calicut, Kerala, on 12 Nov. 1934.  The prophetic vision 

and mission of the Foundress was thus fulfilled. 

The Pioneers faced trials and difficulties of all sorts, in their early life in India, especially during the 

Second World War which had isolated them. However, their courage and trust in God’s Providence, 

were the seeds  that made the Institute grow steadily in various parts of India, through the leadership 

of Mother Margaret Benocci, Mother Stefania Murelli,  Mother Aloysia Vaz  and the other 

Superiors and Provincials who followed them 
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Today the Ursulines of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza - UMIs – are  present  in Italy, India, Brazil 

and Africa. They render their services in schools of all kinds, in medical centers (Hospitals and 

dispensaries), in welfare and pastoral activities.  In numbers: they are about 750. 

The Generalate is situated in Italy:   Istituto Orsoline di  M.I., Via Dandolo 46, 00153 Roma.   

The “Mother House” together with the Provincialate of the Italian Province  is at Piacenza: Istituto 

Orsoline di M.I.  via Roma 42 -  29100 Piacenza.  

6.  TOWARDS SPIRITUAL RENEWAL THROUGH SHORT REFLECTIONS  ON THE 

WRITINGS OF THE SERVANT OF GOD, SR. MARIA CELINE. 

                               [ for the anniversary of her death, July 25°] 

 

The hallmark of Sr. Celine`s spirituality was her personal love for Jesus and zeal for the salvation of 

souls. Her greatest desire and longing was to become the spouse of Jesus and to belong to Him fully 

and entirely through the profession and the practice of the evangelical counsels of poverty, chastity 

and obedience.  

 

We are to celebrate the anniversary of her death on July 25th. She was purified in the fire of 

suffering and sanctified by the power of the Holy Spirit through her heroic practice of faith, hope 

and love which were tested and proved through moments of intense suffering. Reflecting and 

praying over short extracts from the Reflections of Sr. Celine on the vows, we shall pray for our 

own spiritual renewal as a preparation for the celebration of July 25th.  

 

1st Day.The Vow of Poverty: The following reflections are written in first person as Celine had 

addressed it to Mother Stefania or was speaking to Jesus. She starts with a prayer saying: 

“ O king of holy poverty,  please give me the real spirit of Poverty, not only for one or two years or 

as long as I am here, but till my death.  “Blessed are the poor in spirit because heaven is their 

own”. I can embrace this beautiful lady; I can imitate this blessed lady in many ways” 

 

One: duty:  On my part my duty is to do the will of God.  If I like to go to heaven, if I like to see my 

Father’s glory, to see Jesus face to face, I must fulfil my loving Father’s will, my spouse’s desires. 

When you, Mother, began to make me understand what is the real spirit of Poverty, though I am an 

unworthy child of the holy Poverty of the Holy Family, I too began to imitate this most precious 

star.   I realised that when I like some things, Jesus likes some other things. For what did I come to 

the convent? Is it to do my own will or to do my God’s will, and become `Perfect` as my Heavenly 

Father is perfect? My loving Jesus taught me a good lesson that I must not be attached to any duty. I 

understood that everything is coming from God. God is everywhere and I can please Him through 

whatever work I do.  Again I shall act, not according to my likes or dislikes, but according to God’s 
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will.  If rough stones rub against each other, after some days or months those stones will become 

very smooth. Yes, likewise, now I have no difficulty towards any duty. I am ready to do any work, 

whatever Jesus gives me, in order to save souls, to make reparation especially for priests and nuns, 

yes, for consecrated souls.  Jesus lived in this world as the real son of a carpenter. Our Blessed 

Mother lived as a poor woman; yes, I shall try to imitate my loving Spouse and Blessed Mammy, to 

be happy till my death. 

[Silence.............A Hymn    [N. 31] 

 

2
nd

 Day.  

Celine  continues…… 

Dress:   With regard to dress, “I have no any desire or difficulty as I am ready to wear any kind of 

dress with any type of cloth. I am ready to go anywhere without minding anything about persons, 

things or places. Jesus, help me to behave as you have behaved from birth to death. Sometimes I 

feel a little repugnance when I get some type of food items.  Then I say `Hail Mary` very fervently 

because I must fight against myself. Yes, I shall try to get some more opportunities to practice 

poverty, to practice mortification and detachment. 

 

I shall try not to be attached to anything, not to give sorrow to my loving Spouse. Instead I shall 

console Him and make reparation for all sinners.  Yes, I shall try to be attached only to Jesus till my 

death. I am the Spouse of the King of Poverty.  Every day I say to Jesus:  `I am nothing to creatures 

and creatures are nothing to me`.  Though I am the poorest of all the sisters, Jesus, help me to be 

under the feet of holy Poverty.  If I am not following thy Poverty I cannot enter Heaven, I cannot 

see Thy face. 

 

Yes, my Spouse died for me, poor in everything; I too must be poor like Him.  Jesus, help me, I 

cannot do anything without your mercy. I gave up everything for Jesus and became the spouse of 

the King of Poverty.  Everything that Jesus gave me, I give back to Him.  I who am an unworthy 

servant, spouse, and daughter of Jesus Christ, unworthy sister of all Saints, like to imitate the real 

spirit of holy Poverty till my death.  Jesus and my Mother Mary, help and protect this poor child 

from all the obstacles which I meet in the practice of holy Poverty. 

[ ….... Silence……….A hymn [P. 3]   

 

3
rd

 Day: 

Today we shall allow ourselves to be inspired by the reflections of Sr. Celine as a novice, on the 

vow of Chastity.  
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She has started it with a prayer, saying: “My loving Spouse, my tender Father, faithful friend, my 

loving Jesus, please keep this poor child, this poorest sinner, as a real virgin, as your real consoler.  

O my loving Mummy, Virgin of Virgins, protect this poor child from all obstacles against purity; 

please keep this miserable one inside your mantle forever and ever”.  “Blessed are the pure because 

they will see God”.  Yes, Jesus is waiting in Heaven for His beloved little children. 

 

I can practice this virtue; I can follow and embrace this most delicate virtue, this most shining star, 

this angelic virtue, in many ways; interiorly by purity of will, purity of memory and purity of heart, 

and exteriorly, through my eyes, ears, tongue, hands and legs, yes, through all my senses. 

 

 I understand that I have to build an imperishable fortress of humility, love of God and prudence.  

Then I, this poor soldier, have to fight with my greatest enemies, the world, the devil and the flesh, 

through my prayers and mortifications.  Yes, I must become a faithful soldier in order to gain 

victoriesand to console my loving Master, not only for this poor soldier, but for all the soldiers and 

for the whole world.  Ah, my loving Spouse, please help me.    

[Silence......Hymn [ P. 4] 

 

4
th

 Day. Celine continues......... 

 

“If I commit a sin wilfully in my religious life, that is a double sin, because I am a Christian  first, 

and secondly, I am a religious.  Yes, I have more responsibility than the people of the world, even 

more than my poor parents because I have got more light than they.  If I am not keeping chastity, if 

I do not control my feelings against purity, according to me I understand that my religious life is 

useless, because I am not a faithful spouse.  Yes, I gave up everything for Jesus and then slowly I 

steal something, yes; I give sorrow to my loving Spouse”. 

 

Purity of my will:  If I get some impure thoughts, I have to get rid of them because it is not good for 

my soul.  If I do not mind those thoughts and feelings and if I take pleasure wilfully in them, it is 

sin.  In those moments I beg Jesus for help, I give myself completely to my beloved Spouse because 

I understand that though I am under the temptation of the devil during such moments, Jesus is not 

going away from me.  Jesus will help me and protect me more than before, because I am very small 

and miserable.  I will say to my loving Jesus that even if all kinds of tribulations and temptations 

come to me I shall love only my Jesus.  If those things come to me and try to separate me from the 

love of Jesus and to make me upset, I will cling on to His neck.  Yes “I shall hold on to Him tightly 

and I will not let Him go”.  In future, till my death I will fight against impurity with my loving 

Jesus. 
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..Silence.........A Hymn  [ M. 1] 

 

5
th

 Day.  Celine continues her reflection on the vow of Chastity.......... 

 

Purity of my Heart:“If my heart is not free of distractions and attachments towards things and 

persons, I cannot say even a good word to my loving Spouse because my heart wants something 

which my Jesus does not like.  Yes, again I shall try not to put any obstacle on the way of my love 

for Jesus, on the way of perfection.  Yes, I came here to the convent, only to become perfect.  I 

understand how little I am; how miserable and how weak I am.  Though I am the worst and the 

poorest among all religious, especially in our Congregation, I am the smallest child of God, not to 

quarrel, but always to play and console, and to give satisfaction for the thirst of Jesus.  I shall try not 

to give evena little sorrow to my loving spouse till my death.  

 

 “Watch and pray that you may not enter into temptation.”  Yes I shall try to hide inside the mantle 

of my Mummy, Virgin of Virgins; I shall try not to admit even a useless thought against purity in 

will, memory or heart.  If I get some impure thoughts, I will fight it out with my loving Spouse” 

 

Now in silence let us allow ourselves to experience God’s love. In His love and light, may we 

become aware of the blocks within us that prevent us from experiencing His Love. May our hearts 

learn to thirst for His love and may He fill us with His love and His Spirit.  

 

Silence.........Hymn:  [M. 24] 

 

6
th

  Day.    

Sr. Celine continues her reflection on the vow of chastity. Yesterday she spoke to us on interior 

purity, as purity of will and purity of heart. Today she speaks on exterior purity. 

 

Exterior purity. “If I like to remain a real virgin I have to keep myself pure exteriorly also.  As long 

as I am here in the convent, there is no danger because this is the house of God, where all are trying 

to please Him alone. But when I go out to other places, I will get many chances to practice purity 

with all my senses.  Without minding anything, if I go on just like the people in the world, sure, I 

will get things against purity, not only that, I will give dis-edification even to outsiders which is 
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most shameful.  I shall try to do everything only for the love of Jesus, for the conversion of the 

whole world, especially for priests and nuns. 

 

 I understand my weakness.  In future I shall try not to talk about worldly things, not to walk and 

work with the devil and not admit any curiosity but be modest in everything.  I will ask my Jesus to 

keep me pure both interiorly and exteriorly.   I must not trust in myself even for a little thing.  I 

must trust always in Jesus. 

 

After the death of Jesus the soldiers took Jesus from the cross and buried.  Though Jesus was kept 

in the grave, Jesus went to the souls in the limbo to console them.  “Though I am in the Noviciate, 

and I cannot do anything exteriorly, I will go all over the world and console the souls and gather 

them with my spouse and for my spouse. Yes I shall try to become a real missionary”.  I will gather 

souls and hide them in the Mantle of my Mummy, especially the consecrated souls.” “Jesus, Mary I 

love You, save souls” Jesus help this poor child. 

 

In the presence of Jesus let us become aware of ourselves and our lack of love and zeal for the Lord 

and His Kingdom. Let us be aware of the compromises we make in our commitment, seek pardon 

from the Lord and beg Him to purify us and renew our spirit. Let us ask our Mother Mary, our 

Foundress, Blessed Brigida of Jesus, and also Sr. Celine the Servant of God, to intercede for us that 

we too may learn truly to love Jesus and walk in His path. 

Silence………….A Hymn       [to the Holy Spirit] 

 

7
th

 Day. 

 Vow of obedience. Today we shall listen to Sr. Celine’s reflection on the vow of obedience. May 

these simple reflections of the novice Celine, increase our faith and help us to find deeper meaning 

in our obedience. Celine starts with a prayer again. 

“Jesus, help this little one to live for You alone, to do Your will through my superiors and 

companions till my death and to die as a perfect martyr of holy obedience”. 

 

She says:  “When I was a small girl, now and then I said that I would like to become a nun. When I 

saw nuns I used to run behind them because I liked very much to speak and play with them.  Though 

I had a great desire to become a nun, sometimes I would not obey not only those nuns, but also my 

people.”  Then they would say to me: “If you do not obey us you cannot become a nun”.  Later, I 

was always ready to obey everybody, because I was afraid that I would not become a nun. Before I 

came here to the convent, I had heard many frightful things about obedience in the convent. Not 

only that I heard them but also I believed them.  So far I did not see anything that I feared and I did 

not get any hardship of the kind I heard of.  When I began the preparations to come to the convent, 
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my poor mummy told me: “If you are going to the convent only to do your own will, you would 

better not go”.  Then she said that I must always try to imitate Jesus through St. Little Flower and 

M. Goretti, because not only they, but all the saints might have understood that they must always do 

what God desired of them in this world.  In Heaven they will get special permission to do their own 

will.  If I do my Superior’s and my companion’s will, yes, God’s will, without looking right or left,  

without murmuring interiorly or exteriorly, without looking  at the natural abilities and the qualities 

of the person and  without looking at my likes and dislikes, surely then I too can be a saint. 

 

Mother, I am obliged to do only the will of God and to obey promptly.  Even people in the world 

obey, but they are not doing it for the love of Jesus.   They do not see Jesus everywhere because 

they do not know about this special love.  I understand that if I obey like the people of the world, 

then it is  better that I  go to the world and live among them because in the sight of God there is no 

place in the convent for worldly obedience.  Sometimes I act in the same way, without seeing Jesus 

and without any holy intention.  I am sorry; I understand how weak I am, and I ask Jesus to help me 

to do always the will of God, in Jesus, for Jesus and through Jesus, with the pure intention of 

gathering souls. 

 

Silence………….A Hymn.[T. 20] 

8
th

 Day.   

Sr. Celine continues to reflect on the vow of obedience. She says: 

"I understand what great responsibility the superiors have.  On my part I shall try my best not to 

give any sorrow, or any fear after death because of me.  Yes, I shall try to be obedient always.  

Mother, I am praying for you especially and I will pray for you till my death, please help me. Please 

correct me without sparing my feelings. Otherwise my religious life will be worse than that of the 

people in the world. We can enjoy in Heaven. I have no word to express my thanks towards you 

Mother, because Jesus created me out of nothing and called me to serve God through you.  Oh 

Jesus, have mercy on me forever and ever! If I have got real love towards Jesus, I shall obey 

promptly though I may get some difficulties or hurt feelings, because love never stops me from 

doing the will of God. 

 

If I obey my superiors and my companions out of fear or because of the natural qualities in them, 

my obedience is only exterior and not for God and eternity.  I shall try to obey them for Jesus, in a 

supernatural way.   I shall try till my death, not to obey in a selfish way but to obey my Jesus, and to 

console my dearest Spouse through genuine obedience, both interiorly and exteriorly.  I shall try to 

kill my self-love with the help of my dearest Spouse if it stands against doing God`s will. Through 

Obedience I will keep chastity and poverty, practise all other virtues and keep my rules perfectly 

because everything is included in it.  I know, without obedience I will never be a truespouse and a 

happy nun. 

 

When I made my confession, Jesus told me “you be afraid of only sins, you must cooperate with 

God’s plan, give yourself entirely to Jesus and be ready to become the real spouse of the Crucified 

Jesus.  
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I am ready to give myself fully to Jesus. O Jesus, please give me a generous heart to suffer 

everything and anything in the whole world, rather than displease Thee.   Jesus, help me to be a real 

martyr of holy obedience.  “Jesus Mary I love You, save souls” 

 

Silence…………A hymn  [N. 26 verses 1, 2 and 5] 

9
th

 Day. 

Today we shall join Sr. Celine with her prayer and reflections  on the grace of  Perseverance. We 

shall pray for all priests and religious and specially for all our sisters that we may persevere in our 

religious vocation and grow in our personal love for Jesus.We have to persevere in all our good 

resolutions and holy desires, and be able to say ‘yes’ to the Lord till the end of our life. Celine starts 

with a prayer as follows: 

“O my loving Spouse, my Jesus, please help this little one in order to live only for You and 

to do always Your will through my Superiors. O my tender Father, I beg of Thee only for one thing, 

that I may live in this Congregation till my death and try my level best to be a small spark of Thy 

divine love, to console Thee and give satisfaction for Thy holy Thirst night and day.  Jesus, though I 

am a great sinner and the most unworthy to be Thy spouse, and the most useless in my 

congregation, I trust in Thee, because you came to this world and took human flesh just to save this 

poor sinner. 

 

If I try to keep my rules well and practise all virtues, with a holy hunger doing everything 

out of love for Jesus, and keep my vows perfectly, but   only for a few years and not for ever till my 

death, my religious life is useless. If I get some chances to practise virtues like humiliations, 

misunderstandings, rough words etc. and if I am not happy, not ready to mortify and deny myself, 

and become the real spouse of the crucified Jesus, it is possible that I will not persevere in my 

religious life because I will not be a faithful spouse. As for me, I understand that even if I get all 

kinds of difficulties and trials, and the whole world is against me, I must be happy.  Perseverance 

consists in the conviction that without God’s help I can do absolutely nothing. I ask for three graces 

during Rosary through my Heavenly Mummy, that is, perseverance in faith, grace and vocation. 

 

Regarding the many unfaithful religious, I think that if they were faithful to their vows, if they were 

open to their superiors and if they were trying to get rid of all kinds of defects and obstacles, in 

order to be faithful to God alone, they would not have lost their vocation; Jesus would not have 

taken away that precious gift of vocation from those religious. 

 

If I like to persevere, I have to fight right and left, front and back with all my enemies, especially 

with my weak flesh. I have only one desire; I would like to become the real spouse of my Crucified 

Jesus, love Him and console Him till my death in this holy congregation.  Silence…………..A 

Hymn.[ N. 20] 

7. ST. URSULA AND THE URSULINES 

Our Foundress, Blessed Brigida Morello of Jesus, a mystic and a prophet of predilection, was a 

pioneer in her own right when she founded an  Institute,  with  the aim of educating  young ‘girls’ of 

the city of Piacenza and named it  “House of St. Ursula”.  It was a great innovation, because, at the 

time, women were meant to be ‘mothers’, almost exclusively! 
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Mother Brigida chose St. Ursula as a patroness because of a legendary Saint Ursula who had shown 

heroic strength, fidelity and courage in defending a group of young Princesses from the attack of  

‘pagans’ and lead all of them to prefer death/martyrdom,  rather than give up their faith in Christ 

and their integrity. 

In fact, for such a courageous enterprise, there was need of an intrepid patroness. St Ursula was one 

of the Saints most in vogue/popular at the time.  Even if what Brigida and her contemporaries knew 

of her was more due to legend than to history, she was considered a fitting patroness  of educators. 

Successive archeological research has dismantled the image of the intrepid  Breton Princess who 

faced martyrdom  along with eleven thousand virgins she was guiding.  We now know that the 

virgins were only eleven, but this does not diminish the value of a young woman who preferred 

death rather than renounce her virginity for God’s Kingdom. 

Like ours many other Institutes whose members were ‘educators’ took the name of Ursulines. 

 

8. THE VIRTUE OF FAITH OF BRIGIDA OF JESUS 

 

Born and brought up in a deeply Christian family, wherein God reigned through the frequent 

reception of the Sacraments, the piety and the radical allegiance to moral principles, Brigida drank 

the virtue of Faith along with her mother’s milk. 

 

From her early years, she learned the meaning of ‘living in the fear and the love of God; she kept 

God’s presence before her eyes and strove not only to avoid sin, but in order to reach a deeper and 

perfect spiritual life. She lived by this spiritual criterion all her life and it was a guide even in her 

married life. 

 

After the death of her husband, Brigida entered a new path of perfection.  To place strong 

foundations, she zealously applied herself to deepen her Faith in God, and especially His presence 

in all things.  “This soul used everything to revive her faith by making acts of faith – she writes of 

herself – and she searched for God in everything, even in irrational creature like flowers, trees, fire, 

sun, water etc.” 

The beautiful considerations that nourished her mind when thinking of these things, were born of 

the “desire and fondness to enjoy the desired presence of God in herself”. 

 

When, later, she attained contemplation, “There began for her – Brigida affirms when speaking as 

if of a third person – but of herself – an intellectual presence of God inside herself, helped, I 
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believe, - by the evidence of a living Faith”.  This divine presence dwelt constantly in her, during 

the retreats as in any other occupation. 

    

Brigida’s life was always pervaded by this divine presence, up to her death, because it had been 

formed by an ardent and active Faith.  In her diary, around  the year 1642, Father Giovanni Paolo 

Carletti S.J., speaks in this way about the argument of Faith:  “On the 2
nd

 of March, she says that 

the presence of God is with her every day, she sees Him intellectually in herself, as if looking at her 

and giving her to know, now His great goodness, now His charity, etc;  she also says that when she 

speaks of frivolous things,  she loses sight of Him or  when she  hears others speaking  in that 

manner;  but if she does listen with disgust, she does not lose Him/His presence.  When she loses 

Him, she soon searches for him with sighs and groans, by examining her conscience etc.   In times 

of aridity and darkness, she loses this presence of God, but never for a full day.” 

 

Any event, either prosperous, adverse or indifferent, even temptations, used to help her attain the 

aim, namely an increase in faith because all these things without a purpose or inconsiderateness are 

always for our profit.  And so, when the devil tempted her, she made more acts of faith. 

 

From this faith was born the highest possible trust in God.  Absolutely certain of divine help, 

Brigida of Jesus remained calm even in the midst of afflictions.  And so, in April 1646, she wrote in 

her spiritual diary:  “Only this helps me: to place myself in God’s presence, in faith and quiet, 

without disturbing thoughts, nor other things, except God, even though in darkness”  

Leaving aside any sadness and anguish, Brigida of Jesus remained “…. with so much trust in that 

infinite goodness, and with so much assurance that God loved me, that of this I could not doubt. 

(She wrote in 1650 – 1654). 

In 1655, she writes again that she has this great faith in God’s words.  It is only such trust that 

produces a real detachment from created things and that makes Brigida repeatedly say:  “Because of 

this total trust and abandonment to God, I know that He would help me”.  

Even when exhorting the Sisters, when sickness did not permit some preparation, her greatest trust 

in God made her utter word that were suited to the need and which inflamed all of them. 

 

Father Antonio Morandi S.J. wrote in these terms: “Along with humility, this servant of God 

possessed generosity in embracing every task in God’s service, without fear of opposition neither of 

men nor of the devil. Because the more she divested herself of trust in herself, the more her heart 

was filled with confidence in God.  She could then feel powerful and say with St. Paul: “Omnia 

possum in eo qui me confortat!”  In fact whatever she undertook to do, was happily fulfilled, and all 

marveled.” 
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  These utterances of Blessed Brigida are of the year 1670:  “Confidence in God!  We lay blame on 

God when we close our heart, while the soul  longs only for God who lives on earth and reigns in 

heaven!  Confidence, confidence, a large heart, we are related to the Holy Trinity, capable of 

understanding the communication of the Father, Word and divine Spirit;  and,  more so, after that 

‘Humanity’ is at the right of the Father and offers these communications.  Let us offer God the 

Passion of His divine Son. 

     Confidence, confidence, a large heart! We have a Father who 

    possesses all qualities:  God, Who will never abandon us” 

 

As the documents give a clear testimony, Brigida  of Jesus, having decided to execute God’s Will in 

founding the House of St. Ursula, corresponded to the Divine Will with no other capital than a great 

faith in His divine Majesty and in His divine promises.  Therefore, when material goods were 

lacking, her faith in God increased. And God, while Brigida was the procurator, never allowed that 

she would suffer wont¸ not only that, but He came to her help beyond all expectation.  (years 1649-

1650) 

 

Here are a few cases which the Foundress revealed to Fr. Morandi: 

 

The  flour increased in weight from what was purchased, 

Spoiled wine was taken out ‘good’ from the barrel, 

In the purse were found 19 lire unexpectedly, 

Two spouses sent supper, when there was no food for the Sisters, 

Unexpectedly, we received money to enlarge the refectory, 

A lady, who became Sister Brigida Veronica Chiapponi, offered funds to beautify the Oratory. 

 

Another consequence of Brigida’s faith, her secret, was to follow always and in everything God’s 

Will. 

 

In the month of December 1640, Father Carletti affirmed that Brigida “takes everything from God’s 

hands, as if God Himself demanded it of her; and, on 31
st
 January 1643, she herself wrote of herself 
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that she wanted to give much pleasure to God Who is pleased when we conform to His Will in 

everything. 

Father Carletti makes us understand how the foundation of Brigida’s spiritual life was the desire to 

follow only and always the divine Will.  In her spiritual diary, with her habitual simplicity and 

vivacity of language, Brigida confirms what Fr. Carletti had said. 

 

In her letters too, her desire of conforming to the divine will, comes out clearly.  For example, on 

27
th

 March 1651, she wrote to Fr. Giovanni Battista  Ganduzzi:  “There are two graces I desire that 

you obtain for me from the Lord:  one is that in all my internal and external actions I may seek only 

the pure praise and glory of His Divine Majesty.  The other is that, of His goodness, God may deign 

to take away from me whatever is not conformable to His Holy Will;  may He not allow that this 

‘plague’ (she judged herself in this term) may live in this house and in this city”. 

 

In all things, even in those contrary to human nature, the desire to conform to God’s will is evident.  

She could thus overcome all difficulties with ardor and joy.  Even though she esteemed Father 

Carletti much, and there was fear of his transfer, she preserved a calm interior, abandoning herself 

to the divine Will.  In the same way she acted when other confessors were transferred.  She used the 

same rule, even in eating, in accepting and continuing the task as Prioress, 

 

In adversities, while she perceived her human weakness, she exclaimed: “Lord, if this is Your Will, 

let even hell rage, may all the devils break loose against me, with Your company and Your help, I 

will not fear”. Father Morandi believed that Brigida’s trust in God was so great that it seemed, 

almost, that she commanded God! 

 

The life of this Servant of God was a continuous act of faith in the Lord, because she longed for 

Him, was restored by Him and from Him she would receive new strength to face the daily 

difficulties of life. 

 

Undoubtedly, God had chosen Mother Brigida in a special way from her childhood, by calling her 

to holiness, as mentioned/recalled by Sister Isabella Lampugnani in a writing after Mother Brigida’s 

death. “….from her 18
th

 month of life, she was blessed by God and continued with such attractions 

that when she was 3 or 4 years old, she began, with all her capacity, to desire to be holy, to abhor 

every superfluous thing and to serve her sisters”. 
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Her biographer too has written about her stay with the family of her great Uncle, at whose home she 

was present for the reading of the Lives of Saints:  “….and this uncle often  called Brigida to listen 

to them.  And, even if she was not understanding much because of her tender age, she understood 

that being a saint, was a beautiful thing.  The Lord illumined her with divine light, even before she 

could understand by natural means.  He often does so with those who are elected to be great 

luminaries of holiness in the Church”. 

 

The desire for holiness was with Brigida even during her married life.  “Having come to know that 

even married people can be holy and perfect, she earnestly prayed that God gave this grace to her 

also.  To cooperate with God’s grace, she strove actively even when she could not avoid taking part 

in amusements that, for other married women, can be a cause of falling into sin, she used to excite 

in her holy sentiments, that would help her  run the way of perfection and to fly to God”. 

 

Her Faith was nourished by constant prayer as Brigida herself affirmed in a writing her spiritual 

director imposed on her, in which she spoke of herself in a third person:  “…. she began to walk in 

the presence of God first by a true determination to belong entirely to Him, and consequently, she 

decided to place herself fully in the hands of her spiritual father, which she did so that he might 

command her and govern her in everything and to conform herself to the divine will for  the greater 

profit of her soul;  because she had no other desire than that of giving pleasure to God by giving 

herself up to meditation and mental prayer, and by procuring to keep in mind, during the day the 

mystery she had meditated in the morning, on the Passion of our Saviour,  Jesus Christ”. 

 

As a young wife, during the journey that took her to Salsomaggiore from Rapallo, her birth place, 

she and her husband  gave proof of their faith with courtesy and freedom of spirit:  “….because the 

friends with whom they were  travelling enjoyed jokes and pranks, the newly-weds agreed among 

themselves to take some time  for praying the Rosary and for meditating a bit on the mystery, as 

Brigida used to do. When they reached an inn, as the tables were set, the two retired to a room to 

recite the Office of the Virgin Mary, without worrying about the comments of their friends who did 

not approve of so many devotions” 

   

(Mathew Zancari, domiciled at Salsomaggiore, was a lay person committed, a member of the  in the 

parish of St. Vitale.  He was a member of the Company of the Rosary and Prior of the Confraternity 

of the Blessed Sacrament.) 

 

The prayer of Brigida was the instrument that made her communicate with God, and be in union 

with Him – as reported by her biographer who wrote that Mother Brigida:  “… could pray for hours 

and hours without distraction, useless thoughts, without desolation and aridity, with abundance of 
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devout sentiments and, not only without tiredness, but so much satisfaction and pleasure, that the 

longer she prayed, the more she would feel secure and with greater desire to prolong the prayer.  

By her own experience she found that, truly,being with God, does not cause boredom and that 

prayer is a hidden manna, the taste of which is only known/enjoyed by those who taste it.  The more 

it is eaten, the more it is desired.” 

 

The continuous contact with God made Brigida aware of His constant help.  She herself affirms  in 

a letter to her spiritual director, dated 6 May 1651:  “I experience in my heart different effects of His 

heavy, divine  Cross: divine and full of compassion on one side, but also consolation on the other.  

Because I see that you have a great commitment on hand, which may greatly increase the merit, 

through God’s grace, which is always available and ready to succor us”. 

 

The derivation of God’s presence from incessant prayer, is evidenced also from the words of a 

Sister who reported:  “She gave herself to great silence and solitude and to prayer. In which, in a 

few years, through the testimony of Father Gian Paolo, she attained a high degree of contemplation 

and of intellectual presence of God, of the most sublime type God deigns to grant to ‘His great 

servants’ in this life”. 

 

Her spiritual director, Fr. Carletti, confirms the presence of God in the life of Brigida with these 

words:  “On the 2
nd

 of March she said that she feels the presence of God inside herself, 

intellectually,  as if He were looking at her, giving her knowledge of His goodness, now of His 

charity etc. and when she speaks of frivolous things she does not see Him/loses sight of Him;  or 

when she hears others speak of them;  but if she listens with disgust, she does not lose Him.  When 

she loses Him, she quickly searches for Him with sighs and groaning, examining her conscience 

etc.  In time of aridity and darkness, she loses Him but never more than for a full day” 

 

In the same diary of the Servant of God, we find direct confirmation that prayer is an instrument of 

union with the Lord: “….after Holy Communion I feel internally raised to a high level and I am 

filled with light, I see myself belonging fully to the Lord, united and with great admiration;  but the 

great light was robbing me of the power to ask; I could neither  ask nor  offer, but I had to stay in 

the attitude of one receiving food from that great light;  in this prayer, the soul sees itself 

abandoned and united with God, and is not aware of herself, of others and does not esteem 

anything of value in the whole world”.   And in another passage:  “…. When I reached the Church 

of St. Stephen, I retired therein to rest.  I stayed there for a while; nobody was in the Church; soon I 

came to St. Peter’s Church  with great peace and quiet;  the prayer of the whole day was with much 

light and union with God”. 
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The extraordinary faith Brigida possessed, which brought her to  high degree of mystical life and 

made her enjoy the continual presence of the Lord, had also other aspects, like the yearning to do 

God’s will in everything.  This divine desire is underlined by Brigida herself in a letter, probably 

sent to Fr. Ganduzzi, wherein she affirms:  “The two graces I desire from God, and which I hope 

you will obtain from Him are:  one that in all my actions and operations, internal or external I may 

seek only the pure praise and glory of His Divine Majesty.  The other is that the Lord, in His 

goodness deign to remove from me all the parts that may not be conformed to His Holy Will.” 

 

In other testimonies we see that this intention was put into practice even in difficult occasions, as 

was the death of her spiritual Father, Fr. Carletti, for whose cure she had prayed a long time, as 

recorded by her biographer.  “In her great fervor during prayer, she heard the Lord tell her that, in 

this case, the sentence has already been decided.  Therefore she realizes that the life of Father 

Carletti is at its end.  She does not get upset for this, but, with a holy ardor prays:  “Lord, if You 

have already given the sentence, I will appeal to the Mother of mercies, Mary, for revoking the 

sentence”. 

She did appeal to the Blessed Virgin, mother of the Lord, but she too confirmed the sentence, and 

so she accepted the Will of God - the death of Fr. Carletti - which occurred on the 19
th

 of July.  She 

remained interiorly calm and so composed even exteriorly that many marveled, knowing how much 

she loved the father and how much she felt obliged to him. 

 

During the last illness which, with many sufferings brought her to her death, Brigida gave proof of 

great faith and conformity to God’s will, accepting food even when the pain was great and the 

nausea distressing, as Sister Lampugnani recalls:  “But this great pain and suffering was a means to 

be united with her God, because she kept believing that it was His will that she should nourish 

herself.  And so she went on making violence on herself … while offering loving gifts to her beloved 

Crucified, Whom she kept always before her”. 

 

During this sickness Brigida gave witness of her submission to the Lord, on many occasions.  One 

of her nurses recalls:  “….when she suffered more than usually, especially because of renal stones, 

stomach convulsions, burnings, fever, palpitation and many other afflictions, she turned to the 

Crucifix and, full of jubilation, she would exclaim: “What graces and mercies are these you give to 

this miserable creature!  Blessed be Your infinite goodness!” 

 

 

    Brigida’s trust in God is very well described by a note left, probably, by a Sister who wishes to 

remember the teaching of Brigida who used to spur her thus: “Confide in God!  We offend Him 

when we narrow our heart, while our soul desires that He may live on earth as He does in Heaven!  
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Confidence!  Confidence, a large heart – related to the most Holy Trinity,  we are made capable of 

understanding the communications of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.  More so, after the Humanity 

is seated at the right hand of the Father, we can offer to God the Passion of His divine Son!” 

 

Mother Brigida’s faith was supernatural, greatly surpassing the common   one.  She was an example 

to her Sisters and to all she met, who admired her and were struck by her behavior.  This is affirmed 

by her biographer, Fr. Morando: “Along with humility, this servant of God possessed magnanimity 

in embracing any great work for God’s service, never fearing contrasts of men or demons.  

Because, the more she distrusted herself, the more her heart filled with confidence in God, so much 

so that she could say with St. Paul:  I can do everything in Him Who comforts me (Phil 4,13).  In 

fact everything she undertook to do, was happily accomplished, to the surprise of everyone.  If she 

were praised for this, she gave back praise to God. Who really did everything and Who used her as 

a weak instrument so that the power of His arm might shine out better!”   

 

 

9. A DRAFT  - (UMI) URSULINE (BRIGIDA) LAY  COLLABORATION/ ASSOCIATION  

“The participation of the laity often brings unexpected and rich insights in to certain aspects of 

Charism, and will offer religious families the invaluable contribution of their ‘being in the world’ 

and their specific service”.  (cf.‘The Service of Authority and Obedience’ no. 25) 

The Ursulines   Of Mary Immaculate {UMI}……… 

The Institute was founded in Piacenza, Italy in 1649 in circumstances so different and with limited 

possibilities for apostolic involvement, compared to today. However, the prophetic vision and 

mission of Blessed Brigida Morello,  the Foundress to go to the ends of the world, to save souls and 

to proclaim the good news, was fulfilled in 1934, after nearly 3 centuries,  when the seedling of the 

Ursuline Charism was planted in the Indian soil, by the then Superior General, Mother RADINI 

Tedeschi, herself a dynamic and charismatic person. The Institute was thus inserted into the fabric 

of the Church in India.  

Since then, the Congregation has steadily grown in Italy  and India, organised into 4 Provinces, 

each with its own mission branches in the African Continent, as well as a Delegation in Brazil.  

Inspired by   Blessed Brigida Morello, our Foundress   and under the mantle of  our Patroness  Mary 

Immaculate, down the  four centuries many young women  vibrantly and courageously  tread the 

footsteps  of Jesus   who emptied Himself for the sake of the Humanity.  

Vision 

The Ursulines of Mary Immaculate (UMI) Ursuline  Lay  Collaboration  seeks  to   promote and   

empower   men and women    to   participate more effectively in the  transmission  and   
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proclamation of the Gospel. Through it, the members are urged to   keep the Faith of the Universal 

Church, the founding Charism of the Congregation  and be at the service of the Humanity.   

Mission 

The members dedicate themselves to pious deeds, prayer, help in continuing   the Missionary 

activities,  promote  awareness  about the need for nurturing   vocations and  venture into social 

causes for the welfare of the humanity. To promote   awareness and a  creative response to issues of 

Justice and brotherhood  in developing countries especially in India and Africa.  

 

Objectives 

� To imbibe and transmit  the Charism  of the Foundress in their homes, places of work and 

across the region, and commit  to live the norms and rules of the Collabration  and  to  ‘save 

souls’. 

� To be a Christian Animator  of the affairs of the world - that they live by the Gospel values 

in the family, in their relationship with others, in the working environment, public life and 

social  involvement. 

�  To collaborate  to   make  various  ministries  vibrant and  relevant to the Signs of the time.   

� To create awareness among the people   and  be part of a ‘ Social Cause’   

�  To Collaborate  in the Pastoral activities of the Church  and initiatives which give priority to 

youth, pastoral work and the educative apostolate  

� To net work   with all other Institutions or groups which share the same vision and 

objectives.  

Membership 

Any bona-fide citizen   may join the  Ursuline   Lay Collaboration.  Family members, friends, 

benefactors, staff and those connected with the numerous institutions of the UMI are encouraged to 

be members. Lay Collaboration members make a solemn commitment to meet regularly   to pray 

for the missions, missionaries, and other ventures of the Congregation. 

General   Statutes 

1. The Ursuline Lay Collaboration will have a formation Programme that will give priority to 

the spirituality of the Foundress and her Charism and prepare the members to give special attention 

to youth, emancipation of women and the least favoured ones.  

2.  The Ursuline Lay Collaboration  is a group of people “men and women” who after prayer 

and discernment have decided to live their Christian life after the example of Blessed Brigida 

Morello of Jesus, pledging oneself for whole life to be a Lay Ursuline to carry forward her project 

her mission. 

3. After acceptance of the terms and conditions of  Ursuline L C they are urged to be part of 

the wider vision and mission of the UMI in accordance with their state of life. 
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4.  This private commitment may not be  seen as  permanent  but can be terminated by 

agreement between the parties.ie. the  member and the Congregation. 

5. There will be a spiritual animator/  mentor from the Congregation. 

6. Once committed they   will  benefit from  spiritual animation from time to time. They will 

either join a community or a group of UMI for prayer, recollection, conferences and other forms of 

spiritual animation. 

7. A Lay Ursuline must first give his/her priority  first to one´s own family, but at the same tine 

he/she needs to draw light and strength and example from his/her Ursuline Religious Family with 

whom he/she is bound by charism of the Foundress. 

8.   The members of Ursuline Lay Collabration have a great task of fostering good and genuine 

vocations for Ursuline Religious and look for benefactors  to support the mission of the 

Congregation. 

 

9. For greater involvement and co-responsibility on the part of the members of Lay Collaboration, 

at the international / national level, a lay council is to be set up and which will be directly under the 

General and the council, their concern will be raising of fund for Mission. It is the commitment of 

the General and her council   to accompany the progress of the laity. 

10. Since the Lay Collaboration members have felt the call of God and have decided to live their 

faith in an adult manner, they need to be aware that they are mission companions of religious sisters 

of Ursulines of Mary Immaculate and are subject   to them. 

To foster the Commitment: 

 Set aside each day a time of prayer  

 Besides Sunday, make effort to participate in the Celebration of the Holy Eucharist 

 Make frequent  use of the Sacrament of Reconciliation 

  Nourish the  Spiritual life( through reading of Scripture & Spiritual books,  days of 

Recollection, Retreat etc. ) 

 Participate in the meetings of the  Collaboration  

10. MY FAITH JOURNEY WITH THE PIONEERS 

[Mother Aloysia Vaz, prepared this article very prayerfully and reflectively.  Her journey of Faith 

with the Pioneers, is her gift to the rest of us UMIs]    

Our Foundress was a “contemplative in action”, besides being a mystic open to the whole world.  

She cultivated in her heart a great desire to be a missionary, to go to distant lands to proclaim to all 

people that God loves us very much.  However, her missionary dream became a reality almost 300 

years  later when the Institute had at the elm an enthusiastic religious, with fiery   zeal, and large 

vision, in the person of Mother Maria Felice Radini Tedeschi.  During her mandate as Superior 

General, the hour of God struck and the Indian Mission saw the light of the day. 

On the 9th of February 1934, Mother Radini received a favorable reply  to her official request for a 

mission station in India, from the Apostolic Administration of the Diocese of Calicut, Rev. Father 

Benjamin Ranzani S.J.  At the end of the letter, he had written:  “I am reading the ‘Life’ of 
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Venerable Brigida of Jesus,  whom I appreciate and enjoy the reading.  I am anxious to meet  

personally the daughters of so great a Mother”. 

In this venture to go to the mission land, we understand that when a person is in love with God, she 

knows no limits or barriers and with great zeal and generosity works for the spread of His Kingdom. 

Mother Radini read the signs of the time and launched out facing all challenges guided by faith and 

love.  What Mother Radini valued most was to maintain the spirit of the Institute and the 

preservation of the spiritual heritage handed down to us by the Foundress. The Pioneers constantly 

recalled her exhortation:  “Maintain the spirit of the Institute at any cost and be faithful to the 

heritage received from Mother Brigida, our Foundress.  Great are the graces that Jesus wants to 

bestow on you.  The Institute in India will largely depend on you”.  Rather than lose this heredity, 

Mother Radini was ready to  give up this venture. 

 On 12th November 1934, our Pioneers,  Mother Maria Annunciata Rossetti, Mother M. Saveria 

Sabbadini, Mother Elena Valsecchi, Mother M. Margaret Benocci and Sr. Assunta  Lusardi, arrived 

at their missionary destination. Calicut (Kerala).  A few days after their arrival they earnestly  began 

their service:  they opened a dispensary, visited  the sick in their house and distributed medicines.   

The works of God cannot be exempt  from the Cross.  God had His plans for our Pioneers…. As 

gold is tried in the fire, so  were the Pioneers tried by misunderstandings,  problems and unforeseen 

circumstances they had to leave Calicut at the end of November of 1936 and move to Cannanore.  

Full of  God’s Spirit, our Pioneers accepted this trial joyfully and bowed to God’s will. 

All the events of life and the challenges they had to face, reveal that, what kept them united and 

courageous was a deep spirit of prayer and of intimacy with the Lord. In their weakness and 

helplessness, the Lord was manifesting His power and they had such strong faith that in every event  

God was speaking to them.. 

Our Foundress’ personal mission and her role in the Church is entrusted to us, her daughters.  The 

Pioneers constantly recalled the words of Mother Radini that what she valued most was to maintain 

the spirit of the Institute and be faithful to the heritage received from Mother Brigida, the 

Foundress.  She added:  “Great are the graces which Jesus wants to bestow on you.  But great is 

the responsibility which will weigh on your shoulders. Undoubtedly the beginning and progress of 

the Institute in India will largely depend on you”.  

Pioneering with Fr. Peter Caironi: It was during this period that the Italian Fathers, Fr. Peter Caironi 

S.J. and Fr. Aloysio Del Zotto S.J., expressed their desire to go to the Mission in India.  Their offer 

was accepted.   With all their zeal and trained in the school of generosity of St. Ignatius of Loyola, 

they came to work among the poorest of the poor. Fr. Caironi had said to the Sisters: “I have 

nothing else but to sacrifice my life  for my fellowmen;  I want to work tirelessly for the good of the 

poor and  the powerless.  Help me to fight against poverty, suffering and diseases”      In  1936, Fr. 

Caironi began his work at Taliparamba and, later, moved to Cherukunnu. 

The Ursuline Sisters came to Cannanore at the end of November 1936. They carried on their 

medical work with the help of Dr. Rego, a retired doctor.  They used to go to villages close by:  

Payyanur, Payangadi and Madai. Beside the dispensary they  took up other social activities.  This 
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was God’s plan for them in the fields of medical, social (orphanages) and educational ministries.  

The Ursuline Sisters were to work hand in hand with Father Peter Caironi S.J.  They were ready to  

identify themselves with the poor, in their hopes, fears, joys, insecurity and struggles. 

Father Caironi proclaimed Christ and the Gospel boldly, while at the same time fighting fearlessly  

for the dignity/cause of the Pulayas and the Harijans of the Northern region of Kerala (Malabar).  

The cast system was rigorously observed here and it affected the whole person, his/her life:  

religious, moral, social  and individual.  The Pulayas belonged to the lowest cast and were 

considered the most contemptible/abject group of human beings.  There were called 

“untouchables”. They could not enter a Hindu Temple, could not send their children to school;  

even after death they could not be buried in a common cemetery. 

Yet another social oppression weighing heavily on the Pulayas was their economic slavery:  at 

times they were “tied” to their employer/landlord  for life.  The rich used to make the Pulayas  work 

long hours;  besides, they had to be ready to answer calls at any moment.  They were not free to 

work for any other employer, were not free to look for some other type of work, they were literally 

slave to their employer and to money lenders.  The latter used to charge such high interest that the 

debtors  were slave for life, since they could not return the loan. 

Fr. Caironi set out very soon to free these poor people from the clutches of the money lenders, in 

order to “free” them from their degrading slavery. He snatched them from the hands of the 

landlords and moneylenders by paying their loans.  He engaged them for work on land he had 

purchased and began to build  small houses for them.  It was a true revolutionary step:  the Pulayas  

were finally masters of their own life and destiny;  they possessed a small plot of land, a house all 

their own and   they could work as free laborers.  This had a great impact on the religious,  moral 

and social  life of these persons. 

In 1937 when the Ursulines moved to Cannanore, Fr.  Caironi asked their help to catechize several 

Pulaya families who were eager to embrace the Christian Religion.  The women of the families 

remained with our Sisters who instructed them in the faith;  this was not an easy task because of the 

language problem and because of their ignorance since they had lived in slavery up to that time.  

What great joy filled our Missionaries when these women received baptism and became daughters 

of the Church.  Our Sisters accepted to take 30 poor girls into their home and send them to the 

parish school. 

Our Foundress must have been looking from heaven with affection on her daughters who had 

realized her dream…  “Come out of solitude and help souls”, the Lord had  urged Brigida.  Her 

daughters arrived where she could not reach.  Faithful in following her spirituality.  In fact, the 

Pioneers understood that the challenge of the future was placed in the deepening of their 

contemplative experience which would overflow into generous service of the brethren.  In keeping 

with the specific characteristics of our Congregation, the Pioneers extended their activities to the 

services - they initiated the medical work by carrying on their dispensary, by visiting the families at 

Payyangadi and in the mission stations of Fr. Caironi at Payyanur, Madai and others, giving 

medicines to the sick.  They started the orphanage by accepting 30 Pulaya  girls, taking care of them 

and educating them, realizing that education can be a valuable and efficient step in a child’s life.   In 

co-operating with Father Peter Caironi, they worked for the uplift of the poorest of the poor, the 
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oppressed and improved the backward conditions of these people who, up to now had led a life of 

slavery under their landlords. 

Father Caironi by his self-sacrificing life, his extreme poverty, his boundless charity and strenuous 

labor, won over the hearts and opened the minds of the Pulayas and freed them from their life-long 

slavery.  There were other Fathers who helped father Caironi in his great mission:  Fr. Joseph 

Taffarel S.J., Fr. John Sequiera, Fr. Aloysius Del Zotto S.J., Fr. James Montanari S.J., Father 

Michael Vendramin S.J., Fr. Linus Maria Zuccol S.J., Fr. Banfi and many other Indian Priests. 

Our Sisters started their service in the Chirakkal Mission in 1937.  The Canossian Sisters  came in 

1942.  This fruitful missionary work spread over the Chirakkal area:  Cherukunnu, Payyanur, 

Padfila, Kizhare, Kattakulam, Mattul, Madai, Payyangadi and Kunhmangalam. 

We marvel how our five Pioneers from Italy – coming to a far-off country, not knowing the culture 

and the language of the place, with no indigenous Sisters to assist them, with different climatic 

conditions and food habits, could spread God’s Kingdom and plant our Congregation of the 

Ursulines of Mary Immaculate on this Indian soil/soil of India. 

The chosen Pioneers had their limitation and weaknesses, but like Moses, they became instruments 

in God’s hand and they experienced the power of God. Faith vision made it possible for them to 

discover God in every events of their life.  God works in all events to bring good.  How consoling it 

is to know that God has a purpose for each one of us and that alone is enough to value our life.  He 

fulfils it in spite of our ignorance, uselessness, weaknesses etc.   He gently leads us on;  all He 

wants is our trust in Him.  Each of us has a place in the world and we will be inserted into the 

universal plan of salvation, if we have found a place in His heart. 

So far our Pioneers were put up in a rented house at Cannanore;  they soon felt that there was an 

urgent need to find a suitable place for future growth and development.  Up to this time Mother 

Annunciata was the Superior of the Mission, but on 21
st
 December 1937 Mother Margaret Benocci 

succeeded her.  They were fortunate to find a large property and a house overlooking the Arabian 

Sea and they purchased it.  After a few renovations were done in the building, they immediately 

moved in. 

After shifting to their own bungalow, the Sisters opened their own school with the help of Fr. 

Norbert Fernandes S.J., the parish Priest and a lay teacher , Miss Devyani Thail (who became Sr. 

Louisa Margaret).  Both the school and the orphanage  obtained recognition and aid from the 

Government. 

At the end of 1938 the Pioneers had the great joy of receiving and embracing the second group of 

Missionaries,  Mother Agata Bompard and Mother Adelaide Giuliani.  They too came with an 

ardent zeal to bring souls to Christ and to continue, develop and extend the work of the Mission.  

They too understood that human suffering and brokenness constitute a missionary challenge.  To 

work among the Pulayas and in solidarity with the poor led them to assume as their own the 

struggles and challenges of the poor.  They were received with such love and warmth that they felt 

at home and were happy with the new house  and the apostolate. 
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Mother Radini had received a lot of wrong/negative information about the Pioneers, when they 

were to leave Calicut and come to Cannanore, through sources other than her daughters.  This was a 

cause of great sorrow to Mother Radini.  But the letters of the Pioeers and the marvelous missionary 

work they were doing among the Pulayas along with the zealous missionary, Fr. Caironi, convinced 

her that her daughters were faithful to the Charism of the Foundress and to the norms of life she had 

outlined for them before they left their home country and come to their new fields of labor in India.  

Now, through Mother Agatha and Mother Adelaide they received their beloved Mother Radini’s 

letters of love and encouragement and were consoled and relieved of the great sorrow they had in 

their heart. 

The existing bungalow was not sufficient to accommodate the Sisters as well as the Orphans and so 

some extension had to be made.  On the 19
th

 of March 1939, the new building with the Chapel was 

inaugurated and blessed by Rt. Rev. Bishop Proserpio S.J., Bishop of Calicut.  Permission was 

granted by His Holiness Pope Pius XI to open an indigenous novitiate. And so, in 1939, Mother  

Xavier Sabbadini became the Novice Mistress and was ready to train the first candidates who had 

entered the portals of the Institute in India.  These were: Theresiamma Joseph who joined on 20
th

 

Feb. 1039 and Mary Gonsalves who joined on 2
nd

 January 1940.  Gladis Vaz joined on 9
th

 January 

1941. 

Mother Xavier’s one desire, as responsible to mould her charges according to the spirit of the 

Foundress, was to instill into them a genuine spirit of prayer, sacrifice, self-gift, surrender to God’s 

will, zeal for  souls, serenity and spiritual joy.  The novices looked up to her  as one who maintained 

a living memory of our Foundress, a lovable person but strict in the observance of our 

Constitutions.  She loved poverty and a hidden life:  “to be poor and to  love the poor”.  She 

instilled in her candidates the truth that the greatest fulfillment  consists in giving ourselves to 

others; that in giving, our humanity comes to its fullest bloom.  Our Lord was a person for others.  

When we are faithful to our vocation, we give our best service to the world. 

Mother Brigida’s life was not yet translated into English, but Mother Xavier took the trouble to 

acquaint the candidates with every details of the Foundress’ life, of her spirit and the heritage she 

left us, her daughters.  Mother Xavier formed the first indigenous vocations with great love and 

hope, so that they could, in turn, pass on to the younger  generations what they received from the 

Pioneers:  their great love for Christ, zeal for souls, a spirit of sacrifice and loyalty to the Institute. 

Mother Xavier was particular that the candidates experience a spiritual joy in their religious life.  

Cheerfulness is also a means of apostolate because happy religious commend the spiritual life.  

Spiritual joy is one virtue most dear to the heart of our Foundress because she considered it a sign 

and fruit of purity of heart, of love for the Institute and of perfect observance.  “I would like to see 

in my daughters a holy joy, not the vain and worldly kind, but one that springs from pure hearts 

attached to their Institute and all that is practiced in it from morning till evening.  They will even 

experience a true and solid joy.” 

It was during World War II, when completely cut off  from the Mother House in Italy, that the 

Pioneers as well as those who were with them, experienced days of want and struggle.  Well 

prepared by their Mistress to face any eventuality, the Candidates were happy to experience the 

challenging situations with joy that enriched them and strengthened their vocation. 
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Besides Mother Xavier, the Mistress, the zealous missionary Father Augustine Agnoletto S.J. was 

the spiritual director of the candidates.  He was happy to guide the first group of formees and 

prepare them for the future apostolate. I still remember and treasure what he stressed on, the 

essentials of religious life and how authenticity is characterized by a sense of freedom.  Endowed 

with freedom, an authentic person will be able to give out everything that is ennobling in human 

life.  From such a person compassion will flow out to others and there will be a constant search to 

go into the  deepest realm of the self. 

Perhaps the greatest challenge religious face today is to demonstrate the value of religious life as a 

sign of genuine love, as a way of leading to the fullness of love. In the words of our Foundress: “I 

would like that charity among you emulates that of the Blessed, loving one another and enjoying the 

good of the others as one’s own, loving each other  in and for God.”  Mother Xavier was particular 

about charity, serenity and spiritual joy.  It is true at this time, we were few, like a family closely 

knit together by the initial enthusiasm and difficulties;  at the same time there was respect, 

appreciation and warmth for each other, which helped our growth. 

Mother Xavier saw that her young daughters were at times over-taxed with work, had to face 

difficult situations, so she was keen to give them due relaxation during recreation.  What joyful 

recreations we had in the company of our unforgettable  Mother Mistress!  She laughed with us and 

kept us cheerful.  She related to us her own experience in life, which strengthened our relationship 

She told us that in her earlier years of childhood her family was in Argentina, in South America, 

there were few  priests and so she and her two elder brothers could not receive Baptism until they 

were 6, 4 and 2 years old.  When they moved to Italy, her parents were particular to have the 

children baptized.  The three children walk to the baptismal font.  It is part of the ceremony to place 

a pinch of salt on the tongue of the baptized as significant of wisdom.  All three of them spat it out 

unmindful of what it meant.  All had a hearty laugh at the innocent, spontaneous action of the 

children,  

Then Theresiamma (Sr. Felix) related the incident that happened to her.  Our Mother Margaret was 

accompanying Mother Elena from Mangalore, where she had been hospitalized,  to Madras for 

treatment.  They were travelling by train.  Since they were passing through Cannanore, 

Theresiamma and Gladys Vaz (Mother Aloysia/I) were entrusted with the lunch for them.  The train 

stops only 10 minutes, but they were so  excited that they did not realize that time was passing, so 

that when the rain started moving, Gladys was left in the compartment and Theresiamma was out  

on the platform. Theresiamma shouted at the top of her voice:  STOP!  STOP! And ran on the 

platform to as the train moved.  The Guard finally gave a signal,  the train came to a halt and Gladys  

could get out of the train.  Theresiamma, happy that she had done a heroic act, related the fact to 

Mother Mistress and the others.  The Mistress to test her virtue said: “Where was your religious 

modesty when you raced along the platform shouting Stop, Stop?”  For a moment Theresiamma 

was thoughtful. When the Mistress assured her that she was only teasing her, she became relaxed 

and all of us burst out laughing.  In this way, each contributed to the cheerfulness and joy of the 

recreation. 

There was yet another occasion when we, the candidates, could imbibe the true missionary spirit. 

Mother Xavier assisted Father Caironi in his evangelizing work in the Chirakkal Mission, in the 
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preparation of the children and adults for Baptism.  He also saw that the poor converts – men, 

women and children – were sufficiently provided with clothes.  He used to bring sacks of cloth from 

Aaron’s factory and entrusted them to Mother Xavier.  She with the help of the novices, stitched 

shirts, blouses, dresses and skirts for the Pulayas.  She had a real talent for stitching and when it was 

a question of helping Father Caironi in his work, she and her novices worked relentlessly at it.  

Mother Xavier aimed at perfection, no slipshod work, measure for measure, since it is ultimately for 

love of the Lord and for His poor.  The young novice new to this work, did and undid several times 

until they became quite skilled in tailoring. 

Mother Elena, who was helping in the dispensary, visiting the sick in the families and  gave herself 

to other activities of the house, was chosen by her Beloved for the apostolate of suffering – a victim 

of love.  She suffered from severe arthritis that deprived her of any free movement;  she was forced 

to be an invalid.  She had come to India full of enthusiasm and zeal to work for the Lord and to 

bring souls to Him.  She was ever cheerful, loved children and involved herself in the work of the 

mission.  But her active service in the vineyard of the Lord was short lived.  Her Beloved had other 

plans for her – the apostolate of suffering.  As Father Pio said: “How sweet is the word ‘Cross’, but 

let us be careful  not to separate the cross from the love of Jesus,  Otherwise the cross would 

become an insupportable weight in our weakness.”  It was the love of Jesus that was strong in her.  

When Mother Elena understood that she was a chosen disciple for suffering and that she was called 

for this sacrifice, she  generously accepted His will although it cost her much.  In her great desire to 

walk in the footsteps of our Foundress who spent 24 years  in suffering, she received this trial  as a 

gift from God.  Her childlike trust and deep interior  life assisted her  to accept this suffering 

patiently and lovingly.  

She spent her time in deep prayer, typed for the Superior whenever needed and helped in the choir.  

She has a beautiful soprano voice and was the main person in the coir of Mother Xavier who played 

the organ.  The orphans trained by Mother Xavier to sing Latin and English hymns, with Mother 

Elena formed a good choir.  Those who attended services in our Chapel enjoyed the singing, 

especially when the choir sang in 3 parts.  They marveled how the orphans could reach such 

standard. 

In the words of Henry Nouwen:  “It is in the intimacy with God that we develop a greater intimacy 

with people and ir is in silence and solitude that we can touch the heart of human suffering”  

People who visited Mother Elena went away consoled, relieved and strengthened to bear their aches 

and pains by her example.  

Mother Elena by her suffering and resignation to God’s will contributed  as much as the active 

members.  In the words of the Foundress: “In fact the persons enamored of Jesus Crucified desire 

to live in order to suffer, because a life spent in suffering is too precious in the sight of God”.  

The tragedy of World War II:  During the World War II, from 1939 to 1945, our Sisters went 

through a veritable crisis.  They were completely cut off from the Mother House and from the 

Sisters in Italy.  No information, no letters from either side and they were deprived of financial help.  

The number of inmates had now increased, Sisters, Orphans, House-maids.  The people outside did 

not know the struggle they went through to make (all) ends meet.  Trusting in God’s power, the 

Superior and Sisters had to discern how best they could make these problems into possibilities.  At 
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times they did not know how to provide food for so many, see to their clothes and medical assistant 

to the sick.  Father Caironi was a great help during this time.  He did whatever he could by way of 

providing sacks of rice and grams etc.  But the Sisters could not go on with his assistance for a long 

time, so they had to find a regular source of livelihood/income.  

In Mother Margaret we had a leader the Sisters had an able leader who was ready to take any risk to 

face the situation.  She was convinced that in all circumstances of our life, faith in God is a means 

for working out His purpose.  It was consoling for the Superior to see that  the  sisters  stood by her 

with one heart and mind – in intense prayer, mutual trust, co-operation, availability in any step she 

took.  Our Foundress in Heaven must have been pleased with her daughters who, in this severe test 

had followed her words: “Have such union of mind and heart and will  among you that it could be 

said ‘Many persons but one heart and one soul” 

Mother Margaret advertized that Italian macaroni/pasta were available.  Soon the response was 

good, orders for the same poured in, especially from Bangalore  (and Ooty?).  No doubt this 

entailed a lot of work, besides there were only a few persons to prepare.  Once ready, the 

maccheroni had to be packed and dispatched mostly to out of stations.  Sr. Assunta took charge of 

this work assisted by Mother Xavier and her novices and postulants.  Mother Annunciata who was 

good in painting, gave painting lessons to girls who requested.  Mother Adelaide used her knitting 

machine to knit woolen stockings and sweaters  for schools in Northern India.  Mother Xavier also 

prepared candles for sale with the help of the novices and postulants.  Mother Agatha  gave a 

helping hand wherever she could.  Mother Elena contributed a big share by offering her sufferings, 

illness and prayers. 

How true it is that the more we deepen our faith and trust in God, the deeper we are moved to action 

especially in times that seem so difficult and impossible.  Words may teach, but only the actions 

and example of the Pioneers made a deep and lasting impression on us novices and postulants.  

What joy it was to work together and encourage each other.   

During the war the Italians were on the side of the Germans.  The Indian and the British considered 

them as enemies.  In 1941 the Italian Sisters were interned in their own house at Cannanore  The 

Police suspected and watched them and often made enquiries.  As the Pioneers were interned and  

strictly forbidden to leave the campus, the novices had to do the outside business:  go to the 

Collector’s office, to the ration office and other places, wherever needed.  Love is a cementing force 

that binds together so that we became alive to the needs of others  We loved our Pioneers and were 

ready to be of help to them.  happy with the confidence they placed in us, it gave us the freedom to 

grow and prepare ourselves for the future community life.  

Theresiamma Joseph and Mary Gonsalves made their first Profession on 8
th

 December 1942, taking 

the names of Sr. Felix and Sr. Josephine – named after Mother Radini and Mother Giuseppina 

Fulcheri who was the Superior General at that time.  Rt. Rev. Bishop Proserpio of Calicut Diocese 

officiated at the ceremony.  It was a day of great joy for the whole community and for the families 

of the newly professed. 

After a year, in December 1942, just before Christmas, the Pioneers received a Government order  

to leave Cannanore, namely the convent by the seaside and to remain interned in a place assigned 
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by the Government.  The Superior did not want to give this disturbing news to the community 

before Christmas.  She kept in her heart this sad news and   marvelously  bore all the sorrow, pain 

and responsibility herself.  After Christmas she shared with the Sisters of the community and it 

came to them like a thunderbolt.  She requested and pleaded with the Collector to revoke the order, 

but no change could take place.  Only a concession was granted to them:  the Sisters could shift to 

our convent at Payyanur.  The Pioneers intended to open a second house at Payyanur and shift the 

orphans there.  But, before the construction work of that building was completed, the order was 

received and had to be carried out within a stipulated time.  They were  to shift to our house at 

Payyanur, a village with fields around and were to be interned there with strict orders not to move 

out of the Campus. 

The Lord is the Master:  Our Pioneers put their trust in His power and in His guidance.  He knows 

what is best for them and so they accepted fully this trial, which was great, rich and promising but 

difficult.  The Lord does not offer any certainties;  He offers them a journey of faith and He will 

walk with them. 

Among the fathers who worked with us, were Fr. Joseph Taffarel S.J., Fr. Banfi who had been 

interned at the Camp of Dehra Dun.  Father Caironi and  Fr. Agnoletto  at Cannanore, while Fr. 

Ranzani – formerly administrator of the Dioceses of Calicut -  was interned at Mangalore.  Since 

Mother Elena was an invalid and needed medical treatment and care, the Government Authorities 

granted permission to her to reside at the Bridgettine Convent, Calicut, close to the Nirmala 

Hospital.  The parting of Mother Elena from her dear community moved everybody to tears.   

All arrangements were made to move to Payyanur -  our Mothers, two Junior Sister, a novice and a 

postulant,  the orphans and the house maids, with all the necessary belongings.  The Cannanore 

house was closed until the end of the war /  (till the war ended)  

These were moments when they particularly recalled the words of Mother Felice Radini: “Let us be 

generous, my daughters, doing everything and always for Jesus….. for souls..carrying (?) nothing 

for our self love.  In moments of affliction, go to Jesus… and then you will find your Mother too, 

who considers you as her favorite daughters, because more than all the others you are sharing the 

Cross of Jesus”.  The shifting from Cannanore to Payyanur was done in different batches.  Mother 

Margaret and Mother Adelaide were the last to leave the big house at Cannanore.     

The Payyanur was not as it is today;  it was a small village, no access to our place by roads, except 

through the pathways in the fields.  During the Monsoon that area was a large lake,  not even the 

pathways were visible, one had just to wade in the water.  From the railway station to our house 

there was no other way of reaching except through the fields.  One can imagine what trouble our 

Pioneers took especially Mother Annunciata, to reach their destination.   It was about 2 Kilometers  

from the station and fortunately it was not Monsoon time and the fields were dry.  Mother 

Annunciata, accompanied by a sister, was forced to stop now and then, rest on a stool, covering a 

short distance each time.  Finally after great fatigue and a heavy heart she reached our convent;  at 

the same time she was amused at this mode of travelling. 

The Parish Priest, Fr. Braganza, who had been a great help to us, hurried up with the completion of 

the building for our immediate occupation.  The house consisted of a big hall which was converted 
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into a dormitory for the orphans as well as for the Sisters.  The adjacent room served for a Chapel.  

A part of the verandah was closed and was used as a refectory and there was also a room for Mother 

Annunciata.  The dormitory had no flooring tiles but merely  a smooth mud floor.  Payyanur had no 

electricity at the time and they had to manage with kerosene lamps.  Foodstuff could not preserved 

for more than a day or two  as there were no refrigerators.  You can imagine the heat in the over-

crowded dormitory  especially in the hot season when the sand around got all heated up.    

In our service of love, nothing seemed difficult, even adjusting to the new place.  All were thankful 

to God for bringing us to our own house at Payyanur where we could be all together  and carry on 

our apostolate in the orphanage, school and dispensary.  Mother Margaret and the Sisters were 

cheerful and serene and encouraged others with their words and example.  What would have been 

the consequences had the Government interned our Pioneers in another place, where the Indian 

Sisters, the novices, the postulants, orphans and inmates could not be taken!?  So we were ever 

grateful to God for having disposed things  so favorably to carry on our work.  We had our small 

Chapel and the Master of the house  was there.  Jesus had called us here and empowered each one 

of us;  we believed in that empowerment and surrendered to Him.  He was our strength, our driving 

force, guide and consolation.  The source of our income were the same as at Cannanore, the sale of 

macaroni, knitted socks and sweaters, embroidered articles, candles and paintings. 

Fr. Caironi, whenever possible, would come to our help, as the orphans were the children of his 

newly converted Pulayas.  He knew the Ursulines had a hard time to support so many inmates.  

Amidst this deprivation and hardships there was joy, union, concern for others, especially for the 

poor and each one would vie with the others to help, to share and experience the poverty of Christ. 

We owe a debt a debt of gratitude to the Jesuits, especially to Fr. Augustine Agnoletto S.J. who 

came weekly  to Payyanur from St. Michael’s, Cannanore.  He obtained a special permission from 

the Government to visit the Sisters for their  spiritual help. He was aware that in Payyanur hardly 

anything was available, so he was bringing meat and foodstuffs for the community.  He also 

attended to our spiritual needs.  His visits revived our spirits and brought new vigor into us.  God’s 

providence never fails, his love comes through human concern and form. 

During the internment, Gladys Vaz took her first vows, taking the name of Sr. Aloysia, in the 

Convent Chapel at  Payyanur, on 16
th

 July 1943.  In spite of the trying circumstances  there were in, 

the Sisters did their best to enhance the joy of the occasion.  Her family members were present and 

were happy to participate in the happiness of their daughter and of the Sisters. 

The people around lived in small thatched houses, most of them were Harijans. They were poor, 

ignorant but hardworking.  Mother Margaret perceiving the felt need of the locality, which had no 

medical assistance in the vicinity, opened a dispensary and continued the work as they had done at 

Cannanore.  Their commitment to the Lord led them to closeness to the poor who needed love, 

interest and sacrifice.  Cardinal Newman said: “Therein lies the nobility of faith that we have at 

heart to dare something”.  These times called for bold action, striking out in new directions and in 

the running of risks.  Nothing is more bold, daring or risking than a really  serious attempt to imitate 

the poor Christ of the Gospel, no matter what the cost, no matter what the consequences.   
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The poor people came in crowds to the dispensary.  The Sisters also visited the families in their 

homes, treating the sick.  It was a familiar sight to see our Sisters with white hats that protected 

them from the sun and the heat, bringing relief to the sick who so far were deprived of medical 

assistance.  Mother Teresa of Calcutta said: “The poor deserve not just service and dedication, but 

also the joy that belong to human love” 

There was yet another more powerful and more efficient  step that  Father Peter Caironi took for the 

complete and permanent revolution in the life of the Pulayas.  It was their all-round education.  He 

started elementary schools wherever possible so that the children could have the facility to attend 

the classes.  He would provide them with books, fees and clothes.  In the field of education, medical 

work and the care of the orphans, the Ursulines co-operated with Fr. Peter Caironi.   Thus in course 

of time, those formerly despised Pulayas, acquired human dignity and social status.  The school at 

Cannanore was closed and the orphans who had been shifted  to Payyanur, were absorbed in the 

primary school of the Parish that was handed over to the Ursulines.  The strength of this school and 

the orphanage increased under the able guidance of Miss Deviyani (Sr. Luisa Margaret)    

To help a person in dire distress for a time, till the crisis is over, is an act of charity.  But the very 

best is to enable a person to help herself, to make her self-supporting, to infuse into her the courage 

and provide her with the means of earning her bread in a dignified way.  This is what education 

does. 

These Pulayas  children who suffered an inhuman past along with their parents, as they were 

considered as the lowest cast, had to be uplifted from their oppression and education was one of the 

ways to improve their backward condition .  Like our Foundress, we have to see the reality of the 

people, with a contemplative gaze.  The Foundress was portrayed with the Crucifix (in her hand); 

we have in hand the people who are poor, marginalized and suffering and who are the crucified of 

the world. 

The Boundary wall and a gate were put up with the generous help of Fr, Caironi.   He also  met the 

expenses of the minor construction works, such as the toilets and other immediate needs of the 

orphans.  So the local people, mostly converts were engaged for the work.  Mother Agatha kept the 

daily attendance register of the coolies (daily workers) and maintained the  accounts.  So the poor 

were helped  to earn something for their livelihood.  The names given to them after baptism were all 

Christian names, but Mother Agatha was surprised to hear such unfamiliar names, such as Charotti, 

Atarin, Firma and so on, but she faithfully listen to them as they pronounced.  One day when Fr. 

Caironi came, Mother Agatha cleared her doubts about the names.  Father Caironi had a hearty 

laugh and said they were:  Dorothy, Catherine, Firmina and so on.  So it took sometime before each 

one of the women could pronounce her name correctly.   

 What  we learned from our Pioneers is that our lives should manifest a harmonious blend between 

prayer and service.  All our activities are in partnership with God.  More than all external works, 

our mission consists in making Christ present to the world through our personal witness of an 

authentic religious life.      

God has His own time for everything.  In 1945, at the close of World War II, the Sisters were 

allowed to return to Cannanore.  All were happy to be back in our own house at Cannanore.  Mother  
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Agatha was appointed Superior, Mother Xavier continued as Mistress of novices;  Mother 

Annunciata, Sr. Assunta and the rest formed the community of Cannanore.  Mother Elena returned 

to her dear convent at Cannanore, still I the same conditions of health, suffering much, but happy to 

be His chosen victim of love. 

The orphanage, school and  the dispensary continued to function well, so Mother Margaret as 

Superior, Mother Adelaide and Sister Felix remained at Payyanur, which became the second house 

of the Ursulines.  It was a moment for us to thank and praise the Lord for what the Pioneers had 

achieved, but it was also a challenge to see that we carry on what they had so faithfully initiated and 

kept burning the flame of love for God and others in our Congregation in India since 1934.  

Going through the history of our Institute in India and the lives of the Pioneers – their love for God, 

zeal for souls, enthusiasm, struggles and different trial they had to undergo, we clearly see that they 

kept alive the Charism and the true spirit of our Foundress and have left us a heritage. 

They offered themselves to go to the mission in India, they knew what it would cost them to leave 

their homeland, their near and dear ones, their religious family and, may be, never to return.  In fact 

since the day they parted from Mother Radini, they did not see her again.  They were to go to a 

distant, unknown land with people of different culture.  But they were convinced of one fact and 

said: “We do not know what the future holds for us, but we know Who hold the future.  We are 

going as persons sent”.  The driving force was love of God and zeal for souls. 

What do we learn from the Pioneers?  That the challenges posed by today’s situations call for a 

quality of life as individuals which certainly determines our collective identity and quality.  We 

have to be Christ-centered, God experienced and Spirit filled  persons.  Our spirituality will give a 

growing strength to our identity.  The Pioneers never lost sight of the fact that to do His will 

required great sacrifices, trials, difficulties and misunderstandings.   

We know when they landed in Calicut, they were anxious to start their missionary work with the lay 

missionary, Rita Azzorri who came along with them from Italy.  They opened a dispensary and 

assisted her heartedly, visiting the sick in their home, although none of them was professionally 

qualified.  In less than a year Miss Rita Azzorri left the Pioneers and started her own dispensary.  

This was a big blow to the Sisters.  A retired catholic doctor, Dr. Rodrigues willingly offered his 

service in the dispensary and regularly visited the patients.  Just when they were happy to continue 

their medical work with the help of Dr. Rodrigues and were getting accustomed to the environment, 

to the work and coming to know the people, they were visited by another trial.  Through no fault of 

theirs, due to some misunderstanding they were asked to leave Calicut and to move to Cannanore. 

Here again, at Cannanore, they had to face new situations and put up in a rented house.  Their sense 

of dependence on God, their sense of solidarity among themselves gave them fortitude and strength 

to accept this trial generously from the hands of God Who was guiding their destiny with a firm but 

loving hand.  Fr. Norbert Fernandes S.J., the Parish priest was happy to have the Ursulines in 

Cannanore and they quickly found much to do. 

In the many adverse situations, days of want and struggles in the initial years of life in the mission, 

they laid a sure foundation for its growth.  What an example the Pioneers are to us!  We understand 
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that in each situation, problems and difficulties we encounter, we have to prove our dedication and 

fidelity to the Lord.  The more we are on the journey of faith, the more our faith has to do with our 

trust and self-surrender to Him with love.  Difficulties, risks must arise, if God plans have to be 

fulfilled. 

Identification with Christ Crucified, which dominated the personality of our Foundress, found 

expression in the lives of our Pioneers.  For them it meant a greater and closer involvement in the 

lives of the people, especially the crucified  of the world today, namely the poor, the oppressed, the 

marginalized, the sick and the suffering.  To the extent that they grew in their determination to 

belong totally to God, to the same extent they grew in their desire and zeal to be in the service of 

their neighbor. 

They co-operated with the great missionary, Fr. Peter Caironi for the liberation of the Pulayas who 

belonged to the lowest cast.  For those who wished to embrace Christianity, Fr. Caironi sought the 

help of the Ursulines to catechize them.  They stayed with our Sisters for days together until they 

were instructed in the faith.  Their children were accepted as orphans.  We know the poverty, 

ignorance and uncultured ways of these Harijans. 

Later, when they were interned at Payyanur, the majority of the local people were Pulayas, enduring 

all the hardships of poverty.  Our Pioneers had to struggle themselves, because the World War II 

had them cut off from Italy;  they were completely  deprived of financial help and communication, 

yet by their hard work they supported the orphans, inmates and the Sisters.  They tasted what is the  

utter poverty of the poor.  Not having a regular income, they experienced the insecurities of the 

poor. 

When hearts are gripped with love for God, they respond to the needs and challenges of the times, 

specially of the poor.  Thus they were given strength, courage and joy to go forward.  Here they 

were working for the poorest  and most depressed of our society.  In recent years, when we are 

living in comparatively comfortable lives, let us look back to the days of our first Pioneers from 

whom we have much to learn and emulate.  Fidelity to our Charism is not to be passive, but it calls 

for openness, dynamism and action, for finding Christ in the brokenness of the world, for solidarity 

with the poor.  The lesson we learn from the history of religious life is that affluence, easy going 

and comfortable life are dangerous.  When comforts creeps in, it becomes a casualty. Let there be 

more  and more the urge  in us to forget ourselves and think of the joy we bring/(can bring) in the 

lives of others, especially of the poor. 

Education is a vital apostolate of the Church and a very effective way of complying with God’s call 

to change the society in its values.  It is a powerful weapon put into our hands to fight against  the 

evils of our society. In the field of education our Pioneers started  their work with the Pulayas for 

their uplift.  We had our own school at Cannanore, which later was closed and absorbed in the 

primary school of the parish of Payyanur that was handed over to the Ursulines.  The strength of the 

school steadily increased as many local people and those of neighboring villages sent their children 

to our school.  The former poor, oppressed Pulaya children gained by their education a new sense of 

dignity and self esteem,  They now had a sense of security for the present and a hope of better days 

for the future. 
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We owe much to our Pioneers for the foresight they had to start their work in the educational field 

especially among the poorest of the poor.  These children of the Primary St. Mary’s School, were in 

later years sent to St. Mary’s High School at Kokkanissery.  Thus the first step in education  that 

our Pioneers took, served as an effective instrument to send the children for higher studies and train 

them as teachers, nurses, graduates and so on.  These could now stand on their own and be on par 

with children coming from the middle class and from rich families. In fact, Antonietta, an orphan, 

now a teacher and two of her companions, mentioned to me in all sincerity:  “If Father Peter 

Caironi and you, Ursuline Sisters did not remove us from the clutches of the landlords where our 

people were as bonded laborers, what would have been our fate today? Today we are teachers, 

with our families, educated and enjoying freedom.  Our children have a bright future”.  They 

expressed their gratitude and love to our Pioneers. 

With God’s help our Pioneers have done their utmost to leave to us, Indian Sisters, the rich heritage 

of our Foundress, which had been faithfully handed down through more than three centuries to her 

daughters.  Mother Radini strongly recommended to the Pioneers to preserve the true spirit of the 

Institute.  These were her words:  “Were I to know that the genuine spirit of the Institute was going 

to be lost, where I to suppose that our holy Foundress had to see her missionary daughters straying 

from the true spirit and first fervor, I would pray at once to the Lord, to block the realization of the 

mission”. 

We have seen all through the lives of or Pioneers, especially at the initial stages of adverse 

circumstances and trials  that God made use of them as instruments to plant on the Indian soil the 

Ursuline Congregation, to spread His Kingdom and draw souls to Him.  They had limitations, 

weaknesses, characters, moments of fear, anxiety, failures, disappointments, but their reliance was 

not on human resources, but on the Divine Master.  They put their trust in His power and guidance  

and walked with Him in faith.  Finding God in all events made it possible for them to discover God 

in their life situations. 

Our Foundress and Mother Radini, from heaven will bless their daughters who have so faithfully 

preserved the Charism and  spirit and handed over this legacy to us, Indians.  Now it is for us to see 

that our communities are identifiable with the same spirit and characteristics. 

Our beloved Foundress has given us the Charism but it can be achieved only through the co-

operation of us, the members, because it is only we who are the inheritors and bearers of our 

Congregation’s Charism.  Each of us is responsible and will be called  upon to account for this 

divine gift, which has come down to us out of the past and has been entrusted to our care.  We have 

to find ways and means of recognizing  and responding to the “signs of the times” in every 

situation.  The way the Charism has been revealed itself in the past is not forgotten and at the same 

time, we know how to read and respond to the urgent expectations of the present  

A true Charism is always creative and reflective.  It always seeking how it can enthusiastically and 

joyfully realize its own mission better.  In addition to this, its richness can only be fully expressed 

by a productive and collaborative communion between the members, when they meet in the same 

spirit with some end in view. 
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Mother Radini exhorted the Pioneers:  “I am aware, that the times have changed and they are very 

different from mine, but this does not mean that the true, the great religious values have changed”.  

At times we hear such remarks as:  “We cannot go back to the time of our pioneers, as our present 

day made radical, rapid and progressive changes”.  We agree, but let us be convinced of the fact 

that the great religious values have not changed. 

Pope John Paul II defines the purpose of Religious life as “To scale the heights of love, a complete 

love, dedicated to Christ under the impulse of the Holy Spirit and through Christ offered to the 

Father”.  Our goal in life is to seek the will of God and be inflamed with His love.  We have it in 

the words of our Foundress how even in sufferings she sought the will of God: “I was somewhat 

afflicted, but every sorrow passed when I conformed my will to that of the Lord”. Let us be grateful 

to our Pioneers who faithfully maintained the Charism and spirit of our beloved Foundress and have 

handed over this legacy to us her daughters. 

We need to live a full life and realize God’s power within us so that we may leave this heritage to 

our younger generations.  More than external works, our mission consists in making Christ known 

through our personal witnesses.  Modern man/woman  listens more willingly to witnesses than  to 

teachers and if he/she does listen to  teachers, it is because they are witnesses. 

Let us give the broken world the assurance that God is our father.  When we see a person especially 

poor, oppressed, abandoned, sick and so on, let us recognize that person as our brother and sister.  

We are called to be a living presence of the tenderness, mercy and love of God in our wounded 

world. 

We praise and thank God for having sustained our Congregation unto now and because He 

continues to pour His abundant  graces and blessings on us.  Each of us will strive to maintain the 

spirit of the Institute and preserve the heritage handed down to us through our Pioneers and take 

pride to be worthy daughters of our beloved Foundress. 

Translation 

11. BIOGRAPHIES  OF BRIGIDA MORELLO OF JESUS  

Foundress of the Ursuline Sisters of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza  published  and unpublished 

From the XVII Century to our days 

 

“True and not painted” humility, to use the very words of the Foundress, is not opposed to the 

recognition of true greatness, it actually favours it.  Because, humility, as  St. Terese of Lisieux, 

doctor of the Church, affirms, is  truth – and truth is the very transparency of God. 

 

The lucky creatures who are truly humble, become popular without their knowledge, they are 

ordinarily creative and are remembered  by all. 
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It was so for Brigida Morello of Jesus.  The Church has recently recognised in her, along with  her 

human virtues, those superior Christian virtues that make baptised people perfect, according to the 

original project of God. 

 

Her human life, personal and relational, in the family, in marriage, in the ecclesial service and in 

friendship, commanded the attention of her contemporaries, specially of her spiritual guides, who 

believed that her memory should not be lost. 

 

The Jesuit Antonio Morando, of Piacenza, (1592 – 1678), who had succeeded his confrere Giovanni 

Paolo Carletti of Brescia (1598-1647) in the spiritual direction of Brigida of Jesus, took upon 

himself the task of writing her biography in 1672, but could not complete it.  At his death in 1678  

the task of completing the biography passed to Fr. Francesco Costa (1627-1695), also a Jesuit. 

 

This is actually the basic biography of Brigida Morello, jealously preserved by the Ursulines.  It 

was hand copied several times by the Foundress’ contemporaries, a source of basic information for 

the successive biographies, published and unpublished.   

It was published the first time only in 1964, as  a critical edition, as Document no. XXII of the 

ponderous “Positio historica super virtutibus ex officio composita” (historical  compilation about 

the virtues, composed ex officio), for the process of her beatification and canonisation. This is that  

“Life” which, written in current language with annotation to the text, has been published by Città 

Nuova in the Jubilee year 2000.  Today this biography is given as a free gift. 

 

1. LIFE written by Fr. Camillo Ettorri (1631-1700), unpublished. 

 

Father Antonio Morando died on 29
th

 December 1678;  the duchess Margherita de’ Medici Farnese, 

who had been a friend of Brigida of Jesus,  died in 1679.  The same year, on 3
rd

 September, Brigida 

too died.  Ranuccio II Farnese, backed by the consensus of the Priests,  the nobles  and  all the  

people who ha flocked to the funeral of “the saintly Prioress of the Ursulines”,  gave orders for the 

collection and recording of “graces that the saintly Mother was obtaining and would obtain in 

future, so that we wish to start the process”  (Letter to Mother Lampugnani –dated 9
th

 September 

1679.  Pos. Hist.doc. XVIII, 3).  He also wished to diffuse the knowledge of her life. 

 

Then followed a long way:  of publications proposed or suspended, of continual revival of the cause 

of beatification, recognised by everyone but continually interrupted and deferred  because of 

historical and political reasons. 
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That first ‘Life’ was judged too specific and so it was decided, at first,  to revise it and to add to it 

news of the first companions of Brigida as well as testimonies of various people received after the 

death of Brigida.  Also information about graces obtained through her intercession. 

 

For some reason the project was soon set aside and the Jesuit Fr. Camillo Ettorri (1631-1700) was 

asked to write a new ‘Life’.  He was a member of the College of St. Lucy of Bologna, a religious of 

quality and an affirmed writer.  A lively exchange of letters between Ranuccio II Farnese, Mother 

Lamugnani and Fr. Ettorri, testifies to the interest of the ruler, to the concern of the Ursulines and 

the commitment of the Jesuit writer.  The latter, in April 1686, five years after receiving the 

mandate, could finally write a dedication letter to the Duke Ranuccio II and, in May, also to the 

Prioress of the Ursulines.   

There was a talk  of printing the ‘Life’, but difficulties arose which halted everything. 

 

The manuscript was jealously preserved up to the second half of the 1800 in loose sheets.  Mother 

Teresa Filomena Casati (1832-1918), the secretary of the house, who was a tireless and faithful 

custodian of everything concerning  the venerable Foundress, had the sheets bound into a book and 

added declarations of its authenticity  and indexes for each of the 3 parts in which the book is 

divided. 

 

Father Ettorri has written in an airy and free way, very clear and intelligible.  He dedicated the book 

to the Duke Ranuccio II Farnese. 

 

The work, according to the traditional scheme  of edifying ‘Lives’, proper to that period, is divided 

into 3 parts:  the first part  contains the biography of the personage, with the addition of  report  

about some graces obtained  through prayers to the Servant of God; a second part deals with the 

virtues and the third  is made up of a number of spiritual writings of the Servant of God and some 

edifying biographies of the first Ursulines. 

 

In the meantime, within a decade, all the people involved in the publication died.  The author 

himself, Fr. Camillo Ettorri, died in 1700.  However, the veneration towards the Servant of God and 

her ‘work’ was alive in the ducal family, as it had been with the Duchess Margherita de’ Medici 

Farnese  and with her son Ranuccio II.    This is confirmed by numerous letters preserved in the 

archives. 

The Ursulines too kept alive the belief and conviction  that the Foundress had been an authentic 

saint and that she should be made more widely known  for the common good. 
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2. Life written by Father Arcangelo Arcangeli,  published in Rome in 1759. 

 

This is the first biography of Brigida Morello, which was published with the title:  “Life of Mother 

Brigida of Jesus, Foundress of the College of St. Ursula in Piacenza”, dedicated to Elisabeth 

Farnese, Queen Mother of Spain. 

 

The volume has 331 pages. Retains the division into 3 parts, according to tradition, but is different 

as far as its content.  The first part contains the life of Brigida Morello;  the second treats of her 

remarkable virtues, giving importance (stressing) to her humility, which is the foundation of 

holiness;  the third part  narrates the last months of the life of the Mother and the description of her 

triumphant funeral. 

It is true that the work of Father Arcangeli was ‘restricted’ compared to the   work of Fr. Ettorri.  

The style has been judged “clear and not affected”, therefore pleasant to read. 

The volume found  luck. (found fortune)  It reached the  birthplace of Brigida and was  widely read. 

A copy of the book is kept in the  archives of the “Confraternity of the Most Sacred Virgin Mary, 

Mother of God, of the Most Holy Trinity, and of the Proto-martyr St. Stephen”  which had been 

erected in Rapallo in 1646.  Its local name is “Oratory of the Bianchi” from the white colour of the 

cape worn by the members.  A copy of the book was also found with the old and prestigious 

families of Rapallo as well as  with Priests and  Basilicas.  We heard that the book was available in 

Latin America whither some of Brigida’s relatives had migrated while the Foundress was still 

living.  The emigration was perhaps due to the invasion of the Spanish army.   

Other copies are found in important libraries in Rome and in other important Italian cities.  To be 

noted that there was a re-print of this ‘Life’ of Fr. Arcangeli, made in Monza in 1858 & 1859 by the 

Printing Press of  the Institute of St. Paul, which, to judge from the successive biographies, had a 

wide circulation.  This re-print is enriched with the portrait of Mother Brigida  etched on copper in 

the XVIII century by  the ‘engraver’ Pietro Perfetti of Piacenza. 

 

3.  Biographies of Mother Morello at Rapallo 

 

Rapallo had never  forgotten her daughter.  At the end of 1600, a mention of  the Morello was made 

in a volume dedicated to the Madonna of Montallegro of Rapallo,  written by Giovanni Agostino 

Molfino,  a researcher and first  historian of the famous Basilica. 
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In the 1825, Lawyer  Nicolò Giusino, in one of his dissertations on “The illustrious People of 

Rapallo”, mentions Brigida Morello, the only woman among a host of ancient and modern famous 

personages.  It is a biographic profile which is lively, complete and faithful, reflecting the 

admiration and pride of  the city for its saintly citizen. 

 

And so, in 1857, a booklet entitled “Historical  Memoirs of the famous Basilica of Montallegro etc” 

was written by Father Stefano Cuneo, wherein the author  has a small chapter apart  and in it there 

is mention of the biography of Fr. Arcangelo Arcangeli.  The author shows that he is also familiar 

with the unpublished ‘Life’ of Fr. Morando;  he quotes Brigida’s letters to Molfino and in  

conclusion he affirms:  “this venerable Servant of God, most worthy of beatification”. 

This was a first printed affirmation of the holiness of Brigida, worthy of official recognition, which 

we  will continue to find  during the whole of 1800.  It will pass through  1900, up to the happy 

beatification on March 15
th

 1998. 

 

About 15 years later, in 1874, not in the Milan area or in Piacenza, but again in the Liguria Region, 

at Genoa, Fedele Luxardo, wrote a book entitled:  “Essay on the ecclesiastical history of Genoa, 

namely ‘Lives’ of  some saints and other “illustrious people”.  In it he gave ample space to the 

profile of Brigida Morello, which is a small biography, divided into 3 chapters.  In a note, Luxardi  

states that he had referred to the “Life” of Fr. Arcangeli.  He wished that Brigida be canonised 

because, through her intercession, “remarkable graces” & “great wonders”  had been obtained. 
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4.  Biographies  of the Morello within the College of the Ursulines of Piacenza, beginning from 

the middle of 1800. 

 

 This new enthusiasm and interest we saw in Liguria, was increasing and developing in the House 

of St. Ursula, at Piacenza too.  

 

The Ursuline,  Filomena Teresa Antonia Casati, secretary of the House from 1887, with great 

enthusiasm, gathered and co-ordinated proofs and memoirs about Mother Brigida. In 1876, she  

composes a  miscellanea (compendium)  which she entitled:  “Proofs and memoirs”, which was 

followed, 30 years alter – in 1906 – by the Life of Mother Brigida of Jesus” compiled, as the author 

herself says, from the memoirs found while looking through the writings and papers which have 

always been preserved;  It remained unpublished to this day. 

 

Along with Mother Casati, other Ursulines wrote about Mother Brigida.  One of them is Maria 

Margherita Foresti, directress and teacher of the boarders.  We have two copies of her work, both 

fully authographed.  The first is a single volume of 758 pages;  the second is in two small volumes 

of 226 and 306 pages.  Even this work written for publication, remained unpublished. 

 

In the year 1882, another Ursuline, Maria Brigida Bondenti, wrote a briefer “Life” of Mother 

Brigida  entitled:  “The hidden violet of Rapallo, Brigida of Jesus, Foundress of the Ursulines of 

Piacenza” .  It was authographed like that of Mother Foresti, and is contained in a single copybook 

of 192 pages.  This booklet was  welcomed and it was published, abridged, at Bologna in 1899 by 

the periodical “The daughter of Mary Immaculate”;  It was also published several times at Piacenza:  

in 1925 by the Unione Tipografica di Piacenza,  a second time too.  Later, in 1955, it was published 

for the third time by the Printing Press of Silvotti. 
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This third re-printing  has changed the title to “The Servant of God Mother Brigida of Jesus, 

Foundress of the Ursuline Sisters of Piacenza”  and is contains prayers and spiritual thoughts of the 

Servant of God.   

 

5. Biographies of Mother Maria Imelda Bianchedi  (1890-1983) 

 

After the Ursulines, daughters of Brigida Morello opened a house at Rapallo, the interest  and 

admiration for  their own famous citizen grew and became  very active and concrete, so to say.  

This was because they saw the Sisters collaborate with the parish, teaching in school and imparting 

Christian and civil instruction to their children. 

 

The Ursulines were  guided by the prioress Maria Felice Radini Tedeschi from 1908;  she was a 

genuine daughter of Piacenza and an  undisputed heir of the glorious secular tradition of the 

Institute, which had its origin in Brigida Morello of Jesus.  

Her first act of governance  was that of meeting the request of the people of Rapallo who wanted 

the Sisters in their city.  She did so in 1910, the 3
rd

 centenary of the birth of Brigida Morello.  It was 

also at that time that it was decided to initiate the Process of Canonisation of Brigida of Jesus, 

Genoese by birth, but  belonging to Piacenza by adoption. 

 

The young Ursuline, Maria Imelda Bianchedi, was charged with collecting all memoirs and 

documentation in Rapallo itself.  The research of Mother Imelda bore fruit. 

In 1920 her first book was published in Genoa, titled:  “Mother Brigida of Jesus, Foundress of the 

Ursuline Sisters of Piacenza (1610 –1679)”   It is a biography of 176 pages for popular distribution.  
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It was reviewed  and re-published, as a serial, (in instalments) on the Bulletin of the Basilica of 

Montallegro.  

 

When, in 1925 it was almost certain that the diocesan process for the canonisation would initiate 

(1927-1928),   Mother Imelda  wrote a larger biography of the Foundress, of 484 pages, with the 

title:  “A Soul enamoured of Love Crucified”, -Life of Mother Brigida of Jesus,  foundress of the 

Ursuline Sisters of Piacenza (1610-1679).  The general outline of the book by Mother Imelda differs 

completely from that of  earlier biographies;  it is made up of two parts:  the first, from 1610 to 

1649, deals  with the infancy, adolescence, youth, marriage and premature widowhood of Brigida 

Morello;  the second, from 1649 to 1679, comprises the activities of the House of St. Ursula, from 

its  foundation, both the temporal and spiritual ministries undertaken for the good government of the 

Sisters and Boarders.   This activity lasted about 30 years up to the saintly death of Brigida Morello.  

The volume carried  a good number of reports of graces received through the intercession of the 

Mother.   The book was received with interest and had authoritative review by the “Osservatore 

Romano”, on the “Citizen” of Genoa, on the “Avvenire” and on local newspapers at Rapallo and 

Piacenza. 

 

In 1935, Mother Bianchedi published another biography of 313 pages,  a compendium of the 

preceding one which was printed by  Brothers Pisani, in the island of Liri, with the shorter title: 

“The Servant of God Brigida of Jesus, foundress of the Ursuline Sisters of Piacenza” .  Calling the 

foundress “servant of God” denotes the positive result of the diocesan process, just concluded. 

 

6. The “Positio Historica” and the Biography of Father A. Morando 
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The biographies of Mother Bianchedi are tied to the positive result of the Diocesan Process of 1927 

/ 28. 

In 1930, Pope Pius XI instituted the “Historical section of the Causes of the Saints”, which accepted 

and studied the Causes of beatification and canonisation for which there were no living witnesses:  

only written documentation.  This was the case with Mother Brigida Morello of Jesus.  

Following the beginning of the II World War, in 1939, the cause of canonisation of Brigida, already 

so well under way, came to a stand still.  Taken up again after the conflict, it was assigned to a 

young Priest who was a great scholar, Father Giovanni Papa DD, who in 1964 submitted to the 

competent Office the fruit of his research:  a big volume titled: Positio historica super introductione 

causae et super virtutibus”. 

It is a volume of 877 pages (XXVII Chapters + 750), made up of an “Informatio” (information) or 

“presentation” ;  by a Summary fully in Latin language; by XXXVI documents, with relative 

introduction of great critical and historical value; and, finally, by a rich bibliography. 

 

Document XXII is made up of the critical edition of the “Life of Brigida Morello”  written by  her 

spiritual confessor, Fr. A Morando.  It was the first publication of this “Life”, that was the primary 

source of information.  Re-written into modern Italian, it was published, in its integrity by “Città 

Nuova” , and it is the one distributed today (now). 

 To take note of the illustration which accompanies the volume:  it is the reproduction of the portrait  

prepared at the order of the Farnese Dukes, in 1669 when the Rules of Brigida Morello of Jesus 

were printed. 

The valid documentation of the Positio Historica, on 31
st
 May 1971, received the decree  for the 

introduction of the Cause.  Mgr. Carlo Poggi, of revered   memory, then Chancellor of the Curia of 
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Piacenza, informed the Ursulines with these words:  “Your Cause has made a jump of quality:  it is 

not your any more, it belongs to the Church”. 

 

7. Biographies of Brigida Morello of Jesus from 1971 to the beatification 1998. 

 

After the decree for the apostolic introduction of the Cause of canonisation of Brigida Morello, 

during the last 30 years of the century just ended, studies and publications became more frequent:  

not all of equal consistency, but all very valid because well documented. 

 

In 1976, as a response to Ex Alumnae who were asking:  “Who is Brigida of Jesus as a foundress 

and as an educator  ?”, a “Brief history of Brigida Morello was published at Piacenza, written by Sr. 

Elisabetta Simoni.  It is a small volume of 17 pages,  endowed with documents and ancient prints.  

Following an historical introduction on the Rapallo and Piacenza of the time, the text has 4 

chapters. 

The biographical part  is mainly in the first two and fourth chapters, while the third, intentionally 

and specifically, deals with the qualities and the action of Brigida as an educator, at the same time 

defining the true nature of Christian education.  The small volume is concluded with a report of 

graces received and with a rich bibliography. 

 

In 1979, for the third centenary from the death of its illustrious citizen, the Municipal Body of 

Rapallo organised an exhibition  of ancient pictures, manuscripts and  prints of the time of Brigida.  

There was also an original publication entitled:  “Brigida Morello 1610-1679 – third centenary  of 

her death:  stories in prints, pictures and short tales, that presents ancient documents of the Morello 
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family and a collection of the activity and writings of Brigida of Jesus.  This publication was 

reprinted  in 1989. 

 

The picture of Brigida Morello given in this publication is the reproduction of a portrait  which 

Brigida’s nephews – Borzese -,  had ordered, and it is certainly the most true to life because there is 

correspondence between the somatic traits and the psychological ones. 

 

Another valuable publication had come out in 1988 at Genoa, by the Printing press Marietti.  It is an  

anthology of “Italian mystical writers”, by Giovanni Pozzi and Claudio Leonardi.  Brigida is present 

along with other Mystics in the very introduction of the book.  The same Giovanni Pozzi, on page 

469, gives  a complete profile of Brigida as a woman and as a mystic and underlines her particular 

spiritual experiences.  A collection of 10 passages chosen from her spiritual writings  

are quoted. 

 

From 1980, the year when the Church recognised the heroic virtues of Brigida Morello, and 

conferred on her the title of Venerable, the postulator of the cause, Fr. Giuseppe Oliviero Grandi, 

several times gave talks to lay people at Piacenza, Rome and Rapallo.  Those conversations (talks) 

were collated in a small volume entitled “Brigida Morello fo Jesus, lay and consecrated” and it was 

largely circulated.  

 

Among other publications that can be cited, is, among them, a pamphlet of Vinicio Maggi, on the 

life of Brigida at Salsomaggiore, Tabiano and Cremona and other numerous citations.  We also 

report a miscellaneous book  titled “Brigida Morello of Jesus (1610-1679) – Blessed”, composed on 
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the occasion of the beatification in March 1998 by the Libreria Editrice Vaticana.  This was 

sponsored by the Postulation of the Cause of the Ursuline Sisters of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza.  

 

The texts composing the miscellany are: 

 

1. Reprint of a biography, already published by the L.D.C, of Turin, distributed to the pilgrims. 

2. The 9 profiles of the spiritual and apostolic countenance of Brigida of Jesus, written by the 

Postulator – Fr. Giuseppe Oliviero Grandi. 

3. The psycho-spiritual profile of Brigida Morello, by the Jesuit Michael Szentmartoni of the 

Gregorian University. 

4. Words of Bishop Manfredini of Piacenza and Archbishop of Bologna  and of Bishop Paolo 

Ghizzoni who had been coadjutor Bishop of Piacenza and later Bishop of San Miniato al 

Todesco. 

5. “The Prayer” of Brigida Morello- experience and doctrine – of Fr. Mauro Tramelli Piacenza. 

6. A brief introductory note to the mysticism of Brigida Morello, by Cristina Giaccetti. 

7. Joy and resolution of will n the life of Brigida Morello, by Emma Comensoli. 

8. The educational charisma of Brigida Morello, by Fr. Luigi Bavagnoli of Piacenza. 

9. Brigida Morello: her spirituality, her devotion to Mary, her  missionary spirit, her involvement 

in the parish by Sr. Elisabetta Maria Simoni. 

10. Ancient pages of Molfino, Morando e Giusini. 

11. Coeval papers. 

12. Papers of the Postulation, illustrating the iter (procedure) of the Cause and the examination of 

the historical miracle proposed for the beatification. 

 

The cover of the book is significant:  the sun bursting out of the clouds and shining over a stormy 

sea.’ 

Translation of 2
nd

 essay 

 

Biographies, published and unpublished of Mother Brigida Morello of Jesus, Founder of the 

Ursulines of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza,  from 1600 to our days. 

 

The first six paragraphs are the same as given in the previous essay. 
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We take up again the story of the biography of Brigida Morello 1) Life written by Fr. Camillo 

Ettorri (1631-1709) – unpublished. 

 

At the death of Fr. Antonio Morandi, on 29
th

 Dec. 1678,  of Margherita d’ Medici on 6
th

 Feb. 1679 

– the sovereign friend of Brigida of Jesus, and of the Foundress herself on 3
rd

 September 1679, 

Ranuccio II Farnese, with the consent of the Priests, the nobles and of all the persons who had 

flocked to the funeral of the “holy prioress of the Ursulines”, gave orders  that there should be done 

a collection of the “graces that the holy Mother grants and will grant, because we wish to start the 

processes”  (Letter to Mother Lampugnani dt. 9 September 1679  Positio Historica  Doc. XVIII, 3).  

He also wished that her life be made known. 

 

And so began a long parallel journey  of publications proposed or suspended and of continuous 

resumption of a cause of beatification, recognised as valid by all, but even interrupted and deferred 

for historical and political reasons. 

 

The “Life” written by Father Antonio Morandi was judged  too specific and essential (?), and so at 

first, it was decided to review it, to extend  it, above all with the news about the first Sisters,   with 

testimonies by various people received after the death of the Mother, and with report of graces 

received through her intercession. 

 

The project was soon set aside.  But, fortunately, another Jesuit, Fr. Camillo Ettorri (1631-1700) Of 

St. Lucy’s College of Bologna, was asked to write a new “Life”.  He was a good religious and a 

successful writer.  A lively exchange of letters took place between him, the Duke  Ranuccio II 

Farnese and Mother Lampugnani which testifies to the interest of the Duke, the concern of the 

Ursulines and the commitment of the Jesuit writer.  In fact, in 1686, 5 years after receiving the 

mandate, he could prepare the dedication letter to the Duke  Ranuccio II, and, in  May of the next 

year, one to the Ursulines. 

 

There were talks of printing the Life, but some difficulties arose that stopped everything.  Mgr 

Giovanni Papa, who was later the rapporteur (spokesman) of the Historical Section for the Cause of 

the Saints, in his introduction to the document XXXI of the Positio Historica, in 1964, had done an 

attentive examination and research of the ‘difficulties’ and opined that perhaps these had been 

caused by:  

a) An auditor body of the Jesuits itself, 

b) Auditors of other religious, mainly the Discalzed Carmelites, 

c) The Inquisitor of Parma and above all 

d) The recent dispositions of the Holy See  
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 The latter were called “New order” and the wording of the decree is that “No publication should be 

done of lives of persons that speak(?) of their holiness, if they have recently died (passed to the 

other life).  Besides, Rome had given licence to the Inquisitor of Parma to revise the “Life” – 

provided it was brief -;  Others had advised to cancel the comparison to St. Theresa of Avila, 

already present in the “Life” of Fr. Morando.  Father Ettorri could not do this.  It is not excluded 

that  Mother Lampugnani had been excessively scrupulous  and did not want to give the manuscript 

to people who would publish it on their own. This must have contributed to arrest the publication 

rather than favour it. 

 

The fact is that, on 20
th

 June 1687, Father Francesco Costa, seeing the obstacle to an immediate 

publication, wrote to Mother Lampugnani:  “We hope for more propitious times regarding the 

Departed”   

After 4 years, on the last day of April 1691, the Duke himself wrote to the Prioress, Mother Maria 

Maddalena Anguissola – who had taken the place of Mother Lampugnani -.  The letter says: 

“I am happy to know that, for your great consolation and that of the Sub- Prioress Lampugnani, the 

‘known writings’ have come back to you.  Please see that they are kept well guarded and more 

secret, because, if they were to be propagated and come into the hands of whoever is obliged to 

watch over similar matter, your consolation would be converted into disgust (sorrow).  I know you 

are prudent and you will understand what I wish to say, without further explanation”.  With all 

probability the ‘known writings’ are, besides the manuscript of Fr. Ettorri, the reports of the 

autographed supernatural communications granted by God to His servant, Brigida of Jesus, matter 

over which the Church watched, as it does today with extreme severity.  

 

Father Ettorri used to write on ‘quinterni’  (5 sheets), leaving a fairly large margin. He would send 

the work to the Ursulines and to His Confreres for eventual corrections or additions, because he 

wanted to be faithful to the subject and for the completeness of his work. 

 

After the publication came to nothing, the ‘quinterni’ remained unbound, but jealously preserved, 

with all probability, till the 2
nd

 half of 1800, when Mother Filomena Teresa Casati – (1832- 1918), 

indefatigable lover and faithful custodian of everything concerning the Foundress, had them bound, 

adding a declaration of authenticity and indexes to each of the 3 parts in which the work is 

subdivided. 

This resulted in a big volume which Mgr. Giovanni Papa, in the cited introduction  to document 

XXX of the ‘Positio Historica’ defines:  “code…in 8°, with 946 pages, numbered by the 

author…besides the first two sheets which are unnumbered, of which one is white and the other has  
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the title, one at the end”  plus some sheets interposed “ of a modern hand”  which are those written 

by Mother Filomena Teresa Casati. 

 

Padre Ettorri wrote in an airy and free style, very intelligible and  clear.  The title he gives to his 

work, written in his own hand is:  LIFE/of Mother Brigida of Jesus/FOUNDRESS/ of the House of 

the Ursulines/erected in Piacenza/ dedicated to The Serene Highness/of Ranuccio Second/Duke of 

Parma Piacenza ecc. 

      Vistus in infirmitate  

       2 ad Corinth XI 

 

The work, according to the traditional scheme of edifying “Lives” of the time, was divided into 3 

parts:  one of 25 Chapters  giving the biography of the saint with the addition of reports of graces 

received through the prayers of the same (to). 

A second part of 29 chapters treats of the virtues.  A third one of 19 chapters, which, in our case is 

made up of a certain numbers of extracts from the spiritual writing of the Servant of God, along 

with some edifying biographies of the first Ursulines. Among these stand out the memory of 

Isabella Morello, sister of the Foundress, a Christian of uncommon virtue.  About this Sister, 

besides a ‘Life’ written by Fr. Ganduzzi, there exists an informative letter of the parish Priest of 

Rapallo, G.G. Angeletti.  He had been her spiritual director as well as the director of the other 

‘angelical’ sister Maria who had died  young. 

    

In the meantime, within the space of 10 years, all the persons involved in this publication had died, 

the author himself too: 

 

-    1690   Fr. Baptist Ganduzzi, 

-    1694  Mother Isabella Lampugnani in January, while the Duke Ranuccio II died in December       

.      of the same year. 

-    1695  Fr. Francesco Costa, 

- 1700  Fr Camillo Ettorri, the author of the rich biography. 

 

The veneration for the Servant of God and her work had been great in all the members of the 

Farnese dynasty, specially ?of the Duchess  Margherita de’ Medici and  her son Ranuccio II. It 

continued in the ducal family, as attested by several letters available (extant).  It did continue too in 
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the family of the Ursulines who were convinced that in their Foundress, they had had a veritable 

saint, who should be made known for the benefit of all people.. 

 

In fact, Heaven gave confirmation to the universal esteem by granting graces to the faithful both at 

Piacenza and at Rapallo, the birth place of Brigida Morello.  Remarkable graces and authentic 

miracles  were obtained, like the instantaneous and lasting healing of  sores “infected and necrotic 

on the right arm, which caused pain and functional impotence of the Ursuline Sr. Giulia Caprini, in 

March  of the year 1681”.  We should also underline the motivation for requesting supernatural 

intervention  “…to continue to serve the Spouses of the Lord in my task”.  This miracle was the one 

accepted for the beatification of Brigida, on 15
th

 March 1998, another month of March three 

centuries later. 

 

The whole family of the Ursulines was eager to see their venerable Foundress honoured and 

glorified.  Their Prioresess  and their Councillors were not idle.  Mother Maria Maddalena 

Anguissola had succeeded Mother Lampugnani.  She was one of the signatories of the report of the 

miracle granted to Sr. Giulia Caprini.  She had also received back the manuscript of Fr. Ettorri, and 

had been asked to guard it well, according to the order of the duke Ranuccio II, to await “more 

propitious times for the “deceased”, as Fr. Costa had expressed himself. 

She was followed by Mother Ignazia Chiapponi who had been a boarder with the Ursulines.  This 

Mother was the Flavia Chiapponi who had been an aspirant to religious life with the Convent of St. 

Siro, but had joined the Ursulines while the Foundress was still alive.  She had joined the House of 

St. Ursula because, she used to say:  “here we live that poverty which there it is only professed” 

With her were:  Bianca Lampugnani, niece of the great Isabella Lampugnani;  Matilde Leoni;  

Teresa Arcelli, niece of Veronica Arcelli Chiapponi, who had been lady in waiting of the Duchess 

and was the wife of the Treasurer of the Duke Farnese.  The latter had been a devoted and humble 

spiritual daughter of Brigida of Jesus.  Another one was the Ursuline Brigida Caterina Anguissola 

who had a beautiful clear handwriting. 

 

Missing are the epistolary documentation and other testimonials  about the “Life” written by Father 

Arcangeli, dated Rome 1759.  During this time, the diplomatic bodies of the interested States were 

frantically striving to give a succession to the dynasty of the Farnese – Dukes of Parma and 

Piacenza.  (The last Duke, Antonio, had died without leaving an heir). Elisabetta Farnese, the 

widow of Philip Borbone, king of Spain, desired (longed) to give to her children Charles and Philip 

the Duchies that had belonged to her ancestors.  Her Prime Minister, Giulio Alberoni, hailing from 

Piacenza, was active in this matter    
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Prince Odoardo, when 6 years old, had protested that the Prioress of the Ursulines  (must) /should 

not die till he was of age.  Again at 10, in 1676,  he had written in clear, bold hand:  “Mother 

Prioress, I salute you and recommend myself to your prayers”.  At that time he could not certainly  

foresee that a person who was called Elisabeth, like his only daughter, would be the one to make the 

world know the great friend of his dynasty, through the book of the learned Jesuit. 

 

The volume is in 8°:  with a black cardboard cover, of 331 pages.   It retained the division in 3 parts, 

as was the custom then, but the contents are different from the usual. (can we leave some 

information in the present tense?)  The first part gives the life of Brigida Morello, as a lay person, 

as a Foundress and Prioress; 

the second part speaks of her virtues,  stressing  her humility, which is the foundation of holiness.  

Mention is also made of the graces she received from God along with the diabolical persecutions;  

the third part deals with the last months of the life of Mother Brigida, with the triumphal funeral. It 

reported  the esteem with which her contemporaries held her and with some of the graces granted 

by God through her intercession. 

 

On the 30
th

 August of 1759, Father Arcangeli addressed a dedication  letter to:  “The most 

illustrious Ladies/Mother Superior/ and the Religious/ of the College of St. Ursula/ in the city of 

Piacenza”.  The letter shows the author’s admiration for the subject treated and his gratitude for two 

things: 

“First for the honour the Sisters deigned to invest on him, in asking him to write the “Life” of their 

most religious Mother, and Foundress, Brigida of Jesus, of that illustrious College of St Ursula….”.     

“The other thing, for which I am very grateful, is your providing me with so many beautiful and 

copious information from your Archives, which have been the matter I have solely used to write 

this History, which I present to you…” 

 

(One long paragraph, here, is difficult to translate) 

 

The work of Fr. Arcangeli too had to face the Inquisition, but the test was passed without obstacle, 

but rather it was admired by the examiner, Father Fausto Antonio  Maroni, of the Congregation of 

the Scuole Pie.   He wrote:  “By order of the Most Rev. Father Maestro of the Apostolic Palace, I 

have read, attentively and with enjoyment, the book entitled: “Life of M. Brigida of Jesus  

Foundress of the College of St Ursula at Piacenza”, written by Father Arcangelo Arcangeli S.J.   Far 

from finding in the book anything dissonant with  good morals or with the laws of the Church, I 

was edified and I admired the example of virtue of the Servant of God.  The book has been written 

in a limpid style, not feigned, and so I believe it is going to call forth and augment the Piety and 

Religion of young girls, married women, widows and the consecrated persons”.  And I conclude:  
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“Therefore, for the greater glory of God and of His Servant, for the easier propagation of her virtues 

and also for the splendid honour of the most noble College of Piacenza,” he strongly affirmed: “I 

believe that this book must be printed and diffused”. 

 

It is true that the comparison with St. Theresa of Avila had been deleted , and the text was “brief”, 

or rather concise as compared with  the work of Fr. Ettorri;  the style too had been judged “limpid, 

not affected” therefore, makes pleasant reading, in spite of certain pompous expression totally 

ignored by his confreres of the preceding century. 

 

As wished by the Apostolic examiner, the book had a fortunate end.  It reached the country of the 

Morello and had come into the hands of many (was diffused).  A copy of this “Life” is still 

preserved in the Archives of the “Confraternity etc.” erected at Rapallo in 1646, as well as in the 

most ancient and distinguished families of Rapallo.  There is information about a copy of the same 

found in Latin America, whereto the Morello had emigrated even from the time of the Foundress, 

particularly as followers of the Spanish Armada in more recent times.  There are copies in Rome, in 

the Library of the Jesuits and in the Central Library.  We have also been informed that in the latter 

Library are found copies of the “Life” written by Mother Imelda Bianchedi in 1925. 

 

Father Arcangeli, as he himself wrote in his dedicating letter to the Ursulines, said that he had 

obtained all the information about Brigida from the documents of the Archives, furnished by the 

Sisters.  He accompanied  the publication with an “errata corrige”.  However, he made a mistake 

and did not correct the surname of Brigida’s mother.  He wrote Lavinia Morlese, while the correct 

version is Borzese.  The descendants  of the Borzese are still present at Rapallo, on the hill of St. 

Ambrogio, on the East, and on all the adjacent land, feudal  property of that very ancient family.       

 

Rapallp had never forgotten her daughter of election and a short time after her death, in 1688, 

Giovanni Agostino Molfino, a relation of the Borzeses and the Morellos,  had published a brief but 

lively ‘memoir’ of Brigida, along with that of her sisters Isabella and Maria.  This was “part XXVI 

of the Historical Memoirs of the miraculous Madonna of Montallegro of Rapallo” .   Molfino was 

the first and most authoritative historian of the Basilica. 

 

The memory of Brigida Morello and devotion to her, were jealously preserved and cultivated, 

according to the very reserved character of the Ligurian people; it was a family treasure – and that 

was that.  Then in 1800 even at Rapallo public and frequent memory was made, and the desire for 

an official recognition of Brigida’s virtues by the Church had increased. 
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Society and the peoples had found a new stability, after the upsetting events of the second half of 

the year 1700 and the beginning of the 1800 century.  Europe had been in turmoil and Italy too 

divided as she was divided into small States and now there seemed to be some respite. 

Many official ceremonies were reintroduced , like the solemn opening of the schools, with the 

intervention of learned and public persons. 

In 1825,, Lawyer Nicolò Giusino, was a learned and prominent person in the ambient of Genoa and 

of the East Riviera.  He was “The delegate of the reform” and it was therefore his duty to “open the 

school” in a grand way, on the 14
th

 of November 1825.  For the occasion he prepared and read a 

“Dissertation on the ‘Illustrious men of Rapallo’, dedicated to the most illustrious Corporation of 

the city”.  In this dissertation, Brigida Morello is remembered, the only woman among a host of 

famous ancient and modern personages.  Her biographical profile is fresh, complete and faithful, 

perfumed by Faith, by lively memoirs and by a sincere admiration, which, in the conclusion became 

a prayer: 

 

“Oh Brigida, most holy soul, who sit in Heaven among the blessed choirs, 

Turn your eyes propitiously on your country, on your co-citizens. 

Receive our homage, appease the anger of God so often  caused by our misdeeds, 

Instil in our hearts some sparks of heavenly consolation.  Amen. 

(Brigida Morello of Jesus –Blessed etc. pag.296). 

 

While people at Rapallo were  rendering so much public honour to Brigida Morello of Jesus, at 

Piacenza her Ursuline Sisters were happily serving in the boarding and the schools, both in the  

internal and in the  free, external  school.  The latter had been opened in May 1808, at the  request 

of Bishop Fallot de Beaumont who wanted the Sisters to transmit to the children that healthy and 

balanced education, - a pedagogical system left by their saintly Foundress. 

 

In 1814, with the treaty of Fontainebleau, the duchies of Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla had passed 

under the sovereignty of the Archduchess Maria Luigia of Austria – earlier wife of Napoleon I and 

Empress.  Because of historical events, the sovereign had taken possession of her States only in 

1816.  On April 20
th

 of that year she was at Parma;  on the following 19
th

 of May she was at 

Piacenza.  On the 24
th

 she visited the Ursulines and their works.  Many other visits followed that 

first one, all of them marked by esteem, admiration and by sincere affection, for the Religious and 

for the girls educated in the boarding and in the external gratuitously school.  This is testified by 

written memoirs. 
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There is no record that a biography of Brigida had been presented to Maria Luigia, published or 

unpublished.  It is, however, certain that, because of her office, she knew the ‘Rule’. It   is certain 

that a copy of two fundamental spiritual writings  of the venerated Foundress  were given to her, 

when first published at Parma by the Printing Press of Pietro Fiarcadori, in 1838.  These are:  1. 

“Instruction about the degrees of divine Love in order to ascend to intimate union with God”, and  

2.  “The portrait of a perfect Ursuline”.   The printing cost was a “wedding” gift to the Community 

of the Ursulines by the Sisters Romualda and Chiara Schivo of Cagliari, on 3
rd

 September of that 

year.  The letter of presentation was done by the Prioress Teresa Antonia Casati. 

 

1800, the beginning of a new century which will  prove to be revolutionary, turbulent, and  

innovative in every ambit of life:  political and social, of thoughts and style of life, even in the 

internal life of the Church.  The first steps were also taken for a greater knowledge of the Servant of 

God and for her glorification.  This had been desired soon after her death, but the times “had not 

been propitious to the departed”.  It seemed that these propitious times were now coming. 

The “Life” written by Father Arcangeli S.J. and published around the middle of the previous 

century, had been widely distributed and had reached private people, Brigida’s  descendants,  as 

well as Parishes, Basilicas, Libraries and Printing Presses interested in that type of publications. 

 

So, in 1857, a booklet of 155 pages was written and published by Fr. Stefano Cuneo, with the title: 

“Historical memoirs of the illustrious Basilica of Montallegro ecc.”  Within chapter VII:  entitled 

“Celebrities of Montallegro in Italy and outside Italy”, the author reserved a long note, almost a 

chapter by itself, to Brigida Morello.  In this note he cited  "the elegant history in octave”  written 

by Fr. Arcangeli, printed in Rome in 1759, etc   by the Religious of the College of St. Ursula .  This 

was dedicated to the Sacred Catholic Royal Majesty  Elisabeth Farnese, widowed Queen of Spain.  

The author showed that he knew also the unpublished ‘Life’ of Fr. Morando, because he remembers 

the continuous comparison between the life of Brigida and that of the seraphic Saint Therese;  he 

also cites letters of Brigida to Molfino and, at the conclusion, he affirms:  “This venerable Servant 

of God, most worthy of the Altars”. 

This is the first printed affirmation about the holiness of Brigida which is worthy of official 

recognition and which we will find increasing during the whole of 1800, will go through the 1900, 

till the happiest occasion of beatification during the last years of this century, the 15
th

 of March 

1998. 

 

The Printing Press of the St. Paul’s Fathers, among its publications,  had a “Series of Lives of Saints 

or of persons who had died in the odour of sanctity”. In the year 1858, and in the following year 

1859, it published 2 small distinct volumes, indicated as “Number XVIII” and number XIX, on the 

life of Mother/Brigida of Jesus/who died in the odour of sanctity/foundress of the College of the 

Ursulines/at Piacenza/ written by Fr. Arcangelo Arcangeli/D:C:D:G. 
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The clause “died in the odour of sanctity” which does not appear in the original of 1759, shows how 

the knowledge and fame of Brigida Morello had grown (camminato), and her merit was about to be 

recognised, justly so.   This publication carries the approval of the ecclesiatic censor  

of the Archdiocese of Milan, Fr. Carlo Martiroli and, interestingly for us people of Piacenza, 

reproduced a copper engraving of Pietro Perfetti. 

 

About 15 years later, in 1874, not in Milan or Piacenza, but in Liguria, in the city of Genoa, Fedele 

Luxardo wrote a book titled:  “Essay of Church History of Genoa, namely Lives of some saints and 

of other illustrious persons”.  In this he gave an ample space to the profile of Brigida Morello;  it is 

almost a short biography, divided into three chapters.  In one of his notes, the Luxardo informed 

that his source  of information had been  the “Life” of Fr. Arcangeli.  He added that this profile had 

been published in the, now defunct newspaper, “Liguria”. 

He called Brigida “an heroic Christian”  “ mirror of all religious virtues”.  He  desired her 

canonisation as so many “graces”  and “portents” had been obtained through her intercession to 

make “even unbelievers marvel”. 

 

Biographies of Brigida Morello by the Ursulines from the middle of the 1800 

 

This new ferment and interest in Brigida was increasing also in the House of St. Ursula. 

The prioress Casati had been the first to publish the spiritual writings of the Foundress.  The next 

prioress, Luigia Stanislaa  Scotti del Mezzano, had a long, troubled but also fruitful term of office. 

The religious persecution of the Jesuits and of her Ursulines, the cholera epidemic;  the opening out 

to the African Mission by supporting the Project of Abbè Olivieri and by accepting his African 

orphans;  the starting and supporting the “The Holy Childhood Association” in our School;  the 

sheltering of the Benedictine Sisters of St. Raimondo, expelled from their convent;  the 

expropriation of her House leading to the exile of her community;  again the cholera epidemic;  the 

opening of the House at Fidenza, after scrupulous consultation;  the revision and printing of the 1
st
 

part of the “First Rule” of the Foundress; the tenacious search for the mortal remains of Brigida and 

the interest in taking up again the cause of canonisation, with the approval of Bishop Scalabrini  

who was a great friend of the Ursulines.  The whole fervent community was with the Prioress (?). 

 

In 1877, the Ursuline Sister Maria Filomena Groppi, had recovered the function of her left arm 

which she had lost due to a bad fracture of her left elbow, through the intercession of Mother 

Brigida. In June of 1867, and even earlier, after the miraculous return to the “Casone” (Mother 

House), Sr. Filomena Teresa Antonia Casati researched and wrote “Memoir and Testimonies.” 
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From 1887, she was the Secretary of the House and her activity became almost feverish.  She found 

the Relics of the Foundress, guarded them well.  Hers was also the work of binding the various 

sheets  and autographs of Brigida of Jesus and of the various contemporary Jesuits;  hers was the 

work of researching and copying the most minute news from the foundation to her times;  hers is 

the big volume of 423 pages, entirely manuscript “Life of Mother Brigida of Jesus” written and 

dedicated to the Prioress Maria Angiola Confalonieri for her 50 anniversary of profession, in the 

year 1906.  In her dedication letter (?) the Sister says: “…Life of our venerated Foundress Brigida 

of Jesus, compiled from the memoirs found in ‘ransacking’  the writings and all papers that have 

always been preserved”.   The volume is bound in leather and embelished with gold ornaments.  It 

has remained unpublished according to the desire of the author, written at the foot of the title page:  

“Reserved for the Community and for the Spiritual Fathers”. 

 

Along with Teresa Filomena Casati, other Ursulines were solicited by the Boarders and wrote.  One 

of them was Mother Maria Margherita Foresti, Directress and Teacher of the Boarders, Directress 

of the Marian Congregation and Teacher of the internal school.  We have two copies of her work, 

both autographed.  The first is in one volume in 8°, of 758 pages + 5 pages of index.  The second is 

in two small volumes, one of 226 pages + 3 of index, the other  the of 306 pages + 2 of index. 

 

In both the copies the title page declares:  “Story taken from the ancient manuscripts/contemporary 

and autographed”;  then the ‘first part ‘ specifies:  “Her Story”, the ‘second part’: “Her virtues and 

heavenly gifts”.   The introduction, which is a spontaneous and cordial address to the young girls, 

shows that among the bigger Boarders  the “Life” of Fr. Arcangeli was circulating, perhaps the 

edition of the St. Paul’s Fathers.  They were not satisfied with it and wanted to know more about the 

life of Brigida.  They used to converse with the Sisters about the Foundress and were asking that the 

same be put in writing;  they could have been published too. 

In fact, on the title page of the fist Volume “Her story” of the 2
nd

 copy, we found these words 

written in pencil: “Already approved for the publication by Fr. Pellacani and inside the cover are the 

words:  to be published, not under her name, but  by ‘an Ursuline’ with the initials M. M. F. 

 

The request of the boarders had been made in September 1879 – the 2
nd

 centenary anniversary of 

the Foundress’ death.  On that occasion various significant initiatives had been planned – and on 

29
th

 September 1882, their old Teacher and Directress handed over her work:  “To you, my dearest 

young girls, a gift from a  heart that desires your good and your happiness”.  But it was not printed. 

 

During the same year 1882, another Ursuline, Sister Maria Brigida Bondenti,  wrote a brief ‘Life’ of 

Brigida of Jesus.  This work too is hand-written (autographed) like that of the Foresti;  it is 

contained  in a single copy book of 192 pages, including the index.  The book does not have an 
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introduction or a completely new title, but underlines the interior value of the personage.  The title 

is:  “The hidden violet of Rapallo, Brigida of Jesus, Foundress of the Ursulines of Piacenza.” 

The well known hand-writing of Mother Teresa Filomena Casati wrote at the foot:  “Abridged 

‘Life’  written by one of her daughters in the year 1882.  And at a lower level she wrote:  “In the 

year 1899 it has been printed, in a brief version, at Bologna, on the newspaper of the Daughter of 

Mary Immaculate”.  To the word ‘Daughter’, another most noted hand had added, in brackets, 

(Sorella Bondenti). 

 

This “Hidden Violet of Rapallo” was liked.  It was revised and updated after the publication of 

Bologna and then was published as a pamphlet of 39 pages by the “Unione Tipografica Piacentina 

in 1925 with the Title “The Hidden Violet of Rapallo”.  A second publication was done by the 

“Cartolibreria Tipografia Silvotti in 1955 and it was entitled:  “The servant of God Mother Brigida 

of Jesus, Foundress of the Ursuline Sisters of Piacenza.”  This edition carried two reproductions:  1. 

The picture of the Brigida, taken from a portrait by Mother Candida Bozzini;  and 2. The Servant of 

God on her sick bed.  It was also accompanied by prayers and maxims of the Servant of God.  The 

character of  this reprint, the changed  title and the additions are due to the events that took place 

between 1925 and 1955.   

 

As already said, with the diffusion and multiplication of the publications on Brigida Morello, the 

fame of sanctity, rooted in her native place, had been consolidated at Rapallo. At Piacenza the  

recognition of Brigida’s holiness had been alive in her Institute and in those people who came in 

contact with the Ursulines. 

 

Under the date 1
st
 February 1891, mother Teresa Filomena Casati had entered in the diary of the 

House:  “This morning a young soldier has come to the House and asked to see the portrait of 

Mother Brigida.  He said  he hailed from Rapallo and was related to our Foundress, on the maternal 

side.  He also said that at Rapallo there are many memoirs of Brigida.  He added that on his return 

to his native place, he would send many documents relating to her.  The name of the young man is 

Arturo Ferretto who, on becoming Director of the National Archives of Genoa, found 18 letters of 

Mother Brigida written to Maria Christina Malaspina.  He would also be a witness at the Diocesan 

Trial of beatification, in 1927. 

 

This episode speaks of the lasting memory of Brigida among her country men and descendants; of 

the interest in her work. There was also a desire for a verification, namely to confront a portrait of 

the venerated Brigida Morello which the Ursulines possessed with that in possession of  some 

families of Rapallo.  At present, the latter is preserved in the Basilica of Montallegro. 
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It is to be recorded that, when the worthy Church authority  of Rapallo found themselves in 

difficulty in the running of one of their educational Institutions, they desired and obtained that the 

spiritual daughters of their illustrious co-citizen come to Rapallo. 

 

In the meantime, the publications about Brigida Morello did not take place at Rapallo alone.  Father 

Sacco wrote in the bulletin of the Basilica of Montallegro:  Years 1913/15/18.  Fathers Michele 

Antola and Silvio Camogli in Our Lady of Montallegro:  historical notes – 1917;  Luigi Gravina, 

Livorno 1921;  Arturo Ferretto:  Brigida Morello in the newspaper “The Sea”  30.10.1926 and many 

others. 

 

From the 27
th

 December 1910, the people of Rapallo had the Ursulines, daughters of the Morello, in 

their midst, their interest in their co-citizen became more concrete and active.  The Ursulines 

collaborated with the Parishes, ran a Boarding House for students, and were excellent teachers of 

Christian and civil education. 

 

12. Biographies of Mother M. Imelda Bianchedi  -1890 –1983 

 

From 1908, the Ursulines had as their guide, Mother Maria Felice Radini Tedeschi;  she was a 

genuine daughter of Piacenza and an undisputed heir of the glorious age-old Institute founded by 

Brigida Morello of Jesus. 

 

The first act of her government was to adhere to the request of the people of Rapallo to send 

Brigida’s daughters to that city in 1910, which was the 3
rd

 centenary from the birth of Brigida 

Morello to open a convent.  The House opened on 27
th

 December, feast of St. John, Apostle and 

Evangelist. The latter had been the Apostle whom Jesus loved;  the choice of that date signified that 

the Ursulines were moved by that love for the person of Christ  which St. John had and which had 

been the only reason of their great Mother’s life and work.  From that time it was also decided to 

begin the process of canonisation of Brigida Morello of Jesus, hailing from Liguria, but Piacentine 

by adoption. 

 

The young Ursuline Imelda Bianchedi was soon given the charge of collecting memoirs at Rapallo 

and of collaborating with those illustrious Priests interested in Brigida’s glorification.    We name 

just two:  Cesare Boccoleri, P.P. of Rapallo, later Bishop of Terni & Narni and then Archbishop of 

Modena, where he died leaving behind good and noble memories;  Father Lorenzo Solimano, P.P. 

of St. Margherita Ligure, who esteemed Brigida greatly, as he later did esteem Sister Imelda 

Bianchedi. 
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In 1920, the first work of Mother Imelda was published at Genoa:  “Mother Brigida of Jesus, 

Foundress of the Ursuline Sisters of Piacenza  (1610 – 1679)” (from authentic documents of the 

time).  It is a biography of 176 pages meant to be popular;  reviewed, it was published in 

instalments on the Bulletin of the Basilica of Montallegro. 

 

When the beginning of the “Diocesan Process of Canonisation” was almost certain (1927/1929) a 

larger work of Mother Imelda was published, in 1925, this time at Piacenza.  It is of big format, 484 

pages and had an ample resonance and authoritative reviews on the “Cittadino of Genoa” and on 

local newspapers of Rapallo and those of Piacenza. 

 

The title of the work is:  “A Soul espoused to Love Crucified – Life of  Mother Brigida of Jesus, 

Foundress of   Ursuline Sisters of Piacenza  (1610 – 1679) 

 

In 1935, the same Mother Imelda Bianchedi published another biography, a compendium of the 

previous one, of 313 pages which was printed by the Pisani Brothers in the island of Liri, with the 

shorter title:  “The Servant of God, Brigida of Jesus, Foundress of the Ursulines of Piacenza”. 

Calling Brigida of Jesus “Servant of God” signified that the Diocesan Process, recently concluded, 

had  had a positive result. 

 

13. Brigida Morello of Jesus – a Biographic  file 

  

In this second volume of the complete ‘Works’ of Brigida Morello are presented her autographed 

writings which she dictated to her secretary, Mother Isabella Lampugnani, from the year 1657 to the 

year of her death 1679.  The dictation was due to her physical weakness and, because of this, it has 

been seen opportune to give also a brief biography, in order to observe historical truth and to 

mention her spiritual experiences. 

 

1610 - 17
th

 June  Brigida was born at San Michele of Pagana where she was baptised on the 

22
nd

 of  the same month.  In the Church of St. Michele of Pagana, precious for its antiquity 

and works of art,  the baptismal font  at which Brigida was baptised, was preserved and the 

event is commemorated by a plaque on which, before the name of the baptised is a letter B 

(blessed) indicating the veneration Brigida always enjoyed among her people.  That 17
th

 of 

June,  a Thursday – octave of the feast of Corpus Christi - the Parish held the Solemn 

Eucharistic procession.  The mother of Brigida too participated. 
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1614 - Good Friday  -  The Parish Priest, Father Andrea Malaspina, wept while preaching on  Jesus 

who died on the Cross for our sins.  The child, not yet 4 years old, was present with her 

governess, Maria Moscona and she asked the reason for the priest’s tears.  The governess 

showed the child a  Crucifix and said:  “Jesus died for the sins of men and for the vanity of us 

women ”. (1)  When returning home, the child, at her tender age, experienced a sudden 

illumination of  ‘Happy eternity and the precariousness and insufficiency of created things.’ 

At home, her immediate reaction:  she put on her mother’s lap her small jewels.  “I don’t 

want to be vain any more”.  And she proposed to live in such a way that at her death she 

would go straight to Heaven. 

   

   Of this period is also the experience of the ‘marzipan’ kept on the bed side table of 

Brigida’s grandmother, Mariola Piaggio, which Brigida ate, while the grandmother pretended 

to be asleep.  “Now then!” – mamma Lavinia exclaimed – while grandmother recounted the 

fact smilingly: “It is not permitted to take other’s property without permission, it is stealing  

and to steal is a sin”.  To sin is to turn one’s back to God, to refuse to acknowledge His 

goodness and break His friendship:  This, little Brigida  does not want and will never want!  

She burst into desolate tears, so much so, that mamma Lavinia could not console the child, 

till a priest listened to her and absolved her.  (2) 

At four years of age there is already in germ, the adult. 

 

   Brigida, by eliminating vanity, the vacuity of the spirit, and gluttony, which blunts the 

reason, seemed to have had a clear perception of the holiness of God, the mercy of Christ, 

along with a clear understanding of the final things. This is putting stable premises for her 

future personality.  Soon she will add the foundation of all stability, namely  obedience and 

humility and so she will possess a mature personality. 

 

1615 – Easter season -   “Seeing that all went to confession – the memoirs say – she wished 

to make a confession  herself”.  She was not  yet 5 years old, but to the priest who asked her 

what she would do when she grew up, she clearly and with determination replied: “I want to 

be a saint, and a religious, so as to be a saint faster” (3).  Her life will demonstrate that the 

answer was not a foolish response of a child, but precocious intuition of the value of life, 

which she already decided  would be found in a determined state. 

 

   This period is the one of her long sojourns (stay) at the Morello Tower, where her paternal 

uncle lived, who was affectionately called  “Puè grande”:  grandfather Gregorio Morello had 

occupied the ‘Tower’ along with his wife Angeletta, in 1590.  The tower overlooked the bay  

of San Michele:  a Saracen tower, restructured in that year to become a civil habitation.  

From this  place he used to administer his property consisting of  large areas of land, of 

woods and farm houses situated in that hilly place.  He used to give hospitality to his grand 
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nephew, Nicolò Morello, his wife Lavinia Borzese and their numerous children.  There, in 

1617, he wished to celebrate the wedding of young Chiara Morello to Giacomo  Borzese, the 

first wedding to occur in the Morello House.  (The  children of Chiara were responsible for 

the portrait of aunt Brigida, then a religious and Foundress, which is found in the Basilica of 

Our Lady of Montallegro, at the altar of the Crucifix).  At ‘Tower’ he used to entertain little 

Brigida, his favourite niece, for long periods of time,  because of her  keen intellect and for 

her uncommon disposition to piety, and to Christian virtues, which this exemplary couple  

understood and encouraged.  (4) 

 

   Mamma Lavinia , “ was a pious lady who brought up her children very well, in the holy 

fear of God.  When she had all of them around her, she would instruct them according to 

their capacity, how they had to confess, how to be careful about certain things” and about 

what to practice, like prayer and almsgiving.  She had followed with solicitous attention, her 

sixth born, so prompt and clever, more in need of restraint than of stimuli in the practice of 

virtues, and who seemed to possess solid and practical talents. (5) 

 

   It was at this time that Brigida came to know the lives of Saints, from the habitual reading 

matter of  the “Piè Grande”. It is also during this period that the episode of the keys  of the 

safe (coffer) which Piè Grande had entrusted to Brigida.  Nicolò Morello, to try his daughter, 

attempted to snatch  the keys from her, but she replied:  “It is not to you I must hand them 

over!” and ran away weeping.  This is another ‘sign’ of the future personality of Brigida:  the 

consciousness of her duty to be performed at all costs with fidelity till the end.   The same 

consciousness prompted her  refusal to be secretly instructed  by the teachers of the Morello’s 

household,  because ‘Piè Grande’, a man she greatly valued,  did not approve of teaching 

women reading and writing.  Brigida said:  “I prefer to be ignorant than to be disobedient!“  

(6) 

  Of this period too is Brigida’s first impact with death. 

           

Between 1615 and 1620:  Old  Piè Grande, suffered an ictus, grew serious and died.  Before he 

died, when he  could not speak, he followed his little friend with his eyes, who had been near him 

till the very end..  Because of this deep sensitivity, a dominant trait of her personality (7), she had 

perceived that, with his death, she would experience a great void in her life:  she was losing more 

than a friend, she was losing the sure guide during the very years she needed to grow and to walk, 

even though she had already decided what to do with her life.  We can then understand why, 

because of the impulsiveness of her character (8), always dominated by reason and faith she wished:  

“to be nailed with him in the coffin”.  It would be so in her life in future when death would cross 

her path: it  would cause a deep laceration, but she would  overcome through faith and reason. 

   During these rich years of infancy and first adolescence, another trait of her future personality 

emerged:  a serene and jovial character, spontaneous, aiming at helping others grow in faith and 
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goodness; good traits necessary for building lasting friendships. When still a child, her sisters, the 

daughters of neighbours or of  vacationers, used to call her for playing in the ample, green garden of 

her family. They used to call Brigida and she joined them, played and planned games in joyous 

abandon.  Then she would  lead them – singing and praying – to the Basilica of Our Lady of 

Montallegro, so dear to all the Rapallese people.  And so, always, as a young person and as an adult, 

she would make lasting spiritual friendships:  At Rapallo she had friends who marvelled at her 

moderate use of ornaments, proper to her age, even when she had been  promised in marriage;  At 

Salsomaggiore, her young pupils of Christian Doctrine, surrounded her, eager to be instructed by 

her words, and more by her example, on the path of Faith and of life.  At Piacenza too, attending the 

Church of St. Peter of the Jesuits, visiting the hospital as a volunteer, or being close to old ladies, or 

working for prisoners, she always made friends.  Many of them would be the foundation of her 

future Congregation.  

 

   In 1618, Nicolò Morello, Brigida’s father, committed to social work, was elected to the Municipal 

administration of the city of Rapallo, as ‘Sub-Prior, second in power in the city Council.      

 

1622 – Brigida,  12 years of age, attained her physiological puberty, but,  as we have come to know 

summarily, she had also attained the psychological age and full maturity.  Mamma Lavinia, almost 

always sickly, entrusted to her the running of the household:  3 men, Nicolò – 49 years old, busy 

with the administration of the family goods and  in public administration.  (In 1626 he will again re 

elected sub-prior);    brother Gianantonio, 19 years old who followed the father and was active in 

the parish and civic life;  Francesco, the future priest, now an infant 2 years old, attended by the 

mother and the governess;  then 5 sisters, of whom only Agata was older than Brigida by 1 and a 

half year – born in January 1609, while the others follow Brigida by two, three, five and eight years. 

They are all small children, but among them Isabella – 10 years old – and Maria, 7, manifest an 

uncommon high level of Christian life:  this was testified by their first spiritual director, Parish 

Priest Giovanni Battista  Angeletti to whom they had been entrusted in 1632 and who wrote about 

them in 1663, after the death of both.  (10) 

 

    How young Brigida  handled the running of the house, is documented by the concise judgement 

of the servants, who are usually inclined to criticism.  They said:  “Blessed the home that will have 

her as  mistress” (11) 

 

   It was at this time that Brigida received the First Communion and Confirmation.  The dates are 

not known, but we have episodes to testify to her deep faith and  fervour for these Sacraments of 

our Christian faith, so necessary for our spiritual growth.  Brigida’s fervour is also seen to throb in 

the pages published here in the autograph  “Narration of the mode of foundation of the House of St. 

Ursula”. 
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1626 – 1628  -  In the meantime the family life was going on in serenity, following God’s law, in 

reciprocal respect and help, marked by events now happy, now sad.   With the death of “Pué 

Grande” who had left Nicolò Morello sole heir of his property, the economic situation of the 

Morello family was consolidated and Nicolò could look with greater trust to the future of his 

children and to his political ascent. (career)  

    Chiara, the first to leave the home, had cheered her parents with five grandchildren – in 9 years – 

but, in September 1626 she died while giving birth to Bianchinetta, who, a few days after would 

follow the mother in death. 

    A year and a half later, the sadness of Chiara’s premature death was partly relieved by the 

marriage of Gian Antonio who, in February 1628, married Antonia Maria of the noble family 

Ventimiglia.  The wedding took place in the Parish of St. Jerome in Castelletto, where the Morellos 

possessed a house.  The couple remained at Rapallo in the paternal home. 

    This same year 1628, Nicolò Morello was elected again to be a Councillor of the Magnificent 

Community of Rapallo.  Brigida, having reached her 18
th

 birthday, asked her father the permission 

to join the convent, as she had desired from the very dawn of reason and had been promised by the 

“Pué Grande” and by her own father too.  Perhaps because of decorum or dignity, since he could 

not afford the dowry needed to enter a prestigious convent, as he desired for his daughter, Nicolò 

gave Brigida a stiff refusal.  This disconcerted Brigida so deeply that she fell seriously ill.  The 

night before she would receive the Viaticum, while her sisters were around her bed, Our Lady of 

Montallegro cured  her and encouraged her to continue to  pray, to  serve, to do penance in order to 

honour Jesus, her Son.  Thus Brigida remained at home, ready to serve everyone, as she could not 

accept the proposals her father brought, namely to marry as her brother Gian Antonio had done a 

few months earlier, or to lead a retired life at home, as Isabella and Maria had done (12).  The 

memoirs say that:  “She never adhered to her father’s wish because she knew that being much 

loved, her company and conversation would be  sought and so foresaw that she would not be free 

completely from having to converse”.  Rather, she herself would say: “ … she would be without  

food, but not without conversation”    (13) 

 

1630 - Maundy Thursday – The day and year that mark a definite turn in the life of Brigida.  While 

at prayer before the Holy Sepulchre in the Church of the Hermite Frior of St. Augustin, (not 

there any more), she insistently asked the Lord to clearly indicate to her in which state of life 

He wanted to be served by her, because she had no other aspiration than to belong to Him in 

an exclusive way.  The Lord answered her with an internal locution, she could not doubt:  

“…she heard a voice, speaking to her heart that she should accept marriage because she 

would have a companion that would help her serve God and that, soon, she would be free 

again to dedicate herself wholly to God  as a religious”  (14) 

 Brigida herself, fourteen years after that event of grace, and seven years from the death of her 

husband, related to Father Carletti, in a prayerful way, the experiences of her past life, under the 

title of “Spiritual Diary”.  It was the 8
th

 of May 1644, and she remembered the event distinctly:  “In 

this gaze, I was shown how, even at my tender age, the Lord had given me a desire to serve Him, 
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and how He had left this desire with me;  I seemed to know and understand how the Lord had 

promised me to let me enjoy the company of Matteo, and that at the end I would have the chance to 

become a religious and serve God.. This happened during the Holy Week in the Church of St 

Augustin, before the Lord Who was then in the Sepulchre.”  (15) 

 

1633 – 16
th

 October  -  In the parochial Church of Saints Gervase and Protase, at Rapallo, now 

restored, Brigida Morello, daughter of Nicolò Morello was married to Matteo Zancari of 

Salsomaggiore, son of late Giovanni Maria Zancari. 

 

   From the spring of 1630 to the autumn of 1633, many things had taken place. The plague, of 

which Alessandro Manzoni has left a realistic and detailed description in his romance “Promessi 

Sposi”, had made  many victims in Northern Italy.  Rapallo had somewhat been spared due to the 

protection of Our Lady of Montallegro  and the continuous measures of prevention by the Republic 

of Genoa and of her Capitanerie.  This is reported in a document of 1980: “Rapallo, a Capitaneria, 

during the plague of XVI – XVIII centuries. 

At Piacenza too, there is a faithful and clear report about the plague, by Bernardo Morando.  At  

Salsomaggiore reports were prepared by surviving Priests. 

 

   When the plague had been ‘defeated’ everywhere, at the Morello home new weddings were 

planned.  Through the good offices of the Borzese cousins who served in the Duchy of Parma and 

Piacenza, Agata, the fifth daughter of Nicolò was  asked in marriage by Virgilio Pisani, a noble man 

from Parma who had been nominated, in 1631, Ducal Commissar of Salsomaggiore, then part of 

Piacenza.  His functions were administrative and juridical.. 

 

The 16
th

 of October of the same year, at the house of Nicolò Morello at Rapallo, the marriage of 

Agata Morello daughter of Nicolò e Virgilio Pisani son of Mattia was celebrated by proxy. 

When Agata reached Salsomaggiore, she found a city stunned and dismayed.  The plague had killed 

a third of the population;  poverty and misery, even moral were rampant.  Besides, the cattle too had 

been the victim of an epidemic  and the recovery was not easy.  Agata was soon a point of reference  

and of help for the most affected people. 

 

   Emblematic was her compassion for the prisoners, who had been captured perhaps for a small 

piece of bread.  “Not only did  she succour them with alms, but she also made herself their advocate 

and protector with  her husband, the Commissar, so that he might help them  whenever possible.  

And to make him agree more efficaciously, she would protest that she would not come to eat until 
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he had consoled that poor prisoner by granting him the grace she had requested , and the result 

would follow.” (16); 

   But she felt alone.  On the other hand, the Commissar, perhaps because of his office or for 

friendship’s sake alone, had taken care of two brothers, Matteo Domenido e Vincenzo Simone 

Zancari, orphaned of the father in 1624, and of the mother carried away by the plague.  They had 

been made universal heirs by their father, and had some cousins to care for, they too, made orphans 

by the plague. 

Vincenzo Simone was 14 years of age, being born at Salsomaggiore on 28
th

 October 1617, and was 

already a seminarian.  Matteo Domenico, the first born, was 17 years of age, being born on 11
th

 

August 1614.  The latter was now the head of the family, administrator of a considerable estate for 

his brother too.  Misfortune and a prudent, pondering character  had made him mature beyond his 

age.  But it was clear that for him and for the young brother, there was need of a woman of quality, 

good at running a household, a mother to one and a partner even in business with the elder.      

 

   In the meantime, Brigida, to the disgust of her parents, had refused many proposals:  very 

advantageous, but not of the moral qualities Brigida expected to form  family that should be a 

domestic Church.  She had declared that she would prefer an older person, poor but honest, rather 

than a young man, rich but care-free. (18).  The thing ended there and then. Agata and Virgilio  who 

knew young Brigida and the Zancari brothers, became the discreet  weavers of the marriage 

between Matteo Zancari and Brigida Morello. 

 

The two families were of a good social level, also genuine practising catholics.  As the Morello had 

done in Rapallo, namely had concurred in the construction of the Convent of the Friars Heremites 

of St. Augustine – in the Church they had their own tomb with a proper coat-of-arms, so the 

Zancari, at Salsomaggiore, had been among the first to construct the Convent of St. Rock, “…so 

that the Friars might pray for Salso and its inhabitants” and had therein their own tomb with the 

coat-of-arms. 

Like the Morello at St Michele of Pagana, when a confraternity of the Rosary was constituted, all of 

them had become members. 

So also the Zancari had built, along with the Musini family, at Salsomaggiore, the Chapel of the 

Rosary and were members of the Confraternities of the  Blessed Sacrament and of the Rosary.  

They held delicate directive tasks, like that of “Prior” and “Treasurer” (19).   

However, there existed a certain difference in social level:  For the Morello, a spiritual life of 

prayers and charity was more important;  For the Zancari, there was a greater economic solidity, 

which threatened to upset the contract between the families.  Matteo Zancari was not fully happy 

with the dowry Nicolò Morello offered for his daughter Brigida.  Because he had not made the 

contract with the father, Matteo, was not even allowed to meet Brigida, but Virgilio Pisani who had 

accompanied him, insisted and obtained, a thing unheard of in those days, that the two would meet 

and talk.  After which,  Matteo declared himself ready to take Brigida as his wife, even without 
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dowry.  Brigida had already acquired a good impression of Matteo when her brother-in-law she 

trusted, had spoken to her about him and so she said “YES” 

  The date of the wedding was a repeat of the one of Agata and Virgilio:  a way of expressing 

gratitude and to cement a common action.  The date was the year 1633, when  Nicolò Morello son 

of Nicolò, was raised to the prestigious office of the local Capitaneria. 

 

1636 – 15
th

 August   “The Spanish army broke the defence of Rottofreno and spread through the 

province  of Piacenza.  Ranuccio Pallavicino, marquis of Tabiano, died in battle.  The period is that 

of the 30 years war (1618 – 1648).  Odoardo Farnese, wanting greater independence and freedom 

of action in order to acquire more land, had upset the traditional alliance of the Farnese House, 

and sided with the French, against Spain.  (20) 

 

   In the meantime, Matteo and Brigida, 15 days after the celebration of their wedding, at Rapallo – 

on 16
th

 October 1633 – had taken the so called “Highway of the salt”, in the company of Commissar 

of Salvaigo and of other friends, heading for Salsomaggiore, which they reached after a journey of 3 

days, during first days of November 1633.  (21) 

 

  We surmise that her sister Agata welcomed Brigida.  Agata had not been present for the marriage 

of her sister..  Possibly, along with Agata, there  must have been also the Parish Priest Fr. Ludovico 

Dallanegra, among the first to welcome the new couple.  In passing, it seems that the family 

Dallanegra  had been in good rapport with the Zancari, as they had been even in 1641; in fact, at 

that time, Brigida, already a widow, who was living in Piacenza since 1640, nominated one 

Giovanni Pietro Dallanegra as  her representative at Salsomaggiore. (22)  

 

  Along with the Parish Priest, the best families of the parish and of the city, were in good rapport 

with the Zancari family, specially the Pallavicino of Tabiano.  In the baptismal register of Salso and 

Marzano, the name of Brigida Zancari appears often as the God-mother.  She thus continued the 

tradition of service the Zancaris had been giving since 1564. (23) 

 

  There certainly must have been celebrations, feasts and balls, at the arrival of the new couple.  

Brigida mentioned them in her spiritual notes;  notes which speak of her serene knowledge of her 

new duties, but also of her deep spirituality and her continual search for intimacy with God. (24)  

Her yearning for holiness had not weakened;  rather, it was strengthened and  goes out to her 

husband, to her new family, to the many people who need succour and affection, who soon learned 

the way to her house and to her heart;  they call her by no other name than “the mother of the poor”.  

It is Matteo himself who attests how for his Brigida there was no other sadness than that of “having 

no more money to give to the poor” (25) 
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  Agata and the Commissar had been wise in wanting her in Salsomaggiore.  The prophecy of the 

servants of the Morello household had been fulfilled in the Zancari house.  Order and cleanliness, 

the evident care for things, her serene movements in carrying out the simple duties of a wife, her 

spontaneous submission and the reciprocal respect, spoke of themselves to those who entered that 

house:  they saw the new climate established by the new mistress who had come from afar. (26) 

 

  Simone Vincenzo, orphaned of the father at 7 years of age and of his mother at 14, was a 

seminarian.  Rather introvert, he seemed to have entered into some naughty friendships, but opened 

to the motherly love of Brigida and to friendship.   Matteo, too early burdened with many 

responsibilities, did not feel alone now, but was loved with truthfulness and totality and 

corresponded adequately.  Due to the envy of a slanderer, their beautiful union, was  touched by 

suspicion, but was not damaged, so prompt, clear and decisive was Brigida’s reaction and the 

corresponding sincerity of Matteo.   It is a life of two persons who dialogue and give each other 

attentions that warrant union. 

 

   Episodes abound, but we report one: Matteo loved hunting. However,  hunting, in the fervour of 

following the game may cause the hunter to lose the sense of time and of distance. 

So Matteo had told Brigida not to wait for him for meals, if he delayed. She said:  “However, late 

he may be,  he cannot induce me to eat without him”. And so, Matteo:   “though he enjoyed 

hunting, never went far from the house, in order not to make her wait too long for the meals”  (27) 

 

  By the will of the “Puè Grande”, who did not approve of giving too much instruction to women, 

Brigida had grown up without knowing to write and knew to read a little.  Her sisters instead had a 

tutor in the house and could read and write.  Now, the running of the household of her new family, 

required her to know to write and so she became the pupil of her husband and learned what was 

needed and sufficient.  Those first rudiments, taken up again in the continual drafting of her 

spiritual notes, will become, in the writing of her maturity, as they appear in this volume, 

handwriting which, in the judgement of experts, express an uncommon intelligence and clear 

personality. (28) 

 

  During her marital life Brigida was missing something:  a more active and free participation in the 

practice of Christian life.  Salsomaggiore, even though it was a city of good Christian faith, was not 

free of prejudices proper of that time and of that ambient concerning the freedom of a woman, even 

in  frequenting the Church, in vivid contrast with the vivacity and creativity  of the feminine 

presence in the Christian community of the city from which Brigida hailed.  And so:  “Because in 

Salso, it was not the custom of young women to go out of their house often”  (29), Brigida had to 
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give up attendance at daily Mass and receive Communion only once a month  “because, it was not 

the custom to receive oftener”.  She had, however, kept up the practice of the personal and 

sacramental prayer  (Confession every week, latest every 15 days;  Communion once a month, as 

said above).  Matteo had agreed to these devotions, even from Rapallo;  in fact, he had freely joined 

his wife, to his great profit and that of their friends.  (30) 

An example:  In March 1634, Matteo had granted allowance to creditor of his father, a certain 

Francesco Varani of Tabiano.  This act was compiled by the Notary Lazzaro Zani, and is preserved 

in the State Archives of the city of Piacenza. 

 

1636 –24
th

 August – 4
th

 October – On this orderly and constructive management of family and 

social life, suddenly war and invasion fell. 

 

   As soon as the news reached Salsomaggiore that the Spaniards had  broken through Rottofreno 

and that Ranuccio Pallavicino had died in battle, Matteo did not interpose any delay.  He went with 

Brigida and the whole family to the Castle of Tabiano, which was walled and a secure refuge.  The 

friends of Pallavicino would have liked them to be lodged in the interior of the Castle,  they lodged, 

instead, in a palace called “Palace of reason”, placed below the castle itself, inside the walls.  The 

choice was Brigida’s because she wanted to be closer to the people who needed help which she 

could give.  The historian says that the people who took refuge there were “low people”, among 

whom there must have been all those who had enjoyed the help of Agata and Brigida.  In any case 

persons who needed comfort and firm goodness.  The Pallavicino, in fact, had opened the door to 

all, irrespective of their status:  the well-to-do, as the farmers had come along with their domestic 

animals.  There were also many Priests. (31) 

 

  The horror of the siege, the suffering due to hunger and thirst, the fear of a capitulation to 

unbridled soldierly, were real.  Matteo was conscious that, after the death of his friend Ranuccio, he 

had to provide order and organise the defence of the castle.  He knew he had in Brigida a valid  

helper; he also hoped in God’s succour and in the protection of Mary most Holy, implored with a 

‘converted’ heart, fervent supplications and vows.  These news are given in the documented pages 

of Brigida’s biography and in a letter of Brigida to Giovanni Agostino Molfino – the first 

biographer of the miraculous Madonna of  Montallegro – dated June 1671 (32).  In that letter, 

Brigida  mentions “three special graces” touching herself:  among them, to have escaped alive from 

the ordeal of the siege of Tabiano, after a vow both of them had made of making a pilgrimage to 

Montallegro. 

 

In the mean time, between August and September of 1636, when the relations of Matteo living at 

Cremona, knew that he and his family were refugees in the castle of Tabiano, under siege by the 

Spaniards, obtained a  pass and “finally, some on horseback, others by carriage, all reached 
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Cremona safely”.  For them the siege had lasted from August 24
th

 to October 4
th

 – at that time the 

dates were given by the name of the saint of the day,  here St Bartolomew, the Apostle and St. 

Francis of Assisi. 

 

October 1636 – 27
th

  December 1637 – A year and three months during which grave and sad events 

occurred and intertwined determining new situations. 

At Cremona, Brigida fell sick due to the privations suffered at Tabiano.  The sickness was grave so 

much so that her life was in danger, but she recovered.  It is the first documented sojourn of Matteo 

and Brigida, guests of their relations.  There had been a previous one, but no record of the same has 

been found:  that was obviously the presentation of the bride, during the last months of 1633.  

Perhaps others had also taken place.  What is certain is that these relations at Cremona were very 

united among themselves:  Matteo was loved much and was welcome to their home.  

    After a few months of their stay at Cremona, on 4
th

 February 1637, Odoardo Farnese made a 

separate peace with the Spaniards who, the next month of March  left the region and Matteo 

returned to Salso with his family.  What he found was great confusion,  the devastation of the land 

and even the sacrilege of a profaned tabernacle of their P. Church (for stealing);  but, as Brigida 

wrote to Molfino:  “…in our persons, we did not suffer further disasters, as many other did, and we 

did not lose property and much less than others who were in the same condition as we”.  The best 

things of the house, closed in sacs and  entrusted to an image of Our Lady, “were recovered intact, 

nothing was missing – and there was no one to speak of those who stole” (33) 

 

   While all the Zancari were busy repairing the damages suffered at their own house and in helping 

others, Brigida fell “mortally sick”.  Brigida herself reported the fact, in the same letter to Molfino.  

That was in the month of August.  “On the eve of St Bartolomew, I received the Viaticum and they 

wept for me as if I were dead;  I could hear them and sent someone to console them,”  Her father 

had sent to his daughter, from Rapallo: “refreshments in the form of oranges, preserves etc. as 

needed, and  what I liked most, a cruet containing water from Montallegro – I drank the water  and 

that was the medicine that restored my health and my life, because I was cured immediately”  (34) 

 

The family exulted for the restoration of a precious life and for the confirmed divine protection of 

Brigida.  But Matteo, for sometime,  had been suffering from a low grade fever, which too soon was 

diagnosed as Tuberculosis.   

“It was decided to see, as a last remedy, if  his native climate of Cremona was conducive to a cure”   

Brigida had to return to Salso to supervise the urgent repairs of their house, since winter was 

approaching.  Matteo wrote to her  from Cremona that: “By all  means she must go to visit him 

because he was coming to the end of his life”  (35) 

While Brigida was reading the message, a news came to her that her brother-in-law had fallen from 

the bed and died.  Brigida ran to him but found that he was seriously ill, but alive.  On the advise of 
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the messenger,  she left  the brother-in-law in the care of good people and departed immediately, 

and “reached Cremona the evening of the next day, to the great consolation of her husband” (36), 

as well as her own, because she could assist him day and night till she too fell sick and it was feared 

that she die even before her husband. (37)      

Matteo, assisted by a Capuchin Father, while Brigida was still sick, died on the 11
th

 of November 

1637, the feast of St. Martin.  The Father who carried the news of Matteo’s death to Brigida, 

exhorted her to prepare herself for death. 

 

   It is not possible to say in a few words the torment – psychological and of faith – that Brigida 

experienced following such news:  she must have cried remembering the tenderness of their love.  

She grieved  for over a month and had fever.  However, she was healed after the sleep that followed 

her liberating weeping, or  perhaps it was through the intercession of St. Nicola da Tolentino whose 

feast was celebrated at Cremona. Our Blessed Mother Mary visited again this daughter of Hers and 

assured her that she would be completely cured and that she would become a religious.  Brigida was 

also told to consecrate herself to Jesus Christ with a vow of perpetual chastity.  “With this dream, 

she woke up consoled.  She immediately made a vow of perpetual chastity;  while  doing so, her 

heart was filled with much joy”, having become the spouse of the Eternal God, who would never 

leave her. 

 

   Though filled with joy, there remained a doubt:  was that only a dream or a real vision?  In her 

simplicity, proper of the little ones of the Gospel, she put a condition:  if it is a real vision, then her 

fever must disappear and she should be enabled to go to Mass on Christmas day.  It was the 17
th

 of 

December, first day of the Novena.  The fever never left her, for the nine days of the novena, till the 

morning of Christmas.  She was extremely weak, but, supported by two women,  

she went for Mass to the Church of St. Donato, wherein Matteo had been buried.  She then went 

home and participated in the meal with all the others. Thus fever did not trouble her and “the third 

feast of Christmas”, namely December 27
th

, “she willed to leave for Salso, accompanied by her 

brother Gian Antonio, by her two brothers-in-law, namely Virgilio (Agata’s husband) and Don 

Vincenzo (brother of Matteo)”. These were the male members of the families, Morello, Pisani and 

Zancari, who were at Cremona, for the painful and sad circumstances. 

 

  At Salsomaggiore her sister Agata welcomed her in her house and took loving care of Brigida till 

“the feast of St. Antonio, namely the 17
th

 of January, of the new year 1638” (38).  

 

1638-  If the eventful year 1637, with its  now joyful and now sorrowful happenings, had marked an 

historical turning point in the life of Brigida, 1638 marked the beginning of her ascent towards God 

which continued uninterruptedly till her perfect communion beyond death, in eternity. 
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   As said above, Brigida returned to her house on 17
th

 January 1638.  She had God with her, but the 

void left by Matteo was great because:  “she loved him more than any other thing in the world.” 

(40) 

   She began to put order in the house and to furnish it of whatever had been plundered by the 

Spaniards.  She was 27 years old, young and full of energy.  She was asked in marriage by many, 

some suitors even requested the Commissar – Brigida’s brother-in-law – to intervene;  but Brigida 

had only God in mind and the wish to join a convent, once she had put the house in order, and the 

young brother-in-law was able to take care of their property.  Even  the young brother-in-law, 

already on the way to become a priest, made the unthinkable proposal of marriage to Brigida.  This 

caused Brigida to be indignant and the brother-in-law to hate her because of her refusal.  However, 

Brigida’s virtue prevailed and hate  turned into veneration.  Don Vincenzo esteemed Brigida a saint 

and recognised that he owed to her prayers his perseverance in his sacerdotal vocation. 

   It is of this period that Don Vincenzo brought to the house a leprosy patient, whom Brigida cared 

for personally and cured, to the amazement of many.  (41)   Of this period is also the case of a Friar, 

an intimate friend of Don Vincenzo, to whom Brigida made her general confession, with such 

sentiments of confusion that shook his conscience and compelled him to compare himself to her.  

The memoirs report that the Friar said:  “Ah, my lady!  Do not be afflicted for yourself, who are as 

innocent as a dove;  but be sorry for me who am a great sinner.  Obtain for me a small part of your 

contrition, so that I may change my life and edify the people of Salso, as much as I have scandalised 

them up to now.  I resolve, now, to make a general confession and to live according to  my rules”  

He said so and acted out his resolution and the whole city was edified.  (42) 

 

  These two episodes are symbolic  of the continual and generous self giving  of Brigida to all, 

without distinction, of not sparing herself, in all spiritual and corporal works of mercy which Jesus 

Himself did during His earthly life and to which He calls His followers, as a concrete  manifestation  

of the life of grace which is in them. 

 

   It is this life of grace which Brigida was conscious of, wanted to preserve and increase.  The 

memoirs say that now that she is more free:  “She began to frequent the Sacraments of Confession 

and Communion on all feast days, to give more time to prayer, which, at the beginning, was more 

vocal than mental.  She castigated her flesh by fasts, vigils and other types of penance.  But she did 

all that according to her own fervour” (43) However, she soon realised that she needed guidance.  

And so when the season was favourable, she went to Rapallo in order to consult her sisters Isabella 

and Maria, and to open her soul to them “without fear of vainglory”  She found only Maria because 

Isabella was at Genoa.  Maria advised her “to put herself under the obedience of a spiritual father, 

with whom she should confer freely, and tell him not only her failings, but also the good things, and 

to act in everything according to his direction”  (44) 

 

   The search for a guide for one’s moral growth is an exigency of a reasonable and responsible 

human being.  In the case of a Christian, it is an obvious need for being part of the great family of 

God’s children, redeemed by the Blood of Christ, to grow according to God’s will, to the full stature 

of Christ. The spiritual father, the director or simply the confessor, helps to interpret the action of 

God in the faithful who, according to the teaching of Christ, walks towards that maturity  God has 

destined for him/her. 

 

   “The good diocesan Priest”, not otherwise indicated, to whom Brigida entrusted herself, seems to 

be the Parish Priest Fr. Nicolò de’ Pellati, who had succeeded Fr. Ludovico Dalla Negra.  He 
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advised her to go for daily Mass and granted her permission to receive Holy Communion a few 

times a week,  regulated her penance and her nightly prayer;  and “admiring her fervour, he said 

that if she survived, she would become a great saint”  (45) 

 

   For mental prayer which introduces the soul to intimacy with God and of which Brigida felt the 

need, she was guided by a Capuchin Father, who was her guest  along with a confrère, “as was the 

custom for them when they came to Salso”  (46). 

Brigida was advised:  “ to choose a fixed hour, preferably in the early morning” (47), to place 

herself before God as a miserable repentant sinner and to implore His pardon;  He proposed to her, 

as a first matter of meditation, the pains of hell. 

 

 

  However, it was not  the pain or the eternal fire to move Brigida, but the eternal privation of God.  

She then passed spontaneously to consider Purgatory, which is not eternal, but only delays the 

definitive union with God,  “she resolved to live in such a way that when her soul left the body, she 

would delay little  or nothing to enjoy God”.  (48) 

 

  When the Capuchin Friar returned after a month, he found her:  “capable of higher lesson and 

exhorted her to meditate on the Passion of Our Lord, Jesus Christ”.  He gave her a booklet of fresh 

edition, but already very popular, titled: “Light of the soul” of Fr. Bartolomeo da Salutio, a Friar 

Minor;  the booklet  was to help her to ‘contemplate’ through the application of the three powers:  

memory, intellect and will (49).  It is good to clarify that the contemplation to which the Capuchin 

Father was suggesting for Brigida, was not the mystic contemplation, but, in the strict sense of the 

word, was the application of the mind to the consideration of a fact, as taught by St. Ignatius in his 

Spiritual Exercises. In the case of Brigida, the  ‘fact’ is the Passion  of Our Lord Jesus Christ, as 

indicated above. 

 

   From examining the text of the “Life” of Father A. Morando, it can be deduced that Brigida 

initiated her apprenticeship between September and October 1638, till the spring of 1639, when 

another Friar Minor of the reformed observance, came to Salso to preach during Lent,  “a very good 

religious” , whom Brigida met and to whom, as the text reports, “she opened her heart”. 

 

 

1639 – From the first month of meditation on hell, when Brigida had initiated to meditate on the 

Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ, six months had elapsed.  During this time, after the first abundant 

consolations and the gift of tears, there followed aridity, desolation, distractions and temptation to 

give up  prayer as “waste of time”.  Brigida had persevered with the help of the  suggested booklet 

and always with sentiments and acts of deep humility, and with penance. 

 

   The text of Father Morando, while reporting  faithfully and in an indirect form, the content of that 

meeting, says:  “Brigida had reached a stage when she did not need a book because, when she 

wanted to converse (stay)  with God, it was enough that she placed herself in His presence, desiring 

to treat with Him, that she experienced a sweet pull on the part of God, and could not think of 

anything else;  also, aware of her great misery, and feeling unworthy of such consolations from 

God, she was afraid of being deceived and desired to be instructed and enlightened.” (50) 

 

   The life of prayer, without which there is no Christian life or salvation, has various moments, 

which the masters of spiritual life have separated and  ordered according to a natural progression;  

in a first phase the commitment of the human creature is sufficient, though sustained by divine 

grace;  in the second, with “the fulfilment of the Gifts of the Holy Spirit in a divine manner or 
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superhuman, the soul is given, in an ordinary manner, a passive experience of God or of His divine 

action in the soul” (51) 

 

  It is the classical distinction in the life of prayer, of Christian perfection and of mysticism given by 

the Spiritual  Masters according to whom:  “ the experience of the divine, namely mysticism, is not 

an anomalous or extraordinary grace, given “gratis” (namely the mystical phenomena), but is 

found in the ascetic state  and all Christians participate, in different measures, in the same, even 

when they find themselves at the dawn of their spiritual life”  (52).   

According to St. Therese of Avila, to whom all the Spiritual Masters refer, the various moments of 

the natural progression in the life of prayer are given as under: 

 

1. Vocal Prayer 

2. Meditation 

3. Affective prayer  -  these 3 belong to ascetic life. 

4. Prayer of simplicity:  “moments of transition from asceticism to mysticism”; 

5. Infused recollection; 

6. Quiet; 

7. Simple union; 

8. Ecstatic union; 

9. Transforming union.  These last five phases belong to the mystical life  which had begun with 

the 4
th

 stage – the prayer of simplicity. 

 

   The spiritual Masters  tell us that:  “the passage of the soul from the  ascetic to the mystical 

grades takes place in a gradual manner, almost without the awareness of the soul”.  (54 

 

  This is what had happened to Brigida who, after those tormented months of alternate consolation, 

desolation, distractions and aridity, found herself, “without knowing how, in a sure harbour, free of 

tempests, in such a way that she did not need any book;  by placing herself before God, she could 

stay with Him hours and hours without the distraction of useless thoughts, without desolation or 

lack of sentiments of affection, rather with abundant devout feelings – with so much satisfaction and 

happiness that, the longer she prayed, the more courageous she felt and desirous of continuing it”. 

(55) 

 

  To consider things well, we must say that Brigida had passed from the faithful prayer of 

meditation and affection, to infused contemplation, “without knowing how”, that is why she feared.  

Now, that Friar: “questioned her and, having realised from her answers, that she derived from her 

prayer nothing but good, namely sentiments of humility, of mortification, of love of God and of 

neighbour and such similar things – all good – assured her and freed her from any suspicion of 

illusion and advised her to continue praying as she was doing” (56) 

Only later, at Piacenza,  when under the direction of Father Gianpaolo Carletti S.J., Brigida would 

be guided by him to recognise the working of God in her, through the knowledge of the writings of 

St. Therese of Avila, in particular of her “Interior Castle”, and of other Spiritual Masters, in 

particular, Alvaros de Paz, which father Carletti made available to her in autographed sheets. (57). 

 

   At that time, when Brigida had no knowledge and continual experience other than that of an 

ordinary faithful Christian life, she relied on the word of the Friar  “prudent and experienced – a 

very good religious –“ and proceeded tranquil as God was leading her. 

 

   Brigida obtained permission from her spiritual father, “to fast for the whole of Advent of 1639. 
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She had more time  to dedicate herself to prayer and her soul was so well fed with spiritual 

sweetness, that she felt rewarded for the small penance she had undergone in fasting.”  (58) 

“She had also obtained  permission to attend H. Mass on Christmas night”,  during which, because 

she could not receive Holy Communion, her desire for the Body of Christ was so intense that Christ 

Himself came down to her,  “and at the same time she seemed to behold Baby Jesus in her own 

heart.  He was surrounded by a great light, which filled her heart with such sweetness that she 

desired nothing else”.  (59) 

 

  The ‘supernatural’ had already intervened in the life of Brigida in moments of particular need: 

the apparition of Our Lady, when Brigida was 18 and seriously sick – due to the refusal of her 

father to let her enter the convent -;  the interior words of Maundy Thursday of 1630 which lead her 

to accept marriage;  again the vision of the B. Virgin in a dream, in the year 1637, at Cremona, 

namely after the death of her husband, when the Blessed Virgin invited Brigida to make a perpetual 

vow of chastity and assured her that she would become a religious. 

However, the extraordinary mystical grace received on Christmas night of 1639, and the following 

on St. Stephen’s feast day, marked the beginning of  an extraordinary life of prayer and of union 

with God rising continually up to the highest transforming union possible on this earth, which will 

confirm Brigida “a great mystic, even if little known” as defined by Paolo Calliari O,V.M., of happy 

memory.  (60) 

 

  The Spiritual masters divide the extraordinary mystical phenomena into: 

1. Phenomena of cognitive order, 

2. Phenomena of affective  order, 

3. Phenomena of corporal order.  

 

   To the first belong:  visions, spoken words, revelations, discernment of spirit, and others like the 

supernatural knowledge of Theology, of which Brigida benefited, as testified by Father A. Morando 

in the “LIFE” written by him. 

To the second belong: mystical ecstasy, fires of love in varying degrees. 

To the third belong: the stigmata, tears, sweating of blood, change of heart, starvation and 

prolonged fasting, lack of sleep, agility, by-location, levitation, thinness, luminosity and 

supernatural perfume (61). 

 

   All these mystical phenomena are found in the life of Brigida of Jesus, except some of the 

corporal order.  We know this from her own  “spiritual diary” and the autographed documents 

published in the volume:  “Narration of the mode used to found the House of St. Ursula at 
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Piacenza” , given as remembrance of past graces and as two reports of her conscience (?) to Fr. 

Morando and to Fr. Corbani, as report of graces omitted or actual.  Of the graces received when she 

was at Salso, on Christmas night 1639, we find mention in the notes Father Carletti began to write  

in December 1640.  Brigida had requested Father Carletti to be her guide, when she came to 

Piacenza from Salso, as she was living close to the Church of the Jesuits.  Father Morando too had 

written about these graces, as he had heard them directly from Brigida.  

 

   It is good to inform that, according to the accepted distinction by the Spiritual Masters, among the 

extraordinary mystical phenomena of cognitive order, there exist three types of visions: 

a) corporal visions, also called apparitions. 

b) Imaginary visions, circumscribed to the imagination, which present themselves under a 

symbolic form; 

c) Intellectual visions  “supernatural knowledge produced by a simple vision of the intelligence 

without sensible impression or image”  (63)  The last ones  are the best and most safe, because 

the malign spirit cannot interfere in them.  Brigida was ordinarily favoured with these, and such 

elevations and illustrations were given to her with greater frequency during prayer and in Holy 

Communion.  

 

   The astonishing mystical experience of Christ Who draws Brigida to Himself to give her His love, 

which appeared in the first pages of Brigida’s “report of herself to Fr. Morando”, is defined by 

Giovanni Pozzi, in the introduction to his “collection” of  autographs of Brigida Morello, included 

in the anthology of “Italian mystical writers”:  as “episode of rare type”, “even if inserted in the 

current which represents a God in the feminine”, but authentic for the veracity and humility of 

Brigida (64); truthfulness  and humility  which are found even in the autographs published here and 

in all her writings. A theological censor  of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, who examined them, 

and who had to pass  judgement  specially on the description of supernatural phenomena made by 

the Servant of God, Brigida, reported in 1934:  “Such extraordinary favours, recounted with 

admirable restraint by the Servant of God to her confessor, find comparison and affinity with the 

supernatural communications granted to certain holy souls, like St. Gertrude, St Therese of Jesus 

and St. Mary Magdalene di Pazzi.  The reports of Mother Brigida reveal to us the superiority of her 

spirit, which, though incarcerated in her body, rises to such heights to be able to plunge in the 

ocean of the divine.  All that the mystics  narrate about the sublime condescension of God towards 

souls, Mother Brigida experimented  and, in her writings, she sang the mercies and graces received 

from God.  The works, born out of her pen by order of her confessor, which deals with ascetic and 

mysticism, for the certainty of the doctrine and the simplicity of the exposition and the holy unction 

with which they are dictated, cannot but attract and bring advantage to souls”  (65). 

 

   One of the psychological characteristics of Brigida, if not the principal, is simplicity, the 

evangelical simplicity that made Jesus say:  “Let the little ones come to me because the Kingdom of 

Heaven belongs to them.”  We have seen, when she was seriously ill at Cremona, at the apparition 
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of Our Blessed Mother, being assailed by doubts about the veracity of the apparition,  with  

childlike confidence Brigida asked for a sign – like putting her own conditions to God! 

On the feast of St. Stephen 1639, while Jesus was  present in her heart: “Jesus surrounded by light, 

she asked Him for a grace, namely that He would change the heart” (66).  Did she know what she 

was asking?  Perhaps not;  but she loved.  “ While she was at the height of fervour in prayer, , she 

saw a flame coming down, it  entered  into her chest, by the mouth, melted her heart and she really 

felt that her heart had been changed.  This was confirmed by the effects that followed: during the 

octave of Christmas the high sentiments she was experiencing for God, made her feel that she was 

not the same, that she possessed a heart more divine than human, as happened to St. Catherine of 

Siena, when she too was given a new heart”. (67) 

 

   Of course it is the case of an exchange of heart  that is spiritual and mystical, but real, as affirmed 

by spiritual Masters, and based on the wise and authoritative opinion of Pope Benedict XIV  (68).  

As such the effects are seen:  “Brigida told her confessor that she felt as though God was within 

her, helping her to do good, but, since her heart was changed, she felt as though He were in the 

intimacy of her heart, as if He lived in her.  Therefore, it followed that she could not thing of 

anything but God;  and whatever earthly things were offered her, she spiritualised them  and 

referred all of them to God”  (69). 

It was a kind of falling in love with  God  and with all of God’s creation.  This is seen in other  

writings of Brigida, as in:  “Of the supernatural and extraordinary presence of God in ourselves”.  

(70) 

 

1640 – 1649   The first nine years Brigida spent at Piacenza, she was a guest of her brother 

GianAntonio, who had recently settled in this city  with his family. 

  During the month of June 1640, Brigida had left Salso in order to join the convent of the Capuchin 

Sisters at Piacenza. Her confessor had assured her that she would be accepted because he was a 

relation of the Abbess and had requested admission for Brigida.  However, when Brigida presented 

herself, she was refused because she was a widow.  The friendship of Angelica Bignami Morando 

was a great comfort and support to Brigida in this circumstance, specially after her useless search of 

other convents  which refused to admit her.  

(left out a paragraph  about Bernardo Morando, which is already given in the 6
th

 file card.) 

 

  Friar Angelo of Piacenza, a senior Friar of the Convent of St. Maria di Campagna, confirmed her 

standard of spiritual life and comforted her with this advice:  ‘to wait for the clear manifestation of 

God’s will in her regard.  Then, because Brigida had transferred her residence to a house close to 

the Church of St. Peter, served by the Jesuits, and feeling himself close to the end of his life, Father 

Angelo told her to seek the help of the Jesuit Fathers.  Among them she came to know Father 
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Giovanni Paolo Carletti and, moved by an internal  conviction, she entrusted herself entirely  to 

him, who guided her in her prayer life, helped her to seek God’s Holy Will, sustained her in the 

foundation of the Ursulines till his premature death, which occurred in July 1647.  A rapid but 

exhaustive profile of Father Carletti appears in the autograph of Brigida titled: “Virtues of Father 

Carletti”, found in this same volume     

           

   The guidance given by Fr. Carletti to Brigida was the classical Ignatian guidance, recommended 

by the wise Founder, prudent, respectful, enlightening. In the XVI annotation of his Spiritual 

Exercises,  St. Ignatius recommends that, the confessor/director: “Stay in the middle, like a 

weighing machine, leaving the Creator to act directly with the creature, and the creature with her 

Creator and Lord”. (71)  This principle, fundamental for those who direct Retreats, is also valid in 

any spiritual direction.  A Retreat Director, illustrating this principle during a retreat, expressed it, 

in a picturesque manner:  “The spiritual director is not one who installs himself in a conscience, 

like a car driver who sits at the wheel – but is one who makes sure that a dialogue takes place 

between the retreatant (the person directed) and Jesus, thus showing a deep  respect for  the 

person.  It is Jesus who guides”  (72).  This advice is valid during a Retreat as well as  throughout 

the life of a person.  

  The “Diary” of Brigida of Jesus and the “autographs”, which are found in this same volume, are a 

proof of this principle.  It is also in this perspective that we must understand “obedience”, “as 

ordered by obedience”, “by order of you, Father” and “to obey the order of ‘Your Paternity’, 

motivations that are often repeated in her writings. 

 

1649 – 1679  These were the years of the foundation of the College / House of St. Ursula at 

Piacenza and of its consolidation till the death of the Foundress, Mother Brigida Morello of Jesus. 

 

“How the House of St. Ursula of Piacenza  was begun”  is found in the autograph of Father 

Antonio Morando, published in the same volume, as an historical proof of the narration of Brigida 

of Jesus.  The autograph, in a sistematic way, informs of the hesitation of Bertorelli, of the 

psychological and spiritual turns.  Instead, Brigida deals with those events, in great details in her 

‘Narration’.  She follows the growth of the Institution step by step;  gives biographical profiles of 

the first Ursulines  who along with the Foundress incarnate the Charism of the new Institute. 

 

   The interruption of the year 1672, is the reason why the “Narration of the beginnings  and 

progress of the House of St. Ursula”, does not stress sufficiently the educational aspect of the 

Charism, even though the Boarding for young women was opened on 9
th

 March 1649, 20 days from 

the foundation and The Foundress herself had taken keen interest in those beginnings.  (??) 
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It is, perhaps, opportune to indicate here which are the constitutive elements of the Charism of 

Brigida of Jesus and of the Ursulines, flowing from their life and apostolic activity, from their 

multi-secular tradition and set down in the documents of the beatification of Brigida.  They are:  

prayer, universal charity, redemptive suffering, catechesis and the Christian education of the youth, 

through civil instruction. (?) 

 

   The foundation of the House of St. Ursula, took place in this way, as reported by Father A. 

Morando:  Towards the end of 1645, the Duchess Margherita de’ Medici, mother of the duke 

Ranuccio Farnese II, spoke to Father Francesco Rossano, the then Rector of the  Jesuits at 

Piacenza, and exposed her desire to have a House of St. Ursula at Piacenza, similar to the one 

already founded by the Duke Ranuccio II, at Parma. 

In the execution of this desire of the Duchess, Fr. Rossano spoke to father Giovanni Paolo Carletti, 

who was a very spiritual man, very zealous for the spiritual good of souls. Father Carletti was also 

in charge of ‘Boarding Houses and Oratories  (how they were to be run etc.)  They agreed that 

Signora Brigida Morello would be very suitable as directress of this work, being a widow and living 

a very spiritual life, under Father Carletti for spiritual guidance.  Both knew her as they had both  

been her confessor”. (73). 

From the “Narration” we also know that Brigida had requested Father Carletti to obtain from the 

Duchess that an Ursuline Sister from Parma be called to help set up a school and a boarding at 

Piacenza.  Father Carletti was not favourable to this because, he told Brigida: “You can do it 

yourself – you must be the foundress” (74)  Later he had consented and, already very ill, had 

reassured Brigida:  she would get two Ursulines from Parma.  (75).  Even the Ursulines of Parma 

had opposed the request of the Duchess, and agreed only because of her authority.  They also put 

the condition that the two Sisters would return to Parma after a year.  Providence disposed 

otherwise, as read in the autographs of Mother Brigida and of Fr. Morando.       

 

   This “loan” (of the two Sisters from Parma) however, provoked  a misunderstanding which was 

fomented by the Fondress’ humility, as we read in the first pages of “To render an account of self 

to Father Morando” (76).  This misunderstanding was  soon cleared  by the reality of the facts, but 

which surfaced also later in various forms. (77). 

 

   Guido Mongini in his “Conference”, on the occasion of the 350th anniversary of Foundation, 17t
h 

February 1999, entitled:  “Brigida Morello: from her spiritual experience to her government of her 

community”, with a happy intuition, makes a distinction between the juridical act of the foundation 

and the spiritual and apostolic formation of the same.   

“From a juridical point of view to “found an Institute” it takes little time:  a meeting before a Notary 

and a few persons who agree;  they set up certain norms and sign an act.  But, from the study of the 

documents found in the Archives of the Ursulines of Piacenza, we see that “to found an Institute, 
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namely to give it rules and then to govern it in the course of the years, is not only an initial notary 

act, but a follow up of adaptations, of perfecting the Rules”.  It was so for the Franciscans, for the 

Jesuits, so also for the House of St. Ursula at Piacenza, the House of Brigida of Jesus. (78) 

 

   The Rules  brought by the two Ursulines from Parma were soon modified by the Foundress in 

essential points, like for example in wanting the ‘unity’ of the ordinary confessor, some points 

regarding prayer, the need of rest for the Sisters, the independence and freedom  of the concluding 

chapter about the obligation of the Rules which emphasises how:  “for the persons who desire to 

live in a  holy manner in this holy Institute, the principal rule should be love for Jesus Christ and 

the imitation of His holy virtues!  (Edition of 1656) 

 

   These changes (corrections) will soon bring about a radical remake of the Rules, which will be 

published in 1669 under the title:  “Summary of the Constitutions, Rules and instructions for the 

good direction of the House of St. Ursula erected at Piacenza in the year of the Lord 1649, under 

the protection of His Highness Ranuccio II  Farnese, duke of Piacenza and Parma ecc.” This 

‘Summary’ was edited by the Ducal press of Giovanni Bazachi.  In the preface titled: “Over which 

foundations is established the House of St. Ursula”, we find the history of the foundation with all 

its own principal characteristics and, prominently, the personal work of Brigida of Jesus in their 

remake. (80)(?)   These Rules not only indicate the fundamental lines  of the Christian path of 

perfection, but stress also the minimal details of the single and distinct daily occupations found in 

such a path,  so that, with God’s help, one can raise them to a constant communion with Him, in 

Christ.  The Dukes, in admiration and gratitude, wished to perpetuate the memory of the event with 

an oil painting  of considerable size, which portrays the Foundress holding the Crucifix and the 

Summary of the Constitutions.  (81)  In 1679, the same year of her happy “transit” (death), Brigida 

of Jesus made a few more changes, specially about the formation of the Novices and the reduction 

from five to three years of the mandate of the Prioress.  These modifications were inserted in the 

preceding edition and so the “Summary” are ordinarily indicated with the double date 1669/1679. 

 

   “The Rule edited by the Servant of God in 1669/79 – notes Mgr. Giovanni Papa in his “Positio 

Historica”- is an elaborated rule, definitive, fruit of  a long meditation and experience” (82).  We 

can also quote  from the “Life / of Mother Brigida of Jesus / Foundress / of the House of the 

Ursuline Sisters / erected at Piacenza”, written by the Jesuit Camillo Ettorri between the years 1682 

and 1686, which has remained incomplete and has not been published.  According to him:   

“The Constitution mentioned above, were not  composed effortlessly, in a hurry, but slowly, like 

chiselling, because  Brigida  wanted to try them in practice, according to particular cases.  Besides, 

the Rules having the force of laws, one would hope that they be observed strictly, when they had 

been set down with great consideration”  (83) 
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   Mgr. Papa adds:  “One notes immediately that we are meeting a spiritually exceptional woman, 

possessing a leader’s personality, who wanted to inflame and give life to regulations - though rather 

arid, drawn up more from the outside than from inside.” (84)  (these were the Rules brought from 

Parma and already modified in 1656).  The meaning of “Inside” is the unconditional love for Jesus, 

reciprocated  by Him.  Jesus, the Son of God, made man, Who died and  rose for us. Jesus had made 

Brigida  His own, growing within her and with her, through her free and uninterrupted 

correspondence.  She now transmitted to her Daughters and to whomsoever she meets this 

correspondence, knowing by personal experience that this love is the unique value to be oneself and 

to help others to be themselves.  

 

  Brigida summarised  all this in her:  “For the love of that God Who loves you so much”. A motive 

that returns again and again in all her writings, with some variations,  which is also the  substance of 

her formation and of her government.  Among the modifications made in the year 1679 to the Rules 

of 1669, some well exemplify  what we have said.  For example, at the V Chapter of the third part 

which deals with the formation of the Novices, titled “Of the Mistress of Novices” she invites the 

Mistress to “Consider the Novices as her own daughters, to have a maternal care of them and to 

introduce them to prayer, to facilitate the manner of praying and to make easy and sweet the 

exercise of denying  their own will, which means: “to act only for God Who suffered much for us” , 

later too she says: “she will make them understand, make their own, LOVE this Institute which is a 

Mount Calvary where, with Jesus Christ, His chaste spouses are crucified with Him, and then  rise 

with Him.” 

 

  Referring to the last substantial modifications and addition of 1679 – to which a small example has 

been given – and others of formative / disciplinary character,  Mongini, in his talk on the 350
th

 

Anniversary of foundation, recalled the successive moments of the codification of the Rules of the 

Morello.  We may now conclude:  “Now, even for Brigida, the Institute is really founded.” (85) 

 

   The autographs of this second volume of the complete Works of Brigida Morello of Jesus, as we 

have been able to understand by and by, speak of the inmost being of Brigida, but also of her own 

relational life, formative and apostolic.  The writings lead us, along her difficult  life itinerary, to the 

human and spiritual maturity  which places one above the vicissitudes and storms because anchored 

on the experience of God’s fatherhood and on Christ’s faithfulness.  (fidelity).  In these writings of 

her maturity all the special features of her personality are harmoniously blended to show her as a 

woman and a Christian, as they were manifested already in her as a child, in her youth, as we have 

gradually noted, sublimated by the gratuitous gift of God which made of Brigida a “new woman.”   

 

 Father Costa, who completed the first part of Fr. Morandi’s “Life” as well as Fr. Ettorri (1686), 

close their pages with clear spiritual-physical portraits.  However, also in the ‘Diary’ of Fr. Carletti,  

are found clear features of those physiognomies. (???) 
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“The humility of Signora Brigida is very deep and the persons with whom she deals, marvel.  She 

hides the divine graces she receives;  she also is amazed at the fact that God should grant her such 

graces, seeing that she is full of sins and ingratitude”.  This amazement comes back in her Diary 

and in her report to the Confessor, even after her mature conscience, which made her aware of the 

‘supernatural graces’ God granted her. 

 

  “Obedience to her Confessor  is so great that she punctually does what he suggests, as if God had 

made the request.  She does not care about things, money, dresses, precious ornaments, rings, 

diamonds.  Rather, last September, experiencing a great desire to be poor for love of Jesus, she 

gave away  everything to her relations.  She only asked to be given lodging, clothes and the means 

to live;  they could enjoy everything else. Yet, her dowry and the great inheritance left by her 

husband, were enough to make her live as a grand lady. 

She is very tender towards the poor, and, if obedience did not put a brake to her almsgiving, she 

would become poorer than the poor. 

She was also very tender towards the sick, whom she would like to serve, if she were allowed to go 

out and look  for them.” 

This tenderness towards the sick would be one of the characteristics of the religious family founded 

by Brigida.  In fact, by Rule and in her conversations, she disposed that the best Doctors should be 

chosen for the sick Sisters and, everything else, with attentive and great solicitude. (87). 

 

   Brigida was tender towards the poor from her childhood;  even as a four year old child, she would 

give her bread and her meal to beggars with all eagerness.  She recommended to her Religious and 

the lay people with whom she dealt:  “Continue to give alms, continue always, as much as you can 

– but continue, never interrupt, never.”   

 

  To the features described by Fr. Carletti, who wrote between 1640 and 1642,  which are very 

expressive, we do not find, obviously, the traits of Brigida as a woman of government, as an 

organiser.  However, they are completed by what has been described so far. 

 

   However it may be opportune to close these notes, so insufficient  for the stature of the subject, 

with a phrase  Father Costa wrote at the end of  Fr. Morando’s “Life”, as a spiritual / psychical 

profile:  “When, after mature consideration, she had embraced something regarding the things  of 

God,  there was no art or power to dissuade her, till she had carried it to completion”.   

 

   In the “Eulogy”, written on the first anniversary of “The happy transit  of Mother Brigida of 

Jesus, Foundress and teacher of the Spirit of this House of St. Ursula”, he adds and underlines:  “In 

helping to found this Institute, the work of her own hands, she spent 30 years, with great attention, 
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favoured by many gifts of grace and of nature with which God had enriched her:  a large heart, 

lively intelligence, clarity of intellect (judgement) – more than ordinary -, fluency of speech and 

attractive amiability, all needed to bind even famous personages”,  to incite them effectively, 

almost compelling them, to do good, as their position demanded, while with prayer and Christian 

hope  she comforted and sustained them in the trials, common to all human beings. 

The numerous letters Brigida of Jesus wrote or dictated, preserved in the Archives of the Vice-

Postulator, tell us  about Brigida’s influence on many people. Of this we also find news and some 

examples in the Positio Historica. 

  

  Those letters, which resound from the live voice of Brigida of Jesus, and vibrate with the 

sentiments of her heart, confirm not only what others have said of her, but also how true is the 

perception of her greatness flowing from her writings, greatness which remains and is perpetuated, 

in humility. 

 

These  files are available for further examination; but, what has been written, is true and verified 

from documents and publications. 

 

Piacenza 10 March 2007                                             signed 

                                                                      Elisabetta Maria Simoni O.M.I. 

    

 

P:S:  These files have been taken from  original documents preserved in the Archives of the Vice-

Postulation of the Ursuline Sisters of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza, published, many of them, for 

the first time, integral and in extracts, in the “Historical Positio super virtutibus Servae Dei Birgitta 

a Jesu” .  Poliglotta vaticana –1964 

 

49 These Rules remained unchanged and faithfully observed for centuries, while the Institute was 

progressing in its service in the Church and for youth, as when it opened the “External   

gratuitous school, for the girls of the city (Piacenza)”, during the Napoleonic period;   

   Later it supported   the Work of Abbot Olivieri for the ransom of  African children;  

   In both the    internal and external school it promoted the Marian Congregation and the Holy 

Childhood; 

   Then in 1880 responded to the call of Bishop Mainardi and opened a House at Fidenza. 
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   It is good to remember that the Institute was founded as a Lay Congregation and remained as such  

till the first decades of 1900.   

   With the edition of the Rules of 1936, a modern filtrate (?) of the Rules and of the teaching of the 

Foundress, the Institute became a Congregation of Pontifical Rite. 

    In 1849, Father Ferdinando Minini S.J., in the meditations for the 2
nd

 centenary of the foundation, 

made this remark:  “This House, this Institute, without having such a name and the external form, is 

a school of life for religious perfection”.  (Ascetic Directory of the Ursulines of Piacenza, namely 

the spirit of the Foundress, Venerable Mother Brigida of Jesus) –Gozzano 1929 page 268. 

Later, in 1906, the Salesian Theologian, Giovanni Battista Cagliero, Apostolic Delegate and 

Cardinal, read those first Rules of 1669/1679 and gave them back saying:  “Most beautiful!”. He 

invited the Sisters to obtain the ecclesiastical approval.  ( Book of Benefactor and visits of Bishops 

and Dukes.  Archives of the UMI, Piacenza). 

 

86. Carlo Bertorelli appears in many of the writings of Brigida of Jesus;  His name is registered in 

the Book of Benefactors, which Brigida wanted constituted as a perpetual remembrance of 

those who had helped  the “Work of God”.  In this book, near the names of the reigning Dukes, 

are found also merchant and common people, like Girolamo Buzzetti who was disinherited by 

his father for helping Brigida when her work was a distant project.  Brigida calls him “Brother 

in Christ, more than a benefactor”.  Brigida provided a burial for his wife, in the tomb of the 

Ursulines, and, for him who had remained alone, assistance, without minding the cost.  (Book 

of Benefactors  page 13 and pages 23-24 A.O.P.) 

87. This tenderness towards the sick, we repeat, will be one of the characteristics of the religious 

family founded Brigida.  In her Rules  ordered, that:  “The ordinary doctor (usual) will be one 

of the best in the city, also another be appointed, one among the most esteemed, for more 

serious illnesses” and, she stimulated the Superior that “ She should not worry about expenses 

when the need of the Sisters required special treatment”.  In her exhortations, specially when 

dealing with “reciprocal charity”, she suggested  that, for the sick Sisters, there should be an 

unequal tenderness, fruit of  spontaneous way of acting. The  Memoirs report that:  “The 

Doctors marvelled at that.  The relations of the Sisters too confessed that the Sisters would 

never have been served so well in their own homes”.  

This care for the sick lasted through the centuries and is present even now.  Perhaps, because of 

this, God’s protection and benediction are with the whole Congregation.  

14. Blessed Brigida of Jesus, a saint among us 

 

   She had come from far, beyond the mountains, from the shores of the sea of the Tigullio bay, part 

of the coast of Genoa. 

   She was born in a beautiful bay of that coast, in  the ancient and historical village of Saint 

Michael of Pagana, on the 17
th

 June 1610 which was a Thursday , the octave of the feast of the 

Corpus Christi, celebrated with solemnity at St. Michael’s. 
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   She had been educated in the values of the Faith and of life, in the love of the family, was taught 

to love the poor, to be generosity towards them and towards the  begging Capuchin Fathers.  From 

early age she had aspired to consecrate her life to God as a religious.  But she was lead to the  

married state by God Himself, as to a valid means for the service of God and for holiness, if 

prepared and lived in a Christian manner. 

 

   She had accepted to marry Matteo Zancari of Salsomaggiore, preferring him to a person from her 

own place.  Matteo Zancari had lost his father in 1624 and was responsible for his mother, a brother 

and several cousins who depended on him.   He had a fairly large patrimony to administer, after the 

epidemic of plague, from 10
th

 June 1630 to 29
th

 November of the same year, that had left 316 dead, 

a third of the population.  This information is given by Father Ludovico Dalla Negra from the parish 

registers.  This epidemic of plague had killed more persons than the one of 1591. 

 

   Matteo had met Brigida through Virgilio Pisani of Parma, who was a ‘Ducal Commissar’ of 

Salsomaggiore and villages around it.  These lands belonged to the Dukes of Parma and Piacenza 

who governed them through a ‘commissar’, and various officers depending on him and other 

institutions of control and administrative, constituted from 1443. 

 

  The same year of his nomination, Virgilio Pisani, on 16
th

 October 1931, had married Agata 

Morello, elder sister of Brgida and had thus come to know Brigida by fame more than during his 

journey to Liguria. 

 

   The Zancari family hailed from Cremona, but many relations of theirs were already living in 

Salsomaggiore towards the end of 1400, certainly in 1500 as is seen from the archives Farnesiani.  

There are at least 3 large family nuclei, of a patriarchal nature which had reached a good social 

level and were numbered among the ancient and rich families of Salsomaggiore.  It does not seem 

that the Zancari family, the future family of Brigida, were proprietors of rock salt wells, source of 

the industry of the salt that made Salsomaggiore important even from ancient times. 

 

   The Zancari seem to be only proprietors of land, of about 800 acres, which were situated in the 

localities of Isola of the hill, Costa, Cà Zancarini, Casa del Cerro, Giara della Citronia:  lands 

cultivated either with vegetables, full of fruit trees, willows, oaks, walnut, vines, olives, citrons, 

lemons and farm-houses, stabled and dove-cotes. 
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   They were living, however, in houses close to the house of the ‘Commissar’ in the main square of 

the city, now a seat of the Mayor.  The houses are brick buildings with tiled roofs, attic and even 

some shops. 

 

   In 1525, along with other six principal families, they had built the Convent of St. Rock of the 

Servite Friars and, along with the Mazzini family they had a jus (right)  of the Chapel of the Rosary, 

where both families had their own tomb, each with its own coat of arms.  Along with others they 

had joined  and given impulse to the Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament and of the Rosary and 

held offices of responsibility in these groups. 

 

   In 1591 and 1630, the plague had caused havoc.  Not only the poor, humble workers and farmers 

were killed, but also members of the rich families.  What shocked most was the death of the Prior of 

St. Rock, Giacinto Loffio.  Not even the animals had escaped:  they too perished due to he cruel 

epidemic. 

 

   As life slowly came back to normal, about a year after the end of the plague, Agata Morello 

reached Salsomaggiore, wife of Virgilio Pisani. 

At the end of November of 1633, Brigida Morello too reached Salsomaggiore, 15 days after the 

marriage celebrated in the Church of Rapallo on the 16
th

 of October. 

 

   Agata became the advocate of the desperate people, some of them fallen into the hands of the 

police for a piece of bread:  she succours them and pleads with her husband, the Commissar, that he 

may quickly examine their case, and, where needed, to pardon them. 

Brigida instead opens herself to all the physical and moral poverty of the survivors, still disoriented 

and dismayed;  her husband co-operates with her and gives her freedom  to give of her own and of 

their house..  Together they live the necessary social relations, always attentive to those who have 

less than they.  Together, they live their parish life nourished by the Sacraments, pray together and 

stop at the sweet image of the Virgin and her Child;  together they visit and provide for the Friars of 

St. Rock.. 

 

   Among the few survived  Friars, there was one who was a scandal to the people.  Brigida prayed 

and then went to confession to him.  Moved by so much innocence, he repented and returned to live  

according to his rule, thus edifying people, as he had scandalised them. 
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   At home, Brigida is certainly the mistress, but for her temperament, she was more sister and 

mother to the servants, as well as to the young brother-in-law and to the relations who had been 

orphaned and who gravitated  around Matteo.  With the women of the house, Brigida spins or 

stitches clothes for everyone in the household and for the poor, as she had done at her paternal 

home. 

With the husband  she is attentive, caring and respectful of his amusements and customs.  And so, 

when he is out hunting, she waits for his return to begin her meal.  The memoirs say:  “Though the 

husband liked hunting, he never went to far away places, so that she need not wait too long for the 

meal.”  These reciprocal attentions, renewed day by day, make life beautiful and the union lasting. 

But, when calumny  or the shadow of infidelity touches  her own innocence or the behaviour of her 

husband, that wounded tenderness  becomes healing strength  and, with a firm and just reproof 

restores truth and harmony.  And so it happened one evening in the intimacy of after supper, while 

Brigida works and Matteo speaks.  The memoirs say: “The husband felt embarassed and continued 

to love and esteem her like before.”  Like Signor Matteo, though in a different title, all the people of 

Salso without social distinction, loved her. 

 

   The Spanish invasion of 1636, forced the people of Salso to find shelter in the Castle of Tabiano, 

which the owner – the Pallavicino – had opened to anyone  who needed shelter.  The sufferings 

were great for everyone.  Brigida did not accept the invitation to a better part of the castle:  she 

preferred to stay with the husband in a building along the boundary wall, where people needed help. 

 

   She used to animate people to hope;  she would gather the women for prayer before an image of 

Our Lady, encouraged them to offer their sufferings;  she would advise them to go to confession – 

there were many priests among the refugees.  She offered fasts and other practices of penance for 

all.  Along with her husband, she made a vow to go on a pilgrimage to Montallegro, a Marian 

Shrine of Rapallo, if they survived the ordeal. 

 

   On the 4
th

 of October of the same year 1636, Brigida and Matteo left the Tabiano castle, both very 

badly weakened by the experience so much so that they fell gravely ill.  Brigida recovered her 

health, at least partially, but Matteo died at Cremona of a fulminating TB, on the 11
th

 of November 

1637. 

Brigida who had been in Cremona to assist her husband,  fell gravely ill of a fever considered 

mortal, which added to the sorrow for the premature death of Matteo, kept her between life and 

death for a month.  “She grieved much at his death, because she loved him more than all other  

things on earth” , we read in the ‘Life’ written by her confessor. 
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   While still convalescing, Brigida went back to Salsomaggiore, on 27
th

 December 1637.  Her sister 

Agata kept her in her house for 15 days.  When she had recovered fully, she went back to her own 

home.  She had to put her house in order, as it had been devastated by the Spaniards, and care for 

her young brother-in-law, the only brother of Matteo, Vincenzo Simone who was a deacon, on the 

way to the  priesthood. 

 

   Before leaving Cremona, Brigida  had vowed perpetual chastity to her God, hoping that she would 

soon be able to consecrate herself totally in a convent.  However, there were some suitors who had 

recourse to her brother-in-law, Virgilio Pisani, and asked for her in marriage.  They all received a 

firm refusal  and an even more indignant refusal  was given to her brother-in-law Vincenzo Simone, 

whom Brigida had treated like a son.  In fact the latter had proposed to obtain a dispensation from 

the vow of chastity he had made, to marry Brigida.  With singular firmness and great mercy, she 

corrected him, sustained him in his wavering vocation up to his ordination. 

Brigida prayed for him and he persevered in his priesthood till his death. 

 

  In 1638, Brigida went to Montallegro, to fulfil the vows made at Tabiano;  she did  so in the name 

of the deceased husband.  Besides, she wanted to see her own sisters Isabella and Maria who lived a 

retired spiritual life in their home, and get their advice on how to organise her own life in the world. 

 

   She went back to Salsomaggiore, after having prayed for a good decision, according to the advice 

of her sister Maria.  Her memoirs say that:  “she placed herself under the spiritual guidance of a 

good diocesan Priest.  He advised her to attend the daily Mass, and, in order not to go out  alone, 

she obtained the companionship of a devout widow, serious and aged, with whom she would go to 

Church and stay as long as she wished” 

The Church she attended was the old Church of St. Vitale which stood  about the middle of the hill 

overlooking the old monastery of St. Rock, then Hotel Detrez, opposite the present thermal Center 

Berzieri.  

Following the suggestion of her sister Maria, she was very open to her confessor and told him 

whatever evil she found in herself as well as the good and what she proposed to do.  He then 

allowed her to receive Holy Communion during some days of the week, not only on feast days.  She 

practised  penance and got up at night to pray.  At this time her prayer was mostly vocal, even if 

fervent and deep, generating holy and heroic works, so much so that her confessor said of her:  “..if 

she survives, she will be a great saint”. 

 

   There was something missing in Brigida:  the more intimate prayer which is called ‘mental 

prayer’ or meditation which has been defined in the ‘Compendium of the Catechism of the Catholic 

Church’  “praying reflection”.  “Puts into action the intelligence, the imagination the desire”  

Continues the ‘Compendium’ at no. 570. 
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   Brigida felt the need of this type of prayer.  At the end of the summer season of the year 1638,  

“while she was thirsting for mental prayer, - so say the memoirs – she had the good fortune of 

giving hospitality to two Capuchin Fathers, as it was the custom”.  Perhaps the Fathers were on 

their begging tour.  (Who does not remember Fra Galdino of Manzonian memory and his nuts?)    

One of the Friars proposed to Brigida the method of meditation and the matter for it.  At that first 

experience, the matter was ‘hell’.  The memoirs say that Brigida was struck “not so much by the 

pain of the sense that comes from the fire, but by the pain of losing the vision of God for all eternity, 

along with the need of having to listen continuously to horrible blasphemies against the majesty and 

mercy of God”.   

Almost inadvertently, she would pass on to meditate on the pains of Purgatory;  she could not 

tolerate the thought of having to stay far away from her God, after death, even for a short time. 

So she made a pact with herself “to live in such a way that when her soul left her body, it should not 

stay or should wait a very little away from God, but should go and enjoy Him”. 

 

   The Capuchin Friar returned after a month and, seeing her progress, elevated her to meditate on 

the Passion of the Lord.  He also suggested  that she  use a book of Fra Bartolomeo da Salutio:  

“Light of the soul”. 

 

   Faithful to the instructions received, Brigida spent “six months” – say the memoirs – experiencing  

the vicissitudes of fervour, aridity and distractions common to those who give themselves  to a life 

of prayer and holiness, persevering nonetheless in prayer and penance.  At the end, Brigida feels 

herself raised to a mode of prayer in which:  “there was no need of a book, but by putting herself 

before God, to treat of her soul, she could stay with Him for hours and hours without the distraction 

of useless thoughts, without desolation and aridity, with an abundance of devout sentiments;  and 

not only with tiredness, but with such satisfaction and taste  that, the longer  the prayer, the more 

she felt sure of herself and desired to continue in it”. 

 

   This is the contemplative prayer which the Compendium of the Catechism of the Church defines 

as “a simple gaze on God in silence and love – a gift of God – a moment of pure faith during which 

the praying person, abandons himself/herself to the loving Will of the Father, and gathers her being 

under the action of the Holy Spirit”  (no 571) 

 

   Brigida feels the reality of this gift but “does not know how”;  and this makes her afraid of being 

duped.  A Friar Minor who had come to Salso for the Lent of 1639, reassures her.  The memoirs 
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say:  “The Father questioned her on many things and particularly on the fruit she gained from her 

mode of praying.  From her replies, he understood that she derived only good:  namely sentiments 

of humility, of mortification of love of God and of neighbours and other such good things.  He thus 

freed from any suspicion of illusion, advised her to continue in this mode of prayer”.  And, the 

memoirs concluded:  The Friar marvelled that in a place like Salsomaggiore, so poor in spiritual 

help, one could find a soul so favoured of God”. 

 

   The certainty that God ‘carried’ her, gave wings to Brigida in prayer and in action, in her home 

and outside.  Zeal for souls, so much alive and compassionate in her, seemed to burst into flame 

with new  vigour and efficiency.  “Her spiritual confessor - so say the memoirs -, to comply with 

her desire to co-operate so that God be loved even by others, appointed her as Prioress of Christian 

Doctrine”;  namely non only as a catechist, but as ‘formator of catechists, a task she fulfilled “to the 

satisfaction of the teachers and of the young.  One could not desire more” 

Now that she was alone, she spent her life for “those creatures whom God loves so much”, as she 

would write later:  the human creature meant not only the youth, but also the dear people of Salso, 

men and women.  For example:  when her brother-in-law brought home a friend who was suffering 

from leprosy, perhaps to free him from the ‘lazaret’ “Brigida accepted  most willingly to serve him 

in her house.  He was covered with crusts, oozing pus foul smelling, but she served him for many 

months till he was cured.  She had not been afraid of the possible contagious or of the foul smell”. 

 

   During Advent, the liturgical season in preparation for Christmas, Brigida had obtained 

permission to fast for the whole period and  to participate in the vigil and in the Mass of the 

Christmas Night.  

 

   That Christmas Night of 1639, at Salsomaggiore, was the beginning of the extraordinary gifts 

with which God favoured our Blessed Brigida of Jesus.  Unknowingly, she had been preparing 

herself from an early age; God Himself had prepared her during this year and with wise pedagogy, 

by raising her to the  heights of prayer already mentioned;  a prize for her fidelity, but still a 

gratuitous gift capable of providing, even in this earthly life, a rapport of friendship with God, 

through Christ, in the Holy Spirit, destined to be stable in the life without end, in eternity. 

 

   That Christmas Night of 1639, for the first time, Baby Jesus appeared to her, in her heart, in a 

great light and it filled her with unspeakable sweetness.  The favour is repeated the next day, the 

feast of St, Stephen.  Brigida, in the fervour of her gratitude,  asks Baby Jesus the grace that her 

own heart may be changed.  The grace was granted her with an extraordinary effusion of the Holy 

Spirit, whom Brigida sees entering into her as a tongue of fire;  “She then recounted this happening 

to her confessor, these graces the Lord granted her.  She even said that, from the time her heart had 
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been ‘changed’ (exchanged ?) she seemed to feel Him in her heart as if He lived in her, as St, Paul 

who kept saying:  ‘I live now not I, but Christ lives in me’  (Gal 2, 20) 

 

   Now Brigida was acting, externally, in the same way as before, but there is something 

transcendent:  one perceives God’s work, because it is not possible to persevere and continue to act 

in so many difficult circumstances like the ones Brigida found herself in, without a special help 

from God.  She constantly searches for Him, in prayer, in the Eucharist, in her rapport of faith with 

her neighbours, in contemplation – intoxicated with God’s beautiful nature which Salso could offer 

then:  sunrises, sunsets, fresh brooks, green pastures and flowers, luxuriant trees and humble shrubs, 

the remembrance of which comes alive in the spiritual writings of her maturity. 

It is a contemplative gaze which captures the magnificence  and liberality of God and, in contrast, 

measures one’s own littleness and nullity. 

 

   If in 1633 Salso, lost and impoverished, but wishing to rise, had welcomed the young ligurian 

woman as a hope and a promise, now the city had known her in sorrow and in trial, in her concrete 

help and comfort, considered her as it’s own.  

And so, when Brigida, true to herself and obedient to God’s will, having satisfied her duties towards 

he brother-in-law, decided to leave Salso and go to Piacenza, where she was assured of admission 

among the Capuchin Sisters, all Salso felt offended. 

 

   I transcribe ‘verbatim’ what is written in a memoirs reported in the ‘Positio Historica’, at page 

578:  “He amiable virtues were not only known and appreciated by the inmates of her house, but 

were also known and loved by the land of Salso;  when it became known that Signora Brigida, after 

becoming a widow, wanted to leave, they felt it much.  Brigida, foreseeing that if the people had 

known of her departure, they would have ‘demonstrated’, their pain, she left the house by  the back 

door, to avoid being seen.  But, the Salsesi had to be very attentive, because all that strategy was 

useless:  many people gathered at the back door crying.  Brigida did not speak a word, but wished 

everyone and was moved to tears and continued her journey;  those good people were left to cry 

and to say that they were losing a saint.” 

 

 

Prayer and mystical gifts of which God favoured Brigida of Jesus, I repeat, began here in our land 

of Salsomaggiore, in the year 1639. 

Her deep love and trust in God, expressed in her humility and her heroic works of mercy, had 

prepared her for this extraordinary walk of faith – on which matured that missionary ecumenical 

spirit which was her very own, and which she passed on to her Institute, to those she met, to the 

young boarders_ to whom she was not afraid to to indicate the highway of holiness, which is 
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CHRIST, known, loved and lived as the Unique means  of the full realisation of themselves and of 

their happiness. In whichever state of life they would be.    

 

                                                                                             Sr. Elisabetta Maria Simoni Ors. M.I. 

 

29
th

 November 2005, first day of the novena to the Immaculate Conception 

 

 

Documents referred to: 

 

         Positio Historica super virtutibus  - Poliglotta Vaticana, 1964 

A. Morando – Brigida of Jesus, voglio farmi santa – Roma  2000 

B.  Archive of the Parish of St. Vitale , Salsomaggiore 

C. Archive of the State of Piacenza 

D. Archive of the State of Parma 

E. Archive of the State of Cremona 

F. Library of Salsomaggiore 

G.      “       of “Passerini Lando” of Piacenza 

H. Civic library of  Cremona      

 

15. Culture and Social Ambient  of the Foundress’ time 

 

   The reply to your query, dear Sisters, is divided into two parts:  The first is  an outline prepared by 

me, Sr. Elisabetta Simoni UMI;  the second is an article of Prof. Vito Ghizzoni of Fidenza, a 

distinguished friend of Brigida Morello, composed in June 1986 for the first visit of the Postulator 

of the Cause, Father Giuseppe O. Girardi S.C.J. to Piacenza and read on that occasion.  The title of 

the article is:  “Brigida Morello in the society and culture of her time”. 

 

                                                              Part I 

 

   Brigida of Jesus came to take her place in the family of Nicolò Morello e Lavinia Borzese in the 

year 1610, at Rapallo, which had acquired political autonomy, two years earlier, from the 

Magistracy of Chiavari.  It was  a Capitaneria, (Harbour Office) depending directly from the 

Republic of Genoa.  Even if the city was under the control of a Captain, elected annually, it was 

ruled by its own Council and a “Prior” 

 

  That narrow strip of land closed in by hills that reach even 800 m,  sheer cliffs above the sea, 

induced its children to migrate beyond the sea, and yet, it was not a stingy land. 
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   The green woods and meadows in the valley (not there any more), were known even abroad as the 

Switzerland of Liguria for the  farms and  breeding cattle that gave meat and milk.  Fishing too was 

very actively practised.  There were also ‘saline’ which produced salt for the whole population and 

for export.  The woods around had chestnut-trees, ilexes and oaks; also the spontaneous  bushes 

typical of the area, varied and picturesque: agave, reeds, oleanders, cypresses, laurels and olive 

trees, the latter coloured  the hills with a grey-blue hue besides giving the green and black berries 

for the production of oil.  Among the olive trees, vine plants also grew – giving grapes for table 

consumption and for wines. 

   In the orchards vegetables were cultivated which were enough for the family and for sharing with 

the poor. 

   Women would sit outside their houses, in the sun, and make pillow lace and shoddy goods which 

helped to increase the family income.  At Portofino there was a watch kept for eventual raids from 

the sea, ready to send a warning to all the castles around, for a needed defence. 

 

   It was a land of farmers, artisans, merchants, fishermen, sailors and of soldiers;  but also a land of 

lawyers, of famous doctors, of distinguished prelates, who had in common, pride for their land and  

a deep Faith. 

 

   These illustrious citizens of the Rapallo of that time, were many.  I limit myself to remember G.B. 

Vigo, and above all Fortunio Liceti, 30 years senior to our Foundress, but lived long and died at 

Padua in 1657, leaving behind numerous writings which show his competence and his personality.  

Then the noble Giovanni Agostino Molfino, probably a relative of the Foundress’ on the maternal 

side.  He was certainly a friend and admirer of her and of her family.  He corresponded with Brigida 

about Montallegro when, in Italy and abroad he was collecting testimonies in order to write the 

history of  that Basilica. 

Among the law people, we remember the ‘Bardis’, the ‘Norero and other personalities like the 

Costa and Piaggio 

 Among the relations of the Foundress we make note of the Borzese, ecclesiastics in various 

responsible posts in the Church and book keepers with the Dukes of Farnese.  The father of the 

Foundress, Nicolò Morello, had been counsellor, assistant ‘prior’ and finally Prior of the 

“Magnifica Comunity and University of Rapallo”. 

 

  Such variety of nature and talents, when the Foundress was born, made up a comprehensive 

population of 15.000 inhabitants;  not a small community for those days and, above all, it was a 

well organised entity, even if the frequent wars between the small  States of Italy, among which was 

Genoa, made peace a dream. 
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   The medium economic conditions were good.  However, because even the noble families were 

depending on the land, natural calamities would easily cause reversals of fortune.  And so it 

happened with the family of our Foundress, certainly during the years 1625 -1630 

 

   As the civic life revolved around the municipal Council, so the religious life revolved around the 

Parish;  often both gravitated around the latter.  It was reported that in ancient times, the ‘Senior 

Citizens’ of the Council would gather beneath the oak in front of the Parish Church to deliberate 

and to give sentences. 

 

Regarding the family of the Foundress and for herself, there are documents to show that there were 

strong ties with the parish. At Rapallo:  the Parish priest Fr. Giovanni Battista Angeletti gives 

testimony of the uncommon virtues of Maria and Isabella Morello, sisters of the Foundress.  At San 

Michele of Pagana the Parish Priest Andrea Malaspina was the  preacher  of the Passion delivered 

on Good Friday 1614 which made such a deep impression on the child Brigida.  He was also her 

first confessor.  At Salsomaggiore the Parish Priest Ludovico Dalla negra appointed Brigida 

“Prioress of Christian Doctrine”. We do not know much about the  time she lived in Piacenza, but it 

is certain that she was a parishioner of the Cathedral and that she attended the Lenten functions. 

 

   The level of spiritual life must have been pretty high, given the experience of personal and 

sacramental prayer;  also judging from the documented family life of the Foundress, as in other 

families.  Community prayers were the Rosary, the Litanies of the Saints and the reading of lives of 

Saints. The guide seemed to have been the woman of the house;  however the male influence was 

certainly not absent, if we judge from the figure of the maternal uncle, the “Great Puè”, Gregorio 

Morello, who had frequent contact with his nephews and nieces and who was a member of the 

“Confraternity of the Rosary” which began at San Michele of Pagana in 1616. 

 

    The instruction of the children of “good families”, as the one of our Mother, were given by a 

teacher at home, for both boys and girls.  However, after the boys began paying taxes, namely when 

they had attained a certain age, they would be sent to study at Genoa or, if very clever or from very 

rich families, they would go to Bologna or to Padua.  Some even to Switzerland at Frieburg  and, 

perhaps elsewhere.  The families Molfino and Costa had migrated to Chambery, in Savoy. 

 

   The so called cultural centres of special relevance were not found in the Rapallo of 1600, at least I 

do not know of their existence;  there were, however private libraries of great value.  This is 

deduced from the stature of the people cited above. 
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  The moral and catechetical  instruction was reserved to the mother; at least it was so in the Morello 

family. 

   The mother, Mrs. Lavinia, had kept for herself the task of giving moral and religious instruction to 

her children.  Often she gathered them around her  and taught them to distinguish good from evil, to 

make a good confession, to grow in virtue….we now enjoy the fruits of her teaching, for God’s 

glory and that of the Church.  I do not know if all the families acted thus, however, even today, at 

Rapallo, mothers are good educators, a boast of that city.  It is certain that at that time too, women, 

specially those of a certain status,  were educated in the Faith, in being responsible and  to help the 

suffering and the needy.  Besides helping the ordinary poor and the ‘Begging Friars’ who came to 

the door, there was an organised Association, called “Company of Mercy” which was set up by 

Mother Brigida’s sister, Isabella,  It was composed of 33 women and 4 ‘conservatori, for assisting 

the sick poor in their home. 

 

   Brigida grew up in this ambient, maturing harmoniously and living her spiritual adventure 

serenely. 

 

   When in 1633, she married Matteo Zancari  and moved to Salsomaggiore in the Duchy of Parma 

and Piacenza, Brigida changed not only the climate, but everything. 

Nature was beautiful even if different.  Salsomaggiore was surrounded by gentle hills, green 

meadows and woods which were rich in flora and fauna – hunting ground for the rich.  Among 

those hills, under that limpid sky, Brigida would have her first mystic experiences. 

 

  The real wealth of Salsomaggiore was the salt (salgemma).  The wells of the same, were the 

property of the Dukes but given on  contract to local powerful people.  The civil and political 

structure here, as in all the Duchies, was almost feudal with a strong Spanish influence in the mores, 

even if the Duke Odoardo was trying to be pro-France. 

 

   The Parish, however, was very active at Salsomaggiore, and it was kept so by the Servites. 

There were also scandals. 

 

   Duke of Parma and Piacenza was Odoardo Farnese, married to the Princess Margherita de’ 

Medici Farnese who, 15 years later, Providence would make  instrumental in Brigida’s adventure.  

The Ducal  Commissar at Salsomaggiore  was the Noble Virgilio Pisani, husband of Agata Morello,  

Brigida’s sister.. 
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   The two sisters even if they adapted to the customs of the place that relegated them outside the 

civil and political ambit, were assiduous in helping the  poor. They were active parishioners, 

specially in helping the poor and the sick.  The plague epidemic had recently ended and so the sick 

and the poor were many. 

 

   Symptomatic is this episode in the conjugal life of the Foundress:  The new bride  had been full of 

joy;  but for the last few days the sunny smile had faded.  “What is the matter, my lady?”, 

Matteo enquired.  After some resistance, Brigida confesses:  “I have no money to give in alms!”. 

There and then, Matteo gave her the faculty to use anything she wanted for her poor, provided joy, a 

clear ray of God, would not fade. 

 

- The content of the above episode, even in its detailed description, has been taken from 

documents which can be easily checked. – 

 

                                                        II Part 

 

    I believe we are interested, today, in considering the figure and the work of the Venerable during 

the years from 1633 to 1679, specially in the ambit of that territory which extends from Fidenza to 

Piacenza, which at the time were part of the Farnesian Duchy. 

   The society of those days, - according to modern schemes -, could be defined as patriarchal and 

authoritarian;  in the sense that family and society, local Church and the civil authorities  of the 

Duchy were governed by solid ordinances and obedience was a fundamental and undisputed pivot.     

According to me, Venerable Brigida breathed the spirit of her time fully, practising and 

recommending -–always and everywhere – obedience, as a fundamental virtue of Christian life. 

Obedience to parents, to older relatives, to Priests;  obedience above all to God’s will:  in 

misfortune, in sickness and in various happenings.   

Obedience was not conceived as a passive and formalistic virtue, but in its deeper spiritual aspect of 

an obedience practised voluntarily, with joy and at times with brave acceptance. 

 

  I do not hesitate to say that the obedience of the Venerable was a “genial” obedience because it 

overcame any impediment, any useless delay, any hindrance, any hesitation in order to go straight 

to the purpose, namely love of God and of neighbour  - as it was in the style of this Woman, truly 

exceptional in everything. 
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   The society of that time was also burdened by two grave maladies:  ignorance and utter poverty.   

There were serfs, brigands, mendicants, famines and  very few schools that made up a sad scenario 

of that era, which  non the less  loved luxury, pomp and booming pompous show.. 

 

   In that ambit, soon emerged one of the most felt-needs of the Duchy, namely new schools, new 

Institutes of instruction, but above all of education. 

Beginning with provision for the well-to-do class, in the ‘600, the Duchy saw the blooming of 

Institutes of education such as the College of the Jesuits at Busseto and Borgo San Donnino 

(Fidenza today), and, with Mother Brigida, the House of St. Ursula at Piacenza. 

 

  At this point one may ask:  how did culture appear to be during those years? Undoubtedly,  it was 

heritage and monopoly of the Church.  A culture that felt the effect of the values and the defects of 

the Italian and European culture:  stress on erudition and on the ‘form’, rather than on the content.  

A baroque culture, therefore, as was called the culture of the great Cardinal of Milan, Federico 

Borromeo;  culture acutely examined and criticised, but praised, by Alessandro Manzoni in his 

“Promessi sposi”. 

 

   Missing in general, at least in the Duchy of Parma and Piacenza, were great personalities, the 

creative culture, which had expressed itself – at Parma – at the end of the ‘400 and at the beginning 

of the ‘500;  this at the marvellous centre that was Cortemaggiore.  Excellent humanists inspired 

works of the Church and works of art which are a wonder even today. 

 

  However, a good culture is not missing, specially in the Church.  Prominent personalities were the 

Lawyer and Theologian Passerini, Vittorio Sereni and Father Benedetto Bacchini. 

Besides, there were numerous spiritual masters. Experts in Theology and in sacred oratory.  In this 

ambit we can insert our Venerable. 

 

   Brigida had come to know to read at an adult age, but, gifted with a keen intelligence, she made 

her own and meditated the most vivid elements that the Christian Faith dictated to the apologetic of 

her time.  She was lucky to rouse the interest of the Duchess of Parma and Piacenza and of her son 

Ranuccio II, for her great work, which we may call the “masterpiece” of her saintly life:  The 

foundation of the House of the Ursulines at Piacenza. 

Both, mother and son, had the merit of being peaceful rulers, even if at time they were involved, 

against their wish, in unfortunate wars that caused much suffering to their subjects. 
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  As with all the Saints, our Foundress did not stop at the culture,  of which she understood the 

value, but turned immediately and indefatigably to action. 

 

This, I believe, is one of the most beautiful traits in the personality of Brigida Morello:  to work and 

to make people work with wisdom and joy for God’s Kingdom on earth.    

Because of this, all her letters concise and elegant, precise and essential, strong and gentle at the 

same time, are read even now with pleasure.  What delights us specially, what fills us with 

admiration and wonder, is to think of this Institution  - 3 centuries old – which has done so much 

good and continues to do so, specially among the youth. 

 

   If it true that a tree is known by its fruits, as the Gospel teaches, one knows from the fruits what 

strength of holiness and of grace was in the seed planted in good soil by the Venerable. 

 

  I too, when, years ago I began my career as a teacher at Fidenza, in the Institute Magistrale of the 

Ursulines, I came to know indirectly, something of the “spirit” with which the venerable had 

characterised her Nuns.  And if I think of those days so distant in years, but close in memory I still 

enjoy that unrepeatable atmosphere of laboriousness, of dignity and of kindness. 

 

   What has remained with us of the ‘600? Very little, if we think of the changed conditions of life, 

of the present customs, of the very liturgy, so different from the old!   Much, if we think of this 

Institute of the Ursuline Sisters of Piacenza, of this true and holy masterpiece of a saint. 

 

P.S.  This article was published by the “Nuovo Giornale” a weekly Catholic of Piacenza on 

Saturday 19
th

 July 1986, page 5. 

 

 

AMDG 

 

Note: 

 

Dearest Sisters, 
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                       In the file of the Foundress there is a list of  the main letters, autographed and 

dictated by her to Mother Isabella Lampugnani. 

I hope to be able to send you, after a time, the collection of all her letters, in order and in current 

language.   The texts, in fact, found in the ‘Thesis’ of Sr. Maria Flavia Fermi, are, except for the 

punctuation, in the language of the time. 

 

In the meantime I send you  this letter which is pleasing and highly spiritual.  The countess in 

question truly “kicked the deceptive and false world”, to become Sister Brigida Veronica.  Father 

Antonio Morandi wrote an ample  memoirs of the same, which is almost a biography. 

 

 

 

     May the fire of Divine Love  always burn in the heart of  Your Ladyship as I desire for you – 

Amen 

 

   I feel pleased and at the same time thank you for your fines and charity with which  you show 

great affection to this poor House. 

 

  I assure you of the spiritual reward that Rev. Mother Prioress and all the Sisters have procured and 

will continue to procure for your Ladyship;  and I, though my prayers are few and cold, I have not 

failed to remember  you with all the cordial affection I feel for you. 

 

   May our Jesus be the One to console Your Ladyship with the desired grace and give me the 

singular consolation of seeing Your Ladyship all renewed in life, in a perfect and holy way, as I 

desire for you. 

 

   Joyfully then, o my dear Countess !  Give kicks to this world, deceptive and false, and run into the 

arms of that Spouse who will never fail you, so that when the winter of old age comes, you will find 

that you have given the springtime of your holy desires in the service of that Lord who delights in 

receiving the first fruits  from us. 
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   Pardon me if I have troubled you,  pray the Lord for me, poor and needy, while with all my heart 

and in the Most Holy Wounds of my Spouse Jesus, I embrace you and make a humble reverence to 

you. 

 

House of St. Ursula 6
th

 April 1650 

                                                                                 Of Your Ladyship’s most unworthy servant 

                                                                                                    Brigida of Jesus. 

 

                

 

                          The most important changes made during various 

                                                   General Chapters 

 

   During the middle of the 1800 they were still called “Consultations”;  but, because there was a 

branch  House that elected at least two members, they were actually “Chapters”. 

 

  During one of these “Consultation-Chapters” it was established that the 15 minutes examination of 

conscience before lunch, and after the evening recreation, should be divided into 2 parts:  7 minutes 

given to the examination proper and the rest to vocal prayers. 

 

  During one Consultation-Chapter of 1930 it was decided to call the choir Sisters Mothers and  

those of the white veil - Sisters 

 

   In the Chapter of 1955 the black veil and the title of Mother was given also to the Sister of the 

white veil. 

 

  In the Chapter of 1961, the “Short Office of the Blessed Virgin”, used since the foundation, was 

substituted with the “Liturgy of the Hours”.  A prayer becomes common to all the faithful after the 

II Vatican Council. 
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  During the Special Chapter of 1970,  the change of habit was ratified and all the Religious would 

be addressed as Sister.  The bodily mortifications were made optional. 

During this and the previous Chapters, public acts of mortification, in a reduced form, and the use 

of spiritual reading at table, were confirmed, according to the prescription of the Foundress in her 

Rule. 

 

                                      ***********************  

 

                  

 

 

 

                            Significant and important persons of our Institute 

 

  “ The understanding and the projects of the Founders, ratified by the competent authority of the 

Church, relating to the nature, end and spirit of the Institute, as well as the healthy traditions, are 

things that constitute the patrimony of the Institute, which must be faithfully preserved”.  

(CC 578) 

 

16.  Exhortation of our Foundress 

 

  “Our God will not ask us if we have imitated our holy father St. Ignatius in founding a religious 

order, in preaching etc…but if we have imitated him in abhorring all honour, all satisfactions, 

inclinations and our own comfort;  if we commit ourselves to submit our will and our judgement; if 

we are completely detached  from self love and from excessive affection for relatives and friends . 

 

  If we imitate our holy father Ignatius in this way, we will possess a great zeal for the honour and 

glory of God;  we will abhor and feel a holy hate of ourselves;  we will be all intent on embracing 

the occasions of humiliation, confusion and mortification, looking out for other occasions in order 

to suffer, overcoming every difficulty in order to please God.  We would keep the world with all its 

pomp and vanity under our feet.” 

 

  Dearest Sisters, 
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                      The above quotations are needed  so that you may understand immediately, if need be, 

that in the realm of Faith wherein we move and for which we operate, the important and significant 

persons are not those who make a sensation, but those who have imitated closely Christ Crucified, 

according to the “Verbum Crucis” of the Gospel and of the Foundress. 

 

  Years ago, in the ambit of my research:  “House of St. Ursula of Piacenza, Institute exclusively 

of Piacenza”, I had written the profiles of our Sisters hailing from the Venetian Province, up to 

1949 – 3rth centenary of the foundation. 

The then Postulator of the ‘Cause’, Father Lorenzo Ceresòli s.c.j., gave me a positive judgement.  

He said:  “Very useful in preserving and increasing ever more the spirit of the venerated Mother 

Foundress, Brigida of Jesus;  specially for making  her “Verbum Crucis” alive, heroically practised 

by these spiritual daughters of Venetian origin”.  (Rome 13 March 1975) 

 

   Other emerging figures – not a few – are reported by the manuscripts, some of them in the list of 

Mother Generals;  many still unknown. 

 Among the latter are the two sisters of the Foundress: Isabella (died in 1663) and Agata (died in 

1660)  and the first Sisters of whom Father Antonio Morando S.J. had written biographical notes 

In “Beginnings and progress of the House of St. Ursula, founded in Piacenza in the year 1649”.  

This was before 1673. 

 

  More recent are: 

- Mother Maria Teresa Tibaldi (1858 – 1934) of whom has been written:  “A model educator, 

exemplary superior, perfect religious; 

- Maria Luigia Vaciago  (1861 – 1916) already mentioned in the file; 

- Maria Margherita Foresti (1847 – 1928)  who left a manuscript life of Mother Brigida of Jesus 

for  young people.  She was missed at Fidenza where she worked for long and where she died; 

- Mother Filomena Casati (1832 –            and 

- Mother M. Imelda Bianchedi (1890 – 1983) both for taking care of the Archives, the Relics and 

for the interest taken in the  ‘Cause’ of the Foundress; 

- Madre Agnese Luigia Bozzini  (1853 – 1932), a painter who left many of her paintings in the 

Mother House, at Rapallo;  She also gave paintings in the Church of Santa Maria at Fidenza.  

She was distinguished even more for her prayer life and she seemed to have been  granted 

special gifts.  Mgr Boccoleri, Parish Priest at Rapallo while Mother Bozzini was superior there, 

the Bishop of Terni and Narni and the Archbishop of Modena, when they got the news of 

Mother Bozzini’s death, wrote to Mother Radini. 
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1
st
 letter.  Most Reverend Mother General, 

                                                               The details of the death of Mother Agnese Bozzini, 

increased my veneration for this sweet creature, who was revealing God in a very luminous manner.  

How much wisdom was hidden under the simplicity of Mother Agnes!.  From the time I had known 

her at Rapallo, I have cherished her counsels as sure manifestations of the divine will.  Her prayer, 

of which she made always a spontaneous gift, had tranquillised me even in painful moments of my 

ministry. 

     

    He letters are treatises of Trust in the Sacred Heart of Jesus and I read them often to quieten my 

spirit.  May God receive her in His great light. 

 

   I will remember her always even seeing the many pictures of Our Lady she had painted for me, 

and as my great spiritual benefactress.  I hope the mild lamp that gave light to my past life, will 

continue to shine, certainly among the most glorious of the Congregation that formed her to the 

highest virtues.  

 Greetings and blessings, 

                                                             Signed:  Cesare Boccoleri 

                                                             Bishop of Terni and Narni 

 

II Letter   August 1932 

 

   But these are “flowers among flowers” .  They never lacked in all the centuries, rather, were many 

the saintly religious who were such because, enamoured of Christ, they took to heart the Rule of the 

Foundress, and lived the Gospel according to their specific call. 

 

   During this century,  some lives have been published:  the biographies of two “colossal”  

Prioresses after the Foundress:  Mother Maria Luigia Stanislaa Scotti del Mezzano and Mother 

Maria Felice Francesca Radini Tedeschi.  Near them should also be placed, even if for other merits, 

Mother Giuseppa Brigida Fulcheri.  Of the latter, nothing has been written so far. 

 

  The other ‘Lives’ been published are lilies and passion flowers, precious “humus” for the growth 

of the tree of sanctity and prosperity of the Institute in the Church. 
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Dear Indian Sisters, 

                              Now that I have completed the work, I must say that I have replied to your 

question, assuming that you were asking for the Italian Sisters considered important and significant. 

However, among you, Indians, by God’s grace, many perfumed flowers have already blossomed: 

flowers of love, sacrifice and virtue which honour you and console all:  you. us, Christ and the 

Church.   Their names are written in our records of the departed Sisters, which we read every 

evening;  but, if you have persons or things to communicate to us, besides those found in the 

“Annals”, do not delay in doing so.  Write, please, 

                                                               

                                                                             Prayers and love 

                                                                Sr. Elisabetta Maria Simoni Ors. M.I. 

Piacenza, 22 December 1987 

 

17. FOUNDRESS’ VISION 

{This is the opening part of an introduction to the SOUTHERN PROVINCE AT A GLANCE. I just 

mentioned things as it came to my mind. You could find something or throw it off. The Chapter 

Acts of the General Chapter of 1997 is a very good resource book.  

Adel umi} 
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Albert Nolan, a renowned writer says: I would like to share with you the following very challenging 

and inspiring thought. “We have seen what Jesus was like. If we wish to treat him as our God, we 

would have to conclude that our God does not want to be served by us, but wants to serve us. God 

does not want to be given the highest possible rank and status in our society, but wants to take the 

lowest place to be without any rank and status. God does not want to be feared and obeyed, but 

wants to be recognized in the sufferings of the poor and the weak. God is not supremely indifferent 

and detached, but is irrevocably committed to the liberation of humankind, for God has chosen to be 

identified with all people in a spirit of solidarity and compassion….If this is a true picture of God, 

then God is truly human, more thoroughly humane, than any human being. God is what 

Schillebeeckx called, A Deus humanissimus, a supremely human God.”    

 

If we look closely at our Blessed Foundress, Brigida of Jesus, we would surely find in her a very 

close resemblance of Jesus, of Albert Nolan’s description. From her very tender years she desired to 

be ‘free of frivolous possessions’. She was determined to dedicate herself to serve and not be 

served, to be committed to the cause of emancipation, empowering the ‘girl-child’ through 

education. For her the means was clear: ‘identification with Christ crucified and risen.’ Was she not 

a down-to-earth woman with a strong sense of God who was compassion and love? Was she not 

thoroughly human? Womanly?  

 

We, Ursulines of the Southern Province, have been trying to capture the spirit of our Foundress 

through a process of renewal along the lines of the directives laid down by the Constitutions, the 

Directory and the guidelines of our General Chapters of:  

 

•  2003 : Ursulines of Mary Immaculate Challenged and Renewed for an        

                 Authentic Commitment to the Mission of the Church in a fast     

                 Changing World; 

•  2009  : Ursulines of Mary Immaculate as Prophetic Leaders Bringing Hope       

                 and Life to All. 

 

It is very clear that each theme is closely linked to the other in meaning and practical application. 

They have been prayerfully reflected upon umpteen times and attempted to translate into life 

situations, to a great extent, during the past 12 years. All along, the aim of the Institute in its sum 

and substance, as given in the Constitutions Chapter 1:2: “the glory of God; the perfection of its 

members;” through the total gift of self to God and love for others, “the benefit of the people;” and 

“promotion of Christian life through the formation of the young” and “zeal for every form of 

service to the neighbor,” is maintained. 

 

 

Education:  

 

‘If you plan for a year, sow corn, 

If you plan for a decade, plant trees, 
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If you plan for life, educate your children’ thus goes a Chinese saying. Education is the greatest 

investment a family, and a nation can make which would reap out rich dividend in terms of mending 

individuals to be sparkling personalities. Children are definitely the greatest treasure and molding 

them into individuals of professional excellence and desirable discipline, for constructive use 

constitute the task of parents and educators. Viable changes and vibrations of reformation in the 

society can be initiated only through the educational institutions. Our Bl. Foundress had this insight 

in the wake of the 17th century when she relentlessly advocated ‘education of the young, education 

of the girl-child, in the spirit of Catholic religion! She had the intuition into the capacity of an 

‘educated woman’ to eradicate so many evils of the society, beginning with her own family! 

 

And so, inspired by the same spirit and sentiment we are determined to, besides imparting 

intellectual knowledge, impart value-based education and for an all round development of the 

students. Catechism and Value Education classes are part of the curriculum in our schools. Teachers 

and students are given Orientation Programmes at least once a year. 

 

There is an annual get-together of all the teachers under UMI management either at the beginning of 

the academic year or during the last term. Besides expert presentation on selected theme by 

professionals, this occasion serves for honoring the teachers who would be retiring in the current 

year. 

 

In our admission policy, no Catholics are left out except in very rare cases with unavoidable reasons. 

Deserving students are given part or full fee concession.  Free Uniforms and books are also given to 

deserving students free of cost. One of our English medium schools has sponsored a private Lower 

Primary school and meets all its expenses including the salary of the teachers and sisters engaged 

there. Remedial classes are arranged in many of our schools to help the weaker students. A full time 

Counsellor is appointed in our Senior Secondary school and she is fully engaged in meeting the 

needs of the students especially the senior ones. 

 

With a view to motivating our students to build up of a more just society, Social Action Cells are 

formed in our High Schools. Students regularly visit the centres of the destitute and mentally 

retarded, entertain the inmates, provide them with food and other items according to their need, help 

the less privileged with study materials, and give financial assistance for the marriage of poor girls. 

The students themselves create the fund for such activities. 

 

Healing Ministry: Bless the Lord, Oh my soul for he has healed all our diseases! (Ps. 103: 2) ‘The 

sister appointed to the service of the sick should consider herself the luckiest in the house because 

her office carries with it more merit than many others. Therefore, she must perform it with care and 
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diligence to such an extent that the sick sister may desire neither the comforts of her own home, nor 

the tender loving care of her mother. The Infirmarian should be impartial, should have a noble and 

generous heart.’ (Cfr. Ascetic Directory page 60, Care of the sick…) 

    

The ardent desire of the Foundress to love and serve the sick and the infirm finds its present day 

settting in our three Hospitals and one Health Centre where 60 of our sisters are engaged in works of 

healing and mercy. Our concern is not only the cure of the body but also the health of the whole 

person. To this effect a full pledged Pastoral Care Unit is functional in Nirmala hospital and part 

time pastoral person in the other two hospitals.  

 

Deserving patients are given concessions or free treatment. The terminally ill and cancer patients and 

the aged and bed ridden cases are admitted and looked after with special concern. About 40 – 50 

girls are given job-oriented basic clinical training programme on nursing care every year. 

Scholarships are given to financially weaker Nursing and Lab students. Community health and 

development Programmes are extended to the neighboring villages through Community Health 

Department. The rural Health Centre at Pambra has a trained staff. It is the special concern of our 

hospitals to respect life in all its stages. Efforts are made to have participatory administration and 

close collaboration between the sisters, staff, employees and students. 

 

Meetings of the Managing Committee and the Health Commission are a regular feature. During this 

year a meeting of all the sisters, except a few, engaged in the healing ministry was held at Nirmala to 

evaluate and plan for the future. A seminar on Healing Ministry, its challenges and liabilities was 

conducted at two centres where most of the sisters participated. Retreats and periodic seminars are 

arranged for the staff and students. Opportunities for on-going education and up- dating are made 

available for the sisters and staff.  

 

Socio-pastoral Work: Although ‘Unifying Apostolic Option’ is all-embracing for all ministries, a 

well-knit, well organized Social work team is active in the Province. Sixteen sisters are directly 

involved in social developmental out- reach works in the different Centres. They function very 

systematically and aim at empowering women and uplifting the materially poor and the oppressed. 

Sisters are helped by the health workers. They carry on Self-employment Programmes, organize 

Self-help Groups, promote Alternate life style with home- made soap, soap powder, tooth paste etc. 

They produce fertilizer through Vermi Culture, and conduct Awareness sessions and Community 

Health Programmes. Sisters give leadership to protest against anti-social activities. Women are 

helped to organize themselves and fight against the evils of the society. 
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The UMI Social work team functions not only under the supervision of the province but also in close 

collaboration with the Diocesan and parish undertakings for the same cause of empowering the 

weaker sections of the society. The sister in-charge of each Centre co-ordinates activities in 

consultation with the local Superior, the Province co-ordinator of the Social apostolate and the 

Provincial Councillor in-charge. A stable fund for social apostolate is created and maintained by the 

steady contribution from UMI Institutions and other sponsors.  

 

We play a vital role in the pastoral and Catechetical Ministry of the Church through our active 

participation in all the activities of the parish and work in collaboration with the parish, the People 

and the Diocese, for realizing a kingdom experience among the people.   Some of our 

sisters are in-charge of the pious associations and organizations of the parishes such as Altar 

boys, Mother’s and Father’s association, KCYM, CLC, Little Way Association, KCSL, 

and KCYM and animate them.  

 

In all our apostolate we are faced with more and more challenges and increasing demands. There is 

shortage of personnel as vocations are on the diminishing rate and 

those in the active life are overburdened. Yet we realize our limitations 

in many areas and the need to   re-dedicate ourselves with greater 

generosity and faithfulness to the Lord in a spirit of joyful giving. 

18. A CHAMPION OF THE GIRL  CHILD 

 Indian Currents,  Issue 36, 30 August - 05 September 2010 

         

Tisy Jose,UMI 

 Centenary celebrations have a ring of sounding joy. Don’t we still hear the lingering strains of the 

birth centenary of St. Alphonsa and Blessed Mother Teresa that we recently celebrated? Well, the 

year 2010 is tucked with the IV Centenary of the birth of yet another icon of compassion who 

founded a women-religious congregation in early 17th century Piazensa (Italy) with a specific aim 

of educating the illiterate girl child and women of her times. She is none other than Blessed Mother 

Brigida Morello of Jesus, the Foundress of the Ursuline Sisters of Mary Immaculate (UMI) whose 

feast is celebrated on the 4th September, the month that brings the Girl Child’s Day (8th) close on 

the heels of the Teacher’s Day on the 5th September. In the backdrop of such a confluence of 

contexts it is right and fitting to highlight a few glimpses of this champion of the girl child and a 

teacher with a difference.  

  

In defending the rights of feminine freedom, re-defining education as a heart to heart 

communication based on the holy fear of God and oriented towards social change, putting a series 

of psychologically helpful measures in place of corporal punishment, drawing up clear cut norms 

for teachers in teaching and interacting with the students, giving due recognition of the rights of the 

parents to instruct their children yet giving precedence to the aptitudes and inclination of the 

students in choosing their streams of studies et al way back in 17th century, Bl. Mother Brigida 

stands out as an educator par excellence 
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           Dr.M. Alberoni with 

school children 

 Born in Rapallo of northern 

Italy in 1610 to a devout couple 

of noble lineage, Brigida 

Morello was gifted with rare 

qualities of head and heart. 

Highly favoured by God with 

mystical gifts of contemplation, 

prophecy, frequent heavenly 

visions she embarked on a 

spiritual journey of intense 

union with God and service to 

the marginalized of her times. 

Her flight to the height of sanctity was first guided by the Capuchin Friars and later by the Fathers 

of the Society of Jesus who gradually helped her to found a Congregation on 17th February 1648 

under the name of St. Ursula a widely venerated martyr of the time but dedicated to Mary 

Immaculate the Mother of God and humanity. 

 

The plight of the young girls of her times, illiterate and ignorant of their rights and dignity and 

sexually exploited in a ruthless patriarchal society urged Brigida Morello to take up cudgels in 

defense of women. Out of the many options opened for her she chose ‘education of the young girls’ 

as the primary apostolate of her nascent congregation.  

  

Mother Brigida of Jesus as she was named at her religious profession had such an incredible 

foresight in educating the youth that most of the ideals of quality education today we harp upon 

were adopted by her 362 years ago! She replaced the word ‘Impart’ by the word ‘Instill’ in her 

system of education where instilling moral values for the education of the heart was of prime 

importance. Corporal punishment was a total ‘no’, instead ‘counseling and guidance, reinforcement 

and helpful corrective exercises’ were put in place as disciplinary measure. 

 

Little Buds of Bl. Mother Brigida 

  

She insisted on teaching as per the individual differences of the children and asked her sister-

teachers to concentrate on ‘single person’ and not the mass. "Each pupil is a world in herself", she 

explained. The classes were arranged not just based on the age of the children, but also based on 

their intellectual capacity. Centuries later in 1936 (Rome) Maria Montessori as it were a corollary to 

Mother Brigida’s views wrote in her book "Preface" to "The Method of Scientific Pedagogy" 

"…education should reach the individual singly".  

 

Perceiving that the adolescents and teens are great imitators, Mother instructed the Ursuline 

educators to teach by examples rather than mere words. She laid great emphasis on equanimity in 

their dealing with the students and training them in good work and practice of virtues. According to 

Mother Brigida the task of a teacher consists in laying the foundation of a temple vibrant and alive 

with God within and goodness radiating all around.  
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Although moral formation of the youth was central to Mother Brigida’s didactical norms, she did 

not exclude teaching of secular sciences, arts, music and culture. "It is proper of the human person 

that one cannot reach a level of life really and 

truly human except through culture, by 

cultivating an understanding of the natural 

human values" she affirmed. A Religious 

Foundress and an educator Brigida Morello of 

Jesus affirmed that the "Aim of the Ursuline 

Congregation is the perfect love of God and of 

neighbour".  

  

It is amazing that in a century highly biased 

against women, where words like education of 

the ‘girl-child’ and ‘women-empowerment’ 

were unheard, there lived a versatile woman of 

high sanctity who read the signs of the times 

and took up cudgels against their oppressed existence. Having completed her mission of 

compassion Mother Brigida of Jesus in order of great sanctity after 24 years of long confinement to 

her sick bed flew into the arms of her Beloved Jesus on 3rd September 1679.       

 

        In rapt attention  

Bl. Mother Brigida’s congregation was planted on Indian soil in 1934 and later crossing lands and 

oceans it spread out to Africa and Brazil. Besides catering education, the UMIs are engaged in 

various socio-pastoral ministries. Under the supportive shadow of every English medium school run 

by them they run a parallel Hindi medium school or of the respective local languages for the uplift 

of the rural poor. To top it all even the retired UMI-medical doctors like Drs. M. Alberoni and 

Gesualda tirelessly engage themselves in finding sponsors to help educate the children of 

economically weak families. Dr. Archana, UMI joyfully and generously serves the North Eastern 

Mission in Guwahati.  

  

As the fragrance of Bl. Mother Brigida’s sanctity and the refreshing ripples of the good work her 

spiritual daughters engage spread across the globe, the Church took note of it. Brigida Morello of 

Jesus was declared Venerable in 1980 by Pope John Paul II and later in 1998 she was beatified by 

the same Pontiff.  What about the IVth Centenary Celebrations of her blessed birth?  

  

"No pomp or any ostentatious celebrations can fit the birth centenary of a humble mystic who 

wished to be ‘hidden on earth’. She who saw in the crucified of her times the face of her Beloved 

Jesus Crucified will rejoice in heaven to see her daughters investing in the most needy around their 

institutions. They are a vast section out there. Come, let’s go there and celebrate with them the IV 

Centenary of our Blessed Foundress’s birth", says Sr. Rose George, UMI, Principal, Mariampur 

English Medium Senior Secondary School, Kanpur. 

18. THE SPIRITUALITY OF MOTHER BRIGIDA  

INTRODUCTION 

How does one begin a discourse on spirituality and spiritual realities which, by definition, are 

beyond human comprehension and explanation? Spirituality is more an experience which expresses 

itself in our perception, attitude and relationship. It is to be seen by its impact rather than explained 
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as a notion. Hence what we try to do is to look spirituality as something basically decisive of what 

we are and what we do. In simple terms it is the influence of the Spirit in our lives.  

 

When we speak of different spiritualities in the Church, we are referring to the various ways in 

which persons have experienced God and have allowed God to affect and mould their life according 

to design and project He has for that person. Thus we are familiar, at least to some measure, with 

Ignatian spirituality, Franciscan spirituality, Benedictine spirituality Dominican Spirituality and so 

on.  These are different schools of spirituality indicating the specific way of relating to God and 

allowing God to act in ones’ life., or describing the same truth, with God as the subject-  who 

reveals His love for each person and the person responding to that love.        

 

I.   Definition: What then is spirituality?  

Spirituality may be defined or at least descriptively articulated as a constant and persevering growth 

in one’s commitment to the Spirit though the commitment to the spirit. In other words, through 

commitment to a cause (the spirit) one grows constantly and perseveringly in the commitment to 

God (the Spirit). In other words, Spirituality may be seen as one’s basic orientation in life shaped 

and determined by one’s relationship with God.    

 

Going through the life of Saints we come across saints who have been spiritual, that is to say, drawn 

to God from their early days, there have been others who turned to God at a much later stage in life, 

usually following a traumatic event. The decisive moment in the case of either is the encounter with 

God in the quiet everyday life or in very spectacular contexts. What is common to both the 

categories is the fact that once they met God they were no longer the same old persons. In other 

words, their encounter with God brought about deep, irreversible change/transformation in their 

vision of life. They were persons renewed from within.       

Some concrete elements common to the spirituality of saints  

� Faith vision of reality =- looking at things/events from God’s angle, as God sees it, 

as part of his saving action ……. 

� Surrender and conformity to God’s will  

� Desire for suffering – asking for yet more in order to identify themselves with 

JESUS in His passion and death – the only  means of human salvation; the only key 

to understanding human suffering and misery. 

� Positive approach in relationship to the neighbour expressed in forgiveness, 

kindness, excusing the fault and failures of others, readiness to help any and 

everyone, and so on 

Sharing in group: Interacting with the members of the group, find the     

   instances of these elements in the life of our Foundress.  
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II. Mother Brigida’s spirituality  

 

The prophets, besides being the charismatically endowed recipients of visions and preachers God’s 

word that awaited the faith of the hearers, were independent thinkers, who in a process of 

subsequent insight, gave a rational form to what they had already become certain of intuitively, and 

who demanded similar reflection from their listeners. Moreover, the prophets were the proponents 

of divine pathos, and gave expression to their participation in divine suffering. They surrendered to 

the power of the Word and became instruments of the spirit. This necessarily gave rise to opposition 

and conflict from another quarter. Thus conflict is a prophetic trait.   

At the same time, no one will deny that this individual, while living through the conflicts, would 

have matured in his spirituality (i.e. in the commitment to the cause for which he/she worked), and 

in his relation to the Absolute. Thus her growth in spirituality is due to her historical and very 

human experiences of conflicts. Conflicts are more advantageous human experiences than absence 

of conflicts for a person to grow in God-consciousness. They are giant strides towards union with 

God.  

 

 

 

Sharing in groups: examples of conflict and the consequent growth in the    

       life of Blessed Brigida   

 

 

In keeping with the theme of our Provincial Chapters, we have had occasion to consider Mother 

Brigida as one of God’s prophets entrusted with a specific mission. But for us UMIs, she is more 

than a prophet, she is our Foundress. Like every prophet she receives a call and a mission, or rather, 

she receives a call for a mission. We have dealt with this theme in our Chapters. 

It is spirituality as God-consciousness that sustains the prophet in his/her struggle in the face of 

difficulties and blocks.  
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As daughters of Mother Brigida of Jesus, we derive our identity as Ursulines of Mary Immaculate 

from the vocation we have received from God to the Institute founded by Mother Brigida. 

Similarly, we trace the source of spirituality too to what has been the experience and impact of her 

relationship with God.    

 

 

� Early experiences  

 

Sanctified (attuned to the spiritual, tasting the spiritual) in the womb  like John the Baptist  

 

Can you recall the context? 

 

 

� Brigida’s desire  for sanctity 

 

 

Brigida was eager to listen to the narration of her great uncle (whom she lovingly called Grandpa) 

of the lives of saints. Even at that tender age she understood that to become a saint was a beautiful 

thing and this roused in her a desire for sanctity. (p.14 – biography) 

 

The two realties = God who is goodness and the evil in the world of humanity at large - two striking 

contrasts, the two standards mentioned by St. Ignatius, rather the awareness of this double reality 

mutually opposed and exclusive - is a necessary foundation for any spirituality.  

In the life of our Foundress we can see clearly moments that have run into years which she 

dedicated to the contemplation on Christ’s mysteries, being gripped by the suffering love of JESUS 

(the Crucified) and moments of genuine attempt to acquire the experience of JESUS in his suffering    
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Spiritual growth means in very simple language, in an increasing love and desire coupled with 

sincere effort at assimilating the first and simultaneously rejecting the other as an inherent evil that 

leads to eternal ruin.    

Mother Brigida was helped to grow as a result of mediation on hell and of the contemplation of 

God’s love made visible in His son Jesus who, through his  incarnation, passion and death on the 

cross. (Biography, pp. 43-45). Through this daily exercise she was able to penetrate the mystery of 

God’s saving love, and later, to speak of it eloquently to her daughters.     

 

 

� Source of her spirituality  

 

 As we all believe and are given to understand the spirituality of our Foundress springs from and 

draws upon the Ignatian spirituality as a result of the close association with and sure guidance of the 

sons of St. Ignatius from the beginning of the Foundation.  A very good instance of the influence of 

Ignatian spirituality on Mother Brigida can be deduced from the effective direction she received 

from Fr. CarIetti S.J. He gave her in writing what she had to avoid diligently in order to be saved 

from the Devil’s snares and conceit regarding the singular privilege of visions and ecstasies God 

granted her in abundance. He gave her with the following instruction 

 

1. not to desire extraordinary things like visions, revelations, ecstasies and the like 

which arouse the wonder and admiration of others, instead to flee them, 

2. to consider herself unworthy of any grace and favour from the lord and on receiving 

any, not to attribute them to her own merit or efforts but only to God’s bounty and 

mercy, 

3. on becoming aware of some extraordinary favour, to humble herself profoundly, 

showing her preference to climb Calvary with JESUS to being on mount Tabor to 

enjoy with Peter 

4. on receiving any favour not to boast of her merit but rather to fear the responsibility 

it enjoined upon the receiver; not to hold herself better than others; to know that if 

God deigned at times to give caresses it is only because he knows she needs them to 

keep her from falling into timidity 

5. to hide from others, except from the spiritual director, any gifts and favours 

received.     (biography, P. 64)                

 

This teaching laid the foundation in Mother Brigida of true humility and of true appraisal of herself, 

preserving her from falling into the traps of the evil one.   
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� Characteristics of  Mother Brigida’s Spirituality  

 

 

1. Conformity to God’s will. Her one desire was that God might enable her to do His will. (still 

a young woman p.20 – biography) 

2. Union with God - dependence on God. Consulting God – discernment of God’s will  

3. Discernment. This voice had been accompanied by such inner peace that she could not 

doubt that it came from God (ibid.,p.23). -  call to married life  

4. Christian perfection - a synonym for spirituality, holiness etc.  (p.101 – biography) Mother 

Brigida, in her exhortations recommended nothing more insistently than Christian 

perfection. Today we use words like contemplative spirituality, witnessing by our being as 

consecrated persons etc.   

5. To do all things in God’s presence …… ….. 

 

6. Continuous presence of God.  To keep God ever present before our mind turning to Him all 

we do, say and even what we think……. (idem)        

7. Marian devotion …….  …………………………. To indicate a few  

   

 

� Spirituality as a Legacy from the Foundress - essential part of Patrimony of the institute – to 

be handed down to the members and future members. – hence the  implications  

 

 

Spirituality is the impact of the basic attitude of the members. In an institute or congregation it is 

intimately connected with its nature and end as defined by canon law. The spirit of the foundation 

of mother Brigida as attitude to assumed before God and before the brethren, as sentiments that 

should animate the whole conduct of Ursulines, as spirituality that delineates and sustains the way 

to God and to lead to Him one’s neighbour, is to be sought in the Ignatian concept of balance 

between contemplation and action, between interiority and a life of dedication and    generous 

offering to God’s service and to fellow beings.  
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Spirituality overflows into mission. 

 

To the measure in which we grow in a true determination to be fully God’s and to be saints in the 

same measure will grow our desire and zeal to employ ourselves to help our neighbour. (Reflections 

on Charism, p.86) 

 

III. Fidelity to the Charism – living the spirituality imbibed from the Foundress  

 

 

The code of canon law at art.578 exhorts the members of a religious Institutte to be faithful to their 

own Patrimony saying: The intention and projects of the Foundress approved by the competent 

ecclesiastical authority, regarding the nature, character, the end and spirit of the Institute ….. all that 

constitute the patrimony of the Institute, must be faithfully preserved by all. (p.1 – Reflection on 

Charism…..….. ) 

 

When the Canon speaks of the spirit, it points to a reality not easy to define. All the same, the spirit 

of an Institute could be rightly understood as the attitude towards God and the neighbour, the 

sentiments that animate its members. Spirit of the Institute can refer also to the spirituality that 

should inspire and guide the manner of serving God and of leading the neighbour towards Him 

(ibid.,p.60). 

 

 

  

� Ursuline Spirituality today – to be drawn up in group.  
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A brief message to  the Formators   

1) A good reading material [Ch.17 of Biography - Pp. 96-99] 

2) The rules:   

This will serve also the future Ursulines as a model to imitate, so as not to slacken in the 

practice of virtue and not to diminish the first fervour of the Institute. The end of the 

Institute is the striving for Christian perfection with greater facility and certainty than in the 

world and the saving of souls
1
.       

3) Two things will be helpful to ensure a similar observance in future too. The first is to admit 

only deserving persons: good-natured, persons with good judgment and good will. The 

second is to take into account small defects and by due correction and penance to prevent 

them from taking root and germinating into greater ones (Biography, p.106).  

19. Ursulines of Mary Immaculate:History and Charism  

                     

         

He preplanned each member of that family with specific 

purpose in definite time

 

 

                      

Brigida Morello is born on 17
th

 June 1610 as the sixth of eleven children in St. Michael of Pagana 

in the township of Rapallo (Genova). The family is of ancient roots. Nicolo’ (The Father of the 

                                                             
1
 In the midst of lively discussions and debates on how relevant we are and our apostolic 

engagements, social concern etc., is it not beneficial for us to sit quietly for a while to listen 
tour Foundress who does not encourage our tilting of priorities and values?  
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family) in 1633 becomes the Governor (Municipal Chairman) of Rapallo. The Mother is Lavinia 

Borzese.  

Hardly 11 years old, Brigida is entrusted with the care of the younger ones since the mother falls 

sick. It is during these years that her vocation to religious life matures. But, for some financial set 

back, the father was not in a position to the pay the dowry to send to her to one of the cloisters of 

Genova corresponding to the social standing of the family. Meanwhile,  Brigida falls very ill, but 

she narrates, that Our Lady with a Child in her arms came to her and healed her.  

In 1633 Brigida marries Mathew Zancari of Cremona and the couple settle in Salsomaggior. In 

1637 the husband falls very ill with Tuberculosis and dies.  

After the death of the husband Brigida is engaged in works of charity, helps the poor and the sick, 

teaches catechism to children, becoming thus the “Prioress” (Teacher) of Christian Doctrine.      

In 1640 Brigida moves to Piacenza where her brother Gian Antonio lives. Her desire is to become a 

nun. Meanwhile she dedicates herself to works of charity living a life of intense prayer and penance.    

In 1649 on 17
th

 February she starts the Boarding House of St.Ursula at Piacenza for the education of 

the young girls of city of Piacenza as per the will and desire of the Duchess Margherita de Medici, 

widow of Duke Edward Farnese.    

The new Foundation begins its life under the spiritual guidance of Brigida Morello assisted by five 

companions who, along with Brigida, consecrated themselves to God with the vows of religion, 

thus giving birth to the Congregation of the Ursulines of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza.     

 

All the time, Brigida, despite her poor heath, carries on a life of intense prayer and commitment to 

the religious community founded by her and of service to the young boarders. She and her 

Religious gave themselves totally to the mission of Education undertaken, which she considered to 

be of utmost importance for the life of these young girls entrusted to their care.  

After long years of illness and suffering, and of mystical experience, Brigida is called to her eternal 

reward on 3
rd 

September 1679.  

She was  beatified by the late Pope John Paul II on 15
th

 March 1998 in St. Peter’s Basilica, 

Rome.    

 

The growth and expansion of the Congregation 

Today the Ursulines of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza number about 800 sisters working in Italy, 

India, Brazil and Africa. The Generalate (head-quarters) is at Via Dandolo 46, Rome, whereas the 

Mother house together with the Provincialate (of the Italian Province) is at Via Roma 42, Piacenza.   
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In Italy the Sisters are engaged in the mission of education through schools of every type (from 

primary to senior secondary classes) and among the university students. They also carry out pastoral 

works and catechism in the parishes.  

In India, the Congregation has initiated important activities in the medical-sanitary sectors through 

specialized hospitals, and in the educational sector through schools ranging from kindergarten to 

Pre-university classes and with an intense socio-pastoral activity in favour of the poorest of the 

poor.      

In the other two countries where we are present, our life-style and apostolate draw inspiration and 

vital fluid from the Foundational Charism.  OR   In the other two countries too, where we are 

present, our life-style and apostolate reflect the Charism of  Foundation. 

The deep interior life and the characteristic spirituality of identification with Christ Crucified have 

enabled Mother Brigida to respond to the needs of the people and particularly of the youth of her 

time in the ecclesial context of the Piacentine Church.  

The Central place in the life given to Christ Crucified is stimulating and challenging even today to 

every member of the Congregation who sees the Crucified as the source and fountain of the  fire of 

love whence to draw strength and light to transmit to the entire humanity.   

 

The mission of the Ursulines of Mary Immaculate, wherever they are, rooted in the Charism 

inherited, revolves round/consists of the participation in the mission of the Church, desirous of 

establishing God’s Kingdom in the human Society through the evangelical witnessing and through 

the promotion of justice as love coming from God towards each person.  

 

The Charism left in heritage by the Foundress, Brigida Morello of JESUS, is still very much alive in 

our own days through the presence of the Congregation founded by her.  

 

 

 

 

We, as Ursulines, trace our origin and identity to the person of our Foundress, Bl. Brigida Morello, 

in whom we see a prophet after God’s own heart. The prophetic quality that shone in our Foundress 
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is her very deep and personal relationship with God, a relationship that transformed her life 

irreversibly, renewing it with the freshness of God’s Spirit. 

Prophetic Qualities in the Foundress 

As in the case of all the Biblical prophets, the holiness and glory of God took possession of 

Brigida’s spirit bringing her to a new awareness of human lowliness. The imitation of Christ 

Crucified enabled her to start  the House of St. Ursula at Piacenza, in 

total adherence to God’s will.  

Like the prophets, she too had to go through enormous difficulties in 

realizing God’s work with fidelity, her only source of strength and 

comfort being God’s unfailing help, and, on her part, the unmistakable 

conviction of doing His will.  

 

 

Mother Radini Tedeschi - A Faithful Replica Of God’s Chosen Vessel 

Mother Brigida was circumscribed by the dictates of the society of her days, and could operate only 

within the city of Piacenza. Yet her missionary spirit and zeal embraced the world itself and she 

would have willingly gone to the ends of the earth to speak God’s message. God, in His own time, 

raised up a figure, similar to the Foundress in her surrender to His will. Thanks to the vibrant and 

courageous Mother Radini Tedeschi, the seed of the original Charism and inspiration of the 

Foundress begins to spread within the cities of Italy. With the passage of time, the Congregation, 

under the prophetic leadership of Mother Radini finds the favorable soil in the land of India, and, 

through us, even today finds expression in the midst of His people in other lands.  

  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

19. MISSIONARY VENTURE OF THE UMIs  

           “PLATINUM JUBILEE”  

      12.11.1934 – 12.11.2009  

Prepared by Mother Giovanna Alberoni 
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Blessed Brigida Morello of Jesus, a mystic of the 17th century, was born at St. Michele of Pagana, 

Italy,  in 1610.   From a young age she had wanted to consecrate herself to God, but, accepted her 

father’s will and was married to Mathew Zancari.  After a brief married life, she was widowed and 

led a devoted life for a few years, serving the parish community of Salsomaggiore, where she lived.  

Under the guidance of the Jesuits who helped her to know God’s will, she founded an Institute for 

the education of girls – a bold initiative for that time – when women were not even allowed to 

remain single …. They had to marry or become nuns.  

Mother Brigida’s  simple methods were original:  she wanted the Sisters to respect the personality 

of the students, to lead them on the right path by example rather than by severity; though the 

teaching was non-formal, the girls were prepared for life as good mothers and wives, while they 

learnt to read, write, to embroider, to paint,  to be virtuous and  devoted to the family, conscious of 

their dignity.  

  Blessed Brigida had dreams of being a missionary:  “I wish I were a man so as to go to preach the 

Gospel to all people”, she used to say - an unthinkable proposition  for a woman at the time.  

Through the centuries, the Institute remained small because Italy was a country divided into small 

States, even as small as single cities – like the Republic of Venice, of Genoa and of Florence -.  

Piacenza, where Brigida founded her Congregation, was governed by a Duke of the Farnese Family.  

The Dukedom was formed by 3 cities, Piacenza, Parma and Guastalla.  Institutes were founded in 

each State and so there was no need to move to other States.  

The Foundress’ dreams of being a missionary “Ad gentes” were fulfilled by her daughters many 

years later, when in 1934, the General, Mother M. Felice Radini Tedeschi sent five Ursulines  to the 

distant land  of India.  After a three months journey, the Pioneers landed at the port of Calicut, 

Malabar, which, at that time was a city of the Travancore State (now Kerala).  Their first service 

was  in a dispensary and in visiting the sick in their homes. Soon they helped orphans and  

Aborigines, caring for them and, specially, by educating them in regular schools.  

Difficulties and problems beset them from the beginning, but they persevered courageously and, 

cooperating with the Italian Jesuit Missionaries – Fr. Caironi, Delzotto, Taffarel and many others- 

were able to work for the poor.  These Jesuits helped the Pulayas to  come out of their slavery of 

bonded labour, of belonging to  the lowest rung in the cast system, and so acquire human dignity.   

It was not an easy task:  the landlords did not like  to lose their servant-slaves and so obstructed the 

work of the missionaries tooth and nail.  However, the fatigues of the missionaries  and of our 

Sisters were not in vain.   The Pulayas have  now come out of their slavery  of bonded labor and 

belong to the society on a par with all the other citizen.  Education has had a fundamental 

importance:  In fact many of them have become Teachers, Nurses, Professionists and are no more 

discriminated against, so much so that the word ‘Pulayas’ is not used any more to indicate them.  

 One of the first indigenous Ursulines, Mother Aloysia Vaz, has written an essay on her ‘Faith  

experience with the Pioneers’. In it she describes the role of our Sisters in redeeming the Pulayas: 

The Sisters took care of orphans and of the children of these untouchable,  downcast people. The 
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importance of education was stressed, a primary school opened for the children and also for the 

older people, a kind of non-formal education.       

For us who came after them, the impact of their presence may not seem  great, but we can be proud 

about what our Pioneers have done for the Pulayas of the Malabar region.  The Sisters had also 

suffered much, because, during the second world war, (1940 – 1945),  as Italian citizens and 

therefore  enemy of the British who governed India, they  were confined to Payyanyr, a remote area.  

Isolated from their mother land, they made the best of their internment by starting a primary school 

and a training school for Lower Primary Teachers.  Their contribution to the uplifting of these 

marginalized Pulayas and the people of the locality was indeed considerable.  

A very important step was the opening of the Novitiate for the indigenous candidates who soon 

sought admission in great number.  

A second group of two Italian Sisters joined the Pioneers in 1938.  The third group of 4 Sisters 

landed in India  on 4
th

 November  1948.  Mother Stefania Murelli, a member of the third group has 

had an enormous importance in the growth of Mission, especially in the formation of the Novices.  

Under her direction and leadership, the Institute opened convents in many parts of Kerala first.  

Then, in 1953 came the call to the North of India.  Many young Indian girls joined the Italian 

Ursuline Sisters and now, in 2009, serve in 35 Indian Dioceses, in  89 communities.    

The services we offer in our Mission Centres are many and in these specific areas:  

1.      Education:   we have schools from KG classes to the pre-university level (XII).  The schools 

are situated  in villages as well as in cities.  The medium of instruction is English or the local 

language:  Hindi, Marathi, Kannada, Malayalam etc. Several schools have more than  2000 students 

on their roll but the percentage of the Christian is small.  Besides the scientific and arts subjects, 

catechism is taught to the Catholics and moral science to the non Christians; upholding the Gospel 

values is basic.  

2.      Health:  through Hospitals, dispensaries and small Health Centers in villages.  Our Indian 

Sisters have become Nurses, some with specialization, others  are Laboratory Technicians; a few 

are Medical Doctors, specialized in Pediatric and Gynaecology.   We also run 3 Nursing Schools 

leading to a diploma and one to a degree.  A school for Laboratory Technicians is run in two of our 

Hospitals.       

3.      Social work:  is carried on in Community Health Centers where the focus is on empowerment 

of women, care of children, specially of the girl-child.  Non-formal classes are held  for adults and 

for very small children (Balwadis);  women are taught to save, to be self-employed;  their health is 

monitored. The Older people are cared for in Homes for the Aged where a homely atmosphere 

makes their life serene.    

4.      Pastoral care: the Sisters help in Parishes by teaching Catechism, preparing children for their 

first Holy Communion, by visiting the sick in their homes and as Ministers of the Eucharist.  

Other ventures:  
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 The Brazil Mission was opened in 1985 by the Italian Province. The Sisters are present in 4 

communities.  A few Brazilian Sisters serve along with our Indian Missionaries and One Italian 

Sister, especially in parishes (pastoral care) and run a Creche for the children of working mothers, 

who leave the little ones to the care of our Sisters from 7 am to 5 pm.  

The African Mission was born in 2001 at Songea, Tanzania with four Indian Sisters of the Central 

Province.  The Sisters teach in a Diocesan School. Two Sister Nurses run a dispensary.  Others are 

engaged in social work, very necessary and appreciated. At present there are 4 Communities in 

Tanzania.  The Noviciate House was inaugurated in 2008 and will take in Tanzanian and Kenyan 

Candidates.  

On 13
th

 January 2003, the Northern Province  sent three Sisters to Matiri, in Kenya, to serve in a 

Hospital built by an Italian group of Ferrara.  A residential school was opened in 2009 in a suburb 

of Nairobi.  

 31
st  May 2003 

, saw the birth of the Libyan Mission at El-Beida in the Diocese of Bengazi.  Three 

Sisters of the Southern Province serve as Nurses in a Government Hospital.  This mission was 

opened at the request of Propaganda Fides:  to be a Christian presence in a Muslim country.  

As reported above, the Indian Mission, through its Indian Sisters,  has now launched into other 

countries to spread the Good News to all people, as Blessed Brigida Morello would have liked to 

do.  May all the UMIs be fired with zeal and continue to be religious after God’s own Heart.  May 

their example lead many souls to Love Jesus and to be a radiance of God’s love to all the people 

they encounter.  
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20. The Spirituality of Mother Brigida  

INTRODUCTION  

How does one begin a discourse on spirituality and spiritual realities which, by definition, are 

beyond human comprehension and explanation? Spirituality is more an experience which expresses 

itself in our perception, attitude and relationship. It is to be seen by its impact rather than explained 

as a notion. Hence what we try to do is to look spirituality as something basically decisive of what 

we are and what we do. In simple terms it is the influence of the Spirit in our lives.  

When we speak of different spiritualities in the Church, we are referring to the various ways in 

which persons have experienced God and have allowed God to affect and mould their life according 

to design and project He has for that person. Thus we are familiar, at least to some measure, with 

Ignatian spirituality, Franciscan spirituality, Benedictine spirituality Dominican Spirituality and so 

on.  These are different schools of spirituality indicating the specific way of relating to God and 

allowing God to act in ones’ life., or describing the same truth, with God as the subject-  who 

reveals His love for each person and the person responding to that love.     

 

I.   Definition: What then is spirituality?  

Spirituality may be defined or at least descriptively articulated as a constant and persevering growth 

in one’s commitment to the Spirit though the commitment to the spirit. In other words, through 

commitment to a cause (the spirit) one grows constantly and perseveringly in the commitment to 

God (the Spirit). In other words, Spirituality may be seen as one’s basic orientation in life shaped 

and determined by one’s relationship with God.    

Going through the life of Saints we come across saints who have been spiritual, that is to say, drawn 

to God from their early days, there have been others who turned to God at a much later stage in life, 

usually following a traumatic event. The decisive moment in the case of either is the encounter with 

God in the quiet everyday life or in very spectacular contexts. What is common to both the 

categories is the fact that once they met God they were no longer the same old persons. In other 

words, their encounter with God brought about deep, irreversible change/transformation in their 

vision of life. They were persons renewed from within.       

Some concrete elements common to the spirituality of saints  

Faith vision of reality =- looking at things/events from God’s angle, as God sees it, as part of his 

saving action ……. 

Surrender and conformity to God’s will  

Desire for suffering – asking for yet more in order to identify themselves with JESUS in His 

passion and death – the only  means of human salvation; the only key to understanding human 

suffering and misery. 
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Positive approach in relationship to the neighbour expressed in forgiveness, kindness, excusing the 

fault and failures of others, readiness to help any and everyone, and so on 

Sharing in group: Interacting with the members of the group, find the     

   instances of these elements in the life of our Foundress.  

 

 

II. Mother Brigida’s spirituality  

The prophets, besides being the charismatically endowed recipients of visions and preachers God’s 

word that awaited the faith of the hearers, were independent thinkers, who in a process of 

subsequent insight, gave a rational form to what they had already become certain of intuitively, and 

who demanded similar reflection from their listeners. Moreover, the prophets were the proponents 

of divine pathos, and gave expression to their participation in divine suffering. They surrendered to 

the power of the Word and became instruments of the spirit. This necessarily gave rise to opposition 

and conflict from another quarter. Thus conflict is a prophetic trait.   

At the same time, no one will deny that this individual, while living through the conflicts, would 

have matured in his spirituality (i.e. in the commitment to the cause for which he/she worked), and 

in his relation to the Absolute. Thus her growth in spirituality is due to her historical and very 

human experiences of conflicts. Conflicts are more advantageous human experiences than absence 

of conflicts for a person to grow in God-consciousness. They are giant strides towards union with 

God.  

 

Sharing in groups: examples of conflict and the consequent growth in the    

       life of Blessed Brigida   

 

In keeping with the theme of our Provincial Chapters, we have had occasion to consider Mother 

Brigida as one of God’s prophets entrusted with a specific mission. But for us UMIs, she is more 

than a prophet, she is our Foundress. Like every prophet she receives a call and a mission, or rather, 

she receives a call for a mission. We have dealt with this theme in our Chapters. 

It is spirituality as God-consciousness that sustains the prophet in his/her struggle in the face of 

difficulties and blocks.       

As daughters of Mother Brigida of Jesus, we derive our identity as Ursulines of Mary Immaculate 

from the vocation we have received from God to the Institute founded by Mother Brigida. 

Similarly, we trace the source of spirituality too to what has been the experience and impact of her 

relationship with God.    
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Early experiences  

Sanctified (attuned to the spiritual, tasting the spiritual) in the womb  like John the Baptist  

Can you recall the context? 

 

Brigida’s desire  for sanctity 

Brigida was eager to listen to the narration of her great uncle (whom she lovingly called Grandpa) 

of the lives of saints. Even at that tender age she understood that to become a saint was a beautiful 

thing and this roused in her a desire for sanctity. (p.14 – biography) 

The two realties = God who is goodness and the evil in the world of humanity at large - two striking 

contrasts, the two standards mentioned by St. Ignatius, rather the awareness of this double reality 

mutually opposed and exclusive - is a necessary foundation for any spirituality.  

In the life of our Foundress we can see clearly moments that have run into years which she 

dedicated to the contemplation on Christ’s mysteries, being gripped by the suffering love of JESUS 

(the Crucified) and moments of genuine attempt to acquire the experience of JESUS in his suffering    

Spiritual growth means in very simple language, in an increasing love and desire coupled with 

sincere effort at assimilating the first and simultaneously rejecting the other as an inherent evil that 

leads to eternal ruin.    

Mother Brigida was helped to grow as a result of mediation on hell and of the contemplation of 

God’s love made visible in His son Jesus who, through his  incarnation, passion and death on the 

cross. (Biography, pp. 43-45). Through this daily exercise she was able to penetrate the mystery of 

God’s saving love, and later, to speak of it eloquently to her daughters.     

Source of her spirituality  

 

 As we all believe and are given to understand the spirituality of our Foundress springs from and 

draws upon the Ignatian spirituality as a result of the close association with and sure guidance of the 

sons of St. Ignatius from the beginning of the Foundation.  A very good instance of the influence of 

Ignatian spirituality on Mother Brigida can be deduced from the effective direction she received 

from Fr. CarIetti S.J. He gave her in writing what she had to avoid diligently in order to be saved 

from the Devil’s snares and conceit regarding the singular privilege of visions and ecstasies God 

granted her in abundance. He gave her with the following instruction 

not to desire extraordinary things like visions, revelations, ecstasies and the like which arouse the 

wonder and admiration of others, instead to flee them, 
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to consider herself unworthy of any grace and favour from the lord and on receiving any, not to 

attribute them to her own merit or efforts but only to God’s bounty and mercy, 

on becoming aware of some extraordinary favour, to humble herself profoundly, showing her 

preference to climb Calvary with JESUS to being on mount Tabor to enjoy with Peter 

on receiving any favour not to boast of her merit but rather to fear the responsibility it enjoined 

upon the receiver; not to hold herself better than others; to know that if God deigned at times to give 

caresses it is only because he knows she needs them to keep her from falling into timidity 

to hide from others, except from the spiritual director, any gifts and favours received.     (biography, 

P. 64)                

 

This teaching laid the foundation in Mother Brigida of true humility and of true appraisal of herself, 

preserving her from falling into the traps of the evil one.   

 

Characteristics of  Mother Brigida’s Spirituality  

 

Conformity to God’s will. Her one desire was that God might enable her to do His will. (still a 

young woman p.20 – biography) 

Union with God - dependence on God. Consulting God – discernment of God’s will  

Discernment. This voice had been accompanied by such inner peace that she could not doubt that it 

came from God (ibid.,p.23). -  call to married life  

Christian perfection - a synonym for spirituality, holiness etc.  (p.101 – biography) Mother Brigida, 

in her exhortations recommended nothing more insistently than Christian perfection. Today we use 

words like contemplative spirituality, witnessing by our being as consecrated persons etc.   

To do all things in God’s presence …… ….. 

Continuous presence of God.  To keep God ever present before our mind turning to Him all we do, 

say and even what we think……. (idem)        

Marian devotion …….  …………………………. To indicate a few   

 

Spirituality as a Legacy from the Foundress - essential part of Patrimony of the institute – to be 

handed down to the members and future members. – hence the  implications  
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Spirituality is the impact of the basic attitude of the members. In an institute or congregation it is 

intimately connected with its nature and end as defined by canon law. The spirit of the foundation 

of mother Brigida as attitude to assumed before God and before the brethren, as sentiments that 

should animate the whole conduct of Ursulines, as spirituality that delineates and sustains the way 

to God and to lead to Him one’s neighbour, is to be sought in the Ignatian concept of balance 

between contemplation and action, between interiority and a life of dedication and    generous 

offering to God’s service and to fellow beings.  

Spirituality overflows into mission. 

 

To the measure in which we grow in a true determination to be fully God’s and to be saints in the 

same measure will grow our desire and zeal to employ ourselves to help our neighbour. (Reflections 

on Charism, p.86) 

 

III. Fidelity to the Charism – living the spirituality imbibed from the Foundress  

 

The code of canon law at art.578 exhorts the members of a religious Institutte to be faithful to their 

own Patrimony saying: The intention and projects of the Foundress approved by the competent 

ecclesiastical authority, regarding the nature, character, the end and spirit of the Institute ….. all that 

constitute the patrimony of the Institute, must be faithfully preserved by all. (p.1 – Reflection on 

Charism…..….. ) 

When the Canon speaks of the spirit, it points to a reality not easy to define. All the same, the spirit 

of an Institute could be rightly understood as the attitude towards God and the neighbour, the 

sentiments that animate its members. Spirit of the Institute can refer also to the spirituality that 

should inspire and guide the manner of serving God and of leading the neighbour towards Him 

(ibid.,p.60).  

Ursuline Spirituality today – to be drawn up in group.  

A brief message to  the Formators   

 

1) A good reading material [Ch.17 of Biography - Pp. 96-99] 

2) The rules:   
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This will serve also the future Ursulines as a model to imitate, so as not to slacken in the practice of 

virtue and not to diminish the first fervour of the Institute. The end of the Institute is the striving for 

Christian perfection with greater facility and certainty than in the world and the saving of souls
2
.     

3) Two things will be helpful to ensure a similar observance in future too. The first is to admit 

only deserving persons: good-natured, persons with good judgment and good will. The second is to 

take into account small defects and by due correction and penance to prevent them from taking root 

and germinating into greater ones (Biography, p.106).       

 

 

21.  MODELS OF URSULINE PROPHETIC LEADERS:                                       

 i) Mother Foundress, Blessed Brigida of JESUS Morello 

  ii) Mother Felice Radini Tedeschi  

                        iii) Pioneers   

Brigida the prophetess   

Our reflection on the theme of the day invites us to look at our Foundress as a prophetess, called by 

God for a specific mission in the concreteness of the ecclesial historical-geographical context of her 

day. 

 

Prophetic  qualities in the Foundress 

The first and foremost, typically prophetic quality that shone in our Foundress is her very deep and 

personal relationship with God, a relationship that transformed her life irreversibly, renewing it 

with the freshness of God’s Spirit, enabling her to surrender herself totally to God, to His most 

holy will. Brigida’s life henceforth is marked by an unshakable trust in and total dependence on 

Divine Providence. She was attentive to the movement of the spirit that made her, so to say, partner 

with God in taking up the cause of the needy. In many instances her mediation with God on behalf 

of others turned out significant and effective. She stood for Gospel values and principles of 

Christian living. She was aware of and attuned to the signs of the times.   

Called by God  -Passionately in love with God, eager to do His will, and zealous for the salvation 

of the neighbor Brigida hears God’s call to leave the familiar, trodden path of silent intimacy and 

communion with Him in the solitude of her room to step out into the unfamiliar, unusual and nearly 

impossible life of active religious unheard of in those days. “Come out of your solitude and help 

souls!” was all that she has been told in the vision.  

                                                             
2
 In the midst of lively discussions and debates on how relevant we are and our apostolic 

engagements, social concern etc., is it not beneficial for us to sit quietly for a while to listen 
tour Foundress who does not encourage our tilting of priorities and values?  
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House of St. Ursula.  

Her communion with God overflows into action on behalf of her neighbor and finds concrete 

expression in the starting of the House of St. Ursula where young girls will be taken care with love 

and affection and will be given the essential formation in Christian life. This is precisely the model 

she has set for us, her daughters, that personal communion with God overflows into action in 

favour of His people.  In fact, the foundation of the House of St. Ursula may be called the 

masterpiece of her saintly life because it is an expression of total adherence and surrender to God’s 

will.    

Prophetic Dimension of the Charism of foundation  the Prophetic dimension of the Charism of 

foundation refers to all that renders the Foundress capable of transmitting to the disciples the 

content of the fundamental inspiration, her “mind” and “project”, her perception of the Mystery of 

Christ, of the needs of the Church, her spirit and apostolic zeal. This dimension does not limit itself 

to the moment of Foundation but extends to all future days when the disciples animated by the same 

perception of the Mystery of Christ and of his Gospel, continue with fidelity to give the same 

response as the Foundress in successive generation, thus perpetuating her Charism in the Church 

(Reflections on Charism…….., p.38).  

The teachings and writings of Mother Brigida emphasize the community living based on mutual 

esteem and charity. Apostolate/ministry -the term we are familiar with today – nearly 300 years 

later- in her words  corresponds to ‘zeal for souls’ that can be realized through any and every in 

activity which can procure God’s glory and the good of the neighbor.  

A few practical considerations in this connection are in order:  

The Foundation of our Institute took place in 1649 when the socio-historic conditions made the 

activity and movement of women very much restricted and reduced. 

In the ecclesial Fabric of the day, Religious life for women meant exclusively the life of the 

Cloister. Even the title, status or name of “religious” was reserved for members of cloister.         

The vows and community living - essential elements that constitute religious as we know it today- 

were not in vogue among women other than those of the cloister.  

A look in retrospect shows the Foundress’ capacity to project into the future her ideals and 

aspirations of life.   

MOTHER FELICE RADINI TEDESCHI 

We have yet another figure, perhaps more familiar to us that the Foundress herself. It is Mother 

Felice Radini Tedeschi whom we lovingly call the Foundress of the Indian mission.Like the 

Foundress, we find Mother Radini a woman of God – with a deep personal relationship with the 

divine and genuinely committed to the Cause of the Kingdom. In her hours of intimacy with God, 

she hears His gentle plea in the voice of the Episcopal Representative of Calicut: “I have heard my 

people cry from the far of land….. whom shall I send?” She readily responds: “Here I am Lord, 

send me/my daughters …… to the land of India where you are not known and loved ….”  Thus in 
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sending her daughters to India, she takes up God’s Cause -to enlighten the indigenous people with 

the knowledge and love of God-, and takes up their cause in looking for opportunities to serve the 

needy. In accepting the invitation of the Apostolic Administrator, Fr. Benjamine Ranzani S.J, 

Mother Radini, “responded  to the signs of the time”.  We also see that Mother Radini was well 

aware of the truth that God’s work is invariably signed by the Cross – difficulties and obstacles and 

she diligently reminds the Pioneers of the same (cfr. Mother Maria Felice Radini Tedeschi, p. 84).      

 

Now, I would like to share with you some of the words of Mother Radini addressed to the Pioneers, 

and reflect on them as words spoken to us today.  

1. My dear daughters, while rejoicing over the happy news, let us thank God …. and earnestly 

beseech the Holy Spirit to descend on the first band of missionaries  as He did on the apostles on the 

Pentecost, to make the sisters worthy  of the great  designs of Jesus, the Missionary, on the Institute 

(p.84).  

Mother Radini gives us to understand two things: viz., that Prophecy is the utterance of persons 

possessed and inspired by the Holy Spirit. Jesus has confirmed this truth: ‘No one can say tha t 

Jesus is Lord unless moved by the Spirit’ (ref.1 Cor. 12:3); secondly, that JESUS is the missionary 

and His design alone is the content of our mission.  

2.  “Discouragement should be a word totally foreign to the missionary” (P.89)– that is , one who 

has a strong sense of the mission, of being sent to accomplish God’s project in a very specific 

context.   

“Were I to know that the genuine spirit of the Institute was going to be lost,  ….. I would pray at 

once to the Lord to block the realization of the mission”. (idem)……..  

Hence the spirit of the Institute can not be lost except at the cost of straying away from God’s plan 

and will.    

She further argues, “What would it profit if the good we seek to accomplish is not based on solid 

principles?” (idem).  

Is it not a very powerful reminder to us to pause for reflection, particularly when we are tempted 

with zeal for action to the extent of being lost to all that is essential, that is to say, to our true 

identity as religious Ursulines - daughters of the prophetic Mother Brigida?  

3. She is conscious of the other side of the argument for she goes on, “I am aware, that the times 

have changed …. But this does not mean that the true, the great religious values have changed 

……” (P. 90) – a very effective criterion in discerning our apostolic involvement. No wonder the 

Church exhort us “to go back to the sources….’  

The Church  reminds us that, those whom God chooses to follow Christ closely are invited to 

continue his mission in the world. Indeed consecrated life itself, guided by the action of the Holy 

Spirit becomes a mission. The more consecrated persons allow themselves to be conformed to 
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Christ, the more Christ is made present and active in the history of salvation of all.  (Starting 

Afresh….. p.25)  

Our Pioneers 

Mother Annunciata Rosetti,  

Mother Xavier Sabbadini,  

Mother Elena Valsechi,  

Mother Margret Benocci,  

Mother Maria Assuntha Lusadi   and others… 

 

We are UMIs today because of the prophetic life our Pioneers. Their life and mission in India 

gave life to the Congregation here and in course of time the good Lord called each of us to be the 

members of this Congregation.   

 

Conclusion 

Summarizing the reflections we may say, that our prophetic vocation can best be lived by emulating 

the concrete examples set before by our Foundress and Mother Radini whose prophetic leadership 

we have considered so far.   

A leader is one who knows to lead precisely because she has tread the path already. She is prophetic 

because in leading others she advances God’s cause, God’s concern for His people and thereby 

enhances the advent of His Kingdom here on earth.    

  

For Personal reflection and sharing in the group 

 

What inspirations or messages and enlightenment do I get from the life of Bl. Brigida Morello and 

Mother Radini? 

Like my Foundress, do I have the deep God-experience to liberate others? Share your personal God-

experience in the group to the extent that you feel inspired to.  

What are challenges I face in living the prophetic role of my life? 

How does my prophetic style/characteristic affect the quality of my mission?             
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22. “Directives” of Fr. Giuseppe Oliviero Girardi SCJ,  

 Postulator of the Cause of beatification and canonisation of Venerable Brigida Morello of Jesus, 

our Foundress.For an announcement and evangelisation of the Church, today,   through the Charism 

of the same Piacenza 5/7 June 1987. 

 

     When I was asked to speak to you separately from the lay people, I thought of not making  a 

simple reflection with you, as if en passant,  but to make a small study that would serve the 

Institute, because I believe that it is  a subject that should involve, ever more, all the persons whom 

the Holy Spirit calls  to follow Jesus through the mediation of Mother Brigida. 

 

    And so I thought of speaking to you about some arguments, as you will hear, and I have taken, as 

starting points,  matter from this book which, we say, is slightly worrisome  for our spiritual life:  

the book is a  collections of Fr. Mazza. taken from Father Carletti’s and, later, from the diary 

written by Mother Brigida herself.  I said a bit worrisome, because it refers to all the phenomena  so 

extraordinary in the mystical life of Brigida that would make one believe that she is for us a figure 

to be contemplated, but we need not bother to imitate her because it is impossible. 

    Instead, while reading it again and again, seeing the annotations of spiritual doctrine  made, with 

reference to St. Thomas, to St. Therese, to St. John of the Cross, to Scaramelli etc. I have seen that 

it will be highly interesting  to choose some criteria in order to better know and evaluate where are 

found the authentic signs of holiness of Mother Brigida, so that this comparison may be of help to 

us,  if not  essential or useful  - it depends on God’s initiative – to imitate certain extraordinary 

aspects of the life of Mother Brigida;  but what is necessary and useful is to make our own the 

values she lived by.  Therefore, through this study and through the “Positio” on her virtues, I have 

tried to prepare some reflections for your benefit. 

    First of all, then, I make a quick reference to what I said last year ( a year has passed, but it seems 

like yesterday).  However, you may not remember everything.  I too had to re-read my notes.  Last 

year I had given you some information on the itinerary of the ‘cause’ and then,  had mentioned the 

prophetic and ecclesial value of a ‘cause’ of beatification in particular;  then I had added the 

biographical data and the nine profiles of the spiritual and apostolic   countenance of Venerable 

Brigida of Jesus, which places her  in a singular perspective, prophetic and ecclesial.  I would like 

that this be kept before us, namely, when we look at a particular figure, outstanding in Christian 

holiness, we must know that God’s Spirit  (causes these persons to live) inspires these personalities 

because He wants that they become  prophetic signs in the Church and in the world.  Therefore also 

for an ecclesiastical  perspective. 

These two signs are important:  the prophetic an the ecclesiastical.  We’ll come back to this point. 

   Last year, at the end, I said that there are 4 perspectives for the promotion of the ‘cause’, if one 

wishes to co-operate, truly, through the example and the intercession of Mother Brigida, to the 

human, social and ecclesiastical  promotion, which is the task of the whole Christian community;  

therefore, this is also the task of this Community,  which the Holy Spirit has brought to life  in the 
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Church through Mother Brigida.  Four perspectives then, in the sense that there are four aspects to 

emphasise. 

     

 

 

They were these:   

- First: As Mother Brigida, as any other person whose cause of beatification is considered, has 

trod  a path of holiness, in the same way, we too are invited, while looking at her, to commit 

ourselves  more so that our path be a path towards holiness.  This is the first perspective.  We 

must strive to look at this person, know her better and then translate this reality into our life:  

namely, make of this itinerary of holiness a stimulus, an example that we too may follow. 

- Second:  the evangelisation, a school of holiness.  Having learnt from Mother Brigida what it 

means to become saints, what are the great values – human, social, ecclesiastical, Christian – 

found in this personality, we can translate this example in the catechesis, in the evangelisation, 

bringing other persons to pursue holiness through the example of Mother Brigida, as your 

Institute has done, but which can be incremented even more in this perspective. 

- The third perspective instead, has to do with the fame of holiness, very important for the ‘cause’ 

because nothing moves at the level of the Roman Dicastery of the Congregation for the cause of 

the saints, unless the proposed candidate has ‘fame’ of holiness.   

Besides, it is not only for the ‘cause’, but also because, by spreading the knowledge of a Servant 

of God, of Venerable Brigida of Jesus, the perception of the action of God in that person, what 

God has accomplished in her, diffuses  among the people who approach her.  When the fame of 

holiness of the person is spread, at the same time the knowledge and desire for holiness is also 

spread among the Christian people. 

 

And, finally, the fourth perspective which refers also to the cause but which, I repeat, is above 

all a value of growth of the Christian Community:  it is the meeting of Faith and of Prayer with 

Mother Brigida so that she may intercede and obtain for us the graces we need.  You know that 

this is a law God has place in His economy of governing the world.  From the time of the Old 

Testament the whole Bible shows  us that, often, God does not act directly, but through the 

mediation of persons chosen by Him and formed for the task. 

Therefore we must have recourse to such mediations;  we have to renew our sense of Faith, 

transform Faith into prayer and ask for what we need.  Jesus repeats this very often in the 

Gospel:  “Ask and you will receive”.  This ‘asking’ may be directly to the Father;  but since the 

Father is a Father of a family of many and many and many, He likes that we emphasise the 

intercession of these persons dear to Him:  therefore He sends us to them.  “Go to Joseph” as 

Pharaoh  used to say.  And Our Lady, at Cana, insisted to obtain the first miracle, else it would 

not take place. Our Lady said:  “Do what He will tell you”.  Therefore you see that God makes 

use of these mediations. 
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    Last year we said:  let us emphasise ever more these four perspectives; make our own the 

itinerary of holiness of Mother Brigida, and communicate it which means evangelisation. We 

should really have schools of holiness which should be the speciality of religious.  We should be 

more specialist in this than in teaching Italian or any other subject.  Instead it is often easier to teach 

a subject than to teach holiness.  And yet, we have made a choice which should  then be an itinerary 

of qualification for teaching holiness.  At any rate let us learn this from Mother Brigida., and then, 

as I said, we speak of fame of holiness, of the message we grasp and spread       and, finally of faith, 

prayer and intercession. 

 

    Having said all that, I should now pass to underline two specific relationships with  the Venerable 

Brigida of Jesus, which are proper to you, the Religious the Holy Spirit caused to be born through 

her mediation.  And so my talk is directed specifically to you who have the fortune of being 

religious in a community  which the Holy Spirit caused to be born at that time – as you know, 1646 

– 1649 – through the docile and generous mediation of Mother Brigida of Jesus.  

Therefore, there are special relations with this Venerable for you that other Christians do not have. 

 

First of all there is a relation which derives from your participation in the same Charism which the 

Sprit has given to your Foundress.  Because, you see, this  is a law, so to say, of the foundation of 

an Institute, as described in L.G. 45, as found in P.C. 2, even by Vatican II when it gives the 5 

criteria for the renewal of religious life, as a first it says:  “Go to the sources!”  The sources are:  the 

Gospel and the original inspiration. 

We could also say:  Only the Gospel (but it would not be correct) or we could say only the original 

inspiration understood as the key of reading the Gospel:  this would be correct, because we are 

called to read the Gospel generically  but within that profile and that light which the Holy Spirit 

suggests for our good and as a witness in the Church and in the world.  Therefore Vatican II says:  

“Do you wish to renew yourselves? Go back to the fount, to the inspirations of the origins”.  

Therefore, the first relation is to  go back to the Foundress as mediatrix  of the gift of the H. Spirit.  

We are in the climate of Pentecost – it was Saturday 6
th

 June 1987, the eve of the feast and of the 

Marian Year – an extra reason for this. 

 

The second relation, must open us to the mission because when the Spirit takes the initiative of 

causing a new Institute to be born, it is because He has a project relating to the mission of the 

Church:  He gives rise to a community for an apostolic profile which corresponds to a particular 

characteristic of the life of the Church;  for you, this very important aspect is the promotion of the 

Christian and human education of the young. (of youth). 
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   Therefore, there are two aspects:  one at the level of the Charism  and one at the level of the 

mission.  These two relations make us look at the Venerable Brigida of Jesus with two attitudes and 

two expectations which have very important consequences. 

First.  We have said: “Charism”.  I do not know if you really know the meaning of “Shared 

Charism”.  It is a theme I often explain to the Novices in Rome (Fr. Girardi gave a course to 

Novices in Rome) and they were very interested in this theme.  When the novices went home – their 

superiors told me – they said:  “Why don’t you make this theme known to the whole Institute?”.  

The important thing is to  understand well, to know it, to live the Charism, namely that important 

gift the Holy Spirit  gave to the Church through our Foundress/Founder.  It is not a Charism that 

remains with the Foundress:  it  is a Charism that expands, that is communicated to all those who 

are called to be part of the community born though this gift.  How?  A root gathers the lymph  - 

either a Founder or a Foundress  is the root which gather the lymph which then spreads through the 

whole tree.  Therefore all of us  share  the Charism of our Founders.   

You share  the Charism which three centuries ago the H. Spirit gave Mother Brigida.  Naturally, the 

Charism, as we all know, is not a nick- nack  (soprammobile), an object that one puts there, an 

alabaster;  but it is a living germ which  prolongs itself adapting vitally to the history of the Church  

and of the world, but in reality it is always the same: it is always the same Charism, spiritual  and 

apostolic  which you have received. 

 

   Therefore we are dealing with a Charism of religious life:  apostolic and ‘Ursuline’, with all it 

signifies, as you know from your history.  Now this Charism reached your personal and community 

life in order to promote in you the same project of Christian holiness, of evangelical testimony, of 

commitment to precise and important apostolic aims which has characterised the life and the 

choices ever more significant of Mother Brigida of Jesus. 

See:  while reading Mother Brigida of Jesus and knowing that she had been chosen by God to 

become founder and animator of a Community to which you belong, you must follow her itinerary:  

see how she adhered to the project of the Spirit, as she did through the various happenings;  you 

know them from her biography. For imitating her example.  Because we cannot share the Charism 

without following also the Founder through one’s own historical vicissitudes. 

One can see that Mother Brigida, even from her childhood, had a special call.  You know that there 

was a brief parenthesis of marriage that she had not wished.  You know that when many proposals 

were made, she knew how to wait:  she wished to chose a person who would not put an obstacle to 

her communion with God. Rather that he would be a help to walk towards God.  What mattered to 

her was ‘going to God’. 

     By God’s will, she passed through various vicissitudes which helped her to attain her human and 

spiritual maturity and to become, later, mistress of Christian life even with lay people.  God has His 

own design.  But we must not think that God’s design on a Founder remains printed on that figure, 

and it is all over;  this design continues in us. 
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    Therefore, I repeat, as she , through the vicissitudes of her life has always striven to arrive at the 

point which was central to her, namely the perfect union with God, so also we, through our own 

vicissitudes should mature, even historically.  In fact we cannot carry on a testimony, a mission, if 

we live out of time, if we do not live within the realities  of the present history, because God, today,  

operates with His Spirit as He did at the time of Mother Brigida.  Later I will speak to you regarding 

her actuality.  Therefore, this is the first expectation, these are the consequences we must reach:  

how to make Brigida’s Charism our own, in order to be able to continue her testimony of holiness 

and her mission in the Church and in the world. 

 

Second expectation and second consequence:  The mission we intend to consider, not only does it 

relate to the internal ‘works’ of the Institute – usually, when speaking of the mission of an Institute, 

we look at the ‘works’ that were born to actuate this mission -  Here I do not like to refer to this 

aspect, which is right, but we wish to keep before us an ecclesiastical perspective, because we do 

not speak of Mother Brigida as the Founder of this Community; neither you may see her only as an 

internal fact:  it is an ecclesiastical event:  a Founder, a Servant of God,  Mother Brigida, etc.  

Therefore we must have a larger perspective, must look beyond the Institute – therefore a mission 

which  involves  the Church, but you before all. 

    I wish to say that the religious community that is born of the initiative of the H: Spirit through the 

Founder, any community should be conscious that it has a commitment  received from God, not 

only of living the project the Foundress has handed down through the Rules (this must be done), but 

this is an internal circle – inside the Institute – even if it brings many benefits in the social and 

ecclesiastical fields, like yours in education etc;  but there is another commitment which becomes 

mission:  to emphasise, on the pastoral plane, that prophetic sign I was mentioning at the beginning 

– which was and remains always for the Church and for society – namely the Venerable Brigida of 

Jesus.  I do not know if I have explained myself well.  Sometimes we think that we have exhausted 

our mission (completed)  when we have done the works of the Institute;  it is not only this.  When 

for example:  we have Father Dehon (Fr. Girardi belongs to the Congregation of Leon Dehon), you 

have Venerable Brigida.   If the H. Spirit has entrusted to us this prophetic sign it is because He 

desires that we make it known and communicated to others, for the good of the Church and the 

world. 

   I believe it is a sin of omission if we neglect this aspect because it would do a lot of good.  How 

many people coming close to these servants of God have rediscovered the  serenity of their Faith, 

have obtained graces, sometimes even miracles which God grants through this relation of Faith!  

Therefore, we should emphasise not only the mission and the works of the Institute in the service of 

the Church, but also  our Founders as  prophetic signs  God  places in our hands in order to attract 

other people to the Faith. 

 

   The important consequences: if these two relations are understood well and are transformed into 

commitment - namely we have to do something;  it is not enough to listen: we must act too – 
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they will affect our life of special consecration to God and to the Church, and will increase and 

clearly define our path of sanctity.  For the second relation, the mission, they will offer 

opportunities of intense collaboration for the growth of various vocations in the Church -  if you 

transmit the examples of the rich and  multiform itinerary of Mother Brigida to people of diverse  

categories. 

 

   This you know better than I.  This too is a motive of commitment  because of the characteristics 

of your Foundress who has lived the experience of various states of life.  She can thus offer lived 

examples to the people we meet.  Because, you meet so many people  who live in this world; people 

who have not yet made their choice of vocation, people who are married, perhaps young widows, 

persons who live for many years on a sick beds – 24 years: a while ago I read:  Paolo Segneri, this 

great preacher , when he was  questioned about Mother Brigida, what did he say?  “Those 24 years 

of suffering, of crucifixion lived in that manner, would be enough to say that she is a saint”.  And a 

great preacher as Fr. Segneri was……Yesterday evening, during the last 10 minutes in the train, a 

lady who lives at Fiorenzuola, seemed to be tranquil, there.   “Now I have to go back home….and 

hear again the screams of that niece of mine who is handicapped…We cannot stand it any 

more…To live with her is a very sad thing etc”.  And she was recounting to me everything about 

her children:  there are so many great pains in families.  Here then we have examples which ore 

prolonged, so to say, in all states of life.  Then we can present not only the example, but an example 

that becomes intercession, because, when we have a person with  an historical experience lived in 

communion with God, this person becomes an intercession with God to make others too live this 

historical experience.  Therefore, it is important to capture (grasp) these two aspects, I repeat:  

Charism and Mission, for the consequences they can bring to your life and your mission in the 

Church. 

    In this double profile then, we will look at Venerable Brigida of Jesus, with her spiritual and 

apostolic features in order to give a model and an impetus to your commitment to Christian 

holiness. 

 

    Having reached here, I was telling myself:  “What is the use that others become saint, if we do 

not become saints ourselves?”.  Then I paused a little and  said:  “Ah, it serves all the same because 

when someone becomes a saint, he/she gives glory to God and does good to the Church”.   But, if 

we do not draw some fruit, it is useless.  Therefore, it is important that we let ourselves be 

stimulated by this gift  the H. Spirit gave to the Church so that it becomes, for us too, an invitation 

to holiness. 

 

   And then, the pastoral contribution we can gain, as we said, from an ever more attentive 

knowledge of the personality of Mother Brigida, as she has let herself be moulded  by the action of 

God in the various states of her existence, is great.  We should profit by this prophetic sign for the 
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evangelisation of authentic human and Christian values in diverse situations of life which make up 

the human community and, specially, the ecclesiastical community. 

 

   Now,  wishing to underline what is suggested by this double profile the Venerable Brigida of 

Jesus, I see such a rich personality, namely:  I have prepared something, but there is such an 

abundance of material,  such interlacing of virtues, of spiritual experiences that I must, regretfully, 

renounce such a vast horizon and limit  my objectives.  Then, I thought:  “One cannot treat of too 

many topics, if we meet only once or twice”.  Then, yes, seeing all this interlacing of extraordinary 

events  that may have aroused admiration in the past, I limited myself.  Once upon a time there was 

a request for such phenomena;  now a day there is a certain scepticism and a risk too that, someone 

reading such things and seeing a figure full of these phenomena, may reject, refuse to accept these 

happenings because one stops at the surface of the same. 

 

    Then I said to myself:  “Let me search for criteria of evaluation which allow us to capture  the 

footprints of the Spirit in the historical itinerary of your Foundress so that they may become for you 

criteria of life and of commitment, which is what counts”.  Namely: to know how to read  the life of 

Venerable Brigida of Jesus to have the keys for reading in such a way as to grasp the path of the 

Spirit.  Here is what interests us. 

 

   You know the biography better than I do and so can enlarge at will when you wish to reflect on 

the many aspects that  offer you even precious material for  the spiritual and apostolic growth of the 

community, so as to actuate that mission of evangelisation of holiness we spoke about. 

   In this talk I will only give you  glances  at these two sources, as I said:  The collection of writings 

of Fr. Carletti and those of Mother Brigida made by Fr. Mazza in 1914 and then, naturally I keep 

before me the “Positio” on her virtues in which there is such an abundance of news that would be 

precious to our aim, but we risk of becoming drowned by them;  they are too many.  It would be 

enough to read the first 20 pages  of the volume where we find the so called “Informatio” of the 

General Reporter, and, then, the “Summarium” on her virtues composed by the Priest who is now 

the General Reporter:  Mgr. Giovanni Papa.  Then I had thought of some reference to some of her 

letters, but there has been no time.  It would be interesting to make a study also of the 

correspondence of Mother Brigida with various persons because in this letters is manifested the 

depth and the coherence  of the sentiments of faith which guided all her reasoning:  on persons, on 

events – her wisdom in giving counsel, in her interventions.  Or that other admirable gift (another 

important, beautiful source)  which Fr. Morando has given to you;  because you know that when he 

wrote the biography of Brigida, he has done it, as he himself says, so that he did not want such 

precious material to be lost, and he wanted to make a gift of them to the spiritual daughters of 

Mother Brigida. 

     I have wanted to say all this in this presentation:  because these criteria of evaluation should help 

us grasp the importance of the reflections we are about to make together.  
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  And so I was saying:  first of all we will recall some criteria for evaluating the spiritual and 

apostolic experience lived by  Venerable Brigida of Jesus.  Then, if there is time, or on Sunday, we 

will give some suggestions for emphasising the pastoral gift that the H. Spirit gave to the Church 

and to the world by  causing the birth of this extraordinary  Christian, religious and apostolic 

woman. 

 

    First of all:  Some criteria for evaluating the spiritual and apostolic experience of Mother 

Brigida. 

 

  I believe that I have already explained at length what I mean.  You see, it is a matter  of starting 

from the figure of a person who had an extraordinary experience of spiritual life:  this above all;  

then there is the apostolate too. 

I do not wish to give a cursory judgement  on this, because it might seem hasty and delicate;  but 

my impression till today is that the greatness of the figure of Mother Brigida, without reducing the 

apostolic importance of  her foundation,  is specially her spiritual experience.  After all it is easy to 

understand that the rapport that is  present between spirituality and mission – when there is a great 

spiritual experience – great fruits of holiness and salvation for the world are produced.  This is 

according to the law Jesus gave in the Gospel.  Do you remember? Chapter 15
th

 of St. John:  

“Remain united to me and then you will bear much fruit” 

   Therefore in Mother Brigida one sees above all a rich, extraordinary  spiritual experience;  then 

there is also the apostolic aspect. 

   Now, I think it is very important to succeed in reading this experience without let ourselves be 

deviated by some aspects that may be caught in reading these publications.  Then one sees how she 

prayed;  we can see how she planned the rhythm of her prayer;  we see also the unthinkable rapport 

with God, from the mystical point of view;  we  also see some forms of  penance  that are hair 

raising etc. etc.  Then, at a certain  moment, reading these things, one might say:  “But these things 

are not for us”.  It would be a great risk, because if we read in this way, then we would also present 

her to others in the same way;  which means that we do not value  the gift of the Spirit. 

  Therefore I have taken the trouble of searching  the keys for reading of this spiritual experience 

of Mother Brigida;   I wish, as a first and important aim, to draw a stimulus and an example to our 

commitment  to develop God’s life in us, from the life of Mother Brigida as Father Morando was 

doing by inviting the Sisters  to do so even when the Foundress was still alive.  (You know that he 

wrote when Brigida was alive).  He gave so much importance to this work of his that he underlined 

in the ‘dedication’:  “The story of this ‘Life’, he says, has began and was almost completed when 

Mother Brigida was still living on this earth.”  A rather strange thing, then;  but,   when we think of 

the deep rapport that existed between the spiritual father and this soul we understand and believe 

that he wanted to  collect and record immediately all the events, for fear they might get lost.  It 
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means he was giving extreme  importance to what he was writing.  He was saying:  “This is done so 

that the memory of things may not be lost or changed”. 

    We know that in 1672, Father Morando was already 81 years old and that his death preceded that 

of the Foundress by a year – he died in 1678.  Considering himself “the best informed about her 

life”, he wrote  from personal experience;  He had directed the conscience of this soul for many 

years and had wanted to describe  soon  the portrait of her holiness, handing it over, with great love 

and trust to: “The very Reverend Mothers and beloved Sisters in Christ, that you are”.   He says:  

“To you and to those who will come to serve God in the House  of St. Ursula”- 

   Therefore, he had thought precisely of the Community  brought to life by Mother Brigida.  There 

are also direct indications that Mother Brigida herself had a certain preoccupation that her daughters 

should not lose the gifts she had received from God.  Then, this is what Father Morando says:  

“That you and those who will come after you to serve God in this house, may see in Mother Brigida 

the example of the holy life that all of you must live, if you wish to correspond to your vocation of 

being worthy daughters of such a great  mother.  Then, appealing to the fresh memory of yours, 

since you have lived under her government, a memory you have imprinted in your mind…etc. etc.. 

He says:  I will speak of her actions, of her holy life.” 

 

   This morning, while I was reading these notes, I don’t know how, but I happened to find a 

testimony which  is worth  considering.  This is a testimony, the second, given at the ‘process’ that 

used to be done, the ordinary –in 1927 –1929.  Do you remember?  (We will have an occasion to 

mention also the history of the ‘cause’):  When finally Mother Radini Tedeschi  was able to begin 

this iter of the ‘cause, naturally a process could be made only if the fame of holiness of the 

candidate had lasted;  one could not do anything else because there were no witnesses after 3 

centuries. 

   But it happened that the second witness, he was then 54 years old,  was the Parish priest of St. 

Peter’s, near here.  Reading that I was struck by what he testified:  “I heard about this servant of 

God Brigida of Jesus, from the first day of my becoming a P.P. of St. Peter, namely in 1910, and I 

heard about her from the Ursulines as I was going to their house for reason of ministry, as I do now 

too.  However, before 1910, I had never heard about her.  During my visits to the religious House  

of the Ursulines I. very often, heard them speak of their Mother Foundress and I have admired the 

vivid attachment  of all the Religious for their Foundress,  I can say that the same live and work in 

the spirit of the Servant of God;  so much so that I believed she had died only recently” 

    I liked this very much, it is very important:  it means such a vivid memory, so present, so actual 

that he found in the Ursulines  when he met them as if the Foundress was still a living presence.   “I 

was surprised to know that she had died 250 years earlier;  It seemed impossible to me that her 

memory could be so ‘alive’ among her daughters after so many years. 

   The remembrance of the virtues and works of the Servant of God has been transmitted by the 

Seniors to the Juniors, year after year, till the present day, beginning from the time she was living.  I 

have heard speaking about her in the House of the Ursulines, by all the sisters; at another place, 
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namely at St. Michele of Pagana, birth place of the Servant of God,.   I also heard about her from 

some farmers whose name I cannot remember;  I can only say they were good persons residing in 

that place for a long time.  I went to see also the room in which, according to tradition, the Servant 

of God was born;  in that occasion I saw a woman, whose name I do not know but who lives in that 

same house who spoke to me about some signs, some graces etc. etc.” 

 

  What struck me, as you have heard, is the fact that a person who did not know anything, visiting a 

Community of the Ursulines, is struck by the vividness of the remembrance of this Foundress.  

Then I thought within myself:  “ I do not know if a priest who would visit you today, would he have 

the same impression?”.  It would be nice.  And that is why I read it to you because I wish that this 

memory remain always fresh, vivid, and what I am doing is in fact a stimulus to this end;  namely;  

if you wish to live the Charism, a gift of the Holy Spirit, communicated to you through your 

Foundress, you must maintain a firm rapport with her.  Otherwise it would be like a tree separated 

from its root pretending to bear fruit;  after a while it would die.  Therefore, you see how important 

it is to profit by all the experiences of Mother Brigida, then by the experiences of your Sisters up to 

the recent ones, in order to continue your path;  we should never tire, rather, we must renew 

ourselves in the joy of coming in contact with the gift of the Spirit.  The gift of the Spirit is not an 

historical fossil which remains there to be contemplated;  but it  is a living reality that can grow in 

us.  And so, Father Morando says that he has written entrusting to you that “Living image of your 

saintly Mother that with your good example, you must hand down to other sisters who will be called 

to the House of St. Ursula.  It will then be said that your good Mother has not died, because she 

continues to live  with the best part of herself, namely with her virtue,  in you and in the others who 

will profess in the Institute she founded” 

   Reading about another particular fact, namely that some of your Sisters had hidden so well the 

mortal remains of your Foundress that they cannot be found any more.  (It is dangerous to hide 

things too well!).  At any rate I thought that something could be  there, under the pulpit of the 

Church of St. Peter, but nothing was found.  Then I thought:  “Well, I would prefer to meet Mother 

Brigida dead or Mother Brigida alive?.”  I  think, alive.  But alive in you”.   Namely we could meet 

many times Mother Brigida alive in her daughters, if they  were capable of reproducing her, in a 

living manner,  following her example.  Therefore we must always go to look for the things of 

value, the substance, without stopping at some aspects which are transitory. 

 

   Father Morando speaks again about:  “the design God had when He elected this great woman” 

and of “the desire she always had in the government of the same house, founded by her.  “She 

spoke to me several times, in particular she did so on 16
th

 December 1665.”  Here he reports two 

reasons why Brigida confided to him:  “graces and favours God had granted her;  first that I might 

illumine her and free her from any illusion, then so that others, specially the daughters of St. Ursula, 

might profit by them…..and render even greater glory to God than she had done.  Because in reality 

she considered herself  a dung heap (a very strong language), filthy and stinky,  on which God had 

strewn very precious  jewels”.  A very strong image, I say, but  very efficacious:  her daughters 

should collect these precious jewels  and, “having cleaned them of the mud with which she had 
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soiled them,  they should adorn their soul with them”.  This image is beautiful!  A deep humility, so 

true of Mother Brigida.  In fact we know from the context of her existence, that these are no mere 

words.  She was deeply convinced of what she was saying. 

She was convinced that God had placed in her hands precious jewels – she knew then to appreciate 

God’s gifts, because it would be against truth ‘not’ to recognise God’s gifts;  but she also knew that 

God places these precious jewels in the fragility of our vases.  Then, she wished that her daughters  

would take these very precious jewels, cleaned them of the mud with which she had covered them, 

and then adorn their souls.  What a beautiful image! 

 

   This is what Vatican II was auguring , while treating the cult of the saints.  In the VII Chapter  of 

the Lumen Gentium, no.50, we read:  “While we consider the life of those who have followed 

Christ faithfully, we have an added motive to  (see Lumen Gentium.”) 

 

   Here is what we have to read:  the presence and the face of God.  “In them, it is Himself who 

speaks to us”.    It is a word of God.  We can say of each person that she/he is a word of God;  but 

the more these words are so vividly moulded by the action of the Holy Spirit, the more they become 

for us a word which could become most eloquent.  They show us a token of His Kingdom towards 

which, having around us such an array  of testimonies and such an affirmation of the Gospel, we 

feel powerfully attracted . 

 

     When I speak of criteria of evaluation of the spiritual and apostolic experience of the Venerable, 

I intend a discernment that will help us capture what are the real features of holiness and its paths.  

Therefore, the two aspects are:   

1. What is the holiness of Mother Brigida, how does it manifest itself, with what  marks? 

2. Which are the paths that lead us to holiness?  Because the paths followed by Mother Brigida 

(some of them I would have discarded immediately, radically:  they are not to be imitated.  

But apart from this – we must read all her intentions.  She acted according to the gifts 

received).  I say that it is not necessary to follow certain ways and, perhaps it is not even 

advisable;  but there are deep values  because of which Mother Brigida was behaving in that 

way.  These we must absolutely stress and imitate. 

 

    Therefore, the features of holiness and the paths that lead us to it, specially because of the two 

contests , I say these things that appear extraordinary in Mother Brigida: 

1. Her high contemplation accompanied by mystic phenomena, many and very high. 

2. Her choices for mortifying her nature, specially her senses, which may come as a surprise 

and even cause disgust for those who come to know of them. 
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    Now:  I have said her means of mortifying of nature, specially her senses:  This is the value.  You 

know that even her spiritual directors, when they were aware of such mortification, tried to 

moderate certain expressions which are not necessary, at least  objectively speaking, to realise 

certain values.  Perhaps, for us the strong accent is a bit repugnant.  But it could also be a reason for 

making us  reflect on the other point of view, when we are far from being capable of understanding 

the meaning of the great value of Christian mortification, specially in this times of ours. 

 

    Where is then found holiness? Wherein is the message of holiness and therefore the teaching and 

the example  of this Servant of God?  What did God want to tell us through the existence and the 

deportment of Mother Brigida?   These are the questions we must answer: 

 

- What is holiness?  Which is the message that Mother Brigida brings to us, a message of 

holiness. 

- What does God want to teach us through the example of Mother Brigida? 

- What word does He wish to say to each one of us, because, as Vatican II tells us,  God speaks 

through His saints. 

 

   In order to reply to those questions we should keep in mind some criteria of discernment, to grasp 

the components of holiness in the earthly itinerary of Mother Brigida and, consequently, also the 

path that we ourselves have been called to thread;  to search for the same values in the use of  

proportionate means.  These should also be different from those of the Venerable because she lived 

in  her time, because of her personal intuitions and also because of a certain spiritual culture of the 

epoch (era)  which she was inclined to use. 

 

   Now, Two are the fundamental criteria for the evaluation of sanctity and of the ways that 

lead to it:  We take them from the recent doctrine of Vatican II, to demonstrate that holiness is 

perennial, its values are perennial, and we must search for these values even in Mother Brigida. 

After 3 centuries, holiness has not changed, it is always the same;  we ask ourselves if Mother 

Brigida really lived that holiness of which Vatican II speaks, today, because it does not 

change. 

We often confuse values with forms;  this happens in all things:  in the Liturgy, in the Rules of life, 

in the style of life of a religious community;  therefore it is important that from time to time  

we stop for a discernment which we must know how to make. 

The evaluation of holiness and of the paths that lead to it.  Let us see what Vatican II says. 

Two criteria:   

       The first relates to the nature of the human person in the project of God.   
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       The second refers to the very nature of God. 

  

I am taking these doctrines from Vatican II.  At present I only summarise them because we do not 

have so much time to continue:  we will do it, hopefully, on Sunday.  In the meantime, to keep them 

in mind, we attempt to read this figure of Mother Brigida in this light, namely: relating to the deep 

human nature;  the second relates to the deep nature of God. 

 

The human person, as we will see better when I will be able to expound on the doctrine of Vatican 

II.  The human person is called by vocation to a full communion with God.  (Dei Verbum no. 2 and 

at no 19).  If it is true that a person realises herself, if in this is her identity, for this she has been 

called to life,  this is her vocation:  to enter into communion with God, try to look at Brigida:  

didn’t she dedicate her whole life, all the events of her life to strive to enter into a perfect 

communion with God?   Why was she performing all those penances, why  those strange 

mortifications …she wanted to detach herself completely from what was not God. 

 

    Perhaps she chose a violent manner, perhaps in unnecessary ways;  but what to say, instead, how 

we go along the opposite road, when we do not have the courage to renounce so many foolish 

things and do not have a high esteem of communion with God! 

This is the first, the great criterion.  And the mystic life of Mother Brigida is all herein.  That later 

some of these or those phenomena take place, IS secondary, even if they  relate to a certain 

comportment of God with persons who take Him at His word.  When a person takes God in earnest, 

God takes the same person in earnest too. 

Therefore, first of all, see:   Mother Brigida has wanted to do this during her whole life:  an itinerary 

irreducible  in order to enter into communion with God.  This is the first criterion of sanctity which 

corresponds to the very nature and identity of the person. 

 

    The second criterion which indicates the way, is found in Lumen Gentium no 42, where it is 

written about the universal vocation to holiness.  The path corresponds to the deep nature of God. 

God is love and, therefore, the path of love is the path connatural to holiness.  And here you see 

how the whole spirituality of Mother Brigida is impregnated with this passionate, ardent love for 

God.  She had no other desire from the age of four, when she was struck by the Passion of the Lord. 

Naturally this is a bit extraordinary, but anyway, on that circumstance the significance of the  

Lord’s was imprinted in her soul. 

   You know that the great people enamoured of God – take St. Francis – ‘went’ through the Passion 

of the Lord to understand God’s love a bit better, and this is possible for us too. 
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   Here then are the two great criteria that we can use  when  reading whatever we wish of Mother 

Brigida;  we must keep these two criteria before us: 

- She truly strove to live in  perfect communion with God; 

- She followed the path of love:  love of God and love of neighbour. 

 

   And here there are many episodes which must be framed, so to say, inside this perspective.  When 

we read in that manner, we are lead, even without realising it,  to enter truly into a path of holiness, 

the true and authentic one.  Else, if we do not have these criteria, we may grasp only some aspects:   

Ah!, She prayed even at night… she slept on a bench…Let us also do the same:  perhaps we will 

become saints the next day!   Instead we will not achieve anything.  We must use the means 

proportionate to the present state.  But they must always free us from the conditioning of the senses 

and of nature and lead us to communion with God;  otherwise nothing happens.  They must always 

lead us to love God and neighbours  more:  otherwise it is not the road to holiness.    

    They are simple things;  but we must know to find them inside the examples of her life.  I cannot 

cite all the examples but there are several:  how she loved her daughters when she formed the 

community, how she  loved all people, how she knew to forgive.  We have many episodes:  how she 

could dedicate herself to others even though she had reasons to think of herself, when she was sick.  

Usually, sick people are tempted to be worried about themselves only, because they have many 

personal problems and so do not open easily to others.  Instead she, from her sick bed, governs the 

house, takes interest in everything etc. etc  This means:  to live for others, to be generous for God 

and for others. 

 

    Here:  these are the two criteria of evaluation on which we will return;  I will tell you also, if 

possible,  something as pastoral suggestions in order to promote the Cause of Mother Brigida. 

 

Note:  the above was the first conversation of Father G. O. Girardi S.C.J. given to the Community 

of Piacenza on Saturday, 6
th

 June 1987, vigil of Pentecost and of the Marian Year. 

Transcription from ‘registration’, not reviewed by the author. 

 

 

II Talk 

 

   We met on Friday and have began a certain discourse addressed to you alone, in reference to 

Mother Brigida;  some of you could not be present. 
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Naturally, I cannot  linger to make a summary;  I only repeat the theme  It was this:  we wanted to 

deepen our rapport – I say OURS involving myself with your Institute -;  but specially with YOUR 

Institute,  with Mother Brigida. 

 

We were speaking about two fundamental rapports:  one with Mother Brigida, as she is a ‘carrier’ 

for you of a Charism in the Church 

Secondly as she entrusts to you a mission in the Church. 

 

Then, we must keep in mind that even the ‘Cause’ of Mother Brigida, which is an ecclesiastical 

event, must interest us under those two profiles.  As I was explaining to the lay people – (On 

Saturday, Father Girardi had spoken  to the “friends of Brigida Morello” and to the Ex Alumnae), 

you are called to actively participate in the path of this ‘Cause’, in two ways which correspond to 

these two relations.  (rapport) 

The first relation is with the Charism, which means:  first to participate in the ‘Cause’ of Mother 

Brigida, to deepen the knowledge of her profile of holiness, because this is the scope of the ‘Cause’. 

 

The second rapport:   the mission – not only the mission, internal to the apostolates of the Institute, 

but also a mission to make Mother Brigida known to other Christians because she had been inspired 

by the Holy Spirit in order that she might offer a stimulus and an example to people in various 

states of life. 

At this point we said:  however, Mother Brigida lived her holiness according to modalities that, to 

us,   may seem extraordinary,  outside even of the usual ( I am not discussing here about some 

specific aspects of her life). 

What is important, we were saying, is to have the keys of reading,  the criteria of evaluation and of 

discernment of the figure, of the holiness of Mother Brigida, because they help us understand well 

this personality, and also to apply to our own life  these criteria. 

     I repeat:  the criteria of evaluation, not necessarily the modalities followed by Mother Brigida 3 

centuries ago, have to be kept in mind. It is about these two criteria that I am going to speak to you 

today.  

    It means dealing with two fundamental criteria of evaluation of holiness and of the paths that lead 

to it, which we take from Vatican II. 

   I like to point out that when we say Vatican II and documents of Vatican II, we must be able to 

appreciate all this;  first of all – as well said by the Synod of 1985 and even the Pope reminded – 

Vatican II is one of the great graces God has given  the Church at this time.  We must value Vatican 

II;  not think that it is ended:  it is a grace that we hardly began to value. 
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Secondly:  the documents of Vatican II are more important than treatises of theology, of spirituality  

etc. because it is a convergence of a whole doctrinal and pastoral experience of the Church, of many 

experts;  therefore in the documents, in synthesis, is found the richest doctrine which cannot be 

found in other texts, because an author, however good he may be, cannot write a book about all the 

doctrine.  At best he may write a profile but  in the documents of Vatican II there is a convergence 

of all that the Church knew of importance at that epoch. Above all, as repeated by the Pope in his 

Encyclical “Redemptoris Mater”,  what the H. Spirit has told the Church, He wishes to say to us 

through these documents. 

 

   Now, in Vatican II, there are two criteria of evaluation, we wish to recall: 

One is about holiness in itself: what it is. 

The second, is about the ways, the means to adopt.  I say that we must keep these two criteria in 

mind when we read about Mother Brigida. 

 

The first criterion relates to the deep nature of the human person. 

The second relates to the deep nature of God Himself.  We cannot go higher than this. 

 

Deep nature of the human person:  first criterion. 

It is found in “Dei Verbum” which is the document on Revelation, no 2;  then it is found in 

“Gaudium and Spes” no 19, where it deals with atheism, which is precisely the opposite of holiness.  

Atheism is dealt with in order to indicate that atheism is against the very identity of the person, 

because it contradicts and destroys the very identity of the person. 

Then, in brief, I will read what Vatican II says.   

 

    It says that God, when He reveals Himself, He does so because He wishes to open a direct 

dialogue with man and to unite him to Himself.  Here:  Union with God should be an habitual 

theme with us.  Then, even more explicitly,  “Gaudium and Spes”, no 19, expounds this intention of 

God saying that:  “The highest dignity of man consists in his vocation of communion with God.”   

Therefore it signifies that  the human person has been willed by God in order that she (?) may enter 

into communion with Him. (We know this in the context of creation: man is  the unique being   

capable of accepting a Word of God).  And, when man enters into communion with God he reaches 

the highest level of his own dignity. 

 

     Since now a day, rightly so, the importance of the dignity of the person is highlighted – one of 

the themes that “Pacem in terris” is that we must have the courage, though difficult, first of all to 

believe and then to tell people that the true dignity of the person is to be in communion with God. 
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    We do not have the courage to do so, perhaps we stop at the antechamber.  I remember that the 

Pope, at Fatima, told the priests and the religious:  “You must tell the people that they are called to 

be in communion with the Trinity”.   But you know how much interest people have for this  union;  

this is the snag.  Therefore, we cannot be real Christians if we do not have, at least, the desire of 

going towards this communion with the Trinity! 

 

   I remember an episode that took place soon after world war II:  it is not true that people are not 

attracted by Christian values;  we, perhaps, do not have the courage to preach them.  I remember 

that, during the war, I was living in the Marzabotto zone, near Bologna.  It was a zone of ‘partisans’ 

.  At the end of the war, these men were going towards Prato and Florence and a few of them 

entered a Church.  A Priest was preaching on ‘sanctifying grace’.  Imagine how interested could be 

this topic for people who had gone through such arduous times!  And yet, after having heard the 

sermon one went to the sacristy to tell that priest:  “Why don’t you tell us more often about these 

things?”   

   We should not be afraid to speak of what is substantial truth that God has revealed to us.  We 

should believe that in the words we attempt to pronounce, while sharing God’s Word,  there is 

always a grace. 

    This is what Vatican II tells us:  The dignity of the person is found in his/her vocation to enter 

into communion with God.  I say this because, we will grasp the mystical experience of Mother 

Brigida and also so many phenomena which are not necessary for Christian perfection, for holiness, 

rather they might even annoy us.  Because, when we see too many of these things, we may doubt a 

bit.  However, we know with what accuracy Father Carletti, and later other spiritual fathers, have 

verified the truth of these phenomena; at any rate we may not feel attracted  to this mode of living 

holiness, and, in fact, holiness is not in these things.  These are phenomena which manifest only, in 

the life of Mother Brigida, that she had already reached communion with God to a high degree. 

   What matters is not to be equipped with special extraordinary  graces, - if God wants that too - but  

to open oneself to dialogue with God and to enter more and more into communion with Him, even 

following some conditions.  We see here, for example, how Brigida felt the need,  even too 

excessive according to us, to purify herself to the  very roots, so to say, because she had understood 

what it means to enter into this holy temple of God, into this communion with God.  She had 

understood this because of the deepest mystical sense she had  attained. 

   And so she was searching for all means to free herself from the senses in order to enter freely, 

with her spirit, into communion with God. 

 

    From these affirmations, then, which I have summarise from the doctrine of the Church, the first 

fundamental criterion to evaluate holiness appears.  To evaluate holiness and to describe the aim is 

the capacity to respond to the vocation of every human person:  to commit oneself, one’s own 
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existence to enter into communion with God.  There is no other aim in life;  and it is a very great 

teaching. 

   We waste a lot of time and energy to do so many other things, look for so many things   and do 

not go straight to this objective.  You all know that when all is ended, only this remains: 

communion with God.  One enters into this communion with God, and it is done in a certain 

manner, in diverse degrees, which will condition us for all eternity. If we have been  poor in this 

effort to attain this union with God we will receive a poor reward.  

    

     Mother Brigida gives us the example of a child, with the experience, at 4 years of age, of a deep 

feeling for the Passion of Jesus – even if we have to circumscribe the episode in the context of that 

age. But it manifests a deep tendency, more of grace than personal, to be attracted by a Christian 

mystery, which is then the mystery  which expresses best the love of Christ for humanity. 

    Then in her youth, in marriage etc. what did Brigida search for?  She has always looked for a 

dialogue with God.  When something seemed to interrupt it, she rather broke with the obstacle than 

lose this intense rapport with God.  So, let us keep in mind this perspective in order to read  well the 

path of Brigida, all addressed to this unique goal of perfect communion with God, which, through 

the nuptial union with Christ, reaches its perfection. 

    You know that she had wanted to be called “Brigida of Jesus”, on the example of St. Theresa of 

Avila, because she wanted to express the totality of her nuptial belonging to Christ., as happened to 

Teresa of Avila when the Child Jesus told her:  “You are Theresa of Jesus” – and she replied:  “You 

are Jesus of Theresa”. 

 

   Behold:  these are some happenings that make us think that Jesus wants to live truly in nuptial 

union.  Brigida had understood this. She changed her surname and called herself:  Brigida of Jesus:  

total, nuptial belonging to Christ, to God.  This was her life. 

 

   Because of this, as I was telling you, we must read all the rest in this key:  not to see, for example, 

her mortifications so alien to the context of her life. All the rest that happened in the life of Brigida 

is in view of this:   to “despoil” herself, as her spiritual director tells us.  This is not even a good 

word to pronounce, but it is very expressive:  she wanted to free herself  totally of the self, to give 

space to God alone.  Therefore, she did not want anything but God, to belong to Him, from her 

childhood, during her married life, intensely lived, but with God’s plan, up to the time, through 

circumstances known to us, she could realise the deep, nuptial communion  with Christ, which she 

had dreamed of from her youth.  Therefore her seeking  religious life, as soon as possible. 

 

   Even this tells us that religious life should not be presented, above all, as a commitment  to 

specific  apostolic objectives, because they are visible, can be touched.  Mother Teresa does this and 
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that:  then it looks an important thing;  but the soul of persons, even of the young, has this very deep 

attraction:  what really matters is not to dedicate oneself to this or the other objective, because, at 

one point it may leave one deluded;  what really attracts a person, what is of real value, is 

communion with God;  as  St. Augustine   used to say:  “Our heart is made for Him”. 

 

   And so, Brigida searches for religious life as the total expression of this possibility of living 

uniquely in union with God.  Actually, religious life should be a total liberation from all that is not 

God;  “Evangeli Nuntianti” no. 69 says:  “What are religious?:  They are those who respond, in the 

Church, to her thirst for the Absolute.  Thirst for the Absolute.  Therefore, for Brigida, 

 

23.  URSULINE PROJECT OF EDUCATION  

( From the Thesis of Sr. Christopher) 

The scope of education, according to Blessed Brigida of Jesus Morello,  Foundress of the Ursulines, 

is to form the pupils in such way as to be exemplary persons.   

"... We give special importance to education in the school. We shall contribute to the integral 

formation of the youth by the type of teaching which tends to bring about a personal synthesis 

between faith and culture" (art.100 Const.).  

 

Even today the Ursulines pattern their vision of education drawing upon this fundamental 

inspiration.  

Inspired by the vision of the Foundress whose special concern was education of girls and 

liberation of women, we feel that  our education is to be characterised by the preferential option 

for the poor.  According to the Ursuline vision of education, students coming out of our schools 

must be intellectually alert and open, having a strong upright and moral character based on faith 

in God and experience of prayer, an experience that will open their mind and heart to the social 

reality of poverty and injustice around them.  

This is all the more urgent when we see the present reality of the educational system marked by 

upheavals resulting from the social, political, economic and cultural condition of the world. It is 

the responsibility of every Ursuline engaged in teaching to make our schools agents of social 

change. In this endeavour, the oppressed, the marginalised, the illiterate women and children 

become our primary concern.     

An essential aspect of our vision of education is that our schools must be places where 

language, culture and life style of the local people are reflected and where the students of 

socially lower strata find admission easily available and feel at home (General Chapter 1997 

Acts, p15).  

 

For the Ursulines, education is as much a commitment to the family as to the universal  society at 

large.  
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Beautiful indeed and of great importance is the vocation of those who aid parents in fulfilling 

their duties and who, as representatives of the human community, undertake the task of 

education in schools (Handbook, 1997,p.3).  

 

6.5.2  Pedagogical Line  

The above project of the Ursuline education  is being actualised by clearly defined methodological  

lines as indicated below.  

Those involved in the vocation of teaching shall respect the personality of the students, they 

shall try to  create a climate of understanding and friendship so that the young people will be 

disposed to dialogue and accept the principles of love, truth and justice not by imposition but 

out of conviction (Cf.Const.art.103). 

  

hence it is the persuasive method  that is advocated here. 

Some of the specific ways of implementing the above maxims are:  

� child-centred teaching (taking into account the particular situation or background of the child)   

� imparting of values to counterfeit all forms of discrimination and to respect diversity and 

differences  

� experience-based learning  and development of potentials   

� promotion of local culture and tradition (that helps in increasing the collective self-esteem of the 

students),   

� reinforcement of positive action through  reward system  

6.5.3  The Ursuline Educators in the Chirakal Area  

The Ursuline Congregation began its life and activities, with the arrival in India in 1934, of a brave 

band of  five Italian Pioneers who pitched their tent in Cannanore in 1937, by the sea coast. Their 

initial mission consisted of medical assistance to the poor and sick which they did by visiting their 

homes or huts. There was no delay in extending their service to the educational field as well where 

the beneficiaries were once again the least of the society, the Pulayas in this part of the State.      

24. Ursulines of Piacenza ( From the WEBSITE) 

http://ursulinesofpiacenza.org/accessed on 13/12/2012 

Blessed M. Brigida Morello 

The Congregation of the “Ursulines of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza” was founded by Blessed 

Brigida Morello of Jesus in 1649 at Piacenza, in Northern Italy. Brigida was a prophet of her times 

as she responded to the needs of an age where materialism and power had influenced even the 

Christian doctrine and faith adversely. With a small band of women, moved by the love of God, she 

pioneered the formal education of women, preparing them to love God and to become true Christian 

Mothers. 

The Charism left by Brigida can be summed up in: “Identification with Christ Crucified and Risen”. 

She is always portrayed with a Crucifix in her hand implying that following Jesus Crucified is the 
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only way to holiness. Her Christo-centric spirituality stemmed from her contemplation of the 

Mystery of the Passion, Death and Resurrection of the Saviour, from her love of Jesus in the 

Eucharist and from her tender devotion to Mother Mary, the Immaculate. A precious heritage 

indeed! 

We, as Ursulines, daughters of Blessed Brigida, live our consecration to the Lord and carry out the 

mission entrusted to us by the Church, living in communities where we find space to pray, think, 

plan and work in a style of hospitality, reciprocity, mutual caring and on a path of ‘life-long’ 

learning. 

Our Mission as Ursulines of Mary Immaculate, wherever we are, rooted in the inherited Charism, 

consists of, participation in the mission of the Church, desirous of establishing God’s Kingdom in 

human society, through the evangelical witness of our life and through the promotion of God’s 

justice, peace and love for all people. 

Today, we identify ourselves with the suffering humanity: the sick, the marginalized, the illiterate, 

the oppressed and especially with women and children. We give our service through the ministries 

of education, of healing and in socio-pastoral activities. 

 

http://ursulinesofpiacenza.org/leadership/foundress/accessed on 13/12/2012 

Foundress 

Blessed Brigida of Jesus 

Brigida Morello was born on 17th June 1610 at San Michele of Pagana, near Rapallo, Genova 

province; her parents were Nicolò and Lavinia Borzese. 

From her early childhood she was endowed with special graces and grew with a constant vocation 

to holiness. 

In 1633 she married Matteo Zancani of Salsomaggiore, but Cremonese by birth. After 3 years he 

got sick and died in 1637. 

Brigida, left a widow and childless, consecrated herself to God with a vow of perpetual chastity, 

gave herself completely to prayer and put herself at the service of the parish as a cathechism 

teacher. She practised all the Christian virtues in a heroic manner, but her sensitivity towards the 

poor and the suffering made her very generous in the practice of charity. 
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In 1640 she went to Piacenza, as a guest of her brother. Through prayer, penance and with a total 

abandonment to God’s will, she perceived more clearly the path she had to follow: that of following 

Jesus more closely in a monastery in order to “become a nun and a saint quickly”. She would have 

liked to join the monastery of the Capuchin Sisters, but she was not accepted because she was a 

widow. 

During the years 1642 –1648 she wrote a spiritual diary, in obedience to her confessor. 

On 17th February 1649, Ash Wednesday, after having overcome uncommon difficulties, in strict 

poverty and with great faith in God, she founded the Institute of the Ursulines for the formation and 

Christian education of the young, to whom she was dedicated with extraordinary fervour and 

passion. 

Brigida’s life and of the first Ursulines was not easy, specially at the beginning; only a solid faith 

and trustful abandonment to God’s goodness, could make Brigida say: “I trust in God; I will never 

doubt His divine mercy, which never forsakes those who trust in Him.” 

Her spiritual experience was fruitful; the open Heart of Jesus Crucified was the repose of her soul, 

of all her being and she would have liked to draw all creatures into the loving fire of Christ’s Love. 

After an intense life of prayer, of contemplation and of sacrifice, of commitment for the growth of 

the new Congregation and of her educational service, Mother Brigida of Jesus died a holy death on 

3rd September 1679. She was beatified on 15th March 1998 by Pope John Paul II. 

Brigida Morello has left to her daughters, as inheritance, a great love for the Church, a missionary 

eagerness, zeal to enrich all people with the love and the hope that come from Christ Jesus. 

http://ursulinesofpiacenza.org/foundress/growth-of-mission-and-charism/ accessed on 

13/12/2012 

Our Spirituality 

Blessed Brigida of Jesus’ spirituality, born of a profound God consciousness, draws inspiration 

from the Ignatian spirituality, being ‘contemplative in action’. She is always portrayed holding a 

Crucifix in her hand; in her exhortations to her daughters she never failed to recommend 

contemplation of Jesus Crucified as the basic characteristic of our spirituality. She used to say: “ Let 

the Crucifix we wear be our mirror so that we may conform our life to that of Jesus our guide and 

model!” 
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Hers was a Christ-centered spirituality and she desired that each Ursuline be deeply in love with 

Jesus Crucified, which would enable her to love all the people she encountered, especially the poor 

and the suffering members of society. 

The Foundress wanted her daughters to be “women of prayer”, living in constant awareness of 

God’s presence, as true servants of Him, fully dedicated to Him in meekness, humility and interior 

joy, ready to accept suffering and sacrifice for the sake of the Kingdom. 

Blessed Brigida loved Mary, the Immaculate Mother of God, with tenderness. She venerated Her 

and instilled in her daughters the truth that Mary is the most faithful follower of Her Son, Jesus. 

Loving and imitating Her, is the shortest way to holiness. (Ad Jesum per Maria – to Jesus through 

Mary) 

Constant union with God would be possible by devotion to the Eucharist, to the Word of God, 

wholly abandoned to His Providence. Such was the spirituality of Brigida who, with filial devotion, 

could exclaim: “Confidence, Confidence! A large heart! God is a Father and He will never abandon 

us!”. 

http://ursulinesofpiacenza.org/ministry-2/education/ 

Education 

Our primary form of evangelization continues to be education. Through this ministry, we contribute 

to the integral formation of the young, instructing  them in moral, in all kinds of knowledge and 

skills suitable to their condition.  We enlighten them in the knowledge of God and the values of the 

Kingdom. 

In our schools we favour an atmosphere that is conducive to communicating Christian values. We 

give importance to religious instruction in the curriculum, always respecting the various religions. 

We impart education that will facilitate the development of the entire personality of our pupils. We 

strive to inculcate honesty, justice, a sense of solidarity  and responsibility by teaching and directing 

them in the holy fear of God and so procuring His glory. 

http://ursulinesofpiacenza.org/ministry-2/health-care/ 

Healing Ministry 
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The Foundress recognized the face of the suffering Christ in the sick. Inspired by this, the Institute 

takes up the healing ministry in order to relieve the pain-stricken from their agony. 

The Ursulines bears witness to Jesus’ compassion, bringing solace to the sick and suffering, with 

competence and pastoral sensitivity, respecting life in all its stages and by being faithful to the 

teachings of Christ. 

Our healing mission is mainly concerned with  prevention of diseases and the promotion of health 

of all people, especially in the villages and rural areas. In order to express our solidarity with the 

suffering humanity of our country, victims of the various calamities, our hospitals contribute to the 

relief work by way of personnel, funds and medical assistance. 

http://ursulinesofpiacenza.org/ministry-2/socio-pastoral-care/ 

Socio-Pastoral Care 

The Socio-Pastoral Ministry,  foreseen  in our Foundational Charism, is being realized in today’s 

context through our concern for the promotion of the Kingdom values of freedom, fellowship and 

justice, through our shift from mere charitable works to developmental and justice oriented 

ministrty. 

A good number of our sisters are actively involved in this ministry, working in organized Social 

work centers of our own. Sisters work also in collaboration with different dioceses and render full 

time service for the uplift of the poor specially for women and children in remote areas  among 

tribals and adivasis. 

We contemplate the face of Christ in the faces of these with whom the Lord Himself wished to be 

identified. 

Landmarks 

MILE  STONES  OF  OUR  CONGREGATION 

1649        17th February:   Foundation of the  Institute, then titled  “House of St. Orsola” 

1679        3rd September:  death of the Foundress.  Brigida Morello of Jesus. 

1808       23rd May:  opening of the “External School”, also  called  “Public School”. 
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1850      29th June:  Establishment of the “Marian Congregation” among the Boarders.  It was 

affìiliated to the ‘Prima Primaria’ of Rome. 

1851      6th January:  Baptism of two African girls rescued from slavery by Father Nicolò Olivieri. 

1852      23rd July:  Establishment of the “Marian Congregation” in  the  External School. 

1856     31st May:  Establishment of the “Holy Childhood” in the External School. 

1856     16th August:  First ‘General Meeting’ of the “Ladies of Charity” of St. Vincent de Paul.  

Reported that monthly Recollection day and Retreat be held regularly for the Boarders  and for the 

“Ladies of Charity”. 

1859     9th September:   Closure of the “Marian Congregation” of the External School. 

1869     8th December:  Re-opening of the “Marian Congregation” of the Boarders. 

1880     First plans to open new Houses. 

1881    Opening of the House of Fidenza as a Holiday resort for the Boarders. 

1882    3rd November:  Foundation of the House of Fidenza. (then  called   Borgo  San Donnino) 

11th November:  Opening of the “Half Boarding”  at  Piacenza for the girls of not well-to-do 

Families. 

1889   3rd June:  Closure of the Boarding at Piacenza. 

1900   50th  Anniversary of the “Marian Congregation”.   Printing of a “small manual”/for the 

Daughters of Mary Immaculate/erected in the House of the Dame Orsoline/affiliated to  the Prima 

Primaria of  Rome. 

1910  29th April:  Change of name of the Marian Congregations into “Daughters of Mary”.  It 

0pened the “Sunday Catechetical School”. 

1910   27th December: Foundation of the House of Rapallo – on St. John Evangelist feast day. 

1919 – 1920:  Beginning of the publication of the writings of Mother Imelda Bianchedi. 

1920    15th October:  Foundation of the House of Busseto. 

1921    18th December: Inauguration, at Piacenza, of the “School of Religion”,  by the Bishop.  The 

“Marian Congregation” attached to our House, began its apostolic activity in three Sectors: a)  
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Eucharistic,  b)  Catechesis,  c)  Missionary.  The same Marian Congregation founded a School:  

“Work and Study” and for teaching Catechism  to  working women. 

1925    Month of May:  The Eucharistic Crusade opened at our Semi-boarding School.  Now called 

“Emmaus Groups.” 

1926    Closure of the House of Busseto. 

1930   12th May:  Foundation of  the  House  for Retreats at Rezzanello (PC) 

1930   24th July:  Opening of the House of Rome dedicated to St. Joseph.  Apostolates: a)    

Elementary School, b)    Optional courses for feminine culture:  embroidery, painting, pottery, 

typewriting, foreign languages etc. c)     Boarding for visiting young ladies,  especially Teachers 

appearing for a State examination. (See Osservatore Romano of 23.09.1930) 

1930   28th August – 1st September:  First Retreat at Rezzanello for 150 young girs of Piacenza. 

1934   12th November: Birth of the Indian Mission.  The five Pioneers were:  Mother Annunciata 

Rossetti, Mother Saveria Sabbadini, Mother Margherita Benocci, Mother Elena Valsecchi and 

Sister Assunta Lusardi.  They landed at Calicut, Kerala  -  (Beipur port). 

They resided, temporality at Calicut, opened a ‘Dispensary’ and visited the  sick  in their homes.  

The Superior of the Mission was Mother Annunciata Rossetti. 

1935    The Pioneers moved to Cannanore, stayed in a rented house and continued their apostolic 

service for the people of the locality. 

1938   Mother Margherita Benocci was appointed Superior of the Mission. 

1938   23rd November:  Arrival of the second band of Missionaries:  Mother Agata Bompart and 

Mother Adelaide Giuliani.  With them there was also Mother M. Grazia, an Indian from Mangalore  

who had made her novitiate in Italy.  She left the convent after a while. 

1939   19th March.  Feast of St. Joseph:  Blessing of the House at Payyambalam, Cannanore, which  

is,  even now,  the Mother-House of the Indian Mission. 

1943 – 1945  II World War:  The Sisters are ‘interned’  at Payyanur, because they are Italian. 

1943    Opening of the first Filial House at Punchakkad, Payyanur under the guidance of Mother 

Margaret Benocci. 
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1948   4th November:  Arrival of the third band of Missionaries:  Mother Stefania Murelli, Mother 

Luciana Perotti, Sr. Tomasina Pecci and Sr. Giovanna Alberoni. 

1949  June:  General Chapter:  Mother Claudia Margherita Scarani elected Mother General. 

1952   13th May: Mother Stefania Murelli nominated Delegate of the Indian Mission. 

1953   28th June:  Birth of the Mission in Northern India, at Kanpur (U.P), with the arrival of 

Mother Stefania Murelli,  Mother  Raffaella Scolletta,  Sisters Giovanna Alberoni, Tomasina Pecci  

and  Rosa. 8th August:  Opening of the first Convent, in the premises of St. Patrick’s Church, 36 

Cant. Kanpur, U.P. 

1954   20 October:  First visit of a Mother General,  Mother Claudia Margherita Scarani,  to the 

Indian  Mission, 19 years after its birth.  The General Procurator, Mother Caterina Cereti had come  

with the General. 

1955   June: General Chapter in Italy – Mother Stefania participated as Delegate of the Mission. 

1956   13th June:  Foundation of the House of Cologna Veneta.  After a few months also the Houses 

of Alte Ceccato and St. Andrea.  All  three in the Diocese of Vicenza. 

1957   25th July:  Sister Celine Kannanaikal died  25  days after her  first  Profession.     

1960:  Foundation of the House at Alghero, Sardinia, in the  Diocese of Alghero-Bossa.  KG  

School. 

1961   August:  General Chapter in Italy -  Mother Stefania and Mother Aloysia Vaz  participated as 

Delegates. 

1966   Acquisition of the House of Borno  (Brescia) as a Holiday House. 

1967   August:  General Chapter in Italy –   Mother Stefania  Murelli,  Mother Margaret  Benocci 

and  Sr. Emanuela  Saldanha  represented  the Indian Delegation. Mother Anna Margherita Bianchi 

was elected Superior General.  She officially initiated the proceedings for the Cause of Beatification 

of the Foundress. 

1970   1 – 29th August:  Special Chapter  convoked at Rezzanello for the updating of the 

Constitutions, called forth by the MOTU PROPRIO “ECCLESIAE  SANCTAE” 
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1971   April:  Mother Aloysia Vaz replaced  Mother Stefania Murelli as the first Indian Delegate of 

the Indian  Mission. 

1973  August:  General Chapter  celebrated at Rezzanello, Italy.  Delegates from India:  Mother 

Aloysia Vaz, Louisa Margaret Tayil, Sr.  Giovanna Alberoni, Sister Letizia Saldanha, Sister Anna 

Margherita Kompara and Sister Alphonsa Thyparambil who substituted, as delegate, Mother  

Stefania Murelli who was undergoing treatment for Cancer, by ‘cobalt therapy’ at Varese. 

1979  August:  General Chapter  in Italy.  Here were seven Delegates from India.  Mother Stefania 

Murelli was elected Superior General  (she had fully recovered)  At this Chapter  it was  decided to 

have two Regions in India:  Southern and <Northern.  The Regional Superiors nominated were:  

Sister Monica Manikunnel and Sister Alphonsa Thyparambil. 

1980   Implementation of the new administrative structure – 2 Regions under  the direction of the  

Delegate of the Mission, Mother Aloysia Vaz. 

1981   15th March:  he Foundress, Brigida Morello of Jesus is declared  VENERABLE,  By  Pope 

John Paul II 

1984   12th November:  Golden Jubilee of the Indian Mission. 

1985  13th March:  Birth of the Brazilian Mission at Ponta Grossa, Paranà.  Pioneers:  Sisters Paola  

Tiramani, Carmela Sotju and Marisa  Mundackal. 

1985  August:   60th  General Chapter held at Rezzanello, Italy.  Mother Angela Marina Magalini 

was elected Superior General, Mother Aloysia Vaz  Vicar.  At this Chapter, the Indian Mission 

Delegation, was declared a Province.  Sister M. Giovanna Alberoni  was nominated the first 

Provincial Superior  -  Provincialate at Kannur, Kerala. 

1988   15th August:   The Indian Province is re.organized into 3 Provinces:  Southern, Cantral and 

Northern.  The nominated Provincial Superiors were:  Srs. Liliana Kandamkulathil, 

GiovannaAlberoni and Francesca Edattel.  The Sisters were allowed to choose the Province, but the 

needs of the Apostolate/ministries had priority, over the Sisters’ choice.  A reasonable time was 

given for the choice.       

1989  May:  The Italian Communities declared  a Province.  Mother Stefania Murelli was  its first 

Provincial Superior. 
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1990  17th February:  Blessing and inauguration of  NIVEDITA, the “Ursuline Training Center” at 

TCP, Bangalore,  by Mother Angela Marina Magalini, the Superior General. 

This  Noviciate Center  was meant for the 3 Provinces to ensure unity by  the  common basic 

formation.   The Noviciate had been at  Cannanore  from the time of its erection, in 1939 by a 

Decree of Pope  Pius XI. 

1991  1st  to 25th August:  61st General Chapter  at Piacenza, Italy.  Mother Angela Marina 

Magalini  is re-elected Superior General and Sr. Bernardina Poonthotam Assistant General. During 

this Chapter it was decided to celebrate an  Enlarged General Council  about the Middle  of  the 

sessennium. 

1991  Opening of a Convent in a Syrian Diocese, by the Northern  Province,  at Trissur, Kerala. The 

Central Province opened a house at Aluva in 1993.  The Southern Province has 2 such Communities 

opened in 1993 at Palakad and in 2006 at Kanhiradukam. 

1993  11TH February:  Transfer of the Generalate from Piacenza to Rome, at Via Monte Senario, 

57, in a small but beautiful villa.   Residence of the Generalate till 27th July 1999. 

1993  9th to 13th July:  First Enlarged General Council -  at Piacenza. 

1997  3rd to 28th August:  62 nd General Chapter celebrated  the first time in India,  at Nivedita, 

Bangalore.  Sr. M. Giovanna Alberoni elected Superior General and Sr. Bernardina Poonthottam 

Assistant General. 

1998  15th March:  BEATIFICATION  of the Foundress, Blessed Brigida Morello of Jesus, at  

Rome, by  Pope John Paul II 

1998   23rd September:  transfer of the Generalate from Via Monte Senario to our House at Via 

Dandolo, 46, Rome 

1999   17th February:   350th Anniversary of the Foundation  of our Congregation. 

1999   8th December:  Foundation of a Community at Monte Silvano,  in the diocese of Pescara-

Penna, by  the  Italian  Province.  Socio-Pastoral apostolate.  Sr.lena Scotti is the Provincial. 

2000  Formation Centers were opened in each Province.  ‘Formation for mission’ was considered 

very vital and more easily achieved by  living closer to the people the Novices would serve after 

their formation, by learning their language, their culture etc.  Southern Province  at Pariyara, Kerala, 
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called Jevass Central Province  at Nashik, Maharashtra, called  Tanmaya Northern Province, at 

Lucknow, called  Anugraha 15th to 20th November:  Second Enlarged General Council celebrated  

at Rome. 

2001   14th May:   Birth of the African Mission at Songea, Tanzania.  Pioneers:  Srs Geena 

Vangathanam,  Alinda Jose  and Sucorine Rebello of the Central Province. 

2003   Golden Jubilee of the Northen Mission 

2003   13th January:  Birth of the Kenyan Mission  at Matiri.  Pioneers:  Sisters Priya, Bennet and 

Rani Jose;  to serve in St. Orsola’s Hospital, built and run by a  Group of Italian lay People from 

FerraraItaly. 

2003   31st May:  Birth of the Libyan Mission, at El-beida,  diocese of Bengazi.  Opened at the  

request of Propaganda Fides – to be a Christian presence in a Muslim country. By the Southern   

Province.  Pioneers:  Sisters Prema, Soumya and Sheril. To  serve in a Hospital. 

2003  8th August to 3rd September  -  Celebration of the 63rd  General Chapter  at the Generalate, 

Rome.  Sister Bernardina Poonthottam  elected as the first Indian Superior General.  Mother Angela 

Marina Magalini,  Vicar. 

2004   12th November:  70th anniversary of the foundation of the Indian Mission (Sathpathy) 

2004   3rd December:  Erection of a Vice- Province, carved out of the Northern Province.  Sister 

Carol Thundathil  as its first Superior. 

2006   8th September:  The Brazil Mission is declared a Delegation with Sister Yvonne Fernandes 

as its first  Superior. 

2007   Nivedita  had been opened at Bangalore in 1990 as a Noviciate House for the three 

Provinces.   On the 27th of  February  It was declared  a Spirituality & Renewal Center  for  the 

whole  Congregation and it was placed directly under the jurisdiction of the General Council.   

Besides  other programmes, every year, the Juniors Sisters attending a Thirtianship  Course for 10 

months. 

2007   29th July:  Sister Maria Celine Kannanaikal  has been declared  SERVANT OF GOD  by the 

Church,  50 years after her death.  The ‘cause’ for her beatification has initiated. 

2007  17th  to  21st  October:  3rd Enlarged General Council  celebrated at Rapallo, Italy 
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2007   1st  November:  Golden Jubilee of Mariampur School, Kanpur, UP, India 

2008   3rd   May:  Blessing and inauguration  of the new Provincialate of the Northern Province at 

Aashana,  LDA Colony,  Lucknow,  UP, India 

2008   2nd   to  5th  July:  Provincial Chapter of the Italian Province. 

2008   7th September:  Opening of the Convent dedicated to the “Infant Jesus”   at Mohali, diocese 

of Chandigarh, Punjab, India 

2008   6th  to  12th September:  Provincial Chapter of the Southern Province, India 

2008   8th   September:  Blessing and inauguration of the Nirmala Vice Provincialate at Greater 

Noida 

2008   2nd  to  8th October:   5th Provincial  Chapter of the Central Province. 

2008   10th  to  16th October:  Provincial Chapter of the Northern Province. 

2009   17th February:  Opening of “Brigida Morello  Canvent” at Kenya,  by the Northern Province.   

A residential School for girls  from class to 

2009   1st  to  25th   August:    64th General Chapter, celebrated at Nivedita, Bangalore, India.  

Sister Elvira Mattappally was elected Superior General and Sr.  Berchmans Kuzhimattathil Vicar 

General. 

2009   12th   November:  Celebration of the Platinum Jubilee  of the Indian Mission, by the Indian 

Provinces.  (Sathpathy) 

2010   24th  January:  Golden Jubilee celebration of th “Ursuline Senior Secondary School”,  

Kannur, Kerala. 

2010   12th  February:  Opening of the second Convent in Andra Pradesh, by the Southern 

Province, In Vijayawada Diocese.   A ‘Formation’ center named “Ursuline Nivas” 

2010   5th March:  Appointment of Sister Ester Del Rio as Provincial of the Italian Province. 

2010   10th – 13th March : Celebration of the silver jubilee of the Brazilian Delegation. 

2010   April:  Appointment of the new Provincial Teams of the Indian Provinces. 

2010  April:  Sr. Yvonne Fernandes re-appointed Superior of the Brazil Delegation. 
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2010   April:   Updating of the “Customary” by each Province  according to  need: climate, culture 

etc. 

2010   17th  June:  “ 4th  Centenary of the birth of  our Foundress, Blessed Brigida Morello of 

Jesus” Celebrated in all the Provinces and the Brazil Delegation. 

2010   3rd December:  The Nirmala Vice-Province is declared a Province and is based at Greater 

Noida.   Sister Rittie Mattathil  is its first Provincial Superior. 

2011   9th July:   First Proifession of  two Tanzanian Novices,  Sisters Petronilla andSalome at  the 

Formation House at Lihwena,  Songea Archdiocese. 

2011   3rd   Provincial Assembly  celebrated in 4 groups from September 1st  to 15th;  6th  to  10th; 

17th  21st   and  4th  to 8  October  by the Southern province. 

2011   3rd   Provincial Assembly  celebrated in 3 Groups from 23rd to 26th September;  5th to 8th 

October:  13th to 16th October  by the Northern Province. 

2011   1st Provincial Assembly of the Nirmala Province, held in two groups:  23rd  to  26th     

September;  and  13th  to  16th  October. 

2011   3rd   Provincial Assembly in three groups:  13th  to  16th  October;   20th  to  23rd October 

and 3rd to 6th November, by the Central Province. 

2011   21st November:  Opening of a  second Convent at Dar.er-salaam – BUYUNI  -  to be a 

School By the Central Province.  5th Convent in Tanzania.  Named: Ursuline Convent. 

2011  27th  to  29th  December:  “Province Assembly” at Piacenza by the Italian Province. 

2012  11th  to 13th  January:   3rd Assembly of the Brazil  Delegation 

2012  29th February:  “Exhumation of the Mortal Remains of  the Servant of God, Sister M. Celine 

Kannanaikal”.  The solemn ceremony was held in the Kannur Catholic Cemetery in the presence of 

the Bishop of Kannur, Rt. Rev. Mgr. Varghese Chackalackal,  our Superior           General, Sr. 

Elvira Mattappilly,  Sr. Berchmans , the Vicar, many Priests, our Sisters and the  Family members 

of  the Servant of God,  Maria Celine Kannanaikal. 

2012   16th June   First Profession of four Tanzanian Novices at Lihwena, Songea. 
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2012  10th  August:  Appointment of Sister Geena Vengathanam  to be the Superior of the Mission 

In Tanzania.  

Special notes on the Transfer of the Noviciate  from Nivedita, Bangalore  to  

each Province. 

Reasons:  FORMATION FOR MISSION  in  May 2000 

Southern Province:   To  Pariyaram  -  Jeevass.  Sister Betty James, the 

Novice Directress.  She was helped by Sr. Carol Thundathil of the Northern 

Province, for a month.  There were 9 novices to enter   the  second year of 

formation. 

Central Province:   To  Nashik  -  Thanmaya.   Sister Fabian Jose , the Novice Directress.  There 

were 6 Novices at the time 

Northern Province:  To  Kathgodam for 5 years.  In 2005, the Noviciate was based at Lucknow in a 

newly-built Formation House -  Anugraha.  Sister Anu George was the Novice Directress.  There 

were 5 Novices. 

 

http://ursulinesofpiacenza.org/foundress/growth-of-the-missioninstitute/ 

Growth of the Mission/Institute 

 

Bl. Mother Brigida 

While the historical, socio-political conditions of the time, imposed many restrictions on women 

religious, leaving them no possibilities of engaging in activities outside the precincts of the convent 

walls, the Foundress was filled with missionary zeal which she forcefully transmitted to her 

daughters. She used to say: “I wish I were a man so I could go to the ends of the world to save souls 

and proclaim the good news.” 

The history of our Institute is filled with instances and examples of how the Daughters of Blessed 

Brigida Morello of Jesus found expressions to their apostolic zeal in many ways and situations:  

they were able to ‘read’ the signs of their time.  The Foundress herself responded to the signs of her 

time by pioneering the formal education of girls at Piacenza. 
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The “House of St. Ursula”, as the Institute was called, had to wait almost  300 years to obtain 

Ecclesiastical approbation.  It was in 1936 that the House of St. Ursula became an Institute of 

Pontifical Right with the title of “Ursulines of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza”. 

Launching out and opening a foreign mission was the burning desire/dream of Mother M.Radini 

Tedeschi 

Maria Felice Radini Tedeschi, the Superior General who led the Institute for 29 years, from 1908 to 

1937.  She had imbibed the spirit  and zeal of the Foundress and found ways and means  of 

carrying  the missionary flame to India, to kindle  the fire of Divine Love in the hearts of the Indian 

people.  To this end, she chose, prepared and sent  a band of five brave and generous 

Pioneers, Maria Annunciata Rossetti, Maria Saveria Sabbadini, Maria Elena Valsecchi,Maria 

Margherita Benocci   and Maria Assunta Lusardi.  They landed in India  on the shore of the 

Arabian sea, at Calicut, Kerala, on 12 Nov. 1934.  The prophetic vision and mission of the 

Foundress was thus fulfilled. 

 

Maria Annunciata Rossetti 

Born at Fontevivo, Parma,  on 22nd February 1879. 

Professed on 25
th

 March 1897 

Came  to  India on 12
th

 November 1934,  at 55 years of age. 

Had  been a boarder at our Convent of Fidenza, a Novice under Mother Radini who formed her in 

the true spirit of the Institute:  a spirit of  prayer and of zeal for 

souls.  She had served the Lord in all the offices among the youth 

and in the Community, in Italy till  she was 

appointed  Superior of the Pioneers 

Missionaries during their early days in 

India, at Calicut and Cannanore, up to the 

time of their internment at Payyanur during 

the Second World War, 1939 -1945, when 

Mother Margaret Benocci replaced her. 

She became blind due to a wrong treatment and was offered the choice of 

returning to Italy but she chose to remain in India, her land of adoption.  For 30 long years she was 

totally blind, but considered her blindness a gift which had opened to her marvelous supernatural 
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vistas!  She could still teach the Novices how to recite the Psalms and other prayers which she new 

by heart. 

Mother Annunciata died at 94 years of age, at Cannanore, on  12
th

 June 1973, and is buried in the 

cemetery of the Catholic Church, at Cannanore. 

Maria Saveria Sabbadini 

Born at Buenos Aires in Argentina  on 18
th

 September 1893.  Her family had emigrated to South 

America, but returned to Busseto when she was a toddler and received Baptism then, on her 

returned to Italy with her family.. 

Our Institute opened a Convent at Busseto in 1920 and the young girl began to  visit the Sisters.  

She soon asked  to join them and, after  her formation in the Novitiate,  she made her first 

Profession  on 21
st
 October 1925.  Mother Radini had been her Novice Directress and had formed 

her as a true Ursuline. 

Mother Xavier served in many offices, until she was chosen to be part of the five Pioneers who 

began and establish the Ursuline Mission in India. 

Mother  Xavier collaborated with Fr. Caironi S,J. for the uplift of the Pulayas, a low caste of 

Malabar.  She was the first Novice Mistress of the Indian Novices at Payyanur.  She served in the 

mission of Mattul too, caring for orphans till  her  transfer to Cannnaore in 1961. 

Though she had lost one eye, she continued to work and to teach the young Sisters and the Novices 

to embroider, make laces and many other arts. 

She died at Nirmala Hospital, Marikunnu, on 20
th

 October 1973 and is buried at Cannanore  along 

with the other Pioneers. 

Maria Elena Valsecchi 

Born at Sala del Barro (Como) on 18
th

 October 1891, she made her first Profession on 4
th

December 

1932.  She had joined at 40 years of age because she had to assist her mother. 

She had been involved in many apostolic activities of her parish, teaching Catechism and as a 

member of the Catholic Action Movement.  She was a true missionary moved by the burning desire 

to save souls.  When she left for the Indian Mission, she had said:  “I offer myself as a victim for 

our Indian Mission.  I wish to love the Lord with all possible love and give Him glory with my 

suffering, if not with my work”. 

And so it was:  She was struck by sickness very early, so much so that, instead of going to 

Payyanur, during the war with the Ursuline Community, she had to stay with the Bridgidine Sisters 
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at Marikunnu, Calicut. At Cannanore, after the war, Mother Elena was confined to her room.  A 

short while before she died she wrote in a letter:  “I believe the Lord has accepted my prayers and 

this thought makes me happy and fills my heart with trust in God’s goodness.” She was truly a 

victim of Love, of expiation:  simple, coherent, patient, loving and grateful. 

She died in 1969, on 1
st
 May and is buried at Cannanore. 

Maria Margherita Benocci 

Born at Radicofani (Siena), Tuscany, on 11
th

 December 1903, she made her professionon 

12
th

 October 1929.   She was the youngest of the Pioneers who landed in India in 1934. She was 

sent to Bangalore to train as a Nurse and to learn English, and returned full of zeal. 

She directed the Mission after Mother Annunciata, was Mistress of Novices and Superior in many 

Communities.  During the Second World War, when the Sisters were interned at Payyanur and there 

was no communication with the Mother House in Italy, she strove to take care of the temporal needs 

of the Sisters and of the orphans by making and selling ‘Italian pasta’, and other items. 

Mother Margaret, as she was called in India, was very affectionate and compassionate towards all, 

especially towards the poor.  A real mother to the Sisters and to the orphans, she cared for them in 

all possible ways to the point of personal sacrifice. 

Mother Margaret served the Lord in many Communities, in the South and in Nord India.  Her last 

years were spent at Bangalore, where she died suddenly on 14
th

 May 

1987.  Her mortal Remains were brought to Cannanore and buried along with the other Pioneers. 

Maria Assunta Lusardi 

Born at Mucinasso, Piacenza, on 15
th

 August 1896, she 

made her first Profession  on 4
th

November 1923.  She 

served in the Indian Mission from its birth in 1934 to 

1951, when she returned to Italy because of sickness. 

Back in Italy, she made herself useful as much as she 

could, but specially by praying  much.  She used to 

say:  “Let us pray for the Institute, for the Mission and for 

the cause of our dear Foundress.  And may the Lord send us good vocations according to the spirit 

of the Institute”. She died on 27
th

 October 1969 and is buried at Piacenza in the tomb of the 

Ursuline. 

The Pioneers faced trials and difficulties of all sorts, in their early life in India, especially during the 

Second World War which had isolated them. However, their courage and trust in God’s Providence, 
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were the seeds  that made the Institute grow steadily in various parts of India, through the leadership 

of Mother Margaret Benocci, Mother Stefania Murelli,  Mother Aloysia Vaz  and the other 

Superiors and Provincials who followed them 

Today the Ursulines of Mary Immaculate of Piacenza – UMIs – are  present  in Italy, India, Brazil 

and Africa. They render their services in schools of all kinds, in medical centers (Hospitals and 

dispensaries), in welfare and pastoral activities.  In numbers: they are about 770. 

http://ursulinesofpiacenza.org/foundress/st-ursula/accessed on 13/12/2012 

St. Ursula and the Ursulines 

Our Foundress, Blessed Brigida Morello of 

Jesus, a mystic and a prophet of predilection, was 

a pioneer in her own right when she founded an  

Institute,  with  the aim of educating  young 

‘girls’ of the city of Piacenza and named it 

 “House of St. Ursula”.  It was a great 

innovation, because, at the time, women were meant to be ‘mothers’, almost exclusively! 

Mother Brigida chose St. Ursula as a patroness because of a legendary Saint Ursula who had shown 

heroic strength, fidelity and courage in defending a group of young Princesses from the attack of  

‘pagans’ and lead all of them to prefer death/martyrdom,  rather than give up their faith in Christ 

and their integrity. 

In fact, for such a courageous enterprise, there was need of an intrepid patroness. St Ursula was one 

of the Saints most in vogue/popular at the time.  Even if what Brigida and her contemporaries knew 

of her was more due to legend than to history, she was considered a fitting patroness  of educators. 

Successive archeological research has dismantled the image of the intrepid  Breton Princess who 

faced martyrdom  along with eleven thousand virgins she was guiding.  We now know that the 

virgins were only eleven, but this does not diminish the value of a young woman who preferred 

death rather than renounce her virginity for God’s Kingdom. 

Like ours,  many other Institutes whose members were ‘educators’ took the name of Ursulines. 

Generalate House 

History of the Generalate 
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The Mother-House at Piacenza was the seat of the Superior General, called Prioress at the time of 

foundation, till the year 1993. When the Institute/Congregation was re-organized into Provinces, in 

1988, it became necessary to have a separate Generalate House for better administration. 

The Indian Delegation became a Province in 1985. It had grown rather too quickly and there were 

already 46 convents in different parts of India: South, Center and North, difficult to administer by 

one Provincial Superior alone. It was then decided to form 3 Provinces, keeping in mind the 

location of the Convents. 

This process took place in 1988, on 15th Augist, and the “Triplet” acquired a name: 

1. The “Southern Province”, based at Kannur, was formed by the Convents situated in the following 

States of India: Kerala and Tamilnadu. 

2. The “Central Province”, based at Bangalore was formed by the convents situated in the States of 

Maharashtra, Karnataka and Orissa. 

3. The “Northern Province”, based at Lucknow (UP) took the States of Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Punjab 

and Madhya Pradesh. 

The Sisters were given the opportunity to choose the Province, but the needs of the apostolic 

services were given priority. A reasonable time was given for the transaction. 

More changes were made as necessary, and from 2010, we have 4 Provinces in India. The last one 

being: The “Nirmala Province”, based at Greater Noida (Delhi) 

The Italian Province was formed in 1989 and is based at the Mother House of the Institute at 

Piacenza. 

The Generalate was shifted to Rome in 1993, on 11th February in a building situated in Via Monte 

Senario, Rome, Italy. It was a small, but beautiful villa with a garden; there were only few rooms, 

barely enough for the Sisters who formed the General Council. There were no extra rooms for other 

Sisters who, eventually, would need to stay in Rome for studies orfor any other experience. Looking 

for a larger house was out of the question – the cost would exceed our budget. The Superior General 

was Sr. Angela Marina Magalini. 

In the meantime, the sad situation of diminishing vocations to religious life and the aging of Sisters, 

was the cause of closing down many Institutions by many religious Congregations. 
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Our Convent in Rome, at Via Dandolo, 46 had been doing a great service to education by running a 

KG and an Elementary School, from 1931. Both schools were much appreciated by the local 

people. There were also a few rooms for guests. However, our Congregation too was forced to close 

the schools for lack of Religious Teachers; the aged Sisters could not carry on their mission any 

longer. And so, the house of Via Dandolo became free for other purposes. We were fortunate to be 

able to sell the House at Monte Senario for a good price and the Generalate was moved/shifted to 

Via Dandolo in 1998. The Superior General was Sr. M. Giovanna Alberoni. 

It became necessary to restructure the building to serve the new purpose. The work began in 1999 

and was done with the services of Architect Gaetano Callocchia and the Construction Firm “Edil” 

of Mr. Mosca. The third floor was redesigned and is now a “Casa per Ferie” for Pilgrims and other 

guests with 20 rooms. The second floor was designed to give offices for the General Council, for 

the Archives, and for other needs, including rooms for the Sisters. A fitting reception hall was 

carved out of a big room used earlier as a store room. The beautiful Chapel has remained unchanged 

as the Heart of the Generalate. 

http://www.ursulinegreaternoida.org/founder.aspx 

OUR FOUNDRESS 

The Family of Brigida 

Brigida was born in the little sea-side town of Rapallo which was part of the noble city of Genova 

Rappallo. Her parents were Nicolo Morello and Lavinia Borzese, both were Nicolo Morello and 

Lavinia Borzene, both noted for their goodness and prudence and capable of governing the family 

well. They enjoyed the respect and esteem of the town –people and had good financial standing. But 

they suffered a considerable set back due to some misfortune as often happens and had to live 

through days of hardship and want. They had 11 children: three boys and eight girls of whom 

Brigida wads the sixth in the order of birth- the central figure, not only in the natural order but much 

more in the supernatural order of divine prediction and gifts of grace.  

The Birth of Brigida  

She was born on 10th June, 1610 on the day which, that year happened to be the Octave of the feast 

of ‘Corpus Domini’ in the parish of St. Michael, not far from Rapallo. The birth was not 

accompanied by the usual labor pain and the mother did not even need the assistance of a mid-wife. 

In fact, she had gone to the Eucharistic procession and returning home had hardly changed her 
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clothes. This was believed to be very providential l in the given circumstances as there was only a 

single mid-wife in the whole parish and she could not be called for this delivery .  

Desire for sanctity  

The children of the Nicolo family often wet their paternal grand-uncle and aunt who had holiday 

villa in St. Michael’s . This couple, having no children of their own, entertained on their home. 

Brigida was their favorite. The children affectionately called them grand-father and grand –mother. 

The good old man was very pious and devoted and enjoyed reading the lives of saints which 

Brigida listened to eagerly. Even at that tender age she understood that to become a saint was a 

beautiful thing and this roused in her a desire for sanctity beyond her age, as though the Lord was 

anticipating His action in her with special enlightenment and often happens with those who are 

destined to be models of sanctity.  

Her great desire for sanctity right from her childhood, the vision she had at the age of four of the 

beauty of heaven and the transitory of this world, her love for the poor, zeal for souls, eagerness to 

practice every virtue, the great desire to become a nun and a saint etc. singled her out as an extra-

ordinary child.  

Blessed Brigida of Jesus, Our Foundress 

The Foundation  

Greatly favored by grace from her early childhood, she possessed in a high degree the gifts of 

contemplation, prophecy and of miracles. Bridgit Morello, a name that has occupied a place in 

history. She was a mystic of the 17th century, endowed with special gifts of mystical union with 

God . At that time women hardly had any place in society. But this lady of vision overcame 

obstacles of all types. Petty wars and Industrial revolts had played havoc, creating instability in 

families. Women and children were the worst affected. Brigit could not be blind to the need of the 

hour. Responding to the call with six other ladies, Brigida dedicated herself to the cause of the 

education of the young girls. Thus was born the Congregation of the Ursulines of Mary Immaculate 

(UMI), at Piacenza, Italy on February 17th 1649.  

The death of Mother Brigida  

The Lord revealed her that within three months her earthly pilgrimage would be ended and this 

increased her spiritual joy as proportionately increased her physical suffering. The Lord also told 
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her that she would have yet to suffer much and from then on new pains were added to her each day 

so that within these months she had reached the points of death many times.  

Heaven found Mother ready for it and so the prayers of her daughters went unheeded. So after a 

steadily increasing agony that lasted the whole night, with the confessor and her daughters by her 

bed-side praying and recommending her soul to God, she smiling at the crucifix, breathed forth her 

soul to god at 3.a.m. on Sunday the 3rd September 1679 amidst the tears of her daughters. She was 

sixty nine years old at her death. 

Beatification of Mother Brigida of Jesus Morello 

She was beatified on 15th March 1998 by Pope JOHN PAUL II 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


